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Foreword

This report on the trends now shaping future terrorism is the second report in the Proteus Trends Series. 
This and subsequent reports identify trends that are shaping the future and analyze their impact on specific 
topics. This effort is designed to assist operational and strategic analysts, planners, and decision makers across 
the various communities within government and the private sector in scanning the horizon and defining the 
future environment in order to systematically identify discrete threats and capitalize on hidden opportunities.

Dr. Marv Cetron and Mr. Owen Davies, with the assistance of their associates at Forecasting International, 
developed this report. Building on Forecasting International’s 55 Trends, they have identified specific 
implications of those trends in the area of future terrorism. Incisive commentary provided throughout by 
a panel of subject matter experts adds to the richness of their analysis. This report provides security officials, 
agencies, think tanks, and academic institutions from across government and the private sector with keen 
insights into key trends that will continue to influence terrorism and  counter terrorism. 

Proteus USA is pleased to sponsor this seminal work. 

Bill Waddell
Chair, Proteus USA





Preface

This study can be viewed as a response to a call sounded by Dr. Thomas Mahnken at the Forces Transformation 
Chairs Meeting in February 2007. Dr. Mahnken, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Policy Planning, 
pointed out that the United States responds to shocks most successfully when it has already recognized and 
responded to the trends from which they emerge. It is less successful when those trends have gone unidentified 
or when no effective response to them has been mounted. One case where the trends were not recognized in 
time was the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. It thus becomes necessary, Dr. Mahnken concluded, to 
develop a means of identifying trends and responding to them before acute challenges emerge.

Forecasting International (FI) heartily agreed. FI is one of the world’s premier futurist organizations. It 
specializes in the analysis of trends. To our knowledge, we were the first such organization to apply trend 
analysis to the problem of terrorism. We did so with considerable success.

FI began its work on terrorism in 1994, when it managed the 4th Annual Defense Worldwide Combating 
Terrorism Conference for the Pentagon. Its conference report, Terror 2000: The Future Face of Terror, accurately 
predicted the rise of Muslim extremism as a source of terror, the terrorists’ growing taste for mass bloodletting, 
the use of coordinated attacks on distant targets, and even an assault on the Pentagon using a hijacked airplane 
(omitted at the request of the State Department). Since then, FI has often studied terrorist issues for both 
government and private industry.

In the current report, FI examines the future of international terrorism. In this effort, it has been assisted 
by more than fifty of the world’s premier authorities in the fields of antiterrorism, intelligence, security, 
and policing. This expert panel included members of the intelligence community, specialists from the U.S. 
government and military, security consultants, think tank staffers, forecasters, university professors, and local 
police officials. Most came from the United States, but Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, Russia, and 
Switzerland also were represented. Several participants chose to remain anonymous, owing to their sensitive 
positions in government and the military. One contributor is a private citizen of whom we know nothing, save 
that he responded to a magazine article we had published and provided some interesting thoughts.

This typifies our approach in this work. We have tried to be inclusive, rather than exclusive. FI’s own views, 
and those of certain experts, dominate the report, but some have been included—often in the appendices—
specifically because they diverge from the mainstream and might provide useful insights or novel ideas that 
would not arise from more conventional sources. We have tried to omit nothing that should at least be 
considered. Many of the ideas presented here deserve to be seen at the highest levels of government.

Key findings from our panel of experts include:

International terrorism will grow as veterans of the Iraq War return to their native lands, train •	
sympathizers in the tactics of terror, and spread out across the world.

Among the Western lands, Britain and France (owing to their large Muslim populations) and the •	
United States will be at the greatest risk of attack, in that order. Further attacks on the scale of 9/11 are 
to be expected in all three countries over the range of five to ten years.
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These attacks will combine mass bloodshed and economic impact. Now that the World Trade Center •	
is gone, Grand Central Station at rush hour would be an obvious target for Manhattan. Coordinated 
attacks on shopping malls, tourist attractions, casinos, schools, churches and synagogues, and sports 
events also are possible. For details, see Appendix A, FI’s study of potential terrorist targets based 
on interviews with serving and retired military officers, counterterrorism specialists, futurists, and 
hospitality executives. (These last were included because hotels and restaurants are particularly soft 
targets and have proved to be among the favorite targets of terrorists around the world.) In Appendix 
B, noted forecaster Joseph Coates provides an alternative view and a theoretical framework for the 
analysis of likely targets for terrorism.

New technologies will continue to change antiterrorism. Most will be in their early stages of development •	
five years from now, but will advance rapidly over the following decade. These include:

Tiny sensors that can be scattered to detect explosives or biological warfare agents in potential  –
target areas

Conversion software that allows investigators to use incompatible databases seamlessly –

Artificial Intelligence, expert systems, and data mining software that can recognize patterns in  –
intelligence derived from different sources and warn of a terrorist event in preparation

Software that can recognize suspicious activities viewed by networks of surveillance cameras –

Facial recognition software, which already is being integrated with passive video surveillance  –
systems to identify wanted subjects in a crowd

Computerized training for antiterrorism operations similar to the military’s Battlefield 2 “game”  –
simulator

Technology is likely to change the nature of terrorism as well. Like their government adversaries, •	
terrorists may adopt computer simulations to train recruits in tactics, strategy, and technology. However, 
other effects of technology are more difficult to predict. In general, as societies become increasingly 
dependent on high-tech for manufacturing, services, personal activities and military operations, they 
develop new vulnerabilities. While most terrorist attacks will be designed around old-fashioned bombs 
and bullets, others will be designed to exploit technological weaknesses for economic and logistical 
impact.
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INTRODUCTION

In his introductory lecture at the Forces Transformation Chairs Meeting in February 2007, Dr. Thomas 
Mahnken pointed out a weakness in America’s response to challenges. Dr. Mahnken, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Policy Planning, pointed out that challenges come in two forms, long-term trends 
and abrupt shocks. Shocks, such as the fall of the Berlin Wall, tend to be unanticipated and highly disruptive. 
Yet, in hindsight it is clear that most shocks are the product of long-term trends. The United States, Mahnken 
observed, has been most successful in responding to shocks when it has already begun to adapt to the long-
term trends from which they emerged. Two examples were Pearl Harbor and the launch of Sputnik. It has 
responded less successfully when the trends were unrecognized or no adequate response to them had been 
mounted. The 9/11 terrorist attacks were such a case, Dr. Mahnken noted. Thus, it is necessary to develop 
some means of identifying key trends and incorporating them into our long-term planning.

This document can be seen as a response to Dr. Mahnken’s call. At Forecasting International (FI), trend 
analysis is our stock in trade. We have often applied this skill to the needs of government. To the best of our 
knowledge, we were the first organization to apply the study of trends to the problem of terrorism.

For nearly half a century, Forecasting International (FI) has conducted an ongoing study of the forces 
changing our world. We have anticipated where those forces would lead in fields ranging from the tourist 
industry to the stability of nations and for clients from General Motors to the Central Intelligence Agency and 
the White House. On the whole, we have been reasonably successful. Not long ago, an industrial association 
re-examined a forecast FI had prepared for them a decade earlier. They found that of more than 100 specific 
predictions in the report, no fewer than 95 percent had proved to be correct.

In 1994, we turned our attention to the future of terrorism. At the request of SO/LIC, the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict, we organized and managed 
the 4th Annual Defense Worldwide Combating Terrorism Conference. Unlike previous conference managers, 
whose work had concentrated on the “state of play” in the world of terrorists and the officials charged with 
thwarting their schemes, FI was asked to anticipate how terrorism would change in the years ahead. Again, our 
work proved to be accurate, both in its broad outlines and in many details.

The common wisdom then held that terrorism was quickly becoming obsolete as rogue states learned 
that sponsoring terrorist attacks cost them far more than any possible benefit was worth. Sponsorship of the 
Lockerbie bombing had subjected Libya to an air and arms embargo, a ban on some needed oil equipment, 
and the loss of financial assets. Iraq, long a patron of terrorism, had finally exhausted the world’s patience by 
invading Kuwait and had lost a precedent-setting war. With those lessons in mind, no state would be likely to 
sponsor future terrorist acts, and without that support, terrorism itself would dry up.

Our conference report, titled Terror 2000: The Future Face of Terror, presented a different view. It said 
that terrorism would grow more common, not less so. Future terrorist incidents would not be sponsored by 
states, but increasingly by Muslim extremists motivated by a bitter hatred of the West in general and America 
in particular. And it would be designed to cause bloodshed on a level never before seen, even at the cost of 
the terrorists’ own deaths. At the time, these predictions were so far from the professional consensus that even 
many of the subject specialists participating in the conference rejected them. They were far better accepted by 
the generalist forecasters that FI had recruited to the study. In the end, they all proved to be correct.
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Some specific forecasts anticipated the September 11 attack with startling accuracy. The report foresaw the 
execution of a second, much more successful, attack on the World Trade Towers. It predicted the success of 
simultaneous assaults on widely separated targets. (This capacity also was displayed in the embassy bombings 
of 1998.) It even foretold the deliberate crash of an airplane into the Pentagon. That last was deleted from the 
report at the request of the State Department, which feared that it could give terrorists a valuable idea they 
might not conceive on their own.

Many of the analyses and recommendations originating in Terror 2000 were adopted with little change in 
later studies of terrorism. The reports of both the Commission on National Security (the Bremer Commission) 
in 1998 and the National Commission on Terrorism (the Rudman Commission) in 2000 relied heavily on our 
work. Even the 9/11 Commission used substantial portions of these three studies, including many that first 
appeared in the Terror 2000 report.

Since Terror 2000, the future of terrorism has been a continuing interest for Forecasting International (FI). 
We have carried out a number of studies in this field for both private industry and government clients.

In this study, FI again has examined the future of international terrorism. This work looks at 55 important 
trends that FI tracks, and projects their influence on the future of terrorism. Some of the trends proved to 
be extremely important, others less so. Some will encourage future terrorism and permit no useful response 
from the target nations; these include, for example, rapid population growth in the countries of origin and 
the urbanization of the developing world. Other trends offer opportunities for intervention; of these, the 
continuing rise of technology is the most prominent.

In this work we have had the invaluable help of more than fifty of the world’s most prominent and far-
ranging subject specialists. Included in our panel of experts are:

Leading experts on terrorism such as Donald Hodge, Deputy National Intelligence Officer for •	
Warning, National Intelligence Council (NIC), ODNI; Lieutentant General Oleg Kalugin (Ret.), 
now of the Center for Counterintelligence and Security Studies and formerly head of the Foreign 
Counterintelligence Directorate of the KGB; Peter Probst, Senior Partner, National Security Associates 
Worldwide; and Brian Bruh, CEO of Brian Bruh Associates and former director of the Treasury 
Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
Active government antiterrorism specialists such as David A. Bray, Strategic Planning and •	
Implementation Fellow at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and formerly 
IT Chief and Informatics Strategist of CDC’s bioterrorism program; Major Kathleen M. Meilahn, 
USAFR, CTR CENTCOM J2-PR (J5 IMA) and David J. Weinstein, Senior Intelligence Officer for 
Warning, JCS/J2
Joseph F. Coates, and David Pearce Snyder,consulting futurists; William Halal, founder of TechCast; •	
Dr. Stephen Millett, thought leader and manager of technology forecasts; T. Irene Sanders, Executive 
Director at the Washington Center for Complexity and Public Policy; and Rick Smyre, President of 
Communities of the Future; Stephen F. Steele, Ph.D., President of the Institute for the Future
Think-tank luminaries such as Brian Michael Jenkins, Senior Advisor at the Rand Corporation and •	
professor at the Pardee RAND Graduate School; R. Kim Cragin, Associate International Policy Analyst 
at RAND; and Angel Rabasa, Senior Political Scientist, RAND Corporation
Military educators Cynthia E. Ayers, NSA Visiting Professor of Information Superiority Center for •	
Strategic Leadership, U.S. Army War College; Lieutenant Colonel O. Shawn Cupp, USA (Ret.), 
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Assistant Professor with the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Department of Logistics 
and Resource Operations; Colonel Jonathan Czarnecki, USA (Ret.), Naval War College; Commander 
Clint Goodwin, USN (Ret.), Associate Professor Emeritus at the National Defense Intelligence College; 
and Professor James Kadtke of the National Defense University
Ranking academics such as David W. Chobar, of Morningside College; Sean S. Costigan, Director of •	
Strategic Initiatives, International Relations and Security Network, ETH Zurich, and Visiting Scholar 
at The New School; Peter K. Forster, Ph.D., Associate Director, International & Homeland Security 
Outreach Initiatives; Lecturer, Department of Political Science, Penn State University; Louis Kriesberg, 
Maxwell Professor Emeritus of Social Conflict Studies at the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public 
Affairs, Syracuse University, and Dr. William Nolte of the University of Maryland School of Public 
Policy
And policing experts John Jackson, strategist with the Houston Police Department Strategic Planning •	
Unit; strategic planner John R. Kapinos of the Fairfax (VA) Police Department; Deborah Osborne, 
analyst and futurist; Alan Youngs, Esq., retired Division Chief of the Lakewood (CO) Police Department; 
and Professor Don Zettlemoyer of the Justice and Safety Institute (JASI) at Penn State University

These participants represent a breadth and depth of experience that have been available to few other studies 
of terrorism. Without exception, they devoted more of their time, attention, and expertise to this work than 
we would have dared to ask. Their assistance has proved to be remarkably valuable. Much of this report is built 
around their invaluable comments, which frequently provided insights that the FI staff could not have reached 
on our own. Here are just a few examples:

David Bray of CDC may have identified a workable approach to solving one of the most pressing problems 
of the post-9/11 era, how to provide for both protection and privacy. He writes,

Consider an example where public key encryption allows the masking of collected information 
from human eyes, but not from processing and linking to other sources of information by trusted 
information systems themselves. By use of encryption, this masking of collected information provides 
only “de-identified” information (with personal identifiers removed) to government workers (Straub 
and Collins, 1990; Rindfleisch, 1997). However, the trusted information systems themselves can 
access personal identifiers and link different sources of information.

Ideally, these trusted information systems would work non-stop to sort through and identify suspicious 
patterns of information. Examples of suspicious patterns include an individual living in a large 
city purchasing a large quantity of castor beans (which can be used to make ricin toxin) with no 
discernable legitimate purpose, or regular records of large bank deposits from an unclear source of 
questionable origin. If the patterns are extremely suspicious, the information systems can present the 
suspicious patterns (de-identified, with personal identifiers removed) to government workers. These 
workers then decide whether to convene an expedited court hearing to judge if the encrypted personal 
identifiers associated with the information should be unlocked. Lawyers for a defense—in the absence 
of the unknown individual(s)—and a prosecution, present opposing sides to the best of their ability. A 
federal judge decides whether the de-identified pattern of activities provides sufficient cause to lift the 
freedom of privacy for the collected information. Should the judge rule that the de-identified pattern 
of information is suspicious enough to merit unlocking the protected identities, an electronic key 
issued by the court will permit this action. Similar to issuing a warrant, such an approach maintains 
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anonymity of collected information unless a court hearing finds probable cause and temporarily 
removes this freedom.”

From William Nolte at the University of Maryland came this observation:
[The transition from command-and-control organizational structures to information-based networks] 
strikes me as a top issue. Our corporate structures (public and private) reflect late 19th century efforts 
to deal, inter alia, with an information revolution of that time. In larger and larger companies, 
how did you filter information to the top while nevertheless ensuring that critical information did 
not get filtered out? Simple. You created layers of middle management where the prime responsibility 
was to sort out things that upper management didn’t need to be bothered with from things upper 
management had to know about. As Hurricane Katrina demonstrated, we now have industrial age 
corporate structures trying to operate this repetitive process (scan, review, filter, transmit) in an age 
when the information environment is moving at Moore’s Law speed, or something close thereto.

At FI, we can only agree. Government functions, including intelligence and security services, have always 
been built on the command-and-control model. For an age of high-tech communications and threats that 
often can be recognized only at late stages and from multiple data sources, transitioning to an information-
based network model is an urgent necessity. This will be particularly difficult for the military.

LTC (Ret.) O. Shawn Cupp at the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College pointed out:
Agriculture is one of the easiest sectors of the U.S. economy to disrupt, and its disruption could have 
catastrophic consequences for the U.S. and world economies. Agriculture in the U.S. accounts for 13 
percent of the current Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and provides employment for 15 percent of the 
population. It produces high-quality, cheap, plentiful food for domestic consumption and accounts 
for more than $50 billion in exports. The likelihood of terrorist acts interrupting the production, 
processing, and distribution of agricultural products is high.

He adds that some 70 percent of the cattle finished for slaughter in the United States are kept in an area of 
just 200 square miles. An outbreak of foot-and-mouth or mad cow disease would rapidly spread through this 
region, with devastating economic results.

Finally, Donald Hodge, Deputy National Intelligence Officer for Warning, National Intelligence Council 
(NIC), ODNI, provided this bracing reminder:

From a law enforcement perspective, this report is focused almost entirely on the criminal type threat. 
It needs to consider trends in the nation state espionage threat. The U.S. now faces more than just one 
or two (e.g., Russia and China) intelligence threats. Many other nation states will be targeting the 
U.S. for intelligence collection. Both the breadth and scope of the foreign intelligence and espionage 
threat to the U.S. will continue to grow. Terrorist groups will also expand their intelligence collection 
activities.”

These and many other comments and recommendations from our panel of experts give this report a 
perspective that could not have been achieved without their many contributions. If this report were to 
accomplish nothing else, bringing the views of these diverse specialists together in one place where they can 
receive the attention they merit would justify our effort. However, we believe the result is more than the sum 
of these useful parts.
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BACkGROUND

About fifteen years ago, Forecasting International condensed its decades of work into a list of trends it 
had found operating in the world. This list has been updated periodically. Some trends have been dropped 
as they matured and played themselves out, while others have been added as they arose or were recognized. 
The most recent total revision took place in the summer of 2007. This latest edition of FI’s periodic trend 
report tracks 55 trends in eight major areas: economics and society; values, concerns, and lifestyles; energy; 
the environment; technology; the labor force and work; management; and institutions. Some of these trends 
examine different aspects of very wide-ranging developments, such as demographics or the changing energy 
picture. These may overlap to some degree, but for our purposes it is necessary that each trend stand on its 
own. Many of these trends can be seen in the world at large; a few are limited to the United States. Not all of 
them have obvious applications to terrorism and the battle against it, but many do. All 55 trends are examined 
in detail toward the end of this report.

For the current study, the FI staff reconsidered the trends and analyzed their probable influence on the 
future of terrorism. Our findings were appended to each trend, and the resulting document was sent to sixty-
four respected terrorism experts and forecasters, as well as several academics with whom we had worked in 
the past. We also provided Web links to several of our previous writings about terrorism to ensure that the 
respondents would have a common background from which to work. No fewer than forty-five members of 
this original panel offered comments for the study. Several more candidates were suggested by the first group 
of experts; these additions were contacted as well, and most also chose to participate in the study.

We asked this panel of experts to examine the trends, pick out the ten that they felt would be most 
important to the future of terrorism, and evaluate their likely effects. Of course, we also invited them not to 
limit themselves to those ten but to make comments wherever they had useful observations to share. This effort 
was the source of the comments presented herein. Many participants also provided comments that did not 
deal specifically with the trends, but which clearly deserved the readers’ attention. These items are included as 
Appendix C.

BASELINE TRENDS IN TERRORISM

At Forecasting International, we see three major changes coming in the years ahead. These trends were 
among the documents supplied to study participants. They will fundamentally alter both the terrorist threat 
to the United States and the terms on which we must fight the “war” on terror: The terrorists will continue to 
gain more fighters. They will gain far more destructive weapons. And they will gain the kind of legitimacy that 
could make them even more difficult to stop.

TerrorisT ranks are GrowinG

In deposing the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and depriving Al Qaeda of a safe haven there, the United 
States struck a major blow against the terrorist movement as it existed five years ago. Yet by failing to follow up 
on that success effectively, we have squandered much of the benefit that should have been gained from that first 
step in the counterterrorist war. And by invading Iraq, we have supplied Al Qaeda and its sympathizers with 
a cause around which to rally their existing forces and recruit new ones. As a result, the terrorist movement is 
now growing stronger, not weaker.
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There is ample evidence to support this belief. Up to 30,000 foreign fighters are believed to have gravitated 
toward Iraq, where they are now gaining contacts and experience that will serve them well in future campaigns 
against the United States and its allies. In this, Iraq is now serving the function that Afghanistan provided 
in the 1980s. The war in Iraq is building a skilled and disciplined terrorist cadre that will fan out across the 
world.

Saudi Arabia even has been forced to build a major program aimed at keeping young men from going to 
Iraq. The Wahhid, the dominant Muslim sect in that country, is teaching that joining the  jihad is the Muslim 
man’s second-greatest duty, after going to Mecca. They must fight in Iraq, then come back and be available 
to fight for fundamentalist Islam in Saudi Arabia. Thus are terrorist cells built, independent of Al Qaeda but 
firmly committed to its goals and methods.

Similar developments are seen elsewhere. The Madrid railway bombings were carried out by a semi-
autonomous terrorist cell based in Morocco whose members cited the invasion of Iraq as one inspiration for 
their efforts. In Britain, the London subway bombings in 2005 were the work of a small, independent band of 
British citizens inspired by Al Qaeda. In France and Australia, authorities have arrested a number of Western 
converts to Islam, many of whom are believed to have joined Al Qaeda or associated organizations since the 
invasion of Afghanistan. A report by French intelligence officials estimated that there were between 30,000 
and 50,000 such converts, and by implication potential terrorists, in that country alone.

It is clear that they have considerable sympathy among Europe’s Muslim population. The French riots 
of October and November 2005 affected at least twenty cities in that country, resulting in 2,888 arrests, and 
touched off lesser violence in Belgium, Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands, Spain, and even Switzerland. More 
such events are all but inevitable. Saudi Arabia funds an extensive network of religious schools, from New York 
to Pakistan. Saudi authorities have admitted that as much as 10 percent of the curriculum in those schools 
contains material preaching hatred of other religions, the West, and the United States. At times, those schools 
even have coordinated their sermons to deliver consistent anti-Western messages in far-distant locales. In a 
preliminary study during 2003, Dr. Borik Zadeh, of Battelle Institute, found that mosques in Ohio, London, 
Frankfurt, and Paris were delivering virtually identical sermons, the key message of which was an endorsement 
of global war against the West. In Pakistan, where Saudi Arabia’s Wahhabi movement supports thousands of 
madrassas, the call to jihad is even more enthusiastic. Those schools are recruiting extremists, sending money 
and fighters to Iraq, and systematically building an extremist cadre that will pursue the battle against the 
West for generations to come. They are most dangerous in their target areas: Saudi Arabia, Australia, Europe, 
and to a much lesser extent the United States, which is protected by distance and the much smaller size 
of its Muslim population. Individuals from Europe and the Middle East are absorbing the extremist creed, 
going to Iraq and learning to fight, and returning to their own countries. France, Denmark, Saudi Arabia, 
and too many other lands now are home to revolutionaries with all the rights of citizens. Identifying these 
home-grown, foreign-trained terrorists will be one of the most difficult tasks for antiterrorist forces in the 
years ahead. Although the United States is relatively well protected against extremist fighters schooled in the 
Iraq War, many law enforcement officials fear that it could face a large and dangerous pool of home-grown 
Muslim terrorists. As the crack cocaine epidemic grew out of control in American cities during the 1980s and 
‘90s, many young men were swept into the drug trade. They became well-armed, street-savvy, and prone to 
use violence and intimidation as everyday business tools. Many thousands of these street warriors ended up 
in prison for lengthy terms. While there, many young African-American inmates have converted to Islam. 
Some will lead more peaceful, positive lives as a result of this religious experience. Yet many other socially 
disconnected Muslim converts, very likely including the most violent, may be ripe candidates for the jihadi 
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cause. Over the next decade or so, many of these prisoners will complete their terms and be paroled back into 
a society that offers them little future. Those who do not join terrorist cells out of belief could do so merely 
to gain a modest income. It is this idea, that potentially thousands of new jihadis, experienced with weapons 
and street combat and with little love for or stake in American society, could soon be out on the streets that 
so worries law enforcement officials. These hardened foot-soldiers could form an effective home-grown army 
for Al Qaeda and similar groups.

This does not guarantee that the United States soon will face a problem with native-born terrorists. However, 
both Britain and Australia have found that a minority of prison converts to Islam do accept the anti-Western 
creed and the call to jihad. It would not take many such recruits to cause major trouble in the years to come.

They will Gain access To weapons of Mass DesTrucTion

At FI, we take it for granted that the elite among tomorrow’s terrorists will have more than plastic explosives 
with which to make their point. They will have nuclear weapons. Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan ensured that when 
he gave Pakistan what most extremists regard as an “Islamic bomb” and then spread the plans far and wide. 
Although American policy is to pillory Iran as a nuclear threat while ignoring the much worse threat from 
Pakistan, Islamabad’s atomic weapons are in the hands of a fragile government surrounded by extremists. Of 
the two countries, Pakistan represents by far the greater opportunity for would-be nuclear terrorists. If Muslim 
extremists cannot lay hands on a stolen weapon from the former Soviet Union, they soon may be able to obtain 
them from Islamabad. Tehran remains a more distant possibility.

This is not a guarantee that terrorists will use nuclear weapons against the United States or other potential 
targets. The fabled “suitcase nuke” may be a terrorist’s dream weapon, but it is technology that no one who 
would share is likely to possess. Instead, Al Qaeda or some future equivalent will receive bulky, low-yield 
devices that will be much harder to smuggle to their target. They may well try anyway, but it will be some time 
before this becomes an immediate possibility. In that interval our detection and intercept capability should 
improve significantly.

Other weapons of mass destruction (WMD) will be much more practical. If mushroom clouds do not 
appear over Manhattan or Washington DC, clouds of toxic gas or weaponized bacteria easily could. As Aum 
Shinrikyo, the Japanese cult that released sarin gas in the Tokyo subways in 1995, demonstrated, chemical 
weapons are available to essentially anyone who wants them badly enough to put in a modest effort to make 
them. Biological weapons suitable for military use take considerably more effort to prepare, but there are 
practical purposes for which all-out weaponization is not required. And even if radiological dirty bombs are 
not traditionally considered WMD, they could be equally disruptive if employed with skill in a major city. The 
discussion of possible targets and methods of attack later in this report examines several such scenarios.

They will Gain leGiTiMacy

There is another way to obtain WMD, however, and it seems increasingly likely. Rather than begging 
nuclear weapons from a sympathetic government, Al Qaeda or its spinoffs may soon become the government 
in any of perhaps a dozen countries. Wherever secular government is weak, it might easily be replaced by a 
much stronger and more virulently anti-American theocracy with leaders drawn straight from the terrorist 
movement. Candidates for a terrorist take-over include Iran (where the job already is half-done), Iraq, Sudan, 
Syria, Pakistan, Afghanistan, the “Stans” of the former Soviet Union, and perhaps the Gulf states. However, 
our own choice for “most likely to undergo a religious revolution” is Saudi Arabia, where the royal family has 
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supported the extremist Wahhabi sect for some 200 years. At FI, we will not be surprised if Osama bin Laden 
eventually returns to his homeland and sets up an Islamist government in Riyadh, with dire consequences for 
the U.S. economy and for national security.

There is precedent for the transformation from terrorist movement to legitimate government. In Russia, 
the Bolsheviks killed the Czar, took over the government, and established a regime that would survive for seven 
decades and became one of the world’s most powerful nations. In Palestine, Yassir Arafat made the transition 
from guerilla leader to something resembling a senior statesman, only to be replaced by Hamas, which remains 
an active terrorist organization. On the other side of Jerusalem, the Irgun Svi, Haganah, and Stern Gang 
were terrorists as bloody as any Palestine has ever produced; yet they supplied Israel with Prime Ministers, 
senior politicians, and statesmen for more than 30 years. Bin Laden and his senior advisors can be expected to 
attempt to enter mainstream politics in much the same way. FI believes they could be successful.

There is ample precedent for this as well among Muslim extremist organizations. In Palestine and other 
parts of the Middle East, Fatah, Hamas, and Hezbollah provide the kind of social safety net that governments 
in the region do not. Food, clothing, education, shelter, jobs, and medical assistance all flow from these 
organizations, bringing them a kind of legitimacy that terrorism, however widely admired, never could. This 
service, combined with the corruption of the Fatah government, was the primary reason Palestinians voted 
Hamas into power, not the organization’s intransigent rejection of Israel’s existence.

This is not the last time terrorists will ascend to government leadership. At Forecasting International, we 
see little chance that Iraq will make a successful transition to peaceful democracy. When the United States 
withdraws its forces, the current unrest is likely to broaden into an all-out civil war between the Sunnis and 
Shiites. Although the Sunnis are heavily outnumbered, they have a near-monopoly on weapons and military 
experience. In the end, they will recapture control of the country, returning the Ba’ath Party to power.

There is worse to come. Within five years, and probably sooner, Al Qaeda will begin this same transition. 
Its practical, day-to-day contributions to the lives of ordinary citizens will provide a foundation for future 
political activities. Unlike any government in the Muslim world, in almost any country bin Laden already has 
the sympathy of a majority of the population and the allegiance of many. 

Events in Pakistan following the death of Benazir Bhutto raise special concerns for that country as well. 
The loss of Bhutto deprived Pakistan of its most prominent advocate for democracy. Her son, Bilawal Zardari, 
appears committed to democracy, but he will not become a significant force in Pakistani politics—a field in 
which he has no experience—for at least five years. In the interim, his father, Asif Ali Zardari, will head the 
Pakistan People’s Party. He is a divisive figure with a widespread reputation for corruption, distrusted even by 
many of the party faithful. This seems a poor foundation for any attempt to carry on Benazir’s pro-democracy 
efforts.

Pakistan’s tribal areas already are controlled by the Taliban and other extremist forces. The nation’s military 
seems heavily influenced by sympathizers of radical Islam, and there is room to wonder about its intelligence 
service. Large majorities of the Pakistani people loathe both the United States and the Musharraf government. 
In this context, the possibility that the Taliban could eventually win control of Pakistan, or that the country 
could end up with no one effectively in charge, seems notably greater than it did while Benazir Bhutto 
counterbalanced radicalism with democratic populism.

If the terrorists do manage to gain control of a functional country—and at FI we are more inclined to think 
“when”—the nature of the game changes radically. When terrorists become the government, all terrorism is 
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state-sponsored. The budget available to fund terrorist activities grows many-fold. The nation’s laboratories 
and scientists become available to develop chemical, biological, and even nuclear weapons for the cause. If the 
country is Pakistan, nuclear devices already are available. Preventing terrorists from gaining control over those 
weapons is one of the most pressing necessities now facing the counterterrorist community.

Even in the absence of WMD, by gaining the status of a national government, radical Islamists will 
present the United States and its allies with a difficult problem. We have seen in Afghanistan the benefits that 
simply having a sovereign haven provides groups such as Al Qaeda. A more stable, productive nation with a 
government committed to violent extremism could be considerably more troublesome than Afghanistan ever 
was. Western leaders must develop a workable strategy to counter the rise of such a regime before the need 
arises, not under the pressure of immediate necessity.

LESSONS FROM ThIS STUDy

That was the background against which we at Forecasting International evaluated the trends in preparation 
for this study: three trends, all specific to terrorism. 

Ten MosT iMporTanT TrenDs for The fuTure of TerrorisM

Relatively few of our panelists rank-ordered the ten trends they believed would be most important for 
terrorism. Many simply picked out ten trends they felt deserved attention. Others provided comments for 
many more than ten without identifying the most significant. Some responded to only two or three trends. 
And of the participants who did suggest an order of importance for their selections, no two agreed with any of 
the others about the relative position of their choices.

Bringing order out of this chaos has required some creativity. The list below is arranged according to the 
average rank assigned by the participants, with some extra weight accorded to trends that were picked the most 
often. The first three trends in the list were reasonably clear. After that, there was less agreement. The result is 
not the order Forecasting International’s staff would have chosen. Neither does it match the order established 
by any of the participants. However, we believe that it represents a rough consensus of the panelists’ views as 
fairly as possible.

With that preface, here are the top ten most important trends for terrorism, in approximate descending 
order of significance. Evidence for each trend and other details are available in the next section of this report.

1 – The econoMy of The DevelopeD worlD is on paTh To Grow for aT leasT The nexT five years. 
(TrenD 1)

The U.S. economy has been expanding continuously, though often weakly, since the fourth quarter of •	
2001. GDP grew by 3.2 percent in 2006, slowing to 2.6 percent in the fourth quarter of the year and 
just 0.7 percent in the first quarter of 2007. The consensus forecast calls for a rebound to 2.8 percent 
growth from the second quarter through year’s end, but this depends heavily on the course of private 
consumption.
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Job creation and unemployment numbers are puzzling. Unemployment rates hovered around 4.5 percent •	
in the first half of 2007, which counts as nearly full employment. About 145,000 new jobs were created 
each month for the first six months of 2007, according to the official data, compared with 186,000 
reported in 2006.

Washington says it takes 140,000 new jobs each month to absorb the new workers coming into the  –
labor market. However, a year or two ago, when the population was smaller, 150,000 new workers 
were said to enter the market each month. New jobs are either drawing down unemployment or 
leaving some new workers jobless, depending on which number you believe.

But that is true only if the job creation numbers are reliable. They aren’t. There also is a major conflict  –
between job surveys. For example, in April 2007, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported that 
its survey of establishments, which tallies payrolls at selected companies, found 88,000 new jobs for 
the month, including 25,000 in government. In contrast, the BLS household survey, which actually 
asks people whether they are working, reported a loss of 468,000 jobs for the month! Most economists 
believe the survey of establishments gives a more accurate picture of employment than the household 
survey, and in general we agree. Yet there are a number of “fudge factors” built into the establishment 
survey that may or may not be valid. At the very least, the United States needs to get a better handle 
on its employment situation.

Inflation remains under control according to official reports. Both the consumer price index (CPI) and •	
core inflation, neglecting energy and food prices, came in at 2.6 percent in 2006. In 2007, CPI has been 
sharply higher—up 7 percent, annualized, for the three months ending in May—thanks to spikes in the 
cost of energy and food. Core inflation rose by only 1.6 percent annualized for the three months ending 
in May. Government officials argue that core inflation is a more accurate reflection of long-term price 
trends because the cost of food and energy is so erratic. However, current increases in food and energy are 
due to long-term problems—the continuing imbalance between supply and demand of refined petroleum 
products and the growing diversion of corn to ethanol production. We believe CPI is now a much better 
measure of the economy than core inflation. If so, there may be trouble ahead for consumers.

For the moment, those consumers do not seem to be seriously worried. In the first quarter of 2007, •	
consumers spent 4.2 percent more than in the previous three months. Spending was off a bit in April, May, 
and June, but nowhere near as much as the rising CPI and monthly declines of about 0.1 percent in real 
household income might have suggested. Thus far, it seems consumers will continue to keep the economy 
growing.

How does all this add up? At Forecasting International, we believe the growth rate will average about 2.3 •	
percent annually through 2008—a bit more in 2007, slightly less the following year. Until the employment 
picture becomes much clearer, we will not be truly confident of that number. However, we see no prospect 
of a significant downturn in the near future.

The world’s second economic dynamo, China, continues to whir. Its GDP officially grew by 10.7 percent—•	
adjusted for inflation—in 2006, with 10.4 percent forecast for 2007 and 2008. Thanks to China’s hot 
export markets, the country’s current-account surplus is huge, equivalent to 10.7 percent of GDP in 2007, 
with 9.8 percent expected in 2008.

In fact, China may be even wealthier than it seems. A study of its gray market in 2005, including  –
“all illegal incomes, questionable incomes, and incomes of dubious origins,” suggested the true GDP 
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may be 24 percent larger than the official numbers. This powerhouse will keep the global economy 
humming even if the United States cannot.

In Germany, Europe’s biggest economy is performing well. The country’s GDP grew by 3 percent in •	
2006, its fastest growth since 2000. Inflation is at just 1.9 percent, and real incomes are rising, if only a 
little. There even are signs that German consumers are beginning to spend for the first time in years. The 
Conference Board’s leading index for Germany was up 1.6 percent for the six months ending in April, with 
a sharp spike at the end of that period. Economists now predict that the GDP will grow by 2.9 percent in 
2007 and 2.2 percent in 2008. The German economy still has structural problems that could worsen any 
future downturn. Yet for the moment it seems good times should continue at least into 2010.

The French GDP rose 2.1 percent in 2006, with growth of 2.2 percent expected in 2007 and 2008. That •	
is the good news. Unfortunately, there is bad news as well. Unemployment is stuck above 8 percent. The 
Conference Board’s leading indicator for France has been leveling off and actually declined slightly in May 
2007. The government absorbs 50.7 percent of the GDP in taxes but spends more, giving a budget deficit 
of 2.4 percent. Plans to cut taxes more than spending could put the deficit over the 3 percent allowed 
by the European Union. In all, there is room to wonder how long France can sustain its growth beyond 
2008.

The British economy grew by 2.8 percent in 2006 and continued growing at that rate, on average, through •	
the first half of 2007.

This is even better news than it sounds, as the second quarter of 2007 marks the 60th consecutive  –
quarter of growth in Britain. Measured by GDP and inflation, the British economy has been more 
stable than at any other time in memory; the longest previous run of continuous growth was just 
nineteen quarters. Unemployment was only 5.5 percent in early 2007. Consumer spending has been 
strong, but was softening in early to mid-2007. Yet at mid-year, the Conference Board’s leading index 
for the United Kingdom was growing at an annual rate of 4.5 percent. Short of a global recession, the 
UK’s GDP seems destined to continue growing by 2.5 percent annually, or better, for the next few 
years.

All this adds up to fairly good prospects for the European economy as a whole. Its aggregate GDP grew by •	
2.8 percent in 2006, its fastest rate in six years, with 2.7 percent growth forecast for 2007 and 2.3 percent 
for 2008. Modest weakness in France and Italy will be more than offset by the strength of Germany and 
the U.K. Europe will remain a sound trading partner for the United States and China for at least the next 
five years.

Japan’s GDP rose by 2.2 percent in 2006. In the fourth quarter of the year, growth hit 4.8 percent, its best •	
showing in three years. This growth rate has slowed in 2007 but remains positive. Between November 2006 
and May 2007, the Conference Board’s index of leading indicators for Japan sank at a rate of 1.8 percent 
per year. Continued growth depends on spending by notoriously wary Japanese consumers. Nonetheless, 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development predicts that Japan’s GDP will grow by 
2.4 percent in 2007 and 2.1 percent in 2008. The Japanese economy seems likely to remain healthy for at 
least a few years beyond 2008.

In the long run, Japan faces significant problems. Its population is aging, its working-age population  –
is shrinking, and its birth rate is the lowest in the industrialized world and still declining. By 2030, the 
number of workers in Japan will shrink from its current 66 million to about 56 million. Over all, the 
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country’s population is expected to decline by 50 percent by 2075 and by two-thirds through 2100. At 
the same time, government debt equals 176 percent of GDP. This will make it extremely difficult for 
Tokyo to provide necessary services for tomorrow’s elderly. Yet these are problems for the future. They 
will not affect Japan’s economy during the period now under study.

Both prices and wages should remain under control.•	

Worldwide, improved manufacturing technology will continue to boost productivity and reduce the  –
unit cost of goods.

At the same time, workers who remain on the job longer will offset slow growth in the labor force  and  –
the globalization of business will keep pressure on salaries in the developed countries. 

auThors’ coMMenT:

The data above remain as originally supplied to our expert panel. There have been a number of gloomy 
developments in the world economy since then. In the United States, we have had the weakest Christmas 
retail season in years, a collapse in the real-estate market, declining job growth, the reappearance of significant 
inflation, and of course the crunch in subprime mortgages, which has spread to Britain and threatens prime 
mortgages as well. GDP growth in 2007 came in at 2.2 percent, sliding to an anemic 0.6 percent in the fourth 
quarter. In Germany, inflation is up to 3.3 percent, well above the level allowed by the European central bank, 
and fears are rising that the strength of the euro will throttle exports. Inflation is threatening China, Australia, 
Eastern Europe, Russia, and the Middle East as well. In all, it seems that the economies of the United States 
and the world are not as healthy as they were just a few months ago.

Nonetheless, at Forecasting International we believe that the U.S. economy will continue to grow in 2008, 
though perhaps not as quickly as once anticipated. The global economy will remain reasonably strong as well. 
Our expectations for the United States would change abruptly if today’s credit problems were to infect the 
prime mortgage market, but for the moment that continues to seem unlikely.

Assessment:

These trends have been revised many times since they were first codified in the late 1980s. Some trends have 
fallen out of the list as they matured or as circumstances came along to change them. Others have been added 
as they were recognized. This trend has remained a constant, and with each revision its effective period has 
been extended. To invalidate this trend would take a catastrophe on the order of the loss of Middle Eastern 
oil from the Western economies. No such dramatic reversal of global fortune can be foreseen. 

Implications:

New growth among all these trading partners should create a “benevolent cycle,” in which the health of 
each partner helps to ensure the continued health of the rest at least through 2012. Global growth is expected 
to come in at 5 percent in 2007, 4.8 percent in 2008, and 4.4 percent, on average, in the five years ending in 
2013.

China has developed into an effective counterbalance for the U.S. economy. When America hits hard 
times, China can keep the world from following into recession. We first saw this in the post 9/11 crunch in the 
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United States. This should make the global economy much more stable for so long as China remains a vibrant 
trading nation.

Any interruptions in economic growth should be relatively short-lived.

By 2012 or so, India will expand faster than any other market in the world, with China falling into a close 
second place.

In the long run, the newly capitalist lands of the former Soviet Union should be among the fastest growing 
new markets, particularly if the oil industries of Kazakhstan and its neighbors, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, can 
be developed promptly.

Labor markets will remain tight, particularly in skilled fields. This calls for new creativity in recruiting, 
benefits, and perks, especially profit sharing. This hypercompetitive business environment demands new 
emphasis on rewarding speed, creativity, and innovation within the workforce.

Implications for Terrorism:

The growing gap in wealth between the rich and poor nations will further destabilize the world order, 
continuing to inspire potential terrorists in the developing countries to strike at the wealthy in their home 
countries and, in some cases, at the richer lands. The growing gap in wealth between the rich and poor within 
many western lands will feed discontent among the less well-off, possibly helping to inspire both random 
violence and native terrorists in the West. This development will increase the security-related workload of 
intelligence and law enforcement agencies around the world. It also will help to drive continued growth in the 
private security industry.

The growing gap in wealth and income between the rich and the poor also will help to inspire conversion 
to Islam in the West, particularly among the poor and powerless. As we have seen in England, Germany, and 
Australia, this can be a source of violent extremism among both immigrant and native populations.

Expert Comments:

*Note, here and throughout the report, where a respondent ranked a trend, a number in parentheses indicates that ranking.

Anonymous (1): This is a trend with important, if mixed implications for terrorism. On the one hand, it will 
provide opportunities for young people (including migrants) who, un- or under-employed, might otherwise drift off into 
violence prone cults. Moreover, it will provide governments with revenues to pursue robust counter-terrorist policies, 
including the acquisition of needed surveillance and information processing technologies. On the other hand, such 
growth will exacerbate international inequalities providing motivation for terrorist actions (although inequality per se, 
has not been, to date, a major driver of terrorism). More significantly, growth will drive more migration, technological 
advance, and global warming, all of which may contribute to the problem.

Armstrong: The gap itself is not the problem; the local situation is the problem. The world does not necessarily care 
how others are doing, but how they are doing. Local poverty and disillusionment fuel extremism and hope for a better 
future. Failure to address issues of security, humanitarian relief, governance, economic stabilization, and development 
in countries and neighborhoods creates fertile breeding grounds for extremists, terrorists, and insurgents to attack the 
national interests of the United States. This can be seen in inner-city development in the U.S. as well as in Iraq and 
elsewhere. Comparisons of the U.S. and our Western allies to “Gap” countries mean little. The response to the strategic 
American public diplomacy campaigns showing how great Muslims have it in the U.S. was a giant yawn, followed by 
“What’s that got to do with me here in [pick your country: Egypt, Jordan, Palestine, Iraq, etc.]?”
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Kadtke: In many regions of the world, the left-behind economies, political instability, and extremist activity will 
result in failed states, which will serve as breeding grounds and staging areas for further terrorist activities and recruitment. 
As the number of these areas increases, the UN and Western powers will not have the resources to commit globally.

Kriesberg: One other effect of growing inequality within the United States may be worth noting. That is the 
impact of increased concentration of great wealth upon political decision making and policy implementation. At least 
some of the inadequate U.S. responses in dealing with terrorism are attributable to undue attention to the views of major 
political contributors, in procurement and in outsourcing.

LaDuke (3): The U.S. housing market fallout, the trade deficit, and the decline of the U.S. dollar alongside the 
economic advance and alliances of other developing nations is eroding the balance of power. If the U.S. economy falters 
and this flows into national defense, we should expect terrorist confrontations from many directions to end what is 
perceived (by terrorist groups and hostile nations) to be a long-standing negative imperialistic influence on our world.

Meilahn: I disagree that the gap between rich and poor will inspire would-be terrorists in developing states to strike 
at the wealthy in their home states and at wealthier states. Most evidence that I have seen indicates that there are other 
reasons, other motivations. It is not generally the poor and/or disenfranchised that become terrorists. It is the people 
who are already fairly fundamental in their beliefs, who are “pushed over the edge” by U.S. consumptionism, what they 
perceive as poor values, “easy” women, etc.—and they feel that the U.S. influence is bad for Islam. I am doing some 
work on this but believe there are many other factors involved, including a desire to make up for failings or sins (when 
you become a martyr, all is forgiven and you go to heaven), desire to become a part of something bigger than one’s self 
(think psychology of cults), etc.

Miller: At the moment, this looks like a pretty shaky prediction. The concern might be that, in the face of 
an economic downturn, the federal government might be forced to cut back on its counter-terrorism efforts. Such 
curtailment would, of course, become the single most negative impact on the prevention of future attacks on civilian 
populations by terrorists. At this time, I would give the possibility of a federal bailout (relatively) on GWOT less than 
a 50-50 chance, but the rise of environmental, social, and economic pressures on the next administration may prove 
decisive.

Osborne: The demand for materials from China and India will continue to affect crime problems around the 
world. For example, theft of copper has increased globally due to the changing markets—theft of this and similar 
resources (such as water) will grow and affect crime rates and types all over the world.

Sanders (1): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Smyre (1): As the gap widens between the economy of the developed world and the two billion plus who live on $2 
per day, there will be an increased ability to recruit young terrorists who have little to no economic hope…especially as 
the real-time media rubs this gap into the faces of those unable to find employment.

Snyder (8): Rising costs for food, and for oil and other basic industrial commodities due to rapid growth in global 
demand—plus increased energy taxes and surcharges designed to promote fuel conservation and reduce greenhouse 
gases—will increase long-term inflation rates in most industrial nations, especially the U.S.

Stagflationary economics and the continued dismantling of the industrial era “social contract” will sustain the 
widening gap between “haves” and ”have-nots” in most free market economies.

So long as info-mation and globalization fail to produce a general rise in prosperity among mature industrial 
economies, there will be increasing political disaffection in those countries, giving rise to neo-Luddism and anarchism 
aimed both at multi-national corporations and central governments. Unlike international terrorists, domestic anarchists 
can be expected to commit increasingly sophisticated acts of cybertage in order to reduce public confidence in—and 
business reliance on—the Internet, thereby diminishing the technology’s power as a force for transformational economic, 
social, and political change.
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Barring a reversal of current long-term socioeconomic trends in the U.S., a populist-anarchist backlash is likely to be 
a greater source of overt terrorist acts in America within ten years than will international terrorism.

Young: Economic expansion can only help development in the Middle East. The result may lead to an increase in 
the middle class, currently almost non-existent in countries readily identified with terrorism. It is likely that once the 
populace begins to accumulate individual wealth that support for terror will abate.

2 – MiliTanT islaM conTinues To spreaD anD Gain power. (TrenD 9)

It has been clear for years that the Muslim lands face severe problems with religious extremists dedicated •	
to advancing their political, social, and doctrinal views by any means necessary.

Most of the Muslim lands are overcrowded and short of resources. Many are poor, save for the oil-rich •	
states of the Middle East. Virtually all have large populations of young men, often unemployed, who are 
frequently attracted to violent extremist movements.

During its proxy war with the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, the United States massively fortified the •	
Muslim extremist infrastructure by supplying it with money, arms, and, above all, training.

It is making a similar mistake today. The overthrow of Saddam Hussein and the American occupation of •	
Iraq has inspired a new generation of jihadis, who have been trained and battle-hardened in the growing 
insurgency.

In a now-declassified National Security Estimate, the American intelligence community concluded that •	
Al Qaeda was more powerful in 2007 than it had been before the so-called “war on terror” began—more 
dangerous even than it had been when it planned the attacks of September 11, 2001.

American support for Israel has also made the United States a target for the hatred of Muslim extremists.•	

Assessment:

This trend may wax and wane, but it seems unlikely to disappear this side of a Muslim reformation comparable 
to those that transformed Christianity and Judaism.

Implications:

Virtually all of the Muslim lands face an uncertain, and possibly bleak, future of political instability and 
growing violence. The exceptions are the oil states, where money can still buy relative peace, at least for now.

These problems often have spilled over into the rest of the world. They will do so again.

In a 1994 terrorism study for the Department of Defense and other government clients, Forecasting 
International predicted that by 2020 a strong majority of the world’s twenty-five or so most important Muslim 
lands could be in the hands of extremist religious governments. At the time, only Iran was ruled by such a 
regime. That forecast still appears sound.
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Iraq is likely to become the next fundamentalist Muslim regime. Once American forces leave, Iran will 
support the establishment of a Shiite regime much like its own in Baghdad.

There is a one-in-ten chance that this will set off a general war in the Middle East, as Sunni-dominated 
states intercede to protect Iraqi Sunnis against Shi’a domination. However, Iraq and Saudi Arabia already are 
negotiating to keep this situation under control.

Any attempt to reduce the commitment of Western forces to the task of stabilizing Afghanistan will result 
in the restoration of the Taliban to power.

Implications for Terrorism:

The West, and particularly the United States, must expect more—and more violent—acts of terrorism for 
at least the next 20 years.

Europe faces a significant homegrown Muslim extremist movement, and the United States may do so in 
the near future. Thanks largely to waves of immigration since the 1980s, Islam is the fastest-growing religion 
in both regions. Extremist clerics in Europe are recruiting young Muslims to the cause of  jihad against their 
adopted homes. So far, their colleagues in the United States have been much less successful. That may not 
always be true.

Western interests also will be vulnerable in many countries outside the Muslim core. International ties 
formed among Islamic militants during the anti-Soviet war in Afghanistan produced an extremist infrastructure 
that can support terrorist activities almost anywhere in the world. The war in Iraq is doing so even more 
efficiently.

This development must be taken even more seriously because, for the first time, a Muslim country—
Pakistan—has nuclear weapons. Muslim extremists view this technology as an “Islamic bomb” that could be 
used to promote their cause. From here on out, nuclear terrorism is a realistic threat.

This risk will grow as Sudan, Iraq, and probably other countries establish fundamentalist regimes sympathetic 
to the cause of jihad against the West.

Saudi Arabia easily could be taken over by a fundamentalist regime. The Saudi rulers may well try to avoid 
this by providing even more support to extremists and directing their attention to the West.

The overthrow of the Taliban in Afghanistan and, especially, of Saddam Hussein in Iraq, have made 
future fundamentalist revolutions more likely, rather than less so, because it has strengthened the global jihadi 
movement.

This is clearly the single most important trend for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (3): Obviously important for inspiring disaffected individuals and small groups but perhaps of 
diminishing significance as a driver of an organized “global guerilla” campaign. Militant Islam has failed to capture a 
foothold in the Maghreb or the Arab world, and may now be facing a “Thermidor-style” popular rejection due to its 
excesses against co-religionists in several Middle Eastern countries.
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Armstrong: While militant Islam does continue to spread, we must consider the Taliban’s increasing reliance on 
foreigners as well as the rejection of Al Qaeda in parts of Iraq, both because their extremist message fails to resonate 
with the locals. Information drives this train, and frustration with the present condition drives recruitment. Failure to 
understand the Koran, the Hadith, or Islam in general permits acts otherwise abhorrent.

General Douglas Stone, chief of detainee operations in Iraq, has noted the distinction between ideologues and tag-
alongs: “We are able to determine the guys that don’t really give a shit about the Koran in the first place—they’re using 
it as a discipline—those guys are beginning to fall into the category of irreconcilables, and that’s helpful to me. I want to 
know who they are. They’re like rotten eggs, you know, hiding in the Easter basket, so that’s very helpful. Then it’s also 
equally helpful to have guys who come out and say, ‘I didn’t know that. Now that I know that, I’m going to change my 
life.’ And we poly[graph] them. You’d be...interesting to know, because we are trying to figure out if they are messing 
with us. But we are convinced that they have made a significant change. Now, you’re not talking about, you know, 
radicals going to choir boys, but you’re talking about radicals who won’t use violence without a very clear understanding 
that they are damned if they do.”

While we debate the merits of Qutb and its value to extremist ideology, we too often forget to ask how many 
extremists actually read Qutb in the same analytic framework as we do and aren’t just spoon fed select passages from the 
Koran to support their violence. Also, it’s worth bearing in mind that Christianity, Judaism, and Hinduism do not have 
the promotion and outreach campaigns for the needy and less fortunate that Islam does. We must look at what gives 
militant Islam its power, something we do not fully understand. The answer is more likely lie in my response to Trend 1 
than in the inherent attractiveness of extremism and hate.

Ayers (1): Every success claimed (whether or not the assessment of success is an honest one) by Islamic terrorists 
supports their efforts to expand the scope of their activities and, in their own minds, validates the extremist agenda—
to establish the global domination of Islam. In addition to the looming specter of nuclear weapons in the hands of 
Islamists, we now see limited support for anti-U.S., anti-Israeli terrorist operations among elements of non-Islamic 
rogue regimes. If, as it now appears may be the case, leaders of former or potential superpowers are added to the mix—
providing assistance in the form of planning and weapons (however covertly) to increasingly dangerous state sponsors 
of terrorism—it might be possible for a nuclear supported and/or nuclear armed Islamist state (such as Iran) to arrange 
large and small-scale attacks (terrorist as well as state-to-state) around the world, simultaneously. In fact, with sufficient 
assistance and pre-action infiltration, it might be possible to remove the major Western powers from global connectivity 
long enough to create desired effects (such as the destruction of Israel followed by major and minor terrorist attacks 
throughout all Western countries.) Arguments over the value of multiculturalism and cultural relativism aside, calls 
for “demographic jihad” and attempts to indoctrinate susceptible members of immigrant populations with extremist 
rhetoric by organizations like Hizb ut-Tahrir (see Zeyno Baran’s 2005 article “Fighting the War of Ideas” in Foreign 
Affairs, vol. 84 [6]) may increase the likelihood of pre-attack infiltration throughout Europe and the United States.

Bruh: Islamic fundmentalism is a serious law enforcement problem as well as one that affects national security. It 
will likely continue resulting in greater serious crime with not just economics behind the activities.

Chobar (3): Most local law enforcement personnel are ill informed regarding “militant Islam.” Thus, places like 
Pakistan, England, the United States, and Canada are “harbors” for any number of Muslims who may be communicating 
by Internet, satellite dish, etc. There may also be significant caches of wealth being accumulated in these countries which 
are unknown to policing agencies but well know to terrorists.

Forster: I have addressed this extensively in the point on undemocratic governance. [See Appendix C.] Here I 
would only add that extremism is an increasing challenge as it permeates new regions and extremist movements with 
varying objectives coalesce. New regions of militant Islam-incited conflict include sub-Sahara Africa, particularly the 
Horn and Nigeria. However, the most serious threat is the increasing militancy in Western Europe’s Muslim population, 
which lives “below the radar” until they take action. While the coalescence between the GSPC [Groupe Salafiste pour la 
Prédication et le Combat—the Salafist Group for Call and Combat—a Sunni militia that aims to overthrow the Algerian 
government and establish an Islamic state] and Al Qaeda is most probably the result of declining capabilities of the 
GSPC, these alliances often include increased radicalization of and violence by the weaker partner (e.g. GSPC). The 
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case of the Taliban’s integration of foreign fighters also has changed tactics by increasing the use of suicide bombers in 
Afghanistan. More strategically, the integration of foreign fighters threatens to regionalize the conflict because of regime 
instability in the broader area.

Two counter-terrorism issues that deserve attention involve the ultimate appeal of Islamic extremism as a “way 
of life” for a general population and the emergence of reform in Islam. First, the 2006 National Intelligence Estimate 
correctly concluded that “sharia-based extremism is neither popular nor likely to ultimately address the frustrations 
evident in Islamic society today.” As a result, programs aimed at political modernization and economic development may 
defuse much of the militancy. Tied to a development strategy is the encouragement of moderate Islam among those who 
are tired of having their religion perverted and seek to lead an “Islamic Reformation.”

Jenkins: Terrorism will continue to be a threat for the foreseeable future. The Internet has become an increasingly 
important venue for recruitment, exhortation, instruction, and propaganda. Terrorists are ahead of the authorities here. 
There will be continuing pressure on local law enforcement agencies to enhance their own intelligence capabilities. 
The rest of the world will be dealing with the terrorist tactics and know-how developed in Iraq for the next fifteen 
years. Terrorists’ determination to carry out large-scale, indiscriminate violence is pushing authorities from a traditional 
investigations approach to preventive intervention. We do not have a well-developed corpus of law in this area.

Kadtke: While a spectrum of terrorist organizations exist globally, their total net power is overshadowed by the 
terror activities of militant Islamic groups, and the latter continues to expand. Moreover, these activities have caused 
a political awakening among Islamic groups and nations that continues to grow, and they are beginning to engage 
aggressively with modern public diplomacy tools such as Al Jazeera. Whether or not a clash of civilizations will occur in 
the future, clandestine sponsorship of militant Islamic groups will remain a major driver of these activities.

Kriesberg: Militant Islam may be spreading to some degree. But as it overreaches and fails, it generates counter 
forces and resistance from other Muslims. That should be recognized. Allowing space for the highly doctrinaire to 
participate in governance can be part of their transformation.

Another consideration is the division within Islam between the Sunni and the Shia. The intensity of that schism 
could at some point become a source of support for norms of tolerance, as happened within Christianity after years of 
intense struggle between Catholics and Protestants.

LaDuke (4): An obviously huge threat to the U.S. because militant Islam is seated in the midst of the interests of 
multiple superpower agendas, has a massive population for recruitment, and has potential to publicly or covertly gain 
access to advanced technology.

Lanotte: Since the mid 19th century, there has been a distinct separation between internal law enforcement and 
external “instrument of foreign policy.” Understanding that changing this arrangement can create a “slippery slope,” it 
may be time to re-think the use of military assets, especially intelligence assets, to combat jihadi-like threats.

Leffler: Research in the Middle East, published in the peer-reviewed Journal of Conflict Resolution, demonstrated 
that a sufficiently large group of Invincible Defense Technology experts in Israel affected the war in nearby Lebanon. 
The Lebanon War intensity dropped 45 percent, war deaths dropped 76 percent, and quality of life improved by 0.75 
standard deviation units. In Israel, crime dropped by 12 percent and quality of life improved by 1.3 standard deviation 
units. Areas with a low quality of life can be a breeding ground for terrorism. Based on this research, it is clear that 
Invincible Defense Technology is capable of greatly reducing the protracted sectarian violence in the Middle East. 

Meilahn: This is a Muslim problem that can only be fought by Muslims. The more moderate Muslims must take 
on this fight, and the U.S. can help them. Currently only about 2 percent are radicals; but that is still a large number. 
According to a Gallup analysis of polls representing 90 percent of the world’s Muslim population, another 7 percent are 
“politically radicalized.” That is, they believe the 9/11 attacks were completely justified and have an unfavorable view of 
the United States. And in 2006, the Pew Research Center found that 17.7 percent of Muslim respondents believed that 
violence against civilian targets in order to defend Islam can be justified “often” or “sometimes.” At least some of the 
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radicalized 2 percent can be re-educated about Islam and “de-radicalized,” prevented from executing acts of terror. This 
group is the one the USG should concern itself with from a preventive standpoint.

Another point is that most of the Muslims who condoned attacks on 9/11 believe that it was justifiable because 
of U.S. “colonizing” and the way we are too controlling of other countries. The USG could do much with regard to 
its foreign policy to change its image from “occupier” to cooperative member of the world community. That would do 
much to decrease motivations for jihad, and keep terrorists away from our borders or our interests worldwide.

Oil states will also suffer problems (a disagreement with your list of trends) because the Shi’ia-Sunni divide will be 
aggravated as both militant Sunni groups (such as Al Qaeda) and militant Shi’ia groups (Hizb’Allah) influence others of 
like kind by their example and successes. For example, the Shi’ia in Saudi Arabia may rise up and demand their rights and 
representation in a mostly Sunni land. Although Iran is an “extremist” government, they are actually fairly democratic 
in the way they operate. Frankly, this is one government that is less concerning to me (because they have fairly good 
control of their state, and they are moderating politically as a somewhat post-revolutionary government—Ahmadi-Nejad’s 
comments not withstanding—he is not the leader here, Ayatollah Khamenei is) than are other governments that are more 
precarious; state failure leaves the conditions ripe for extremism to grow (as along the Pakistani-Afghan border in the 
FATA [Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan]). Iraq is currently the center of a proxy war for influence between 
Saudi and Iran—the winner will be identified by what type of long term government resides there, Shi’ia or Sunni.

Miller: Obviously, this looms large in our thinking about terrorism. I am not sure how significantly Islam’s growth 
or even the increase in fundamentalist Muslim trained youth (in Saudi Arabia, e.g.) actually translates directly into a 
U.S. problem, unless we choose to make it so. There is certainly not a linear cause and effect between Muslim growth 
and terrorist threat to the U.S. However, there may well be a “tipping point” when the cork pops and local mid-East 
regimes become actively engaged in violence, and the U.S. becomes involved as an agent for the regime. The recent Iraq 
experience may suggest that, barring the presence of outside forces, Muslim internecine violence can be controlled, if 
not eliminated.

Nolte: This is one instance in which local authorities can help to avert potential terrorism. Good policing can 
facilitate the process whereby an “alien” population, in this case Muslim, integrates effectively into society, rather than 
being further alienated from it.

Probst: The most troubling manifestation of militant Islam is the cult of Global jihad that has found expression 
under the tutelage of Usama bin Laden and the Al Qaeda organization. Due to continued success of intelligence and 
security services working, al “Qaeda Central” has largely been decimated. Despite reverses, its malignant ideology 
has metastasized, infecting the body politic of Muslim communities worldwide. The ideology has developed a global 
following and a global reach. Bin Laden himself has achieved the iconic status that had previously been reserved for 
secular revolutionaries such as Lenin and Che Guevara. Even in the secular West and even among non-Muslims, we see 
efforts to “canonize” bin Laden as a freedom fighter who has defended the interests of the Muslim masses. The aim is 
to have the ideology of jihad transcend Islam and speak to the angry, oppressed, and wretched of the earth regardless of 
class, nationality, or religion.

Rabasa: I would argue that this trend is not very cut and that, in fact, there are indications that militant Islam may 
have reached a high-water mark globally and may be retreating in some areas. Al-Qaeda-influenced terrorist campaigns 
have lost ground in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Indonesia. In Europe there is greater awareness on the part of political elites 
of the threat of radicalization of its homegrown Muslim population and steps are being taken in some countries to 
counter this trend.

Sanders (4): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Tan: The startling failures of U.S. grand strategy after 9/11, particularly its disastrous strategy in Iraq, have been 
counter-productive to the global war on terrorism. From relative stability, albeit under Saddam’s dictatorial hand, Iraq 
has slid into chaos and has become the training ground for the global jihad much as Afghanistan had become the 
training ground from which Al Qaeda emerged. However, the jihadists in Iraq are honing their skills in combating the 
world’s technologically most advanced armed forces and are learning to perfect techniques in IEDs, sabotage, sniping, 
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kidnappings, assassinations, urban warfare, etc. Once dispersed throughout the world, these jihadists will re-constitute 
a post-Al Qaeda network that will be much more competent, effective, and deadly. Unfortunately, their first targets 
will be likely Muslim governments and allies of the U.S.A. throughout the Middle East. Can these regimes meet the 
emerging challenge of the post-Iraq militants? Will the radicalization being spawned in Iraq today seep through its 
borders to destabilize the entire Middle East? The question today is not how to win Iraq. The questions are: What can 
the U.S.A. and the West do to meet and contain the growing threat from radical Islam? How can we contain Iranian 
Shi’ite fundamentalism from threatening the stability of the entire Middle East?

Young: As long as the conditions for Islamic extremism exist worldwide, terror activities will not subside over the 
short term. These conditions include but are not limited to political and economic conditions in the extremists’ home 
countries such as corrupt leadership; lack of general, non-religious, education opportunities; support for anti-Western 
religious teachings; and high unemployment amongst Muslim youth. Should these conditions be addressed by a new 
type of Muslim leader then extremists will always have a recruiting base.

3 – The worlD’s populaTion is on course To reach 9.2 billion by 2050. (TrenD 2)

Average annual growth worldwide peaked at 2.19 percent in 1963 and has fallen steadily since. The U.S. •	
Census Bureau's International Data Base projects that annual growth will fall below 1 percent in 2016 and 
below 0.5 percent by 2047.

The greatest fertility is found in those countries least able to support their existing populations: the largest •	
population increases projected between 2000 and 2050 include the Palestinian Territory (217 percent), 
Niger (205 percent), Yemen (168 percent), Angola (162 percent), the Democratic Republic of Congo (161 
percent), and Uganda (133 percent).

The Muslim world is especially fertile, with fertility rates of 7.5 in Afghanistan, 6.0 in Yemen, and 4.9  –
in Iraq.

Of the 2.7 billion extra people in the world in 2050, about 40 percent will live in sub-Saharan Africa  –
and 30 percent in the Muslim world.

Even these estimates may be much too low. According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies •	
(CSIS), most official projections underestimate both fertility and future gains in longevity. They also 
assume that life expectancy will grow more slowly in the future, which seems unlikely.

In contrast to the developing world, many industrialized countries will see fertility rates below the •	
replacement level and hence significant declines in populations, excluding the effects of immigration. This 
means the population of the developed nations will fall from 14 percent of the total world population in 
2000 to only 10 percent in 2050.

By 2015, the workforce in Japan and much of Europe will be shrinking by 1 percent per year. By the •	
2030s, it will contract by 1.5 percent annually.

Assessment:

Demographic trends such as this are among the most easily recognized and difficult to derail. Barring a global 
plague or nuclear war—wildcard possibilities that cannot be predicted with any validity—there is little 
chance that the population forecast for 2050 will err on the high side.
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Implications:

Rapid population growth in the United States compared with its industrialized competitors will reinforce 
American domination of the global economy, as the European Union falls to third place behind the United 
States and China.

To meet human nutritional needs over the next forty years, global agriculture will have to supply as much 
food as has been produced during all of human history.

Unless fertility in the developed lands climbs dramatically, either would-be retirees will have to remain 
on the job, or the industrialized nations will have to encourage even more immigration from the developing 
world. The third alternative is a sharp economic contraction and lower living standards.

A fourth alternative is the widespread automation of service jobs as well as manufacturing, to accomplish 
the work needed to support accustomed living standards. However, this requires development of a means other 
than wages to distribute wealth and to provide both a living income and a fulfilling occupation for workers and 
would-be workers displaced by machines and software.

Barring enactment of strict immigration controls, rapid migration will continue from the Southern 
Hemisphere to the North, and especially from former colonies to Europe. A growing percentage of job 
applicants in the United States and Europe will be recent immigrants from developing countries.

Implications for Terrorism:

Growing American prosperity relative to other countries with rapidly growing populations and overburdened 
economies will continue to make the United States a target for terrorism.

As one aspect of poverty, shortages of food, could help to inspire extremism unless the industrialized 
nations make a determined, visible effort to provide for the world’s poor.

In the long run, American restrictions on immigration from Latin America could inspire extremism among 
both documented and undocumented aliens, conceivably resulting in a modest amount of terrorist activity. 
However, this will have little support among Hispanics, whether legal residents or not. There is little prospect 
that a Latin extremist movement could ally itself with Muslim extremists.

Expert Comments:

Chobar (8): With significant global population growth, there will be additional problems of hunger, poverty, poor 
health, and illness—especially in light of the numerous hurricanes, flooding and other global warming issues facing our 
planet. These will lead to serious policing issues, as people struggle to survive. If terrorists appeal to children, people and 
teenagers who are hungry and living in poverty, by filling their basic needs, especially children of the growing population 
will go over to terrorism and the glory it brings them fighting against those who have affluence and wealth.

Czarnecki: This is one of three baseline trends that forecast a near-perfect social storm for increased societal 
violence, much of it expressed as terrorism. Although UN reports indicate a slowing of world population growth, this 
will not be a uniform slowing. Some places, especially those that can least afford and adapt to population growth, 
will exhibit massive growth without the resources/information to sustain that growth. The competition for the scarce 
resources that are available will be great and extreme. Those who find their position(s) hopeless or near-hopeless can be 
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expected to lash out at those whom they perceive have taken their survival from them. Wherever this kind of growth-
resources mismatch occurs, expect violence of the most terrible kind.

Jenkins: High levels of immigration will exacerbate ethnic tensions and provoke powerful reactions against both 
legal and illegal immigration. The major issue for police will be the role of local police in enforcing national policies 
against illegal immigration. Pressure from local citizens and Washington will push police to play a greater role in reducing 
illegal immigrant populations with possible adverse effects on community relations and law enforcement.

LaDuke (7): Increased population density and megacities, largely emerging in developing nations, will be juxtaposed 
against advances in technology that could be applied to terrorism and destructive force. Attacks will potentially be more 
devastating.

Miller: Alas, this one is more likely to be exceeded than undershot. I would put this rapidly increasing pool of 
potential terrorism adherents as one of the most critical in terms of its importance as a driver of future terrorism. I don’t 
see any way to seriously affect global population growth, but it is the primary reason that the GWOT is a “long war” 
much like the “war” on crime.

Sanders (2): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Smyre (2): It is expected that 80 percent of the growth in population from now to 2050 will be in poverty. This 
will increase the potential for more terrorism in more places unless the developed world begins to see the importance of 
helping the impoverished of the world improve their quality of life. This will become as important as any foreign policy 
initiative and will challenge the conservative philosophies of much of the U.S. population.

Snyder (1): With 1 billion people born between 1975 and 1995, the Third-World Baby Boom will increase the labor 
supply of most developing countries faster than the local economies create jobs. This will curtail economic opportunity 
for an entire generation of young people in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Latin America, and give rise to a 
growing population of unemployed.

Steele: Disproportionate segments of the world’s population growth in the developing world will produce a 
widening gap between developed and developing worlds. This produces environments of anomie and alienation as a 
breeding ground for terrorist ideology.

Young: Much of the increase in the world’s population will reside within the world’s poorer countries. Lack of status 
and resources has been a favorite motivation for terror recruiters, and it is a situation that melds easily with question 
one.

4 – TechnoloGy increasinGly DoMinaTes boTh The econoMy anD socieTy. (TrenD 28)

New technologies are surpassing the previous state of the art in all fields, and technological obsolescence •	
is accelerating.

For most users, computers have become part of the environment rather than just tools used for specific •	
tasks.

With wireless modems, portable computers give us access to networked data wherever we go. –

Internet-equipped cell phones are even more convenient for access to e-mail and some Websites. –

Robots are taking over more and more jobs that are routine, remote, or risky, such as repairing undersea •	
cables and nuclear power stations.
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Flexible, general-service personal robots will appear in the home by 2015, expanding on the capabilities  –
of devices such as robotic vacuum cleaners and lawn mowers.

By 2015, artificial intelligence (AI), data mining, and virtual reality will help most companies and •	
government agencies to assimilate data and solve problems beyond the range of today’s computers.

AI applications include robotics, machine vision, voice recognition, speech synthesis, electronic data  –
processing, health and human services, administration, and airline pilot assistance.

Superconductors operating at economically viable temperatures will be in commercial use soon after •	
2015.

Assessment:

Technologically related changes in society and business seen over the last 20 years are just the beginning of a 
trend that will accelerate at least through this century.

Implications:

New technologies should continue to improve the efficiency of many industries, helping to keep costs 
under control.

However, this increased productivity has retarded United States job creation since at least 2002. Other 
developed countries are likely to feel the same effect in the future.

Technology made international outsourcing possible. It will continue to promote outsourcing to the benefit 
of the recipient countries, but to cause painful job losses in the donor lands.

New technologies often require a higher level of education and training to use them effectively. They also 
provide many new opportunities to create businesses and jobs.

Automation will continue to cut the cost of many services and products, making it possible to reduce 
prices while still improving profits. This will be critical to business survival as the Internet continues to push 
the price of many products to the commodity level.

New technology also will make it easier for industry to minimize and capture its effluent. This will be a 
crucial ability in the environmentally conscious future.

In 1999, a team at the technology organization Battelle compiled a list of the ten most strategic technological 
trends for the next 20 years. The list is available at the Battelle website at http://www.battelle.org/SPOTLIGHT/
tech_forecast/technology2020.aspx. Key technologies for 2020, as forecast by Battelle:

Gene-based medical care, from custom-tailored pharmaceuticals to cloned organs for transplantation –

High-powered energy packages such as advanced batteries, cheap fuel cells, and micro-generators –

“Green integrated technology” to eliminate manufacturing waste and make products completely  –
recyclable
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Omnipresent computing with computers built into consumer products, clothing, and even implanted  –
under the skin

Nanomachines measured in atoms rather than millimeters that do everything from heating and  –
cleaning our homes to curing cancer

Personalized public transportation that integrates out cars into a coordinated transport network,  –
automatically picking the fastest routes and bypassing traffic jams

Designer foods and crops genetically engineered to resist disease and pests and be highly nutritious –

Intelligent goods and appliances such as telephones with built-in directories and food packaging that  –
tells your stove how to cook the contents

Worldwide inexpensive and safe water from advanced filtering, desalination, and perhaps even  –
extraction from the air

Super senses that use implants to give us better hearing, long-distance vision, or the ability to see in  –
the dark

Implications for Terrorism:

Networks of video cameras are just the first of many high-tech tools that will affect antiterrorist operations 
in the years ahead. 

To prevent or interrupt terrorist attacks, nanotech sensors capable of detecting explosives, chemical, and 
biological weapons will be scattered around prime targets, such as major public gatherings, relaying the location 
of any possible threat to the local command center. This is a likely prospect for 2015 and beyond.

Intelligence analysts, already overwhelmed by the amount of data collected each day, will face a growing 
torrent of data in the years ahead. As surveillance spreads through society, this will be a problem for police 
agencies as well. Until automated systems become available to help monitor incoming data, much of the 
information collected by cameras and other tools will be used more to provide evidence for prosecutions than 
to prevent or interrupt terrorist actions.

To assist them, engineers will develop automated systems to help “mesh” information from incompatible 
data stores, recognize patterns in the data, develop rigorous hypotheses, perform collaborative analyses, and 
“capture” the skills of the most capable analysts so that others can benefit from them, even when the analysts 
themselves are not available. Eventually, these systems will spread from the intelligence community to law 
enforcement. These techniques may offer the best chance of giving security agencies a clear advantage over 
their adversaries.

The recent decision by an American court to block data mining by the Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS) is a significant loss to security efforts in this country. While similar military projects continue, the DHS 
shares data with the regional Fusion Centers responsible for much of the work carried out at the local level. 
Loss of this resource will make their efforts notably less effective.
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Expert Comments:

Anonymous (7): This will continue to provide almost endless possibilities for those with even modest technological 
skills to disrupt the integrated workings of the economy and society. Given the fact that engineers and technologists are 
often attracted to terrorist causes (e.g., the 9/11 plotters) it is only a matter of time before existing technology is once 
again turned against society in a major way. Industry and governments will need to work together to find palliative 
strategies (switching to less toxic chemicals, moving LNG terminals to less populated areas), but this will be neither 
cheap nor easy.

Armstrong: The increasing availability of information has significant consequences on peace and conflict and 
the utility of terrorism. The direct kinetic effects of bullets, bombs, and terrorism in general are secondary to their 
influence on the public opinion of foes, allies, and neutrals. Global information and transportation systems create 
two-way access to dynamic and global Diasporas based on “imagined communities” that are subjected to campaigns of 
strategic influence by the enemy while the United States sits idly by. Because the asymmetry in information operations 
decreases the fungibility of hard power assets, we must look at the biggest value of the “D” in WMD not as destruction 
but as disruption through the multiplicative effect of perceptions driven by the act, not the immediate effect of the act. 
We must look at technology not only as a tactical tool, but as one of operational and strategic consequence. The enemy 
does.

Ayers (5): a) Virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life), which are providing new opportunities for individual and commercial 
growth, can be used by terrorists to further their efforts in perpetrating kinetic and non-kinetic attacks. They supply 
extremists with flexible, and perhaps safer, venues for training  jihadis ideologically, methodologically, and sociologically 
without requiring physical presence or large amounts of physical space. They may also, in the near future, provide 
terrorists with new ways of performing intelligence collection, information operations, and information warfare. If we 
are to credibly counteract the potential for terrorists to utilize virtual worlds for nefarious purposes, the intelligence 
community, law enforcement entities, and policy makers need to begin preparing for this eventuality sooner, rather than 
later.

b) Learning agents coupled with robotics will not only transform the manner in which intelligence is obtained and 
processed—they will transform the way in which intelligence data is viewed and acted upon by collectors, analysts, law 
enforcement practitioners, managers, and decision makers. Increasingly, all will be able to verbally question systems that 
seem much more like cognitive assistants (or super-intelligent coworkers) than the static technology we are now used to. 
Output will be visual (similar to our reporting systems of today) and/or auditory. These robotically supported cognitive 
assistants will be linked to databases worldwide as well as other learning agents of varying types and will be able to 
dynamically process monumental amounts of information while considering data that might normally be weeded out or 
inaccessible to humans or manually driven systems (e.g., those engaged in the current processes of research, analysis, and 
reporting.) While not all intelligence questions will be answerable instantaneously by the robotic/cognitive agents, time 
that humans would normally spend sifting through a substantial number of reports could be spent dissecting questions 
that need more attention, and reviewing agent responses. Intelligence reporting as it exists currently will increasingly 
become obsolete. Human expertise can be kept indefinitely, and detailed information about thinking processes could 
be made immediately available to those who question research methodology. (This comment is a projection based 
on research performed by George Mason University Learning Agent Center personnel.) Unfortunately, the period 
between the attainment of “massive systemic overload” and the achievement of dependable capabilities developed to 
alleviate overload (such as the aforementioned robotically supported cognitive assistants) will be extremely difficult, if 
not chaotic. It is unlikely that significant progress will be realized without having to go through a great deal of anguish 
in the meantime.

Bray (1): Recall the major events of the last five years—Inadequate response to Hurricane Katrina in 2005, faulty 
intelligence prior to the second Iraqi war in 2003, incorrect estimates of the Al-Qaeda threat prior to the 9/11 attacks. 
These failures all occurred because our system of government could not appropriately link the knowledge it had across 
multiple departments to take action. Repeat investigations by the U.S. Government Accountability Office all report 
the same theme: More than sufficient information existed to mitigate these events, but the information was in a highly 
distributed and fragmented form across multiple departments and the White House.
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Granted, the role of government is a large and onerous one. No other system exists with such a broad scope of duties 
to serve and protect us as citizens. For every government failure, multiple successes occur without making headlines. 
When our system of government works well, we all take it for granted. Government agencies confront a difficult task of 
determining truth from fiction, with limited (or potentially biased) sources of knowledge available.

I can attest to these difficulties. Starting the in autumn of 2000, I accepted a role with the Bioterrorism Preparedness 
and Response Program at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)—first as a fellow, later as IT Chief 
of the Bioterrorism Program. At 9 AM on the morning of 11 September 2001, I was to give a presentation to various 
government officials on how improvements in the information technology infrastructure of public health laboratories 
could aid national response to a bioterrorism event. The meeting never started. Instead, members of my program at 
the CDC were sent to an off-site command area when American Airlines Flight 11 hit the World Trade Center at 
8:46AM.

The events that followed—to include the anthrax events of 2001, West Nile Virus, Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome, monkeypox, and other disease outbreaks—all demonstrated to me that our government faces significant 
obstacles in effectively “connecting the dots” of knowledge held in the minds of numerous individuals working for 
different organizational units. Not only is the challenge to discern truth from fiction, but also to put all the pieces of 
knowledge together to form a complete picture. In this age of knowledge-overload, no one individual harbors sufficient 
knowledge to either mitigate negative outcomes or capitalize on positive opportunities. Knowledge exchanges in these 
government agencies must transcend physical group proximity, social networks, and the institutions themselves.

There is a significant correlation between globalization efforts and increasing knowledge velocity, volume, volatility, 
and veracity concerns. Human societies, economies, and civil infrastructures are increasingly interdependent and 
complex. Instead of attempting the traditional “top-down” approach to management, my research espouses a “bottom-
up” approach to cultivating individual insights. Recall the events of 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina: no one individual 
harbored sufficient knowledge to mitigate these events. Such realities will occur with increasing frequency for employees 
of either government agencies or private entities. To assemble the entire puzzle, knowledge exchanges must occur among 
multiple individuals in different organizational units and institutions without prompting from the “top,” but instead 
must be motivated at the grassroots by collaboration-fostering incentives, values, and trust-relationships; such an idea 
embodies innovative “knowledge ecosystems.”

Bruh: Two can play the game. I believe that while new technology will be essential to effective law enforcement it 
will be a mixed blessing, and not just because of frauds and other crimes perpetrated through the Internet. More and 
more individual criminals, criminal organizations, and governments engaged in criminality will be using technology to 
commit serious crime in the U.S. and elsewhere. Some such crimes will occur in and or originate from the U.S., and even 
more will be initiated elsewhere. The technology will include the use of sophisticated cameras, electronic and wireless 
listening devices, and weapons, among a host of other technologies. Greed will still be at the root of most crime, but 
terrorism will be the world’s greatest threat for as far as anyone can now see due to the many ways that large numbers of 
humans can be destroyed rather quickly by many who want to do such a thing.

Chobar (4): Just like it is said, “As soon as the U.S. releases new currencies, the counterfeiters already are equal to 
the task of printing money,” sophisticated technology enables terrorists and terrorism to be ahead of policing agencies. 
Money often is no stumbling block. Thus, with wealthy individuals supporting terrorism, the very latest in technology 
can almost instantaneously be in the hands of terrorists. This can cover every new technological device from A to Z; 
satellite cell phones to ground-to-air missiles, to laser technology, to the most hideous war weapons—capable of killing 
hundreds and thousands of people at one time.

Costigan (4): Yes, and with far-ranging negative and positive consequences. If terrorist attacks continue in the 
United States, technology may be sought out as the first resort to discover terrorists. False-positives will also increase, 
and privacy will continue to wane. Costs of systems will be borne primarily by the government, while private industry 
attempts to continue to maximize the bottom line. Security for corporations will continue to be dominated by profit 
margins, and so high-tech solutions will not be preferred options.
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Czarnecki: What this really means is that information increasingly dominates. Information can be compiled 
through computing and/or genetics, at least as far as technology forecasting can see. Who will benefit? The rich? At who’s 
expense, since information, like energy, can neither be created nor destroyed, just converted? The poor? Information-
related technologies expand to suppress the violent inklings of the poor; Orwell’s 1984 gets an updating in the name of 
security and public safety. Because of this, Trend 28 decreases the likelihood of terrorism—but at the cost of individual 
privacy and civil rights.

Jenkins: See Trend 5.

Lanotte: “…to assist them, engineers will develop automated systems to help ‘mesh’ information from incompatible 
data stores, recognize patterns in the data, develop rigorous hypotheses, perform collaborative analyses, and ‘capture’ 
the skills of the most capable analysts so that others can benefit from them, even when the analysts themselves are not 
available.” This is indeed a lofty goal. I can only assume that, along with this prediction, true artificial intelligence (AI) 
technology is imbedded in the prediction. Along with the introduction and use of AI in criminal cases, will be the 
requirement to make the evidence admissible in court.

Nozawa: In the United States fundamental scientific advances have been few since 1992. Administration policy put 
advanced scientific projects on hold, and agencies such as DARPA [Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] and 
AF Lab resorted to developing widgets. New discoveries were ignored. DARPA’s attempt to regroup under the present 
Administration and “reach for the far shore” appears to have failed. The situation is unchanged today.

The United States is far behind Japan in the development of robots using advanced multiple-valued logic. The U.S. 
wasted its time in internecine wars arguing about whether fuzzy logic and other non-probabilistic logics were real or not. 
During the same period, China surpassed Japan and developed the largest cadre of fuzzy logicians.

Artificial intelligence as defined in the 1980s was dead by 1991. It had been built around a collapsed objective 
scientific philosophy. Only robotics and vision survived and continued. DARPA in 2007 is unable to make real headway 
since no new fundamental knowledge has been discovered by DARPA to overcome the disaster of the 1980s. Scientific 
semeiotics provides the answers needed, but DARPA and others have lacked the talent necessary to recognize the value 
of Scientific Semeiotic…they don’t know that they don’t know.

Airline Pilots Assistance and similar systems lack systems design methodologies to develop the envisioned technologies. 
Again, Scientific Semeiotic provides the necessary system design processes to develop these advanced systems.

 Technologically related changes have been on hold for most of the last twenty years. The end of Cold War, the Peace 
Dividend, and the artificial stoppage of scientific advancement has resulted in the downward trend with nothing to stop 
it unless a fundamental change in scientific philosophy is made.

If the terrorists (Jihadist) see what is developing in systems design and intelligence analysis, then they will merely 
need to be patient and let us destroy ourselves through neglect, incompetence and the absence of critical thinking.

Osborne: There are not enough trained, skilled, and knowledgeable law enforcers who can tackle problems based 
in current technology—identity theft, white collar crimes, and cybercrime. Emerging technologies are likely to bring 
further challenges, which justice and security agencies will [be] ill-equipped to face. However, sometime in the next 20 
years, more sophisticated technologies will become much easier to use with relatively little training. These tools will be 
widely adopted and will transform intelligence and policing.

Snyder (7): IT applications will continue to eliminate mountains of paperwork—and paperworkers—de-staffing 
back-office operations and curtailing commodity white-collar employment in the industrialized world.

Steele: The reliance of microchip technology in about everything would render major systems inoperable if 
coordinated EMP [Electromagnetic Pulse] bombs were detonated in a variety of critical locations, such as air traffic 
control centers. EMP bombs over grid-locked highways might be followed by explosives, gas, or anthrax.
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Tan: Technological change and innovation is something that will increasingly dominate society but this very change 
brings challenges. Technology promises to unleash new means of dealing with the security and terrorism challenges 
we face, but the danger in building systems—for instance, in data mining, etc.—is that we can be driven too much by 
technology, neglecting the fact that no one can replace excellent intelligence analysts who have the in-depth training 
and deep knowledge to be able to make sense of the vast amounts of information and intelligence that is coming 
through. Ultimately, technology provides the tools for counter-terrorism, but this fixation with technology unfortunately 
often comes at the expense of developing good human analysis and judgment. These ultimately cannot be replaced by 
technology. 

Young: If certain parts of certain societies continue to believe they are disenfranchised by globalization as represented 
by technological advances, terrorism will continue to plague the world.

5 – privacy, once a DefininG riGhT for aMericans, is DyinG quickly. (TrenD 17)

Internet communications, a basic part of life for many people, are nearly impossible to protect against •	
interception, and governments around the world are working to ensure their unfettered access to them. 
Postings to blogs and Web forums are nearly immortal.

The contents of most Internet-connected computers are open to virtually unobstructed snooping by  –
anyone with a minimum of skill and the will to examine them. All but the most secure can be invaded 
by more-capable hackers.

Corporate databases are collecting and marketing data on individual credit-worthiness, incomes, spending •	
patterns, brand choices, medical conditions, and lifestyles.

While privacy regulations bar distribution of much personal information in the European Union,  –
restrictions in the United States are much weaker.

Widespread surveillance of private individuals is technically feasible and economically viable, as tiny, •	
powerful cameras now cost next to nothing. Increased surveillance has become socially acceptable in an 
age when many people fear terrorism and crime.

In Britain, an estimated 4.2 million surveillance cameras watch over streets, office buildings, schools,  –
and shopping centers, making the U.K. one of the most closely monitored nations in the world. On 
average, Britons are caught on camera an estimated three hundred times per day.

In the United States, the growth of surveillance also is driven by the fear that lawsuits following a future  –
terrorist attack could claim that failure to install monitoring equipment constitutes negligence.

Video surveillance systems have been installed in Chicago, New York City, Washington DC, Tampa  –
FL, and other cities around the United States, In most cases, local police departments have been a 
driving force in this movement. Protests thus far have been small and ineffective.

The USA Patriot Act of 2001 sets aside the constitutional requirement of a search warrant for government •	
officials who wish to search someone’s home in order to thwart possible terrorism. Its provisions have been 
used to justify searches in pursuit of drug dealers and even, in one attempt thus far blocked by the courts, 
copyright abusers.
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Assessment:

Pessimists could say that privacy already is a thing of the past; society is merely coming to recognize its loss. 
We believe that enough effective privacy survives outside the most authoritarian countries to justify noting its 
continued erosion. However, this trend could easily reach its logical conclusion within ten years.

Implications:

In the future, privacy is likely to be defined, not by the ability to keep information truly secret, but by the 
legal power to restrict its distribution. Even this limited form of privacy will be eroded as both government and 
private organizations find legal justification for their interest in personal information. Once access is granted 
to any type of information, it is unlikely ever to be rescinded.

Most surveillance provisions of the USA Patriot Act will survive, even if the law itself is repealed or 
modified.

In the absence of a major terrorist event, most Americans will continue to consider privacy a “right,” and 
privacy-related lawsuits are likely to proliferate as more people feel violated or inconvenienced by surveillance. 
However, courts will be unsympathetic to such suits for so long as conservative appointees dominate the 
bench.

In large and medium-size cities around the world, spaces that remain unwatched by video cameras will 
continue to shrink.

Growing numbers of companies, and even private citizens, will encrypt their computer data.

The number of criminal cases based on surveillance will grow rapidly in countries with the required 
technological sophistication and infrastructure.

Private citizens increasingly will use similar technologies to watch over government abuse, as in cases where 
bystanders have recorded police misconduct with their cell-phone cameras.

Implications for Terrorism:

It will be nearly impossible for terrorists to operate without being observed. However, until artificial 
intelligence systems “learn” to recognize suspicious activities, manpower will limit use of these observations. 
Except in obvious target areas, surveillance will be most useful in forensic reconstruction, rather than in active 
incident prevention.

What remains of privacy protections often conflicts with security needs. A good example is the recent 
decision to scrap an important data-mining program at the DHS on the grounds that it might implicate 
the innocent in terrorism or other illegal activities. A more appropriate solution would have been to require 
that data used by the program be confirmed by at least two independent sources, as is routinely done in the 
intelligence community.

This is clearly one of the ten most important trends for antiterrorism. It may be one of the top five.
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Expert Comments:

Ayers (10): Because of the success of ubiquitous surveillance in the U.K., it would appear that individuals in the 
U.S. will have to settle for what was previously considered to be the “Big Brother” approach. While this may generally 
keep people “honest,” it might also encourage a collective sense of paranoia—people are, after all, actually being watched. 
It might additionally make a population which is already litigiously inclined even more determined and/or reckless 
in pursuit of monetary gain. While some individuals would simply use the system for their own agenda (absolutely 
anything could be offensive to someone), terrorists could exploit the tendency of others to “give in” when threatened 
with legal action. Furthermore, if terrorists could tie up specific surveillance procedures in litigation, disruption of 
terrorist operations would be difficult. It would therefore be beneficial to governing authorities who foresee the dying 
destiny of privacy in America, to fully consider the unintended consequences and take action to prevent terrorists from 
exploiting legal loopholes in their efforts to destroy us from within.

Bray (4): Yes, and this loss of privacy has largely occurred without consideration of what will be lost if it does die 
(in fact, privacy probably already has died). Recent public debates have considered whether the U.S. federal government 
has the right to conduct electronic surveillance of its citizens, to include monitoring financial transactions and telephone 
conversations. Most of these debates seem to perceive that ensuring both privacy and protection is not possible—but such 
a belief is fallacious. Improving the ability of government as an information processing system to better aggregate, filter, 
act upon, and redirect information must not—and does not—require sacrificing the freedoms of individual citizens.

To prove that privacy and protection are equally obtainable, consider an example where public key encryption 
allows the masking of collected information from human eyes, but not from processing and linking to other sources 
of information by trusted information systems themselves. By use of encryption, this masking of collected information 
provides only “de-identified” information (with personal identifiers removed) to government workers (Straub and 
Collins, 1990; Rindfleisch, 1997). However, the trusted information systems themselves can access personal identifiers 
and link different sources of information.

Ideally, these trusted information systems would work non-stop to sort through and identify suspicious patterns 
of information. Examples of suspicious patterns include an individual living in a large city purchasing a large quantity 
of castor beans (which can be used to make ricin toxin) with no discernable legitimate purpose, or regular records 
of large bank deposits from an unclear source of questionable origin. If the patterns are extremely suspicious, the 
information systems can present the suspicious patterns (de-identified, with personal identifiers removed) to government 
workers. These workers then decide whether to convene an expedited court hearing to judge if the encrypted personal 
identifiers associated with the information should be unlocked. Lawyers for a defense—in the absence of the unknown 
individual(s)—and a prosecution, present opposing sides to the best of their ability. A federal judge decides whether the 
de-identified pattern of activities provides sufficient cause to lift the freedom of privacy for the collected information. 
Should the judge rule that the de-identified pattern of information is suspicious enough to merit unlocking the protected 
identities, an electronic key issued by the court will permit this action. Similar to issuing a warrant, such an approach 
maintains anonymity of collected information unless a court hearing finds probable cause and temporarily removes this 
freedom.

Achieving both privacy and protection offers several added benefits: bridging of different government cultures, 
encouraging collaborations, and increasing the likelihood of positive outcomes. Recall the example of detecting a 
bioterrorism agent—this situation requires collaboration between the public health and national security communities. 
Currently, however, collaborations between such communities are few, a result partially from different organizational 
cultures surrounding information exchange. Exchange of information between public health professionals is open and 
collegial, whereas the national security community emphasizes compartmentalization and security.

For public health, a central challenge involves linking multiple health records accurately to a common individual 
across all 50 states without access to a personal identifier. The privacy of individuals is a top priority for public health, 
specifically the protection of individual health information. The U.S. federal government is limited from collecting 
personal information as a result of the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). Identifying 
attributes that could be useful in linking different pieces of health information to a common individual—Social Security 
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number, home address, or name—are not available by current law to federal agencies, including the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Health organizations must strip locally stored information of personal identifiers when 
sent to external partners outside of a state.

For national security, a central challenge involves maintaining the integrity of our national borders despite the sheer 
volume of traffic that comes in and out daily. Should national security efforts only monitor individual border crossings, 
they risk security that is either too loose at stopping illegitimate traffic or too restrictive at permitting legitimate traffic. 
Realistically, our national borders cannot be completely contained and still function. Instead, national security must 
strive to monitor activity both inside and outside of our borders, to detect threats before they arrive at our borders and 
catch any that manage to evade detection and enter the country.

Fortunately, the earlier example combining the use of public key encryption and the court system can also help solve 
these challenges for both public health and national security. By collecting information that is de-identified from human 
eyes, but not from automated processing by trusted information systems, the privacy of individuals can be maintained 
for routine government efforts. When a clear danger to either public health or national security presents itself, a court 
order can be sought to unlock any identities associated with the collected information. Hence, it is possible to meet the 
needs of both public health and national security without violating the privacy of law-abiding citizens.

Chobar: Americans will probably fight to keep their “civil liberties” within privacy, which could delay or significantly 
slow down the policing and finding of those involved in terrorism or terrorist plots.

Costigan (8): Lack of interest in privacy will accelerate its decline. Younger people, raised in the information 
technology-driven society, will not learn the values of privacy. Hackers will keep the flame alive in the infotech world, 
and privacy advocates will do their best. Greater susceptibility to identity theft will make for new terrorist advantages: 
when people fail to recognize the need for privacy, or expose their network of friends, they will be easier to exploit. In 
other countries, privacy is not considered ever to be a particular value.

Jenkins: Privacy will continue to be a political battleground as technology improves—more CCTV, smart cameras, 
face recognition, bulk detection of explosives, etc.

Kadtke: If global terrorist activities continue to increase, the response of nations (particularly in the West) will 
certainly increase as well. Increasing legal authority for monitoring, search, seizure, and prosecution may accelerate, 
and political and public support for such reaction will likely grow stronger as well. Information technology will be 
increasingly relied on for surveillance and tracking of both physical actors as well as cyber-actors. Unfortunately, these 
trends are already leading to serious degradations of personal privacy, as IT capabilities can already be used to mine for 
a variety of types of open information on personal activities, and their constraint under current law and regulation is 
often vague.

Kapinos: Certainly, with enhanced capability for electronic surveillance across many venues, as well as improving 
data-mining tools, it is more important than ever that we develop a consensus on the rule sets to govern these capabilities. 
Laws, policies, and procedures must be established at all levels of government that define how we control, manage, and 
use the information that we can obtain. We must ensure the proper balance between the legitimate needs of the law 
enforcement and intelligence communities verses the Constitutional rights of our citizens.

Kriesberg: Much discussion seems to pit security and freedom against each other as if they were in opposition, 
when that is not usually the case. Trying to maximize security by restricting freedom is often counterproductive. Enemies 
are created by overzealous imposition of restrictions. Useful ideas are lost. Resources are wasted in imposing non-
essential limitations.

LaDuke (9): Words spoken or transmitted will increasingly be the primary means of detection of hostile interests. 
But privacy intrusions in efforts to intercept those words are receiving increasing resistance in the U.S. A culture clash 
between tolerance and privacy intrusions is emerging, for example, the LAPD’s “Muslim Mapping Plan.” (http://www.
latimes.com/news/local/la-me-muslim15nov15,0,6998542.story?coll=la-home-center)
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Miller: This may change, and one can certainly find evidence of push-back by elements on both the far right and 
the far left of the U.S. political spectrum. It is true that privacy loss tends to ratchet downward without meaningful 
upticks, but the excesses of the recent past may have created their own antivirus, if only temporarily. The efforts of 
terrorism should not be hampered unduly by privacy concerns. A claim that terrorism can be obliterated by sufficient 
abrogation of personal rights is surely unreal. And, it is difficult to argue that the state does not retain sufficient power to 
effectively pursue and negate the impact of terrorist violence directed at the civilian population—at least in the U.S.

Nolte: See Don Kerr’s remarks on this. (He is principal deputy DNI.) This is, it seems to me, a huge issue. If Kerr 
is right and we’ve lost privacy in the traditional sense, what new definition of privacy, if any, will publics insist on?

Osborne: Privacy will be redefined in an iterative process as transparency grows within law enforcement and 
in society. As the public debate around privacy issues grows due to increased use of cameras and other surveillance 
equipment in urban areas for crime detection/law enforcement, public use of small cameras, recorders, and at home 
surveillance systems will grow. Police activity will be tracked via GPS on vehicles and perhaps on officers. Videos of 
officers’ interactions will be used for accountability and lawsuit protection. Police will become more accountable to 
citizenry as crime mapping on the Internet and other types of data are made available for analysis outside of the law 
enforcement environment, to be used by city planners and private security.

Steele: Challenges to information security are making levels of intelligence and military secrecy less possible. This 
will challenge target ascertainment.

Tan: The events of 9/11 have resulted in a massive assault on and erosion of civil liberties throughout the world. 
Lawyers and civil society activists have since then been engaged in an on-going debate over “security versus freedom”—
this debate is important and must be encouraged. Governments and security services must be prepared to participate in 
it, with a view to negotiating with the rest of civil society where the boundaries and balance might lie. The failure to keep 
talking and keep negotiating means that we would have lost to the terrorists. Without doing too much, the terrorists 
have managed to erode some fundamental freedoms such as privacy. The security versus freedom (i.e., freedom from 
fear, right to privacy, etc.) is an important debate and civil society must agree to where that balance should lie. Without 
legitimacy, the cause is on the way to being lost.

Youngs: Privacy is a right that the public is still reluctant to give up, however, this will change in the event of 
another attack. If holy warriors wreck havoc in the United States by mass murder and assassination, then citizens will 
look to the government for protection. Hate crimes will increase against Muslims and more Americans will become 
armed. Several states have seen an increase in requests for carrying concealed weapons. If chaos prevails, more citizens 
will take the law into their own hands. 

6 – The Global econoMy is GrowinG More inTeGraTeD. (TrenD 8)

Only half of the world’s one hundred largest economies are nation-states. The rest are multinational •	
corporations.

In the European Union, relaxation of border and capital controls and the adoption of a common currency •	
and uniform product standards continue to make it easier for companies to distribute products and support 
functions throughout the Continent.

The Internet continues to bring manufacturers effectively closer to remote suppliers and customers.•	

Companies are increasingly farming out high-cost, low-payoff secondary functions to suppliers, service •	
firms, and consultants, many of them located in other countries.
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Parts for the new Boeing 787 “Dreamliner” are being constructed in at least eight countries around the  –
world for assembly in the United States

Toyota has manufacturing or assembly plants in Japan, Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Poland, South  –
Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Brazil, Pakistan, India, Argentina, 
Czech Republic, Mexico, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Vietnam, Venezuela, and the Philippines.

Companies in high-wage countries also are outsourcing management and service jobs to low-wage •	
countries.

An estimated 3.3 million U.S. jobs are expected to migrate to India and China by 2015. Some 40  –
million jobs are believed vulnerable to outsourcing.

There is a nascent countertrend among job-receiving countries to establish branches in the donor lands.  –
For example, in September 2007, India’s Wipro announced that it was setting up a programming 
division in Virginia, both to hire top-quality American programmers and to help tap the lucrative 
government market.

Jobs in western Europe are migrating to eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, and the English- and  –
French-speaking former colonies of Africa. India has begun to ship jobs to even lower-cost countries 
in Africa.

Assessment:

This trend will continue for at least the next two decades.

Implications:

The growth of e-commerce enables businesses to shop globally for the cheapest raw materials and supplies. 
In niche markets, the Internet also makes it possible for small companies to compete with giants worldwide with 
relatively little investment. This has brought new opportunities for quality-control problems and fraudulent 
cost-cutting by suppliers, as seen in the recent spate of tainted food and other products coming from China.

The Net also has created a generation of “e-preneurs” whose businesses exist largely on the Internet, with 
production, fulfillment, and other functions all outsourced to specialty firms.

Demand will continue to grow for employee incentives suited to other cultures, aid to executives going 
overseas, and the many other aspects of doing business in foreign countries

However, rising demand for foreign-language training is likely to be a temporary phenomenon, as more 
countries adopt English as part of their basic school curricula.

Western companies may have to accept that proprietary information will be shared not just with their 
immediate partners in Asian joint ventures, but also with other members of the partners’ trading conglomerates. 
In high technology and aerospace, that may expose companies to extra scrutiny due to national-security 
concerns.

Establishing overseas branches mitigates this concern by keeping trade secrets within the company, •	
even while gaining the benefits of cheaper foreign labor and other resources.
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Economic ties can give richer, more powerful countries considerable influence over their junior partners. 
Thus far, China has been the most successful at wielding this “soft” power. This has given it the ability to 
undermine American foreign policy even as it secures its energy and raw-materials needs.

Implications for Terrorism:

International fraud, money laundering, and other economic crimes (particularly carried out via the 
Internet) are a growing problem, and one that can be expected to spread. At least some of these activities can 
be expected to finance extremist and terrorist movements.

In addition, entrepreneurial success in global markets could widen the gap between the rich and poor, 
worsening social strains in countries already vulnerable to extremist movements. It is likely to worsen the 
problem of international terrorism.

FI rates this one of the top five trends for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (5): This is a very important and largely positive trend because growing global economic integration 
creates “global consciousness,” facilitating inter-governmental and transnational collaboration. Such collaboration 
among intelligence and security services, industry, and the nongovernmental sector is needed to anticipate and to address 
boundary crossing terrorist threats. Of course, global integration also provides opportunities for terrorists to cause 
globally cascading damage by attacking key nodes in global networks. And the rise of global consciousness itself will 
be challenged by geopolitical divisions caused by the scramble to secure access to oil in an environment of tight supply. 
(Trend 18: Despite efforts to develop alternative source of energy, oil consumption is still rising rapidly.)

Armstrong: See earlier comments in Trend 1on local vs. global/U.S.

Chobar: It’s hard to know who funds what anymore because the global economy is growing more integrated. While 
local governments struggle to fund policing, national and global terrorist groups easily find funds to communicate on 
the most sophisticated of levels. This integrated economy makes it more and more difficult to police and more and more 
likely to enable global terrorism.

Forster: All forms of integration dramatically impact the terror paradigm. Economic integration means the 
potential impact of terrorist attacks is more extreme. For example, the economic impact of a disabled U.S. power 
grid would quickly surge through the global economy. Integration also eases the flow of individuals, information, and 
finances and thus improves the capabilities of terrorist organizations. The multi-headed “hydra” that is Al Qaeda today 
has been facilitated by the ability to train, recruit, plan, finance, and propagandize operations at a distance. The need for 
a hierarchical command and control structure has been replaced by a networked ideology that inspires, supports, and 
publicizes action. The space and time paradigm has changed, reducing the importance of geographic proximity. Cyber-
attacks, for example, may be launched against any G-8 state from Pakistan. The problems experienced by the Estonian 
government in the spring 2007 offer insight into the threat of such attacks. The flow of people, goods, finances, and 
information also increase the cost of protection and prevention and potentially inhibit pursuit and recovery. 

However, integration also may be turned into a counter-terror advantage. As a result of increased interdependence, 
more lives are negatively impacted by terrorist attacks. Under such circumstances, there is hope that impacted innocents 
will be less inclined to overlook terrorist activities in their locales. The recent Sunni Iraqi shift against Al Qaeda in al-
Anbar Province indicates that the support for violence is finite among societal sectors and continued terrorist violence 
may be a catalyst to anger against the perpetrators and an increase in anti-terror sentiments. 

Jenkins: Globalization means increased transnational crime—terrorism, financial fraud, money laundering, cyber-
crime, human trafficking, counterfeit goods, smuggling, etc. This complicates issues of jurisdiction, cooperation among 
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police forces, relationships between local law enforcement and federal authorities and the private sector. We will also 
increasingly see transnational gangs.

Kadtke: The IT revolution and technology-based economies are also driving physical integration of the global 
economy. As large, and increasingly mid-sized, companies outsource their manufacturing, research, and even management 
capabilities to many corners of the globe, they become increasingly vulnerable to a wide spectrum of regional and local 
socio-political woes. The net effect is that local extreme events can have global attention and effect as they propagate 
throughout the global supply chain.

LaDuke (1): Because economy generates the power to ensure defense and wage war, it is central to every national 
interest. But centralizing economy and trade does not automatically centralize nation state interests, so it has the affect 
of creating a global stage of “actors” with hidden agendas that create diverse alliances and fund terrorism covertly. I see 
this as the primary root cause behind the growth of global terrorism.

Meilahn: International fraud, money laundering, etc., via the Internet will be a tool used by terror groups to 
finance their activities.

Miller: Actually, it is more interesting to speculate that globalization may have peaked and nations are in a 
cocooning phase, much like the U.S. just before WWII. One has only to look at the vigorous debate over the “illegal 
immigrant” issue in the U.S. to see the possible birth of a counter-trend. While this erection of physical and other 
barriers to entering the country may enhance the level of public fear, I think it may actually offer more opportunities for 
counter-terrorism—or, at least, counter-transnational-terrorism.

Sanders (3): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Shtulman: The movement of hundreds of billions of dollars to the oil-rich nations and their desire to invest those 
dollars in everything from high-tech companies with military applications to international shipping companies, airlines, 
and ports means that it is inevitable that at some point elements with connections to terror will gain control of the means 
to transport materials and/or men into the United States at will. Corporations that have no connections to terror today 
can make such acquisitions and later themselves be acquired by others with ties to terror.

Snyder (6): Economic globalization will continue to depress both wages and job growth in mature industrial 
economies for at least five more years, fueling domestic political opposition to free-trade and liberalized immigration, 
and fostering increased xenophobia.

Young: Globalization and distribution of wealth can only help decrease the specter of terror over the long run.

7 – urbanizaTion, arGuably The worlD’s olDesT TrenD, conTinues rapiDly. (TrenD 27)

Forty-eight percent of the world's population currently lives in cities, according to the Population Reference •	
Bureau's 2006 World Population Data Sheet. By 2030, that figure will grow to 60 percent, as some 2.1 
billion people are added to the world’s cities.

More than three-fourths of the population in developed countries live in cities. In North America,  –
urbanization is the highest, at 79 percent. But cities are growing fastest in the developing world.

The big are getting bigger. In 1950, there were just eight megacities, with populations exceeding 5  –
million, in the world. By 2015, there will be fifty-nine megacities, forty-eight of them in less developed 
countries. Of these, twenty-three will have populations over 10 million, all but four in the developing 
lands.
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Natural increase now accounts for more than half of population increase in the cities; at most, little  –
more than one-third of urban growth results from migration.

Up to 1 billion city dwellers lack adequate shelter, clean water, toilets, or electricity. The United Nations •	
estimates that these problems cause 10 million needless deaths annually.

Urbanization has significant environmental consequences.•	

Fuels burned in cities account for 75 percent of global carbon emissions from human activity, according  –
to the Worldwatch Institute.

NASA scientists point out that urbanization also tends to put buildings and blacktop on the most  –
fertile land, eliminating significant quantities of carbon-absorbing plants.

Urbanization also deprives surrounding areas of water: Instead of sinking into the ground, rain is  –
collected, piped to the city, used, treated as gray water, and then discarded into the ocean. In some 
regions, such as near Atlanta, water levels in local aquifers are declining rapidly because the water that 
once replenished them now is lost.

The United States is the one major exception to the global urbanization trend. This automobile-reliant •	
society built one of the best highway systems in the world and has relatively little mass transit, so more 
Americans live in the suburbs than in the cities. This could only occur where there are large swaths of land 
with low population density.

Assessment:

After surviving for some 3,500 years, this trend is unlikely to disappear in the next 50.

Implications:

Cities’ contribution to global warming can only increase in the years ahead.

As the world’s supply of potable water declines, people are concentrating in those areas where it is hardest 
to obtain and is used least efficiently. This trend will aggravate water problems for so long as it continues.

Many more people will die due to shortages of shelter, water, and sanitation. Epidemics will become still 
more common as overcrowding spreads HIV and other communicable diseases more rapidly.

Since urban growth is now due more to natural increase than to migration, programs designed to encourage 
rural populations to remain in the countryside may be misplaced. Education and family planning seem more 
likely to rein in the growth of cities.

Implications for Terrorism:

Concentrating the poor and powerless in cities produces conditions ideal for the spread of petty crime, 
violence, and the kind of religious extremism that lends itself to terror-prone political ideologies. It also provides 
easy targets for terrorism in some ethnic and sectarian conflicts.
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Expert Comments:

Anonymous (6): Third world megacities provide a cauldron in which criminal, radical, and pathologically violent 
elements can easily blend. Moreover, some are or will become effective “ungoverned territories” as police/domestic 
intelligence lack the resources to exercise surveillance and control in sprawling slums. This provides an especially 
fertile environment for the growth of terrorist groups and for unfettered plotting, with easy access to technology, 
communications, and transportation.

Armstrong: See earlier comments in Trend 1 on local vs. global/U.S.

Bray (5): Yes, urbanization creates problems both socially and environmentally, but also in terms of urban 
infrastructure. Specifically, for the government services that try and provide urban stability—and their need to balance 
protection and privacy of their citizens. For urban governments to achieve both privacy and protection, the ability 
to authenticate and exchange information securely across multiple departments and agencies is essential to prevent 
unintentional sharing of government information with incorrect or unidentified third parties (U.S. GAO, 2001, 2003a). 
If government workers are to collaborate frequently across departments and agencies, they need to locate and validate 
the identity of each other before they can confidentially share collected information (U.S. GAO, 2006b). This process 
requires a single security “trust broker” to provide common authentication across all government workers and databases. 
Such a single authenticating trust broker, when combined with database encryption for all government technology 
assets (to include files located on laptops), could help to prevent data leak concerns associated with an event similar to a 
recent laptop theft at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. The stolen government laptop contained the unencrypted 
personal records of 26.5 million individuals (New York Times, 2006d).

Equally, for workers and databases to exchange information successfully, they need to “speak” a similar language. 
Unfortunately, proprietary databases built by one government agency often cannot share information with other 
departments and agencies. A common, flexible language for the electronic subcomponents of our system of government: 
where none currently exists: will address this problem (U.S. GAO, 2002, 2003c, 2004a). Creating a single “big picture” 
across government requires the ability to query across multiple databases simultaneously. A panel of CIA experts recently 
echoed the need for better cross-government collaborations: internal fragmentation hurts the intelligence efforts of 
the national security community (Kerr et al., 2006; U.S. GAO, 2006c). For government as an information processing 
system, both workers and databases are the important nodes that must frequently interact and exchange information.

Czarnecki: Humankind still has not come to terms with organizing itself in socially constructive, densely populated 
cities. Call this trend the catalyst or reactor vessel for the other baseline trends. Driven by resource scarcity and/or 
perceived wealth (relative) from urban jobs, humans flock to cities, particularly in those places that can least afford to 
adapt to urbanization. Once again, desperation sets in, coupled with the studied sociological perverse effects of crowded 
environments with unhealthy social structures. Look to Karachi, Pakistan for the future according to this trend.

Jenkins: Judging by Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Mexico City, Lagos, Johannesburg, Mumbai, megacities border on 
ungovernability. Policing has not kept up with growth. The danger is that of creating neo-Medieval societies with people 
of means residing, working, shopping, and dining behind protected perimeters, dangerous no-man’s lands in between, 
and no-go zones for police. Threatened people are inclined to spend money on private security, not police. This is an 
important policy issue for financially strapped local governments: public order or private security?

Kadtke: Within a very few decades, nearly half the world’s population will reside in urban areas, and the greatest 
growth will occur in some of the poorest areas. These areas have unique characteristics and exhibit many special problems, 
including resource requirements, pollution density, and social stresses caused by high population densities. They are also 
clear breeding grounds for extreme political and terrorist movements, due to the readiness of resources, and they present 
enormous problems to policing and maintaining of civil order.

Miller: Now, this is a problem that impacts terrorism, as France and other European countries are discovering. The 
growing numbers of disaffected will only increase the size of the fertile ground of terrorism recruits.
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Osborne: As communities are faced with increasingly limited resources to meet taxpayers’ needs, the one-person 
and small police departments will be incorporated into other entities. Regional police and other modes of policing, 
including privatization will emerge. Data gathering requirements for intelligence-led policing may require a system 
wherein commanders and analysts are regionalized while ground troop officers are localized.

Smyre (5): With more large cities in the world, and more people packed in less space, there will be greater loss of 
hope in times of economic and social problems (lack of food due to extreme oil shocks), potentially leading to multiple 
reasons for different kinds of terrorism.

Snyder (2): The urbanized share of the world’s population will continue to grow rapidly, rising from 50 percent 
today to 60 percent by 2030. The fastest growing cities lie in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Latin America, 
where 25 percent to 90 percent of the urban population ALREADY live in mega-slums in which there are no basic 
utilities and essentially NO effective police presence. This is an invitation for political unrest and violence.

Young: With respect to terror, urbanization can create the seeds for social discontent and possible urban warfare and 
terror acts. Conversely, if individuals/immigrants are properly assimilated within the host society and jobs are created, 
urbanization can act as a terror deterrent.

8 – The inTerneT conTinues To Grow, buT aT a slower pace. (TrenD 34)

In mid-2007, Internet users numbered about 1.173 billion, up just less than one-fourth in three years.•	

Most growth of the Internet population is now taking place outside the United States, which is home to •	
only 19 percent of Internet users.

U.S. Internet users now account for about 75 percent of the American population, a figure that has  –
only crept higher for several years.

In mid-2007, the most recent available data showed 162 million Internet users in China (12.3 percent  –
of the population), 42 million in India (3.7 percent), and 86.3 million in Japan (67.1 percent.)

Internet penetration is lagging badly in Africa, where only 3.6 percent of the population is online.  –
Most Internet users are in the North African countries or in the republic of South Africa. In between, 
Internet connections are scarce.

When it comes to percentage of broadband users, the United States ranks only 15th among the developed •	
lands and 24th over all. About 47 percent of American Internet users have broadband service, compared 
with 90 percent in South Korea.

Americans also get poorer service, paying about $35 per month for download speeds of 1.5mbps and  –
only 256kbps upload speeds. Japanese Internet users pay about the same for 50mbps service.

In mid-2007, there were 2.66 billion IP addresses on the Internet. Of these, nearly 1.4 billion were in the •	
United States, 251 million in the U.K., 154 million in Japan, and 116 million in China.

E-commerce is still growing, but not as quickly as it once did.•	

In the United States, total retail sales in the first quarter of 2007 came in at about $999.5 billion,  –
Internet retail sales at $31.5 billion, just 3.2 percent of the total and growing by only 0.1 percent of 
the total for the last three quarters.
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Total Internet sales are expected to reach $116 billion for the year. –

Sales growth, as much as 25 percent per year in 2004, is expected to slow to 9 percent annually by  –
2010.

Not long ago, the Internet was predominately English-speaking. In mid-2007, English and “Chinese” •	
(we assume this combines mainland Mandarin, Taiwanese Mandarin, and Cantonese) were tied at 31.7 
percent of Internet users.

More than 5 percent of Netizens spoke Spanish, Japanese, German, or French.  –

Assessment:

This trend will continue until essentially no one in the world lacks easy access to the Internet, about 30 years 
by our best estimate.

Implications:

Americans will continue to dominate the Internet so long as they produce a substantial majority of Web 
pages—but that is not likely to be very long.

Analysts believe that Internet growth will not accelerate again until broadband service becomes less 
expensive and more widely available. This is a matter of government policy as much as of technology or basic 
costs.

Demands that the United States relinquish control of the Internet to an international body can only gain 
broader support and grow more emphatic as Americans make up a smaller part of the Internet population.

B2B sales on the Internet are dramatically reducing business expenses throughout the Internet-connected 
world, while giving suppliers access to customers they could never have reached by traditional means.

The Internet has made it much easier and cheaper to set up a profitable business. An online marketing site 
can be set up with just a few minutes’ work at a cost of much less than $100. This is fostering a new generation 
of entrepreneurs.

Internet-based outsourcing to other countries has only just begun. Growth in this field will accelerate again 
as overseas service firms polish their English, French, and German and find even more business functions they 
can take on.

Cultural, political, and social isolation has become almost impossible for countries interested in economic 
development. Even China’s attempts to filter the Internet and shield its population from outside influences 
have been undermined by hackers elsewhere, who provide ways to penetrate the barriers.

Implications for Terrorism:

The Internet will remain a primary tool for the management of terrorist operations, particularly as encryption 
becomes ever more difficult to break. In addition, Internet-based crime may serve as a funding source for 
some terrorist organizations. In compensation, the growing availability of large quantities of public records 
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and other information over the Internet should bring new opportunities for investigation and interdiction of 
terrorist activities.

Expert Comments:

Armstrong: See comments on technology in Trend 28.

Ayers: There is a growing interest among social scientists in the way Internet usage is changing socialization. Rather 
than being a tool for encouraging harmony and peaceful coexistence through increased communication, it seems that the 
lack of accountability behind the communication has resulted in aggressive displays of decidedly antisocial behavior. The 
fringes of society can locate the “like-minded” so easily that they rarely have to deal with “polar opposites” unless they 
seek out opportunities to do so. Those who are of a mindset to probe for differing points of view may simply be trolling 
for potential targets (such as blogs or chat rooms) within which to engage in deception, inject argumentation, create 
disruption, generate conflict, and project power in ways that were inconceivable prior to the advent of the Internet. 
Considering recent news reports detailing abuse and other types of violence documented by the perpetrators themselves 
in film and text with the specific intention of placing the evidence in “e-space,” it would appear that “e-inspired” 
vilification and assault is on the rise. As aggressively anti-social behavior becomes “the norm” on the Internet, it is also 
becoming more evident in the physical world. As individuals adopt the role of agitator (whether in “e-space” or physical 
space) more will follow, if only out of a need for self-defense. This willful polarization of society only serves to enhance 
terrorist objectives. A population with large and increasing numbers of “sociopaths online” is a target-rich environment 
for recruitment by terrorists. If Western teens can be coerced into beating up other teens or innocent strangers for a few 
seconds of “fame,” what else might they be capable of?

Bray (7): Depends on what you mean by the Internet. If by “World Wide Web” yes, it is slowing down and in fact 
the World Wide Web is ready to die and be replaced with a newer generation concept yet unknown. The Internet itself 
(as infrastructure) will always exist, but in several areas (VoIP, video) the Internet has experienced dramatic, accelerating 
growth as more Internet users employ such technologies. So it’s difficult to say generically that the Internet is growing/
slowing, but you need to consider specific technologies and why specific technologies might be slowing to make way for 
something newer.

Chobar (2): There is no way local or national policing can monitor all the Internet activity, or if policing does occur 
it is difficult to do well. Thus, the Internet has given terrorists a “silent,” speedy, and effective method for high-speed 
communication and dissemination of information. This information can provide instant information from the location 
of troops to the actual providing of classes on building newer, more sophisticated weapons of destruction.

Costigan (6): Many governments will attempt to slow the growth of the Internet or, more precisely, decrease their 
population’s ability to inform themselves in a direct effort to control information flow. In the face of renewed terrorist 
attacks, even democrat governments may seek ways to reduce information flow. For example, instead of letting the 
world know which group perpetrated an attack, in an effort to not boost the stature of one terrorist group a government 
might say it was any number of terrorist groups, but the effect will be the same: reduced information. Additionally, 
for terrorists, temporary defacement will remain the most likely outcome of “web attacks,” but they will continue to 
exploit weaknesses in Internet-connected systems, potentially using the Internet to mount lightweight attacks against 
certain systems (supervisory control and data acquisition [SCADA] networks, etc.) if the effort is manageable, cheap 
and, ideally, an insider is available. Were they to succeed, the damage could be considerable, but it will likely be hit or 
miss and the overriding question is whether they believe their time would be better spent elsewhere. Importantly, the 
Internet’s value as the cheapest and best communications and propaganda delivery method will override any attempt to 
fundamentally “crash the system.”

Kadtke: With the increasing spread of cyberspace, we are currently witnessing a host of new social networking 
capabilities and online virtual communities. We have recently seen the first cyberspace enabled-political debate, and 
governmental as well as private sector organizations are holding meetings and doing business in Second Life and similar 
virtual worlds. Sociologists observe that many users of these communities relate more closely to the virtual environment 
than their real lives. Are we trending toward a time when much of the world’s population relates more closely to virtual 
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online communities of interest, rather than their traditional physical social organizations or even their nation? What will 
be the effects as these virtual communities seek to exert political power locally and globally?

Miller: Conducting counter-terrorism in cyberspace is clearly one of the critical battlefronts. This will increase in 
activity and importance.

Nolte: The Internet will remain a source of friction in civil liberties discussions in the U.S. (and elsewhere), as 
we attempt to rebalance the security/privacy understanding in a very different environment. This clearly impacts the 
domestic security effort and may have effects internationally as well.

Smyre (7): This is a two-edged sword related to terrorism. If the increase in the use of the Internet can bring more 
in poverty to be able to take care of themselves, the cause of terrorism should be reduced. On the other hand, the more 
on the Internet spreading knowledge of how to make bombs and how to network with other terrorists, the great the level 
of terrorism that could result.

Snyder (4): At current growth rates, rising volumes of video-graphic materials transmitted via the Web are now 
expected to saturate the Internet’s carrying capacity by 2010 to 2012, making the entire network increasingly vulnerable 
to hacker attack and “cybertage.”

The IT press reflects a widespread professional consensus that the hacker community has long had the capacity to 
compromise the Internet, and there is open debate over why no serious attack on the Net has been launched since 2002. 
One speculative conclusion to this debate has been that the Internet is so vital to the terrorist community’s capacity to 
organize, recruit, and operate that there is a tacit agreement NOT to shut it down.

Young: Most people recognize that without the Internet, the terrorist would be without one of his most valuable 
tools. The Internet is used for recruiting, fund raising, communication, financial transfers, training, and proselytizing. It 
has become so valuable that most if not all terror groups have their own websites recognizing that they must keep in the 
public forefront in order to remain relevant. While the Internet may grow at a slower pace in the future, terrorists will 
continue to rely on its existence for their existence.

9 – aDvanceD coMMunicaTions TechnoloGies are chanGinG The way we work anD live. (TrenD 35)

The Internet is as much a communications medium as it is an information resource.•	

Telecommuting is growing rapidly, thanks largely to e-mail and other high-tech forms of communication. •	
About 80 percent of companies worldwide now have employees who work at home, up from 54 percent in 
2003. The number of telecommuters in the United States reached an estimated 20 million in 2006.

AT&T says that 90 percent of its employees do some work away from the office, while 41 percent work  –
at home one or two days per week. This saves the company a reported $180 million a year.

However, Millennials already have abandoned e-mail for most purposes other than communicating  –
with “clueless” parents and grandparents. Most have adopted instant messaging and social-network 
Websites to communicate with their peers.

“Podcasting”—recording college lectures, news stories, business reports, and the like for playback on the •	
Apple iPod—allows users to listen at their convenience.
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Better communications is a major goal of many government agencies, particularly in law enforcement •	
and disaster services, which need to coordinate the activities of many different agencies under emergency 
conditions.

So-called “Web 2.0” services are building communities nearly as complex and involving as those existing •	
wholly in the real world.

Second Life is a 3-D virtual world entirely built and owned by its residents. Launched in 2003, by May  –
2007 it had 6.8 million residents, 1.75 million of whom had logged on in the previous two months. 
Here in the real world, designers earn substantial incomes creating fashions and other paraphernalia for 
Second Life characters. One resident was banned when his character raped another “avatar” in virtual 
reality.

MySpace and Facebook have a total of more than 180 million members who form communities of  –
friends, most of whom have never met except on the Internet.

A number of people have taken to wearing a small Web camera, either recording their entire lives or  –
broadcasting them over the Internet.

Assessment:

Again, this trend has only just begun.

Implications:

E-mail promised to speed business. Instead, it absorbs more time than busy executives can afford to lose. 
Expect the nascent reaction against e-mail to grow as many people eliminate mailing lists, demand precise 
e-communications rather than open-ended conversation, and schedule only brief periods for dealing with mail.

Instant messaging is likely to be even more destructive of time for the under-thirty set.

However, e-mail is a major contributor to globalization and outsourcing, because it eliminates many of the 
obstacles of doing business across long distances and many time zones.

Unfortunately, e-mail and other modern communications techniques also have made possible a variety of 
crimes, from online fraud to some forms of identity theft.

They also make it virtually impossible to retract ill-considered statements or embarrassing online activities. 
Once something exists on the Internet, it is all but immortal and nearly impossible to hide.

Implications for Terrorism:

See Trend 34 (item 8 of this list.)

Expert Comments:

Armstrong: See comments on technology in Trend 28.
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Ayers (8): “The enemy of the enemy is my friend.” There will be ever-increasing communication and cooperation 
between various criminal elements (drug cartels, ID theft rings, and black-marketers), dissidents, anarchists, terrorists, 
and rogue elements operating from within the governments of nation-states. With global communications, war plan-
ning on a global scale—by coalitions of terrorist and criminal groups as well as coalitions of states—is not only possible, 
but probable. Instantaneous communications make simultaneous operations an easy task (as seen with the attacks of 
9/11). Conversely, the massive amounts and differing modes of communications, combined with antiquated hierarchical 
structures within Western governments, will make the West more vulnerable, unless or until a method of instantaneous and 
ubiquitous information gathering and threat warning can be achieved. In the meantime, psychological “blowback,” in the 
form of technology abandonment by the many, could become an issue. Communications might become more difficult be-
cause of the overwhelming nature of such, thus limiting the adoption of new technology (or the use of high-tech communi-
cations in general). Threat information might therefore ultimately be unattainable or stalled in the process of distribution.

Bray (8): See Trend 5.

Costigan (7): Of course, but there may be a backlash. Trust is easiest to establish in direct meetings. Banks and 
financial services companies will attempt io develop better technical systems for trust, but costs will be passed on to the 
consumer. With continued clever schemes by criminals, establishing a trusted (electronic) connection with your bank will 
become more difficult still, perhaps even too cumbersome for many. Will that lead to a desire to bank and shop locally? 
Despite terrorists using communications technologies much in the same ways as other groups, they will continue primary 
recruiting in trusted spaces—face to face, group to group, with online outreach being a method of last resort. Terrorists 
and other criminal elements will exploit communications technologies for spreading fear, psychological warfare, making 
and moving money, planning and research, performing operational assessments, recruiting and encouraging sympathy, 
and maybe—a low probability—for destruction.

Kriesberg: Advanced communication technologies will foster diffusion of ideas and awareness of circumstances 
of others. Diaspora communities will flourish. There are more risks of intense conflicts as cultural differences have more 
chances to produce clashes.

But it can also generate more appreciation of diversity.

Attention to the implications of these developments is vitally important.

LaDuke (8): Ubiquitous publication of news will increase publicity and will continue to increase the “instantaneous” 
stakes of changes in global public sentiment. U.S. weakness in managing with public sentiment is helping fuel sponsorship 
and recruitment for terrorism, which is being used as a tool to dissuade U.S. interests.

The military is waging war with what Barnett calls a “leviathan force,” and he contends that the military needs a 
network of “system administrators” (http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/33) to manage humanitarian aid and 
public sentiment.

Communications in the military tactical sense is not designed to support the kind of culturally sensitive 
communications that need to occur to change public sentiment in cultures that are very foreign to our own. Essentially, 
the discipline of public relations needs to increase dramatically within the military and the defense department and 
globally thread the needle between silence and propaganda.

Sanders (8): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Steele: Harnessing the “Medici Effect” [Johansson, Frans, Medici Effect: What Elephants and Epidemics Can Teach Us 
About Innovation Cambridge: Harvard Business School Press, 2006] Proactively searching for the interaction effects and 
using multivariate thinking in the interaction of Proteus “planes of influence” might increase potential target awareness. 
The world as a complex cross-impact matrix, not just wildcard thinking.

Tan: This trend also facilitates the spread of radical Islamist and indeed any type of millenarian/apocalyptic ideology 
in this post-modernist age. It creates a virtual world where these ideologies take root and grow, affecting the real world 
through its ability to self-radicalize individuals, link up cells, develop terrorist ideas and plans, and help organize actual 
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attacks. The most insidious is the ability to enable a worldwide network of jihadists to emerge and develop. How do you 
better contain this trend?

Young: There is hardly any terrorist who is not familiar with the common cell phone or satellite phone. As encryption 
becomes more in the public domain, terrorist communications will become more difficult to intercept.

10: The uniTeD sTaTes is ceDinG iTs scienTific anD Technical leaDership To oTher counTries. 
(TrenD 30)

"The scientific and technical building blocks of our economic leadership are eroding at a time when many •	
other nations are gathering strength," the National Academy of Sciences warns. "Although many people 
assume that the United States will always be a world leader in science and technology [S&T], this may 
not continue to be the case inasmuch as great minds and ideas exist throughout the world. We fear the 
abruptness with which a lead in science and technology can be lost—and the difficulty of recovering a lead 
once lost, if indeed it can be regained at all."

Although research and development (R&D) spending is growing in raw-dollar terms, when measured as a •	
percentage of the total federal budget or as a fraction of the U.S. GDP, research funding has been shrinking 
for some 15 years. In 2005, the United States spent about 2.68 percent of its GDP on R&D, down from 
2.76 percent in 2001.

Washington has often reduced the post-inflation buying power of its R&D funding request. In the FY  –
2007 budget, for the first time, it cut R&D funds in absolute dollars as well. The 2007 funding request 
for R&D totaled about $137 billion, down about 1 percent from FY 2006.

Some areas were harder hit. The National Science Foundation lost 3.2 percent of its previous budget;  –
the National Institute of Science and Technology lost 6 percent. Some programs funded by the Federal 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Office lost 18 percent.

Military research now absorbs much of the money that once supported basic science.•	

Since 2000, U.S. federal spending on defense research has risen an average of 7.4 percent per year,  –
compared with only 4.5 percent for civilian research.

In 2006, 59 percent of U.S. federal research funding went to defense projects. –

Of that, an estimated 40 percent went to “earmarks,” congressional pet projects often of doubtful  –
value.

DARPA has been legendary for its support of “blue sky” research that led to dramatic technical  –
advances, including the creation of the Internet. Today it focuses increasingly on immediate military 
needs and low-risk development efforts.

Washington’s neglect of basic science is being felt in many ways.•	

Only half of American patents are granted to Americans, a number that has been declining for  –
decades.
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Only 29 percent of the research papers published in the prestigious  – Physical Review in 2003 were by 
American authors, down from 61 percent in 1983.

More than half of American scientists and engineers are nearing retirement. At the rate American students •	
are entering these fields, the retirees cannot be replaced except by recruiting foreign scientists.

Between 25 percent and 30 percent of high school graduates who enter college plan to major in science  –
or engineering. Fewer than half of them receive a degree in those fields.

The number of U.S. bachelor’s degrees awarded in engineering in 2005 was nearly 15 percent below  –
the peak 20 years earlier. The United States needs 114,000 engineering graduates each year, according 
to the Department of Labor. According to most reports, it graduates about 65,000.

According to the National Academy of Engineering, the United States produces only about 7 percent  –
of the world’s engineers.

Only 6 percent of American undergraduates are engineering majors. In Europe, the number is 12  –
percent; in China, it is 40 percent.

Of the doctoral degrees in science awarded by American universities, about 30 percent go to foreign  –
students. In engineering, it is 60 percent.

By inhibiting stem-cell research, cloning, and other specialties the United States has made itself less •	
attractive to cutting-edge biomedical scientists.

The United Kingdom is capitalizing on this to become the world’s leader in stem-cell research. In the  –
process, it is reversing the brain drain that once brought top British scientists to the United States, 
More than seventy leading American biomedical researchers have moved to the UK, along with many 
less-noted colleagues.

Latin America also has been receiving scientific emigrés from the U.S. –

Since post-9/11 immigration restrictions were enacted, the number of foreign students taking the Graduate •	
Record Exam has declined sharply.

Applications were off by 50 percent from China, 37 percent from India, 15 percent from South Korea,  –
and 43 percent from Taiwan as of 2004. Though recovering slowly, their numbers remain depressed.

Instead of building relationships in the United States—professional loyalties that could contribute to  –
American S&T—these missing students will form their attachments to U.S. competitors.

This is significant. About 25 percent of America’s science and engineering workforce are immigrants,  –
including nearly half of those with doctoral degrees. During the 15 years ending in 2007, one-third of 
the American scientists receiving Nobel Prizes were foreign-born.

According to Purdue president Martin Jischke, by 2010 more than 90 percent of all scientists and engineers •	
in the world will live in Asia.
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Assessment:

This trend emerged from a wide variety of ill-conceived political decisions made over the last 30 years. It will 
take a generation to reverse. 

Implications:

If this trend is not reversed, it will begin to undermine the U.S. economy and shift both economic and 
political power to other lands. According to some estimates, about half of the improvement in the American 
standard of living is directly attributable to research and development carried out by scientists and engineers.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that the number of job openings in science and engineering will 
grow by 47 percent in the five years ending 2010—three times as fast as non-technical fields. The United States 
will not produce nearly enough home-grown technical specialists to fill them.

Demand to import foreign scientists and engineers on H-1B visas also will continue to grow.

Publicity about the H1-B program, and about the offshoring of R&D to company divisions and consulting 
labs in Asia, in turn, will discourage American students from entering technical fields. This has already been 
blamed for shrinking student rolls in computer science.

In 2005, China for the first time exported more IT and communications goods ($180 million) than the 
United States ($145 million.) Its lead has grown each year since then.

Implications for Terrorism:

The growing sophistication of scientists and engineers in the developing world threatens to put chemical, 
biological, and nuclear weapons in the hands of international terrorist organizations. The success of A.Q. Khan 
in creating Pakistan’s nuclear program and spreading his knowledge to the Middle East is likely to be just the 
first of what could be many such examples. This will make intelligence and security duties much more difficult 
to carry out successfully.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (9): This exacerbates the effects of rapid technological advance because it diminishes the capabilities 
of the leading counter-terrorism power to monitor the emergence of new technologies that could be put to terrorist use 
or diversions of existing technologies. To keep tabs on technological threats, new global or multilateral scientific and 
technological monitoring mechanisms will be needed, although concerns about safeguarding intellectual property will 
complicate such efforts.

Armstrong: The U.S. is not ceding its leadership. In fact, S&T is one of the few areas where the U.S. retains global 
respect, even in the Muslim countries with extremely poor (and violent) views of America. While many look at S&T 
as almost a liability, that we’re dependent on it and that we’re not developing enough talent, the rest of the world is 
mimicking our skills and building on it because of the value they see in it. I have hosted two discussion panels on using 
S&T as diplomacy for DHS science and technology conferences. The key take-away has been the value of enhancing 
S&T relationships for long-term benefit. Working with foreign scientists, as well as their communities, either here or 
abroad, not only taps into and develops additional research and development capacity, it also promotes changes in 
commercial, academic, infrastructure, and legal systems that form the foundation of democratic institutions, a potential 
win-win for people and societies and S&T. A promising reality is polling showing American S&T continues to be 
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admired by countries that are increasingly opposed to American politics. The real risk is not empowerment of other 
countries (see earlier comments on technology and globalization), but on outsourcing, which is a different strategic 
threat than terrorism, although it increases our liability as disruption on our periphery or in countries beyond our 
control will have implications for the United States.

Chobar (5): I worked for a huge global corporation before returning to education. I watched as this company 
brought in new employees to various U.S. divisions, from every nation on the planet, to train them in the latest 
communication, transportation, power generation, water processing, aviation, electrical distribution, security, and water 
desalination. Policing of people’s backgrounds was seldom done. These people went back to their home countries with 
huge 6” spiral bound notebooks, as well as hundreds of CDs and DVDs of product information. We hand [over] this 
phenomenal scientific and technical information under the umbrella of being “corporate employees.” However, in the 
hands of terrorists or terrorism supporters, this same scientific and technical leadership is used against us and other 
nations of the world.

Costigan (5): Fine educations are now available elsewhere, perhaps closer to home, and the response to pre-9/11 
immigration policy lead to fewer foreign students in U.S. universities, making them a harder sell. Vigorous attempts by 
government, and perhaps just the passing of time, have lead to a recent rebounding of foreign enrollment after the 9/11 
slowdown. Needless to say, universities are a primary engine for the U.S. S&T and the economy. Thus, it is critical that 
foreign students, with their leads in sci/tech, seek their education in the U.S. Perhaps just as important as the economic 
factors, when fewer students come to the United States, the U.S. also loses the opportunity to influence future worldwide 
corporate and governmental leadership. While high technology may assist in capturing terrorists or reducing the need for 
interests in terrorism-prone areas, friendly governments and organizations are key to continued strength.

Nozawa: In the long run, we can recapture the S&T leadership since we still own the knowledge. We have a head 
start in winning the knowledge war. Charles Sanders Peirce did all the homework and tradeoff analyses and gave us the 
answers on a golden platter. For the moment, we see neither the knowledge nor the golden platter.

Sanders (7): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Snyder (3): Growing shortages in our domestic supply of STEM (Scientists, Technicians, Engineers, and 
Mathematicians) recruits will make the U.S. increasingly dependent on imported high-skill labor, 25 percent to 30 
percent of whom have come from Muslim countries in recent years.

Note that U.S. employers and business lobbies are urgently seeking to double or triple the H-1B visa cap from its 
current limit of 65,000 per year. Imported personnel could be placed in the U.S. as “sleepers”—for which we are already 
screening applicants—or could subsequently be suborned into collaborating with terrorists by threats to family members 
back home. Conversely, Islamists may inveigh against Muslims who work for Americans as traitors, in an attempt to 
deprive the U.S. of critically needed skills.

aDDiTional finDinGs of noTe

While the trends above were of widespread interest, they were far from being the only subjects about which 
the participants offered valuable observations. All of their comments can be found in the 55 Trends section that 
follows and in Appendix C. However, some deserve to be singled out for special attention. We considered the 
following items to be of particular value:

Reacting to Trend 4, which cites the growth of the world’s elderly population, one of our anonymous 
respondents pointed out a concern that the rest of us had overlooked:

The problem is more one of age structure than of aging per se: not only are there more elderly but, in 
the developed world in particular, fewer young people. This means that Western militaries will have 
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fewer troops to deploy abroad and a lower tolerance for casualties. They will thus be less inclined to help 
police ungoverned areas in the lesser-developed world where terrorist groups could find sanctuary. 

This participant, a highly placed official with the American government whose responsibilities include 
antiterrorism activities, cited this trend as the fourth most important for terrorism.

Several members of our expert panel cited the role of local police in the battle against terrorism. This 
also was a major finding of last summer’s SHARP 2007 conference. For example, Dr. William Nolte of the 
University of Maryland wrote:

This is one instance in which local authorities can help to avert potential terrorism. Good policing 
can facilitate the process whereby an “alien” population, in this case Muslim, integrates effectively into 
society, rather than being further alienated from it.

RAND’s Brian Jenkins noted:

High levels of immigration will exacerbate ethnic tensions and provoke powerful reactions against 
both legal and illegal immigration. The major issue for police will be the role of local police in 
enforcing national policies against illegal immigration. Pressure from local citizens and Washington 
will push police to play a greater role in reducing illegal immigrant populations with possible adverse 
effects on community relations and law enforcement.

And:

Globalization means increased transnational crime—terrorism, financial fraud, money laundering, 
cyber-crime, human trafficking, counterfeit goods, smuggling, etc. This complicates issues of jurisdiction, 
cooperation among police forces, relationships between local law enforcement and federal authorities 
and the private sector. We will also increasingly see transnational gangs.

Although no single trend received more than one or two comments about this issue, the role of local 
policing clearly was a common concern for our panelists.

While this report has been in preparation, a few new issues have presented themselves for consideration. 
They were too late for inclusion in our expert survey, yet seem too significant to be ignored. We mention them 
here because we believe that anyone concerned with terrorism should be aware of these potential problems.

One of these is the dirty bomb, a hazard that FI has long considered more likely to materialize than 
most other proposed high-impact attacks. Although dirty bombs have received considerable attention, they 
still present unmet challenges. Conventional explosives designed to distribute radioactive materials such as 
radiological medical wastes over a wide area are not generally counted among weapons of mass destruction. 
Yet, they could prove more destructive than a limited chemical or biological attack. They also could prove 
equally difficult to prevent.

Early in 2008, a major exercise in New York City, using a helicopter-borne radiation detector, attempted to 
locate a cache of cesium-137 being carried in an SUV somewhere in the city. It failed. The attempt, described 
by Spencer S. Hsu in the February 4, 2008, Washington Post, was called off after half an hour owing to technical 
problems. More encouragingly, a ground unit managed to detect the simulated bomb on 42nd Street, just west 
of Times Square.
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The test was part of the $90 million “Securing the Cities” program, which aims to develop the means 
to detect and head off radiological attacks on major cities. According to some critics, that goal may be 
technologically unfeasible. The problem is that an improvised dirty bomb is likely to be shielded with lead 
or some other material to reduce its radiation signature, making it far more difficult to find. Developing 
more sensitive detectors capable of finding a shielded bomb is an urgent necessity if cities like New York and 
Washington are to be relatively safe from radiological attack.

Richard A. Falkenrath, NYPD’s deputy commissioner for counterterrorism and formerly a homeland 
security aide with the Bush White House, says there are at least two more: better communications and data 
transfer systems for managing the work of monitoring for radiation sources, and better procedures so that the 
police can check out any alarms without disrupting traffic—which is already possible within Manhattan, but 
not on the highways on and off the island.

New York City is not without defenses against dirty bombs. More than 1,400 local police officers have been 
trained to participate in radiation detection efforts. Several thousand radiation detectors have been distributed 
to police officers and others whose work takes them around the city. In Manhattan, there are half a dozen 
$500,000 trucks with advanced detectors. And twice a day, the police set up checkpoints on Manhattan streets 
to train officers in radiation detection procedures and to deter would-be bombers. All this is considerably more 
protection than any American city enjoyed a few years ago.

Nonetheless, at Forecasting International, we rate improved radiation detectors, communications facilities, 
and management systems as among the most urgent requirements for improved security against terrorism in 
the United States.

The second issue is the vulnerability to attack of one of the country’s most important, and softest, targets: 
the passenger rail system. Unlike air travel, which can be watched over quite successfully at boarding gates and 
other well-defined choke points, trains and subways would be almost impossible to protect, even if they did 
not have many times the passenger load carried by airlines. Any attempt to do so would instantly bring rail 
travel to a halt.

The Madrid attacks of March 11, 2004, showed all too clearly what a few pounds of explosives can 
accomplish when used against rail transport. Yet, three years later the United States has 4.5 million passengers 
riding New York’s trains and subways, Washington has about 550,000 more, and there still is no effective way 
to defend any of them against a simple bomb.

Other possible attacks on rail systems could be even harder to prevent or interrupt. A suicide bomber could 
easily detonate his explosives in, say, one of the 42nd street subway stations at rush hour. And the attempt by 
Aum Shinrikyo to release Sarin nerve gas in the Tokyo subways on March 20, 1995, could easily be repeated, 
to greater effect, in New York or Washington, D.C. 

This situation could change in the near future. In February 2008, the Department of Homeland Security 
is hosting a major gathering of security experts specifically to examine the question of how to prevent terrorist 
bombings without interrupting the nation’s passenger train service. However, it is difficult to see what can be 
done about the enormous vulnerability of the rails. 

The third item is a development in terrorist relations. It has not happened yet, so far as we know, but 
the evidence of a new axis of cooperation could arrive at any time. Not long ago, Admiral James Stavridis, 
head of the U.S. Southern Command, was speaking at a conference in Latin America. “I fear greatly that the 
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connectivity between narcoterrorism and Islamic radical terrorism could be disastrous in this region,” he told 
the assembled officials.

As evidence that such an alliance could be possible, he cited several key associations. Venezuelan president 
Hugo Chavez met at least seven times with his Iranian counterpart, Mahmud Ahmadinejad. After his fourth 
visit to Iran, Chavez and Ahmadinejad pledged to cooperate in defense of their national interests and ideals. 
Other meetings Admiral Stavridis considered worth mentioning included visits between Ahmadinejad and 
Bolivian president Evo Morales and between Morales and Chavez and Morales and President Rafael Correa 
of Ecuador.

“Today in Latin America there is a competitive environment for us politically,” Stavridis said. “The United 
States needs to be a good competitor in this marketplace. We need to show why our ideas are better, are 
sensible [and] will produce good results,”

At FI, we believe that the possibility of a working relationship between Islamic terrorists and their 
counterparts in the Latin America is significant. Both have important issues with the United States and have 
shown the willingness to use horrific violence in pursuing their interests. The latter are devoted to money, 
the former have it in adequate supply. The two groups are natural allies. When they discover their common 
interests, they could easily turn America’s porous southern border from a theoretical danger into a very practical 
one. This situation would be worse still if narcoterrorists gained a state sponsor in their campaign to defend 
their commercial interests against the efforts of American law enforcement.

In his talk, Admiral Stavridis suggested a number of ideas to push in striving to recruit or recover friends in 
Latin America. These included capitalism, free trade agreements, human rights, democracy, and liberty. These 
all are worthy ideas, with varying degrees of marketability in that region. However, it will take considerably 
more than a philosophical PR campaign to keep the influence of Al Qaeda and its allies from America’s 
southern doorstep.

Winning over South America’s leaders and citizens will require a sustained policy of investment, development 
aid with no obvious strings attached, human-rights assistance, and visible and effective efforts to improve the 
well-being of the region’s poor. It would help also to ratchet down the widely unpopular Iraq war as soon as 
possible and to quell any saber-rattling impulse that might be felt in Washington toward any part of the world, 
not just Latin America.

However, none of this will have any effect on the narcoterrorists, whether or not they ally themselves with 
Muslim extremism. We see little evidence that anyone knows how to deal effectively with them—not, at least, 
within the limits of action generally observed between sovereign nations.
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Note that where the text of a comment is preceded by a number, the participant has rank ordered the ten most 
important trends. The number is that contributor’s ranking for the trend.

Note also that in order to be complete, the comments in the section, “Ten Most Important Trends for the 
Future of Terrorism,” above are repeated in the list below.
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GENERAL LONG-TERM ECONOMIC AND SOCIETAL TRENDS

1. The econoMy of The DevelopeD worlD is on paTh To Grow for aT leasT The nexT five years.

The U.S. economy has been expanding continuously, though often weakly, since the fourth quarter of •	
2001. GDP grew by 3.2 percent in 2006, slowing to 2.6 percent in the fourth quarter of the year and 
just 0.7 percent in the first quarter of 2007. The consensus forecast calls for a rebound to 2.8 percent 
growth from the second quarter through year’s end, but this depends heavily on the course of private 
consumption.

Job creation and unemployment numbers are puzzling. Unemployment rates hovered around 4.5 percent •	
in the first half of 2007, which counts as nearly full employment. About 145,000 new jobs were created 
each month for the first six months of 2007, according to the official data, compared with 186,000 
reported in 2006.

Washington says it takes 140,000 new jobs each month to absorb the new workers coming into the  –
labor market. However, a year or two ago, when the population was smaller, 150,000 new workers 
were said to enter the market each month. New jobs are either drawing down unemployment or 
leaving some new workers jobless, depending on which number you believe.

But that is true only if the job creation numbers are reliable. They aren’t. There also is a major conflict  –
between job surveys. For example, in April 2007, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reported that 
its survey of establishments, which tallies payrolls at selected companies, found 88,000 new jobs for 
the month, including 25,000 in government. In contrast, the BLS household survey, which actually 
asks people whether they are working, reported a loss of 468,000 jobs for the month! Most economists 
believe the survey of establishments gives a more accurate picture of employment than the household 
survey, and in general we agree. Yet there are a number of “fudge factors” built into the establishment 
survey that may or may not be valid. At the very least, the United States needs to get a better handle 
on its employment situation.

Inflation remains under control according to official reports. Both the consumer price index (CPI) and •	
core inflation, neglecting energy and food prices, came in at 2.6 percent in 2006. In 2007, CPI has been 
sharply higher—up 7 percent, annualized, for the three months ending in May—thanks to spikes in the 
cost of energy and food. Core inflation rose by only 1.6 percent annualized for the three months ending 
in May. Government officials argue that core inflation is a more accurate reflection of long-term price 
trends because the cost of food and energy is so erratic. However, current increases in food and energy are 
due to long-term problems—the continuing imbalance between supply and demand of refined petroleum 
products and the growing diversion of corn to ethanol production. We believe CPI is now a much better 
measure of the economy than core inflation. If so, there may be trouble ahead for consumers.

For the moment, those consumers do not seem to be seriously worried. In the first quarter of 2007, •	
consumers spent 4.2 percent more than in the previous three months. Spending was off a bit in April, May, 
and June, but nowhere near as much as the rising CPI and monthly declines of about 0.1 percent in real 
household income might have suggested. Thus far, it seems consumers will continue to keep the economy 
growing.
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How does all this add up? At Forecasting International, we believe the growth rate will average about 2.3 •	
percent annually through 2008—a bit more in 2007, slightly less the following year. Until the employment 
picture becomes much clearer, we will not be truly confident of that number. However, we see no prospect 
of a significant downturn in the near future.

The world’s second economic dynamo, China, continues to whir. Its GDP officially grew by 10.7 percent—•	
adjusted for inflation—in 2006, with 10.4 percent forecast for 2007 and 2008. Thanks to China’s hot 
export markets, the country’s current-account surplus is huge, equivalent to 10.7 percent of GDP in 2007, 
with 9.8 percent expected in 2008.

In fact, China may be even wealthier than it seems. A study of its gray market in 2005, including  –
“all illegal incomes, questionable incomes, and incomes of dubious origins,” suggested the true GDP 
may be 24 percent larger than the official numbers. This powerhouse will keep the global economy 
humming even if the United States cannot.

In Germany, Europe’s biggest economy is performing well. The country’s GDP grew by 3 percent in •	
2006, its fastest growth since 2000. Inflation is at just 1.9 percent, and real incomes are rising, if only a 
little. There even are signs that German consumers are beginning to spend for the first time in years. The 
Conference Board’s leading index for Germany was up 1.6 percent for the six months ending in April, with 
a sharp spike at the end of that period. Economists now predict that the GDP will grow by 2.9 percent in 
2007 and 2.2 percent in 2008. The German economy still has structural problems that could worsen any 
future downturn. Yet for the moment it seems good times should continue at least into 2010.

The French GDP rose 2.1 percent in 2006, with growth of 2.2 percent expected in 2007 and 2008. That •	
is the good news. Unfortunately, there is bad news as well. Unemployment is stuck above 8 percent. The 
Conference Board’s leading indicator for France has been leveling off and actually declined slightly in May 
2007. The government absorbs 50.7 percent of the GDP in taxes but spends more, giving a budget deficit 
of 2.4 percent. Plans to cut taxes more than spending could put the deficit over the 3 percent allowed 
by the European Union. In all, there is room to wonder how long France can sustain its growth beyond 
2008.

The British economy grew by 2.8 percent in 2006 and continued growing at that rate, on average, through •	
the first half of 2007.

This is even better news than it sounds, as the second quarter of 2007 marks the 60th consecutive  –
quarter of growth in Britain. Measured by GDP and inflation, the British economy has been more 
stable than at any other time in memory; the longest previous run of continuous growth was just 
nineteen quarters. Unemployment was only 5.5 percent in early 2007. Consumer spending has been 
strong, but was softening in early to mid-2007. Yet at mid-year, the Conference Board’s leading index 
for the United Kingdom was growing at an annual rate of 4.5 percent. Short of a global recession, the 
UK’s GDP seems destined to continue growing by 2.5 percent annually, or better, for the next few 
years.

All this adds up to fairly good prospects for the European economy as a whole. Its aggregate GDP grew by •	
2.8 percent in 2006, its fastest rate in six years, with 2.7 percent growth forecast for 2007 and 2.3 percent 
for 2008. Modest weakness in France and Italy will be more than offset by the strength of Germany and 
the U.K. Europe will remain a sound trading partner for the United States and China for at least the next 
five years.
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Japan’s GDP rose by 2.2 percent in 2006. In the fourth quarter of the year, growth hit 4.8 percent, its best •	
showing in three years. This growth rate has slowed in 2007 but remains positive. Between November 2006 
and May 2007, the Conference Board’s index of leading indicators for Japan sank at a rate of 1.8 percent 
per year. Continued growth depends on spending by notoriously wary Japanese consumers. Nonetheless, 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development predicts that Japan’s GDP will grow by 
2.4 percent in 2007 and 2.1 percent in 2008. The Japanese economy seems likely to remain healthy for at 
least a few years beyond 2008.

In the long run, Japan faces significant problems. Its population is aging, its working-age population  –
is shrinking, and its birth rate is the lowest in the industrialized world and still declining. By 2030, the 
number of workers in Japan will shrink from its current 66 million to about 56 million. Over all, the 
country’s population is expected to decline by 50 percent by 2075 and by two-thirds through 2100. At 
the same time, government debt equals 176 percent of GDP. This will make it extremely difficult for 
Tokyo to provide necessary services for tomorrow’s elderly. Yet these are problems for the future. They 
will not affect Japan’s economy during the period now under study.

Both prices and wages should remain under control.•	

Worldwide, improved manufacturing technology will continue to boost productivity and reduce the  –
unit cost of goods.

At the same time, workers who remain on the job longer will offset slow growth in the labor force  and  –
the globalization of business will keep pressure on salaries in the developed countries. 

auThors’ coMMenT:

The data above remain as originally supplied to our expert panel. There have been a number of gloomy 
developments in the world economy since then. In the United States, we have had the weakest Christmas 
retail season in years, a collapse in the real-estate market, declining job growth, the reappearance of significant 
inflation, and of course the crunch in subprime mortgages, which has spread to Britain and threatens prime 
mortgages as well. GDP growth in 2007 came in at 2.2 percent, sliding to an anemic 0.6 percent in the fourth 
quarter. In Germany, inflation is up to 3.3 percent, well above the level allowed by the European central bank, 
and fears are rising that the strength of the Euro will throttle exports. Inflation is threatening China, Australia, 
Eastern Europe, Russia, and the Middle East as well. In all, it seems that the economies of the United States 
and the world are not as healthy as they were just a few months ago.

Nonetheless, at Forecasting International we believe that the U.S. economy will continue to grow in 2008, 
though perhaps not as quickly as once anticipated. The global economy will remain reasonably strong as well. 
Our expectations for the United States would change abruptly if today’s credit problems were to infect the 
prime mortgage market, but for the moment that continues to seem unlikely.

Assessment:

These trends have been revised many times since they were first codified in the late 1980s. Some trends have 
fallen out of the list as they matured or as circumstances came along to change them. Others have been added 
as they were recognized. This trend has remained a constant, and with each revision its effective period has 
been extended. To invalidate this trend would take a catastrophe on the order of the loss of Middle Eastern 
oil from the Western economies. No such dramatic reversal of global fortune can be foreseen. 
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Implications:

New growth among all these trading partners should create a “benevolent cycle,” in which the health of 
each partner helps to ensure the continued health of the rest at least through 2012. Global growth is expected 
to come in at 5 percent in 2007, 4.8 percent in 2008, and 4.4 percent, on average, in the five years ending in 
2013.

China has developed into an effective counterbalance for the U.S. economy. When America hits hard 
times, China can keep the world from following into recession. We first saw this in the post 9/11 crunch in the 
United States. This should make the global economy much more stable for so long as China remains a vibrant 
trading nation.

Any interruptions in economic growth should be relatively short-lived.

By 2012 or so, India will expand faster than any other market in the world, with China falling into a close 
second place.

In the long run, the newly capitalist lands of the former Soviet Union should be among the fastest growing 
new markets, particularly if the oil industries of Kazakhstan and its neighbors, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, can 
be developed promptly.

Labor markets will remain tight, particularly in skilled fields. This calls for new creativity in recruiting, 
benefits, and perks, especially profit sharing. This hypercompetitive business environment demands new 
emphasis on rewarding speed, creativity, and innovation within the workforce.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

The growing gap in wealth between the rich and poor nations will further destabilize the world order, 
continuing to inspire potential terrorists in the developing countries to strike at the wealthy in their home 
countries and, in some cases, at the richer lands. The growing gap in wealth between the rich and poor within 
many western lands will feed discontent among the less well-off, possibly helping to inspire both random 
violence and native terrorists in the West. This development will increase the security-related workload of 
intelligence and law enforcement agencies around the world. It also will help to drive continued growth in the 
private security industry.

The growing gap in wealth and income between the rich and the poor also will help to inspire conversion 
to Islam in the West, particularly among the poor and powerless. As we have seen in England, Germany, and 
Australia, this can be a source of violent extremism among both immigrant and native populations.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (1): This is a trend with important, if mixed implications for terrorism. On the one hand, it will 
provide opportunities for young people (including migrants) who, un- or under-employed, might otherwise drift off into 
violence prone cults. Moreover, it will provide governments with revenues to pursue robust counter-terrorist policies, 
including the acquisition of needed surveillance and information processing technologies. On the other hand, such 
growth will exacerbate international inequalities providing motivation for terrorist actions (although inequality per se, 
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has not been, to date, a major driver of terrorism). More significantly, growth will drive more migration, technological 
advance, and global warming, all of which may contribute to the problem.

Armstrong: The gap itself is not the problem; the local situation is the problem. The world does not necessarily care 
how others are doing, but how they are doing. Local poverty and disillusionment fuel extremism and hope for a better 
future. Failure to address issues of security, humanitarian relief, governance, economic stabilization, and development 
in countries and neighborhoods creates fertile breeding grounds for extremists, terrorists, and insurgents to attack the 
national interests of the United States. This can be seen in inner-city development in the U.S. as well as in Iraq and 
elsewhere. Comparisons of the U.S. and our Western allies to “Gap” countries mean little. The response to the strategic 
American public diplomacy campaigns showing how great Muslims have it in the U.S. was a giant yawn, followed by 
“What’s that got to do with me here in [pick your country: Egypt, Jordan, Palestine, Iraq, etc.]?”

Kadtke: In many regions of the world, the left-behind economies, political instability, and extremist activity will 
result in failed states, which will serve as breeding grounds and staging areas for further terrorist activities and recruitment. 
As the number of these areas increases, the UN and Western powers will not have the resources to commit globally.

Kriesberg: One other effect of growing inequality within the United States may be worth noting. That is the 
impact of increased concentration of great wealth upon political decision making and policy implementation. At least 
some of the inadequate U.S. responses in dealing with terrorism are attributable to undue attention to the views of major 
political contributors, in procurement and in outsourcing.

LaDuke (3): The U.S. housing market fallout, the trade deficit, and the decline of the U.S. dollar alongside the 
economic advance and alliances of other developing nations is eroding the balance of power. If the U.S. economy falters 
and this flows into national defense, we should expect terrorist confrontations from many directions to end what is 
perceived (by terrorist groups and hostile nations) to be a long-standing negative imperialistic influence on our world.

Meilahn: I disagree that the gap between rich and poor will inspire would-be terrorists in developing states to 
strike at wealthy in their home states and at wealthier states. Most evidence that I have seen indicates that there are other 
reasons, other motivations. It is not generally the poor and/or disenfranchised that become terrorists. It is the people 
who are already fairly fundamental in their beliefs, who are “pushed over the edge” by U.S. consumptionism, what they 
perceive as poor values, “easy” women, etc.—and they feel that the U.S. influence is bad for Islam. I am doing some 
work on this but believe there are many other factors involved, including a desire to make up for failings or sins (when 
you become a martyr, all is forgiven and you go to heaven), desire to become a part of something bigger than one’s self 
(think psychology of cults), etc.

Miller: At the moment, this looks like a pretty shaky prediction. The concern might be that, in the face of 
an economic downturn, the federal government might be forced to cut back on its counter-terrorism efforts. Such 
curtailment would, of course, become the single most negative impact on the prevention of future attacks on civilian 
populations by terrorists. At this time, I would give the possibility of a federal bailout (relatively) on GWOT less than 
a 50-50 chance, but the rise of environmental, social, and economic pressures on the next administration may prove 
decisive.

Osborne: The demand for materials from China and India will continue to affect crime problems around the 
world. For example, theft of copper has increased globally due to the changing markets—theft of this and similar 
resources (such as water) will grow and affect crime rates and types all over the world.

Sanders (1): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Smyre (1): As the gap widens between the economy of the developed world and the two billion plus who live on $2 
per day, there will be an increased ability to recruit young terrorists who have little to no economic hope…especially as 
the real-time media rubs this gap into the faces of those unable to find employment.

Snyder (8): Rising costs for food, and for oil and other basic industrial commodities due to rapid growth in global 
demand—plus increased energy taxes and surcharges designed to promote fuel conservation and reduce greenhouse 
gases—will increase long-term inflation rates in most industrial nations, especially the U.S.
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Stagflationary economics and the continued dismantling of the industrial era “social contract” will sustain the 
widening gap between “haves” and ”have-nots” in most free market economies.

So long as info-mation and globalization fail to produce a general rise in prosperity among mature industrial 
economies, there will be increasing political disaffection in those countries, giving rise to neo-Luddism and anarchism 
aimed both at multi-national corporations and central governments. Unlike international terrorists, domestic anarchists 
can be expected to commit increasingly sophisticated acts of cybertage in order to reduce public confidence in—and 
business reliance on—the Internet, thereby diminishing the technology’s power as a force for transformational economic, 
social, and political change.

Barring a reversal of current long-term socioeconomic trends in the U.S., a populist-anarchist backlash is likely to be 
a greater source of overt terrorist acts in America within ten years than will international terrorism.

Young: Economic expansion can only help development in the Middle East. The result may lead to an increase in 
the middle class, currently almost non-existent in countries readily identified with terrorism. It is likely that once the 
populace begins to accumulate individual wealth that support for terror will abate.

2. The worlD’s populaTion is on course To reach 9.2 billion by 2050.

Average annual growth worldwide peaked at 2.19 percent in 1963 and has fallen steadily since. The U.S. •	
Census Bureau's International Data Base projects that annual growth will fall below 1 percent in 2016 and 
below 0.5 percent by 2047.

The greatest fertility is found in those countries least able to support their existing populations: the largest •	
population increases projected between 2000 and 2050 include the Palestinian Territory (217 percent), 
Niger (205 percent), Yemen (168 percent), Angola (162 percent), the Democratic Republic of Congo (161 
percent), and Uganda (133 percent).

The Muslim world is especially fertile, with fertility rates of 7.5 in Afghanistan, 6.0 in Yemen, and 4.9  –
in Iraq.

Of the 2.7 billion extra people in the world in 2050, about 40 percent will live in sub-Saharan Africa  –
and 30 percent in the Muslim world.

Even these estimates may be much too low. According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies •	
(CSIS), most official projections underestimate both fertility and future gains in longevity. They also 
assume that life expectancy will grow more slowly in the future, which seems unlikely.

In contrast to the developing world, many industrialized countries will see fertility rates below the •	
replacement level and hence significant declines in populations, excluding the effects of immigration. This 
means the population of the developed nations will fall from 14 percent of the total world population in 
2000 to only 10 percent in 2050.

By 2015, the workforce in Japan and much of Europe will be shrinking by 1 percent per year. By the •	
2030s, it will contract by 1.5 percent annually.
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Assessment:

Demographic trends such as this are among the most easily recognized and difficult to derail. Barring a global 
plague or nuclear war—wildcard possibilities that cannot be predicted with any validity—there is little 
chance that the population forecast for 2050 will err on the high side.

Implications:

Rapid population growth in the United States compared with its industrialized competitors will reinforce 
American domination of the global economy, as the European Union falls to third place behind the United 
States and China.

To meet human nutritional needs over the next forty years, global agriculture will have to supply as much 
food as has been produced during all of human history.

Unless fertility in the developed lands climbs dramatically, either would-be retirees will have to remain 
on the job, or the industrialized nations will have to encourage even more immigration from the developing 
world. The third alternative is a sharp economic contraction and lower living standards.

A fourth alternative is the widespread automation of service jobs as well as manufacturing, to accomplish 
the work needed to support accustomed living standards. However, this requires development of a means other 
than wages to distribute wealth and to provide both a living income and a fulfilling occupation for workers and 
would-be workers displaced by machines and software.

Barring enactment of strict immigration controls, rapid migration will continue from the Southern 
Hemisphere to the North, and especially from former colonies to Europe. A growing percentage of job 
applicants in the United States and Europe will be recent immigrants from developing countries.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

Growing American prosperity relative to other countries with rapidly growing populations and 
overburdened economies will continue to make the United States a target for terrorism.

As one aspect of poverty, shortages of food could help to inspire extremism unless the industrialized 
nations make a determined, visible effort to provide for the world’s poor.

In the long run, American restrictions on immigration from Latin America could inspire extremism 
among both documented and undocumented aliens, conceivably resulting in a modest amount of terrorist 
activity. However, this will have little support among Hispanics, whether legal residents or not. There is little 
prospect that a Latin extremist movement could ally itself with Muslim extremists.

Expert Comments:

Chobar (8): With significant global population growth, there will be additional problems of hunger, poverty, poor 
health, and illness—especially in light of the numerous hurricanes, flooding and other global warming issues facing our 
planet. These will lead to serious policing issues, as people struggle to survive. If terrorists appeal to children, people and 
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teenagers who are hungry and living in poverty, by filling their basic needs, especially children of the growing population 
will go over to terrorism and the glory it brings them fighting against those who have affluence and wealth.

Czarnecki: This is one of three baseline trends that forecast a near-perfect social storm for increased societal 
violence, much of it expressed as terrorism. Although UN reports indicate a slowing of world population growth, this 
will not be a uniform slowing. Some places, especially those that can least afford and adapt to population growth, 
will exhibit massive growth without the resources/information to sustain that growth. The competition for the scarce 
resources that are available will be great and extreme. Those who find their position(s) hopeless or near-hopeless can be 
expected to lash out at those whom they perceive have taken their survival from them. Wherever this kind of growth-
resources mismatch occurs, expect violence of the most terrible kind.

Jenkins: High levels of immigration will exacerbate ethnic tensions and provoke powerful reactions against both 
legal and illegal immigration. The major issue for police will be the role of local police in enforcing national policies 
against illegal immigration. Pressure from local citizens and Washington will push police to play a greater role in reducing 
illegal immigrant populations with possible adverse effects on community relations and law enforcement.

LaDuke (7): Increased population density and megacities, largely emerging in developing nations, will be juxtaposed 
against advances in technology that could be applied to terrorism and destructive force. Attacks will potentially be more 
devastating.

Miller: Alas, this one is more likely to be exceeded than undershot. I would put this rapidly increasing pool of 
potential terrorism adherents as one of the most critical in terms of its importance as a driver of future terrorism. I don’t 
see any way to seriously affect global population growth, but it is the primary reason that the GWOT is a “long war” 
much like the “war” on crime.

Sanders (2): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Smyre (2): It is expected that 80 percent of the growth in population from now to 2050 will be in poverty. This 
will increase the potential for more terrorism in more places unless the developed world begins to see the importance of 
helping the impoverished of the world improve their quality of life. This will become as important as will any foreign 
policy initiative and will challenge the conservative philosophies of much of the U.S. population.

Snyder (1): With 1 billion people born between 1975 and 1995, the Third-World Baby Boom will increase the labor 
supply of most developing countries faster than the local economies create jobs. This will curtail economic opportunity 
for an entire generation of young people in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Latin America, and give rise to a 
growing population of unemployed.

Steele: Disproportionate segments of the world’s population growth in the developing world will produce a 
widening gap between developed and developing worlds. This produces environments of anomie and alienation as a 
breeding ground for terrorist ideology.

Young: Much of the increase in the world’s population will reside within the world’s poorer countries. Lack of status 
and resources has been a favorite motivation for terror recruiters, and it is a situation that melds easily with question 
one.

3. life expecTancy in The DevelopeD worlD is sTeaDily GrowinG lonGer.

Each generation lives longer and remains healthier than the last. Since the beginning of the twentieth •	
century, every generation in the United States has lived three years longer than the previous one. An 80-
year-old in 1950 could expect 6.5 more years of life; today's 80-year-olds are likely to survive 8.5 more 
years.
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Life expectancy in Australia, Japan, and Switzerland is now over 75 years for males and over 80 for  –
females.

A major reason for this improvement is the development of new pharmaceuticals and medical  –
technologies that are making it possible to prevent or cure diseases that would have been fatal to earlier 
generations. In many developed countries, credit also goes to government health programs, which have 
made these treatments available to many or all residents. In the developing lands, the primary reason 
is the availability of generic drugs, which cut the cost of care and make health affordable even for the 
poor.

Medical advances that slow the fundamental process of aging now seem to be within reach. (This is a •	
controversial issue within the medical community, but the evidence appears quite strong.) Such treatments 
could well help today’s middle-aged Baby Boomers to live far longer than even CSIS anticipates. In the 
developed world, younger generations are likely to live routinely beyond the century mark.

Assessment:

See the assessment for Trend 2. 

Implications:

Global demand for products and services aimed at the elderly will grow quickly in the immediate future, 
but this trend may pass as geriatric medicine improves the health of the elderly.

Developed countries may face social instability as a result of competition for resources between retirement-
age Boomers and their working-age children and grandchildren. At the present rate of growth, public spending 
on retirement benefits in the United States and other developed countries could be one-fourth of GDP by 
2050, even as the number of workers available to support each retiree declines sharply.

Barring dramatic advances in geriatric medicine, the cost of health care is destined to skyrocket throughout 
the developed lands. This could create the long-expected crisis in health-care financing and delivery.

However, dramatic advances in geriatric medicine are all but inevitable. Paying the high cost of new 
drugs, technologies, and therapies will reduce the overall cost of caring for patients who otherwise would 
have suffered from disorders delayed, eased, or cured by such advances. In the end, these reductions will offset 
many of the expected increases, leaving the average health-care bill in the developed lands much lower than 
the doomsayers predict.

Any practical extension of the human life span will prolong health as well and will reduce the incidence 
of late-life disorders such as cancer, heart disease, arthritis, and possibly Alzheimer’s disease. This would 
dramatically reduce demand for products and services in the senior market, at least in the developed world. FI 
believes this development is nearer than even many researchers expect.

Healthier aging in the developed world may offer new hope to the world’s poorer, sicker lands. Faced with 
declining growth in their pharmaceutical industries, western nations—and particularly the United States—are 
likely to subsidize research and treatment for diseases that burden the poor countries of Africa and Asia. This 
will give those lands their first real prospects for economic growth and improved quality of life.
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Implications for Terrorism:

Longer life expectancies mean extended careers and longer retirements. This trend will raise pension costs 
for intelligence and security departments throughout the industrialized world. It also will encourage senior 
personnel to remain on the job longer, making it difficult to promote their younger colleagues and give them 
the broad experience needed for senior-level positions in turn. In compensation, this trend will ensure that 
intelligence and security services can maintain their institutional memory, an asset that is often lost today. In 
the long run, this should improve the efficiency of antiterrorist and counterterrorist efforts.

Expert Comments:

Bruh: I do believe that law enforcement agencies can solve the “aging” problem, if it is a problem, by having 
mandatory age retirements based upon years of service and or age. This can be justified by the positions being dangerous 
and requiring certain physical attributes. It is important that officers can best serve in such dangerous occupations when 
they are within a certain age group; i.e., not older then 60. Of course, departments can have justifiable exceptions to a 
mandatory age limitation.

Lanotte: With the increased age expectancy and the increasing population, having experienced law enforcement 
officers willing to stay on the job will be a positive result. One possible solution to the problem of bringing younger 
officers up through the ranks would be to place older, experienced officers on the retired list, but keep them at their 
highest rank and keep them working. The military has used this method to keep expertise on the rolls longer, and keep 
personnel active when they may otherwise not desire to do so.

 4. The elDerly populaTion is GrowinG DraMaTically ThrouGhouT The worlD.

Worldwide, the elderly (age 65 and older) numbered 440 million and represented 6 percent of the global •	
population in 2002. Their numbers will nearly double by 2020 (to over 9 percent of total population) 
and more than triple by 2050 (to nearly 17 percent), according to the U.S. Census Bureau's International 
Data Base.

In the developed world, people age 60 and over made up one-fifth of the population in 2000 and will grow •	
to one-third in the next half century.

Between 2000 and 2050, the 60+ age group in the less developed countries will grow from only one in •	
twelve to one in five.

The first Baby Boomers turn 65 in 2011. Thereafter, 10,000 Americans will turn 65 every day. Only •	
half will maintain their standard of living in retirement. One in four will be dependent on government 
programs.

Only one American in 25 was over age 65 in 1900. Between 2030 and 2050, one in five will be over  –
age 65.

Throughout the developed world, population growth is fastest among the elderly. In the United States, •	
there are 4.2 million people age 85 and up. By 2050, there will be 19.3 million.
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In Germany, the retirement-age population will near 19 percent of the total in 2010 and will reach 31  –
percent in 2050.

By 2050, one in three Italians will be over 65, nearly double the proportion today. –

Japan’s over-65 population will be 22 percent of the total in 2010 and nearly 37 percent in 2050. –

In Europe, the United States, and Japan, the aged also form the wealthiest segment of society.•	

In the United States, at least, suburban populations are aging faster than those in the cities.•	

Assessment:

Again, this is a demographic trend, difficult to derail and unlikely to change while the massive Baby Boom 
generation remains on the scene.

Implications:

Not counting immigration, the ratio of working-age people to retirees 
needing their support will drop dramatically in the United States, Germany, 
Italy, Russia, Japan, and other countries. This represents a burden on national 
economies that will be difficult to sustain under current medical and social 
security systems.

In the next two to three decades, shortages of health workers will loom 
large in “aging vulnerable” countries. The United States in particular will 
need at least twice as many physicians specializing in geriatrics as its current 
9,000, as well as half a million more nurses by 2020.

Suburban communities are likely to face a growing demand for social 
services such as senior day-care, public transportation, and other programs for 
the elderly. This will place a growing strain on local government budgets.

In the developing countries, where the elderly have traditionally relied 
on their children for support, this system will begin to break down as 
middle-aged “children” find themselves still supporting their parents while 
anticipating their own retirement.

Implications for Terrorism:

In many of the capitalist economies, the elderly are the wealthiest segment of society. As the senior 
population expands, this implies a growing concentration of wealth and a corresponding deprivation of the 
young. In the long run, this could inspire instability that, while not amounting to terrorism in itself, could 
complicate antiterrorist efforts. It also could raise the demand for social services, competing with security 
functions for government funding.

[CSIS Aging Vulnerability 
Index (2003)

 Rankings from Least to 
Most Vulnerable

Low Vulnerability

1. Australia
2. United Kingdom
3. United States

Medium Vulnerability

4. Canada
5. Sweden
6. Japan
7. Netherlands
8. Belgium

high Vulnerability

10. France
11. Italy
12. Spain
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Of lesser significance, an older population is likely to be more concerned with security and to be more 
destabilized by terrorist events. This could raise political pressures on intelligence and security services to 
produce results by any means necessary.

However, the greatest age-related effects will be in those countries where this trend is weakest. In many 
of the developing countries, population growth is due mostly to out-of-control birth rates. This means that a 
growing number of volatile young men with few prospects for a satisfying life will be available for recruitment 
to extremist causes. Some will become terrorists, and their numbers are likely to be much larger the terrorist 
population today.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (4): The problem is more one of age structure than of aging per se: not only are there more elderly but, 
in the developed world in particular, fewer young people. This means that Western militaries will have fewer troops to 
deploy abroad and a lower tolerance for casualties. They will thus be less inclined to help police ungoverned areas in the 
lesser-developed world where terrorist groups could find sanctuary.

I think this issue and the points that you make are woefully underrated by too many others (who are likely largely 
unaware of the types of stats which you have assembled). 

Roberts: Two risks can be pegged:

The elderly are a more vulnerable and less resilient population: more easily attacked and less able to recover—a 1. 
good target for higher casualties if struck in ‘ghettoes’ (seniors’ communities.)

Your point about possible resentment on the part of the younger, burden-carrying generation(s) could have 2. 
several negative implications and lead to hostile currents.

Youngs: As the baby boom generation begins to retire, healthcare and affordable housing will become key issues. 
Genetic predisposition to certain diseases or conditions will be readily tested for, and issues concerning insurability or the 
willingness of insurance companies to cover these individuals will become a debatable issue. Diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, 
will critically impact long-term care facilities and burden the Medicaid system. The issue of length of time on the job will 
be impacted as we see a larger aging population. Even now, the age when you can receive full social security benefits has 
been extended. With recruitment being an issue and the age of retirement being extended, the cost of health insurance 
for municipalities and private companies will go up as older workers remain on the job.

5. TechnoloGy is creaTinG a knowleDGe-DepenDenT Global socieTy.

More and more businesses, and entire industries, are based on the production and exchange of information •	
and ideas rather than exclusively on manufactured goods or other tangible products.

At the same time, manufacturers and sellers of physical products are able to capture and analyze much •	
more information about buyers’ needs and preferences, making the selling process more efficient and 
effective.

The Internet makes it possible for small businesses throughout the world to compete for market share on •	
an even footing with industry leaders.

It also makes it possible for international organizations such as businesses, nonprofits, and political •	
movements to coordinate their operations more effectively.
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The number of Internet users in the United States more than doubled between 2000 and 2007, to nearly •	
231 million, or 69 percent of the population. Yet the percent of the population online has remained almost 
unchanged since 2004. About 70 percent now use broadband connections, but adoption of broadband has 
slowed markedly since 2005. 

In the United States, the “digital divide” seems to be disappearing. Internet access is increasing faster in •	
black and Hispanic households as they catch up with white households. As of 2001, 32 percent of Hispanic 
and 30.8 percent of African American households were online. By early 2004, 61 percent of black children 
and 67 percent of Hispanic youngsters had Internet access at home, compared with 80 percent of white 
children.

Digital appliances—whether computers or telephones—are becoming more integrated, portable, and •	
powerful.

Assessment:

This trend will not reach even its half-way mark until the rural populations of China and India gain 
modern educations and easy access to the Web.

Implications:

This trend is raising the level of education required for a productive role in today’s workforce. For many 
workers, the opportunity for training thus is becoming one of the most desirable benefits any job can offer.

Even entry-level workers and those in formerly unskilled positions require a growing level of education. 
For a good career in almost any field, computer competence is mandatory.

Knowledge workers are generally better paid than less-skilled workers, and their proliferation may raise 
overall prosperity.

However, data and communications technologies also are exposing workers in the developed world 
to competition from low-wage countries. It is not yet clear at what pay level these competing forces will 
balance.

This trend also is enlarging the income gap between well-educated workers and those with a high school 
degree or less. That gap will continue to grow.

In ten years, most digital devices will combine multimedia communication functions and real-time voice 
translation, so that conversations originating in one of seven or eight common languages can be heard in any 
of the others. These technologies will enable even more people to become knowledge workers or, at least, 
knowledge-enhanced workers.

Telecommuting will make many companies more efficient, cutting their expenses in the process.

New technologies create new industries, jobs, and career paths, which can bring new income to developing 
countries. An example is the transfer of functions such as technical support, and more recently R&D, to Asian 
divisions and service firms.
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For some developing countries, computer skills are making it faster and easier to create wealth than a 
manufacturing economy ever could. India, for example, is rapidly growing a middle class, largely on the 
strength of its computer and telecom industries. Other lands will follow its example. 

Implications for Terrorism:

For terrorism, this is clearly an important trend. As technology transforms society, it provides new 
opportunities to sow chaos. From interbank networks to air traffic control systems to the computerized controls 
at an oil refinery, the critical systems of the industrialized world are increasingly open to tampering and 
interference, often from afar via the Internet. A high-tech society is a vulnerable society, almost by definition. 
We believe that such vulnerabilities are more significant in dealing with governments, rather than when 
facing terrorists, because terrorists by nature prefer the drama of low-tech carnage, but the threat of high-tech 
terrorism cannot be overlooked.

Technology also provides new opportunities to combat terrorism. From advanced communications systems 
to affordable video surveillance cameras to data mining, technology allows intelligence and law enforcement 
agencies to carry out much of their work faster and more effectively. Owing to the limited personnel available 
for real-time observation, many of these technologies—particularly video surveillance—will be used mostly 
for forensic reconstruction of terrorist events until artificial intelligence becomes powerful enough to recognize 
incidents in progress.

Expert Comments:

Bray (2): Yes, we live in interesting times. Never before has humanity created and had access to so much knowledge. 
TIME Magazine’s recent recognition of every individual (i.e., “you”) as the 2006 Person of the Year represents the 
accelerating trend where anyone can find, analyze, produce, and remix various media on the Internet. For academia, the 
growth of new knowledge is exponential. In the year 1900, there were 9,000 scientific articles published. In 1950, there 
were 90,000, and by 2000 there were 900,000 scientific articles published in that year.

It is becoming difficult to “keep up” with all this new knowledge. Entrusted with the responsibility of protecting 
their civilian populous and maintaining stability, national governments face tremendous challenges in addressing the 
increasing amount of knowledge. Workers from multiple government agencies must search through, prioritize, and 
potentially act upon knowledge of both national opportunities and threats. Unfortunately, the founders of our federal 
government may have included some organizational obstacles and redundancies intentionally. Preventing an individual 
from consolidating too much political power represented a significant concern, as published in The Federalist Papers. 
Both the fragmentation and slow pace of our system of government intentionally limit a political official from becoming 
synonymous to a monarch. Yet in an age of increasing amounts of knowledge, government fragmentation hurts more 
than it helps.

Chobar (9): Several years ago on National Public Radio (NPR) a noted computer expert declared, “Give me five 
computer experts and 5-million dollars, and I can bring the entire U.S. computer system down!” Policing and safety of 
our technology is extremely important because such terrorism could bring down our entire U.S., and global economy, 
if terrorists were able to devise massive “computer viruses” which infected every businesses computer system in such a 
knowledge-dependent global society.

Czarnecki: Technology provides information on a vast scale for a cheap price. The problem is that technology itself is 
very expensive and that one must know how to use technology to take advantage of it. (Think of the classic programming 
problem of VCRs—and now HDTVs!) Where technological capability exists and where there is relative social equality, 
there will be a tendency towards decreased violence as information provides an equalizer for competitors for resources. 
However, the worst situation will be where technological capability exists in a socially inequitable condition; then those 
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who “have not” will also have the ability to know what they do not have, and the have-nots will not like that one bit. 
Whether that in itself leads to increased violence depends on other trends, like social stability of the state/tribe/group.

Jenkins: Criminals will always exploit new technology faster than authorities can develop countermeasures. When 
technology develops rapidly, law enforcement falls further behind. The frontiers of technology, especially the Internet, 
will remain lawless. Specialized units with specialized training will be required, but it is not merely a matter of training. 
Younger generations raised with the technology think differently than even well-trained older generations. It will be a 
matter of recruiting even more than of training.

Kadtke: For the short term, the single most important driver of terrorist activity globally is the information 
revolution. Terrorist groups, along with trans-national criminals and upstart political movements, are being greatly 
facilitated by the rapidly spreading and extremely low-cost communication capabilities such as the Internet and cell 
phones. These allow vastly increased capabilities for organization building, command-control, fundraising, and strategic 
communication. IT technologies are leveling the geopolitical playing field.

 Economic growth and sustainability increasingly depends on high-tech manufacturing and scientific and research 
capabilities. While there is a general trend toward increasing global wealth, and there are many new winners in the high-
tech economy, there are many nations which have virtually no resources to compete. This will increasingly create pockets 
of have-nots with deepening poverty and despair.

Kapinos: With regard to terrorism, technology is the proverbial double-edged sword. Technology provides our 
enemies advanced tools and weapons to use against us, but also provides us with outstanding tools and weapons of our 
own. Obviously, the current and future war may be fought as much through cyber-space as on the battlefield; the winner 
being they who can harness the technology and transfer the available knowledge faster and more effectively.

On our side, we are challenged more by our self-created bureaucratic and political obstacles to effective information-
sharing and knowledge management than by the level of our technology. The sharing of information between government 
agencies at the Federal, state, and local levels is hampered tremendously by outdated rule sets that have been used to 
manage this process. Federal policies and procedures around intelligence information were established at the height of 
the Cold War to serve the specific needs of that period. What is needed are more flexible rule sets to reflect the 21st-
century model for broader network-based information management. Our enemies are already mastering this model in 
their operations: We need to quickly play catch-up in order to stay ahead.

Meilahn: Growth of the Internet—and more importantly access to it by people worldwide—is a tremendous asset 
for Al Qaeda and other terror organizations. It allows them to spread their rhetoric and radical view of Islam, as well as 
to share information regarding tactics, techniques, and procedures for executing acts of terror.

Nolte: Much of the attention devoted to technology has focused on how it will change law enforcement operations. I 
would think that how technology will change the way criminals, such as terrorists, operate will be at least as important.

Osborne: As issues of homeland security continue to place attention on the need for data sharing and analysis 
at all levels of policing and law enforcement, new tools will emerge that are more user friendly and affordable, leading 
to a truly knowledge-based, intelligence-led police network more suited to combating terrorism. Progress will be slow, 
requiring retraining a workforce, enlightened managers, increased civilianization of analysts/experts, and more research 
on crime/terrorism threat pattern detection as well as crime/terrorism threat prevention.

Shtulman: The more technologically dependent our society becomes, the more vulnerable it becomes to technological 
attack, and the more potentially devastating such attacks will be. Hackers don’t need to move traceable materials to 
prepare for an attack or go to training camps in Afghanistan to learn their trade. They can remain invisible until they 
strike. Everything from terror financing through identity and credit theft to attacks on the national infrastructure can 
be expected on-line in the future.

Young: Technology has been an enabler for terror as the Iraq War has shown. Terrorists adopt new, more lethal 
technologies as countermeasures are created. This has been the case in all wars and should be no different in future low-
intensity conflicts.
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6. Mass MiGraTion is reDisTribuTinG The worlD’s populaTion.

There are nearly 100 million international migrant workers in the world, according to the United Nations. •	
About 30 million live in Europe, 20 million in Africa, and 18 million in North America.

These figures include only the workers themselves, not their dependents. –

About 4 million people immigrated permanently to the countries of the Organization for Economic •	
Cooperation and Development in 2005, 10.4 percent more than the year before.

Immigration to Western Europe from Eastern Europe, North Africa, the Middle East, and the Indian •	
subcontinent continues despite controls enacted in the wake of terrorist attacks.

More than 400,000 legal immigrants from Central Europe now live and work in Western Europe.  –
Between 3 million and 4 million more migrants are expected to join them in the next twenty-five 
years.

In China, about 160 million people have moved from rural areas to cities in recent years.•	

Immigration is quickly changing the ethnic composition of the U.S. population. In 2000, Latinos made •	
up 12.6 percent of the U.S. population; by 2050, they will account for 24.5 percent. Asians in the United 
States, currently 3.8 percent of the population, will comprise 8 percent by 2050, according to the latest 
U.S. Census Bureau figures.

Higher fertility rates among the immigrant Latino population will accelerate this trend. As of 2002,  –
women in the United States produced about two children during their lives, just enough to maintain 
the population. Among Hispanics, the average was more than 2.7 births per woman. Among Mexican 
immigrants, it was nearly 2.9.

At the same time, there is a small countertrend of Generation Xers and, especially, Millennials moving  –
to other countries to pursue business opportunities or for cultural interest.

Assessment:

As native workforces shrink in most industrialized lands, economic opportunities will draw people from the 
developing world to the developed in growing numbers. Thus, this trend will continue for at least the next 
generation.

Implications:

Impoverished migrants will place a growing strain on social-security systems in the industrialized countries 
of Europe and North America. Similar problems will continue to afflict the urban infrastructures of China 
and India.

Remittances from migrants to their native lands are helping to relieve poverty in many developing countries. 
Globally, these payments exceeded US$230 billion in 2005, according to the World Bank.
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Significant backlashes against foreign migrants, such as the skinhead movement in Europe, will be seen more 
frequently in the years ahead. They will appear even in the most peaceful lands. For example, in Scandinavia, 
resentment against foreign workers is strong, in part because they can return to their native lands after three 
years of employment and collect a pension equal to the minimum wage for the rest of their lives.

Since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the rail bombings in London and Madrid,  –
the large number of Muslim immigrants in Britain, France, and other European lands has inspired 
suspicion, and some persecution.

Unfortunately, suspicion is to some extent justified. A tiny minority of Muslim immigrants have proved  –
to be linked to terrorist groups, and some have plotted or carried out terrorist attacks. So have native-
born Muslims and converts to Islam.

Implications for Terrorism:

Some of the most fervent “culturist” movements will continue to spring from religious fundamentalism 
that would-be dictators and strongmen can exploit to promote their own interests. Others will appear, or gain 
strength, as a response to the growth of foreign populations in once-homogeneous societies.

Terrorism will be a continuing problem long into the future, particularly in European nations with large, 
poorly integrated Muslim immigrant populations. Security concerns therefore will take up more time and 
resources in the future, both for the intelligence community and for the big-city police departments that 
provide neighborhood-level surveillance.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (2): This is the most obvious and important driver of terrorism in the next decade or so. Immigrant 
Diasporas contain small pools of alienated individuals who—because they do not “fit in” or because their traditional 
sensibilities are offended by modernist values—are prone to violent radicalization. This will continue to be a particular 
problem in Europe given the limited prospects for social integration of migrants, and the sharp clash between the “post-
modern” values of the host culture and the very traditional values of the Islamic migrant worker force.

Ayers (3): Regardless of pervasive anti-Western sentiment, Western nations remain popular places for immigration 
from third world nations. A massive influx of displaced refugees, political asylum cases, legal immigration, and illegal 
immigration combined with falling birthrates throughout the Western world, will no doubt exacerbate the tendency 
of immigrants to establish and stay within the boundaries of familiar cultures—the essence of multiculturalism. Even 
a slight expansion of liberalism within American politics would increase the standing of ideas consistent with cultural 
relativism. Given a scenario where there is a general public endorsement of cultural relativism coupled with a lack of 
incentives for assimilation, it would seem likely that immigrant communities within the U.S. will follow the same path 
as many of those within the Netherlands (or much of Western Europe, for that matter)—with each community’s cultural 
norms and laws (interpretations of shari’a specific to certain cultures, for example) being the acceptable, or the only 
acceptable, regulatory system for the members within these social groupings. 

As former Dutch parliamentarian Ayaan Hirsi Ali noted, women are often adversely affected by the lack of cultural 
assimilation. Indeed, “honor killings” are not unknown within the U.S. and may unfortunately become more common 
over the next twenty years. And as Hirsi Ali (among others) has shown, the low status and poor treatment of women has 
a direct correlation to the development and growth of extremist ideologies and activities within these communities. 

If multiculturalism and cultural relativism were to become more prevalent within the U.S., it would not take much 
for practices such as female infanticide, primogeniture, and polygamy to change the male-to-female relationships within 
immigrant communities. The resultant glut of young males looking for an identity and a purpose would be 20 years 
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or more in the future, but could be devastating in regard to the conflict scenarios that could play out on the streets of 
U.S. and other Western cities. (See Bare Branches by Hudson and den Boer [2004] for a complete description of how 
statistical gaps based on gender create conditions ripe for conflict.)

Bruh: There is every indication that immigration and emigration, depending upon the nation, will continue to 
grow; i.e., 2007 is showing the largest number of immigrants yet to come to the U.S. All this also can change if the U.S. 
or other western countries are hit hard by terrorism. Borders may close in a way not yet seen.

Chobar: Travel and movement among the world’s population is so easy these days, policing and detection of 
terrorist movement are extremely difficult to follow.

Jenkins: See Trend 2.

Kadtke: Demographic changes and mass population movements after the end of the Cold War were the largest 
in nearly a century, and economic changes will continue to drive such trends. An unfortunate by-product of these 
activities is the lack of security induced by the inability to control borders in many regions, and the inability to identify 
terrorist suspects and their movements. In spite of major changes in Federal law (e.g., the Patriot Act) the U.S. still faces 
enormous challenges for security, and many say this has come at the cost of personal privacy.

Kriesberg: Yes, mass migration is changing the composition of many countries. Combined with the new 
communication technologies, the importance of diaspora communities will grow. They will be more permanent and 
maintain engagement in more than one country. Dual citizenships are increasing.

Members of such communities can be bridge builders, contributing to better inter-cultural understandings. They 
can affect government policies relevant to terror by their political engagement.

However, if they are isolated and face discrimination, the risks of alienation are great, and even if only a tiny 
percentage are drawn into small militant cells considerable damage may be done, as has been the case in Spain, the U.K., 
Bali, etc.

LaDuke (10): Immigrants are largely leaving areas known to house terrorist threats and coming to the U.S. and 
NATO countries. (http://www.nytimes.com/ref/world/20070622_CAPEVERDE_GRAPHIC.html) Migration 
can obviously import/export terrorism or extremism. It also increases the need to homogenize diverse cultures and 
simultaneously quell threats. (See my comments on diversity [in Trend 7])

Lanotte: The common view of the immigrant in the Western World today is that the immigrant will settle in a new 
country but retain all of their old customs and mores, as opposed to adopting and adapting to their new home. This is an 
erroneous view of immigration. If the immigrants are unwilling to assimilate, they should not be allowed to stay.

Miller: This is a concern for counter-terrorism, as it tends to break down the insulation between states and allows 
agents for terrorist groups to infiltrate currently stable populations. It is not clear how much further into the future 
nations will allow such mass movements into their sovereign territory. Arguably, however, the genie is out of the bottle 
and the fertile breeding grounds are already in place. Future traffic may be only a trickle, but still be devastating, as 
key individuals arrive to take advantage of the fact that the existing alien collections remain un-acculturated or even 
unassimilated. Pockets of aliens remain relatively compact, cohesive, and volatile.

Shtulman: Our open southern borders make a mockery of everything else we do. What is the point of 
no-fly lists when we know that tens of thousands of illegals walk across our borders every year? If the drug 
trade is a source of funding for Mexican smugglers and Middle Eastern terror organizations, then we must 
assume that the two groups are in contact with one another and that Mexican smugglers are bringing in 
Middle Eastern terrorists as well as drugs to the U.S. If they can bring in people and drugs, why not weapons, 
explosives, and everything else necessary to launch a wave of simple attacks whenever they choose to do so? 
Smyre: The developed world will face tremendous challenges as the push of immigration explodes in times of economic 
downturn and water shortages. This will not only increase the potential for border wars and water wars, but also will 
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create friction internally among different cultural and age groups…even leading to the possibility of a new concept of 
“generational terrorism,” since the developed world is older and the developing world is younger.

Steele: Global cultural interactions will produce unexpected outcomes and potential challenges to global stability—
the intersection of at least three planes of cultural cross impact: “Multicultural Tsunami” (Dator), “Cultures in Collision” 
(Cornish, E. Exploring the Future, World Future Society, 2004),“Deculturation” (ibid.)

Young: Migration and immigration are two of the population problems Western Europe especially will have to deal 
with in the coming years. With respect to terror, it often is second-generation immigrants who become disenchanted with 
their new country of residence and are not quite assimilated. It is these individuals who have given rise to homegrown 
terror in the United Kingdom. France and Spain recently have seen acts of terror from their immigrant populations, and 
radical Islam already has a foothold in the remainder of Western Europe. The migration trend will only exacerbate the 
current problems and will be a source of turmoil unless and until measures are taken to rectify the societal and economic 
differences.

7. DespiTe soMe xenophobic reacTions To iMMiGranTs, There is GrowinG accepTance of 
DiversiTy.

Migration is mixing disparate peoples and forcing them to find ways to coexist peacefully and productively. •	
Because of this, the interaction of diverse cultures will continue to grow, both internationally and 
intranationally, throughout much of the world.

The Internet and other technologies promote long-distance communication and build links between •	
distant, and disparate, people.

Mass media, including television, radio, films, interactive games, and music tend to homogenize global •	
culture as they promote a common language, mores, and cultural reference points.

In the United States, for instance, television encourages the spread of standard accents and language  –
patterns.

The globalization of business is having a similar impact. Throughout the United States and Europe, •	
regional differences, attitudes, incomes, and lifestyles are blurring as business carries people from one area 
to another.

Intermarriage also continues to mix cultures geographically, ethnically, socially, and economically.•	

Minorities are beginning to exert more influence over national agendas.•	

The growing number of African-Americans, Hispanics, and Asians in the United States is mirrored by  –
the expanding population of refugees and former “guest workers” throughout Europe.

Britons increasingly support staying in the European Union, according to a September 2007 survey by the •	
polling firm Ipsos MORI. In March 2001, 39 percent of those surveyed said they would vote to keep the 
U.K. in the European Union, and 42 percent favored getting out. By 2007, 51 percent supported staying 
in while 39 percent wanted out.

However, in many countries there are powerful reactions against these changes.•	
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The growth of the German neo-Nazi movement after unification in 1992 is one obvious example,  –
though public distaste for these views has tended to keep extremist activities in check.

American hostility toward undocumented aliens also may be viewed as a reaction against the growing  –
political and cultural influence of a minority.

Japan has chosen to develop robotic technologies for industry and the home, rather than opening its  –
traditionally closed society to substantial immigration and foreign influence.

Assessment:

This trend applies most clearly to the West, where it will continue for as long as we can foresee. In other 
regions, including Japan and large parts of the Muslim world, it remains weak, if it exists at all.

Implications:

Groups with highly varied customs, languages, and histories of necessity will develop ways to coexist 
peacefully.

Nonetheless, local conflicts will continue to erupt in societies where xenophobia is common.

Companies will hire ever more minority workers and will be expected to adapt to their values and needs. 
Much of the burden of accommodating foreign-born residents will continue to fall on employers, who must 
make room for their languages and cultures in the workplace.

Public schools and libraries must find more effective ways to educate this future workforce.

Implications for Terrorism:

Where acceptance breaks down, terrorism can begin. This is the source of skinhead movements from 
Russia through much of Western Europe. If these fascist movements do not themselves rise to the level of 
terrorism, they can inspire it in their victims.

There is at least a possibility that a similar movement could arise in the United States in response to 
continued Hispanic immigration.

In practice, acceptance of diversity can help to enable the refusal of newcomers to assimilate into the 
majority culture. This can weaken national cohesion and make it more difficult to combat internal threats.

Expert Comments:

Ayers:  Acceptance of diversity by citizens of host nations is one thing. Acceptance by the immigrants themselves may 
be a completely different story. New immigrants are more likely to remain within enclaves of individuals from countries 
with cultures and linguistic dialects similar to their own, than they are to venture into environments where they may 
feel socially uncomfortable. Western European nations have been happy to oblige, allowing sections within urban areas 
(and in some cases, entire cities) to become culturally segregated from the host nation population. This inclination has 
been difficult to reverse, as multiculturalism has long been considered “politically correct”—those who question its value 
have been labeled “racist” (and yes, “xenophobic”). The scenario is, however, easily exploited by terrorist organizations as 
well as “movements” devoted to propagating extremist ideologies via non-violent means. Hizb ut-Tahrir and associated 
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splinter groups, for instance, focus on a “grand plan” that involves revolution via demographic change—attempts to 
establish communities of extremists in sufficient numbers to “infiltrate” local government via legal means (direct hire or 
election). Their plan involves specific stages necessary to achieve a non-violent governmental takeover for the ultimate 
aim of the “establish[ment of ] a state ruled by sharia.” (See Zeyno Baran’s article “Fighting the War of Ideas” in Foreign 
Affairs, Vol 84[6], 2005.)  Thus, while there most probably will be a greater acceptance of diversity, “national cohesion” 
could well be undermined by “demographic sabotage” in the long-term.

Jenkins: See Trend 2.

Kapinos: In recent months, there has been a significant focus on the problems that states and localities are facing as 
a result of failed immigration policies. Communities that are feeling unduly impacted by large numbers of immigrants 
(legal or not) are reacting by enacting harsh policies and implementing their own de-facto immigration laws. While 
much of this is driven by political opportunism, latent xenophobia, and demagoguery, there are some valid underlying 
concerns present.

The Federal government must act to address the holes in the current immigration system, and develop viable policies 
that address all concerns. Otherwise, we run the risk of continuing to contend with uncontrolled movement of people 
into the United States and potential foreign terrorist infiltration. In addition, we will end up encouraging more corrosive 
actions at state and local levels, which could eventually undermine support among overseas allies.

Kriesberg: Yes, the norms respecting diversity are becoming more widespread. And the inclusion of diverse people 
fosters economic development. Good police work is needed to monitor hate groups of all stripes, include the local 
xenophobic ones. Carefully targeted arrests are effective, while broad roundups are counterproductive.

LaDuke (6): Diversity programs encourage the acceptance of the differences of others. Some nations, for example, 
Spain, do not have a strong concept of, or perceived need for, diversity programs. The concept is stronger in developing 
nations with high immigration because it helps solve issues of internal strife and, as such, is particularly strong in U.S. 
enterprises and institutions.

Generally speaking, wide acceptance that increases group tolerance, supplies badly needed skilled labor, and fuels a 
knowledge economy can equally create opportunities for terrorist operations, cell network expansion, or the giving away 
of technology critical to national interests. This tension already exists in the U.S. and unchecked will develop further 
into a power struggle between corporate/institutional interests and national defense interests. A proactive collaboration 
between industry, education, and defense interests is badly needed in the U.S.

Miller: This seems more like Pollyanna thinking. I would not recommend counting on the base population to 
somehow become more tolerant, and would discourage the belief that some society will somehow police itself.

Shtulman: See Trend 6.

Tan: Muslim migrant communities in Western Europe have found it hard, for various reasons, to integrate with 
their host countries. The result is that second and third generation Muslims have become alienated by the general lack 
of social acceptance and have to suffer discrimination on a daily basis. There is now evidence that the same trend is 
occurring in Australia. In the U.S.A., the anti-Muslim backlash from 9/11 does not yet seem to have the same alienating 
effect, primarily because of the liberal freedoms, particularly of religion, that are enjoyed and respected in the U.S.A. 
Yet, moderate Muslim intellectuals have warned that it is now, before the kind of problems experienced with European 
Muslim communities, that law enforcement and government in general [must] build ties of deep trust and cooperation 
with their local Muslim communities and work hard towards integrating Muslims into mainstream society. This is to 
prevent the kind of social and other forms of discrimination that would alienate Muslims and provide fodder for radical 
Islamist recruitment or result in self-radicalization. Growing acceptance of diversity is not enough. There needs to be 
active political will to embrace local Muslims in the community and make American Muslims feel very much part of 
society. Indeed, only Muslims themselves can police their own communities most effectively, especially in rooting out 
the extremists in their midst.
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Young: Establishment of immigrant enclaves within host countries does not help the assimilation process. 
Discrimination will likely prevail until there is a general acceptance of the immigrants’ presence. As long as there is 
discrimination and economic disparity between the immigrant and host population, there are grounds for terror attacks 
on host country institutions.

Youngs: Illegal aliens are in many cases overwhelming local law enforcement resources. Congress seems reluctant to 
deal effectively with the immigration issue. Many municipalities are adopting their own local ordinances regarding this 
subject. As the United States moves into a recession, jobs will become more valuable and many immigrants will leave 
states that do not offer support. Hospitals and schools are changing policies drastically due to this pressure. Currently 
the United States Senate is considering a bill which would force local and state law enforcement to enforce immigration 
laws. This is another in a series of unfunded mandates.

8. The Global econoMy is GrowinG More inTeGraTeD.

Only half of the world’s one hundred largest economies are nation-states. The rest are multinational •	
corporations.

In the European Union, relaxation of border and capital controls and the adoption of a common currency •	
and uniform product standards continue to make it easier for companies to distribute products and support 
functions throughout the continent.

The Internet continues to bring manufacturers effectively closer to remote suppliers and customers.•	

Companies are increasingly farming out high-cost, low-payoff secondary functions to suppliers, service •	
firms, and consultants, many of them located in other countries.

Parts for the new Boeing 787 “Dreamliner” are being constructed in at least eight countries around the  –
world for assembly in the United States

Toyota has manufacturing or assembly plants in Japan, Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Poland, South  –
Africa, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Brazil, Pakistan, India, Argentina, the 
Czech Republic, Mexico, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Vietnam, Venezuela, and the Philippines.

Companies in high-wage countries also are outsourcing management and service jobs to low-wage •	
countries.

An estimated 3.3 million U.S. jobs are expected to migrate to India and China by 2015. Some 40  –
million jobs are believed vulnerable to outsourcing.

There is a nascent countertrend among job-receiving countries to establish branches in the donor lands.  –
For example, in September 2007, India’s Wipro announced that it was setting up a programming 
division in Virginia, both to hire top-quality American programmers and to help tap the lucrative 
government market.

 Jobs in western Europe are migrating to eastern Europe, the former Soviet Union, and the English- and  –
French-speaking former colonies of Africa. India has begun to ship jobs to even lower-cost countries 
in Africa.
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Assessment:

This trend will continue for at least the next two decades.

Implications:

The growth of e-commerce enables businesses to shop globally for the cheapest raw materials and supplies. 
In niche markets, the Internet also makes it possible for small companies to compete with giants worldwide with 
relatively little investment. This has brought new opportunities for quality-control problems and fraudulent 
cost-cutting by suppliers, as seen in the recent spate of tainted food and other products coming from China.

The Net also has created a generation of “e-preneurs” whose businesses exist largely on the Internet, with 
production, fulfillment, and other functions all outsourced to specialty firms.

Demand will continue to grow for employee incentives suited to other cultures, aid to executives going 
overseas, and the many other aspects of doing business in foreign countries

However, rising demand for foreign-language training is likely to be a temporary phenomenon, as more 
countries adopt English as part of their basic school curricula.

Western companies may have to accept that proprietary information will be shared not just with their 
immediate partners in Asian joint ventures, but also with other members of the partners’ trading conglomerates. 
In high technology and aerospace, that may expose companies to extra scrutiny due to national-security 
concerns.

Establishing overseas branches mitigates this concern by keeping trade secrets within the company,  –
even while gaining the benefits of cheaper foreign labor and other resources.

Economic ties can give richer, more powerful countries considerable influence over their junior partners. 
Thus far, China has been the most successful at wielding this “soft” power. This has given it the ability to 
undermine American foreign policy even as it secures its energy and raw-materials needs.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

International fraud, money laundering, and other economic crimes (particularly carried out via the 
Internet) are a growing problem, and one that can be expected to spread. At least some of these activities can 
be expected to finance extremist and terrorist movements.

In addition, entrepreneurial success in global markets could widen the gap between the rich and poor, 
worsening social strains in countries already vulnerable to extremist movements. It is likely to worsen the 
problem of international terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (5): This is a very important and largely positive trend because growing global economic integration 
creates “global consciousness,” facilitating inter-governmental and transnational collaboration. Such collaboration 
among intelligence and security services, industry, and the non-governmental sector is needed to anticipate and to 
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address boundary crossing terrorist threats. Of course, global integration also provides opportunities for terrorists to 
cause globally cascading damage by attacking key nodes in global networks. And the rise of global consciousness itself 
will be challenged by geopolitical divisions caused by the scramble to secure access to oil in an environment of tight 
supply. (Trend 18: Despite efforts to develop alternative source of energy, oil consumption is still rising rapidly.)

Armstrong: See earlier comments in Trend 1 on local vs. global/U.S.

Chobar: It’s hard to know who funds what anymore because the global economy is growing more integrated. While 
local governments struggle to fund policing, national and global terrorist groups easily find funds to communicate on 
the most sophisticated of levels. This integrated economy makes it more and more difficult to police and more and more 
likely to enable global terrorism.

Forster: All forms of integration dramatically impact the terror paradigm. Economic integration means the 
potential impact of terrorist attacks is more extreme. For example, the economic impact of a disabled U.S. power 
grid would quickly surge through the global economy. Integration also eases the flow of individuals, information, and 
finances and thus improves the capabilities of terrorist organizations. The multi-headed “hydra” that is Al Qaeda today 
has been facilitated by the ability to train, recruit, plan, finance, and propagandize operations at a distance. The need for 
a hierarchical command and control structure has been replaced by a networked ideology that inspires, supports, and 
publicizes action. The space and time paradigm has changed, reducing the importance of geographic proximity. Cyber-
attacks, for example, may be launched against any G-8 state from Pakistan. The problems experienced by the Estonian 
government in the spring 2007 offer insight into the threat of such attacks. The flow of people, goods, finances, and 
information also increase the cost of protection and prevention and potentially inhibit pursuit and recovery. 

However, integration also may be turned into a counter-terror advantage. As a result of increased interdependence, 
more lives are negatively impacted by terrorist attacks. Under such circumstances, there is hope that impacted innocents 
will be less inclined to overlook terrorist activities in their locales. The recent Sunni Iraqi shift against Al Qaeda in al-
Anbar Province indicates that the support for violence is finite among societal sectors and continued terrorist violence 
may be a catalyst to anger against the perpetrators and an increase in anti-terror sentiments. 

Jenkins: Globalization means increased transnational crime—terrorism, financial fraud, money laundering, cyber-
crime, human trafficking, counterfeit goods, smuggling, etc. This complicates issues of jurisdiction, cooperation among 
police forces, relationships between local law enforcement and federal authorities and the private sector. We will also 
increasingly see transnational gangs.

Kadtke: The IT revolution and technology-based economies are also driving physical integration of the global 
economy. As large, and increasingly mid-sized, companies outsource their manufacturing, research, and even management 
capabilities to many corners of the globe, they become increasingly vulnerable to a wide spectrum of regional and local 
socio-political woes. The net effect is that local extreme events can have global attention and effect as they propagate 
throughout the global supply chain.

LaDuke (1): Because economy generates the power to ensure defense and wage war, it is central to every national 
interest. But centralizing economy and trade does not automatically centralize nation-state interests, so it has the affect 
of creating a global stage of “actors” with hidden agendas that create diverse alliances and fund terrorism covertly. I see 
this as the primary root cause behind the growth of global terrorism.

Meilahn: International fraud, money laundering, etc., via the internet will be a tool used by terror groups to 
finance their activities.

Miller: Actually, it is more interesting to speculate that globalization may have peaked and nations are in a 
cocooning phase, much like the U.S. just before World War II. One has only to look at the vigorous debate over the 
“illegal immigrant” issue in the U.S. to see the possible birth of a counter-trend. While this erection of physical and other 
barriers to entering the country may enhance the level of public fear, I think it may actually offer more opportunities for 
counter-terrorism—or, at least, counter-transnational-terrorism.

Sanders (3): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.
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Shtulman: The movement of hundreds of billions of dollars to the oil-rich nations and their desire to invest those 
dollars in everything from high-tech companies with military applications to international shipping companies, airlines, 
and ports means that it is inevitable that at some point elements with connections to terror will gain control of the means 
to transport materials and/or men into the United States at will. Corporations that have no connections to terror today 
can make such acquisitions and later themselves be acquired by others with ties to terror.

Snyder (6): Economic globalization will continue to depress both wages and job growth in mature industrial 
economies for at least 5 more years, fueling domestic political opposition to free-trade and liberalized immigration, and 
fostering increased xenophobia.

Young: Globalization and distribution of wealth can only help decrease the specter of terror over the long run.

9. MiliTanT islaM conTinues To spreaD anD Gain power.

It has been clear for years that the Muslim lands face severe problems with religious extremists dedicated •	
to advancing their political, social, and doctrinal views by any means necessary.

Most of the Muslim lands are overcrowded and short of resources. Many are poor, save for the oil-rich •	
states of the Middle East. Virtually all have large populations of young men, often unemployed, who are 
frequently attracted to violent extremist movements.

During its proxy war with the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, the United States massively fortified the •	
Muslim extremist infrastructure by supplying it with money, arms, and, above all, training.

It is making a similar mistake today. The overthrow of Saddam Hussein and the American occupation of •	
Iraq has inspired a new generation of jihadis, who have been trained and battle-hardened in the growing 
insurgency.

In a now-declassified National Security Estimate, the American intelligence community concluded that •	
Al Qaeda was more powerful in 2007 than it had been before the so-called “war on terror” began—more 
dangerous even than it had been when it planned the attacks of September 11, 2001.

American support for Israel has also made the United States a target for the hatred of Muslim extremists.•	

Assessment:

This trend may wax and wane, but it seems unlikely to disappear this side of a Muslim reformation comparable 
to those that transformed Christianity and Judaism.

Implications:

Virtually all of the Muslim lands face an uncertain, and possibly bleak, future of political instability and 
growing violence. The exceptions are the oil states, where money can still buy relative peace, at least for now.

These problems often have spilled over into the rest of the world. They will do so again.

In a 1994 terrorism study for the Department of Defense and other government clients, Forecasting 
International predicted that by 2020 a strong majority of the world’s twenty-five or so most important Muslim 
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lands could be in the hands of extremist religious governments. At the time, only Iran was ruled by such a 
regime. That forecast still appears sound.

Iraq is likely to become the next fundamentalist Muslim regime. Once American forces leave, Iran will 
support the establishment of a Shiite regime much like its own in Baghdad.

There is a one-in-ten chance that this will set off a general war in the Middle East, as Sunni-dominated 
states intercede to protect Iraqi Sunnis against Shi’a domination. However, Iraq and Saudi Arabia already are 
negotiating to keep this situation under control.

Any attempt to reduce the commitment of Western forces to the task of stabilizing Afghanistan will result 
in the restoration of the Taliban to power.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

The West, and particularly the United States, must expect more—and more violent—acts of terrorism for 
at least the next 20 years.

Europe faces a significant homegrown Muslim extremist movement, and the United States may do so in 
the near future. Thanks largely to waves of immigration since the 1980s, Islam is the fastest-growing religion 
in both regions. Extremist clerics in Europe are recruiting young Muslims to the cause of jihad against their 
adopted homes. So far, their colleagues in the United States have been much less successful. That may not 
always be true.

Western interests also will be vulnerable in many countries outside the Muslim core. International ties 
formed among Islamic militants during the anti-Soviet war in Afghanistan produced an extremist infrastructure 
that can support terrorist activities almost anywhere in the world. The war in Iraq is doing so even more 
efficiently.

This development must be taken even more seriously because, for the first time, a Muslim country—
Pakistan—has nuclear weapons. Muslim extremists view this technology as an “Islamic bomb” that could be 
used to promote their cause. From here on out, nuclear terrorism is a realistic threat.

This risk will grow as Sudan, Iraq, and probably other countries establish fundamentalist regimes sympathetic 
to the cause of jihad against the West.

Saudi Arabia easily could be taken over by a fundamentalist regime. The Saudi rulers may well try to avoid 
this by providing even more support to extremists and directing their attention to the West.

The overthrow of the Taliban in Afghanistan and, especially, of Saddam Hussein in Iraq, have made 
future fundamentalist revolutions more likely, rather than less so, because it has strengthened the global jihadi 
movement.

This is clearly the single most important trend for terrorism.
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Expert Comments:

Anonymous (3): Obviously important for inspiring disaffected individuals and small groups but perhaps of 
diminishing significance as a driver of an organized “global guerilla” campaign. Militant Islam has failed to capture a 
foothold in the Maghreb or the Arab world, and may now be facing a “Thermidor-style” popular rejection due to its 
excesses against co-religionists in several Middle Eastern countries.

Armstrong: While militant Islam does continue to spread, we must consider the Taliban’s increasing reliance on 
foreigners as well as the rejection of Al Qaeda in parts of Iraq, both because their extremist message fails to resonate 
with the locals. Information drives this train, and frustration with the present condition drives recruitment. Failure to 
understand the Koran, the Hadith, or Islam in general permits acts otherwise abhorrent.

General Douglas Stone, chief of detainee operations in Iraq, has noted the distinction between ideologues and tag-
alongs:

We are able to determine the guys that don’t really give a shit about the Koran in the first place—
they’re using it as a discipline—those guys are beginning to fall into the category of irreconcilables, 
and that’s helpful to me. I want to know who they are. They’re like rotten eggs, you know, hiding in 
the Easter basket, so that’s very helpful. Then it’s also equally helpful to have guys who come out and 
say, “I didn’t know that. Now that I know that, I’m going to change my life.” And we poly[graph] 
them. You’d be...interesting to know, because we are trying to figure out if they are messing with us. 
But we are convinced that they have made a significant change. Now, you’re not talking about, you 
know, radicals going to choir boys, but you’re talking about radicals who won’t use violence without 
a very clear understanding that they are damned if they do.

While we debate the merits of Qutb and its value to extremist ideology, we too often forget to ask how many 
extremists actually read Qutb in the same analytic framework as we do and aren’t just spoon fed select passages from the 
Koran to support their violence. Also, it’s worth bearing in mind that Christianity, Judaism, and Hinduism do not have 
the promotion and outreach campaigns for the needy and less fortunate that Islam does. We must look at what gives 
militant Islam its power, something we do not fully understand. The answers more likely lie in my response to Trend 1 
than in the inherent attractiveness of extremism and hate.

Ayers (1): Every success claimed (whether or not the assessment of success is an honest one) by Islamic terrorists 
supports their efforts to expand the scope of their activities and, in their own minds, validates the extremist agenda—
to establish the global domination of Islam. In addition to the looming specter of nuclear weapons in the hands of 
Islamists, we now see limited support for anti-U.S., anti-Israeli terrorist operations among elements of non-Islamic 
rogue regimes. If, as it now appears may be the case, leaders of former or potential superpowers are added to the mix—
providing assistance in the form of planning and weapons (however covertly) to increasingly dangerous state sponsors 
of terrorism—it might be possible for a nuclear supported and/or nuclear armed Islamist state (such as Iran) to arrange 
large and small-scale attacks (terrorist as well as state-to-state) around the world, simultaneously. In fact, with sufficient 
assistance and pre-action infiltration, it might be possible to remove the major Western powers from global connectivity 
long enough to create desired effects (such as the destruction of Israel followed by major and minor terrorist attacks 
throughout all Western countries.) Arguments over the value of multiculturalism and cultural relativism aside, calls 
for “demographic jihad” and attempts to indoctrinate susceptible members of immigrant populations with extremist 
rhetoric by organizations like Hizb ut-Tahrir (see Zeyno Baran’s 2005 article “Fighting the War of Ideas” in Foreign 
Affairs, vol. 84 [6]) may increase the likelihood of pre-attack infiltration throughout Europe and the United States.

Bruh: Islamic fundmentalism is a serious law enforcement problem as well as one that affects national security. It 
will likely continue resulting in greater serious crime with not just economics behind the activities.

Chobar (3): Most local law enforcement personnel are ill informed regarding “militant Islam.” Thus, places like 
Pakistan, England, the United States, and Canada are “harbors” for any number of Muslims who may be communicating 
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by Internet, satellite dish, etc. There may also be significant caches of wealth being accumulated in these countries which 
are unknown to policing agencies but well know to terrorists.

Forster: I have addressed this extensively in the point on undemocratic governance. [See Appendix C.] Here I 
would only add that extremism is an increasing challenge as it permeates new regions and extremist movements with 
varying objectives coalesce. New regions of militant Islam-incited conflict include sub-Saharan Africa, particularly the 
Horn and Nigeria. However, the most serious threat is the increasing militancy in Western Europe’s Muslim population, 
which lives “below the radar” until they take action. While the coalescence between the GSPC [Groupe Salafiste pour la 
Prédication et le Combat—the Salafist Group for Call and Combat—a Sunni militia that aims to overthrow the Algerian 
government and establish an Islamic state] and Al Qaeda is most probably the result of declining capabilities of the 
GSPC, these alliances often include increased radicalization of and violence by the weaker partner (e.g. GSPC). The 
case of the Taliban’s integration of foreign fighters also has changed tactics by increasing the use of suicide bombers in 
Afghanistan. More strategically, the integration of foreign fighters threatens to regionalize the conflict because of regime 
instability in the broader area.

Two counter-terrorism issues that deserve attention involve the ultimate appeal of Islamic extremism as a “way 
of life” for a general population and the emergence of reform in Islam. First, the 2006 National Intelligence Estimate 
correctly concluded that “sharia-based extremism is neither popular nor likely to ultimately address the frustrations 
evident in Islamic society today.” As a result, programs aimed at political modernization and economic development may 
defuse much of the militancy. Tied to a development strategy is the encouragement of moderate Islam among those who 
are tired of having their religion perverted and seek to lead an “Islamic Reformation.”

Jenkins: Terrorism will continue to be a threat for the foreseeable future. The Internet has become an increasingly 
important venue for recruitment, exhortation, instruction, and propaganda. Terrorists are ahead of the authorities here. 
There will be continuing pressure on local law enforcement agencies to enhance their own intelligence capabilities. 
The rest of the world will be dealing with the terrorist tactics and know-how developed in Iraq for the next fifteen 
years. Terrorists’ determination to carry out large-scale, indiscriminate violence is pushing authorities from a traditional 
investigations approach to preventive intervention. We do not have a well-developed corpus of law in this area.

Kadtke: While a spectrum of terrorist organizations exist globally, their total net power is overshadowed by the 
terror activities of militant Islamic groups, and the latter continues to expand. Moreover, these activities have caused 
a political awakening among Islamic groups and nations that continues to grow, and they are beginning to engage 
aggressively with modern public diplomacy tools such as Al Jazeera. Whether or not a clash of civilizations will occur in 
the future, clandestine sponsorship of militant Islamic groups will remain a major driver of these activities.

Kriesberg: Militant Islam may be spreading to some degree. But as it overreaches and fails, it generates counter 
forces and resistance from other Muslims. That should be recognized. Allowing space for the highly doctrinaire to 
participate in governance can be part of their transformation.

Another consideration is the division within Islam between the Sunni and the Shia. The intensity of that schism 
could at some point become a source of support for norms of tolerance, as happened within Christianity after years of 
intense struggle between Catholics and Protestants.

LaDuke (4): An obviously huge threat to the U.S. because militant Islam is seated in the midst of the interests of 
multiple superpower agendas, has a massive population for recruitment, and has potential to publicly or covertly gain 
access to advanced technology.

Lanotte: Since the mid 19th century, there has been a distinct separation between internal law enforcement and 
external “instrument of foreign policy.” Understanding that changing this arrangement can create a “slippery slope,” it 
may be time to re-think the use of military assets, especially intelligence assets, to combat jihadi-like threats.

Leffler: Research in the Middle East, published in the peer-reviewed Journal of Conflict Resolution, demonstrated 
that a sufficiently large group of Invincible Defense Technology experts in Israel affected the war in nearby Lebanon. 
The Lebanon War intensity dropped 45 percent, war deaths dropped 76 percent, and quality of life improved by 0.75 
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standard deviation units. In Israel, crime dropped by 12 percent and quality of life improved by 1.3 standard deviation 
units. Areas with a low quality of life can be a breeding ground for terrorism. Based on this research, it is clear that 
Invincible Defense Technology is capable of greatly reducing the protracted sectarian violence in the Middle East.

Meilahn: This is a Muslim problem that can only be fought by Muslims. The more moderate Muslims must take 
on this fight, and the U.S. can help them. Currently only about 2 percent are radicals; but that is still a large number. 
According to a Gallup analysis of polls representing 90 percent of the world’s Muslim population, another 7 percent are 
“politically radicalized.” That is, they believe the 9/11 attacks were completely justified and have an unfavorable view of 
the United States. And in 2006, the Pew Research Center found that 17.7 percent of Muslim respondents believed that 
violence against civilian targets in order to defend Islam can be justified “often” or “sometimes.” At least some of the 
radicalized 2 percent can be re-educated about Islam and “de-radicalized,” prevented from executing acts of terror. This 
group is the one the USG should concern itself with from a preventive standpoint.

Another point is that most of the Muslims who condoned attacks on 9/11 believe that it was justifiable because 
of U.S. “colonizing” and the way we are too controlling of other countries. The USG could do much with regard to 
its foreign policy to change its image from “occupier” to cooperative member of the world community. That would do 
much to decrease motivations for jihad, and keep terrorists away from our borders or our interests worldwide.

Oil states will also suffer problems (a disagreement with your list of trends) because the Shi’ia-Sunni divide will be 
aggravated as both militant Sunni groups (such as Al Qaeda) and militant Shi’ia groups (Hizb’Allah) influence others 
of like kind by their example and successes. For example, the Shi’ia in Saudi Arabia may rise up and demand their 
rights and representation in a mostly Sunni land. Although Iran is an “extremist” government, they are actually fairly 
democratic the way they operate. Frankly, this is one government that is less concerning to me (because they have fairly 
good control of their state, and they are moderating politically as a somewhat post-revolutionary government—Ahmadi-
Nejad’s comments not withstanding—he is not the leader here, Ayatollah Khamenei is) than are other governments that 
are more precarious; state failure leaves the conditions ripe for extremism to grow (as along the Pakistani-Afghan border 
in the FATA [Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan]).Iraq is currently the center of a proxy war for influence 
between Saudi and Iran—the winner will be identified by what type of long term government resides there, Shi’ia or 
Sunni.

Miller: Obviously, this looms large in our thinking about terrorism. I am not sure how significantly Islam’s growth 
or even the increase in fundamentalist Muslim trained youth (in Saudi Arabia, e.g.) actually translates directly into a 
U.S. problem, unless we choose to make it so. There is certainly not a linear cause and effect between Muslim growth 
and terrorist threat to the U.S. However, there may well be a “tipping point” when the cork pops and local mid-East 
regimes become actively engaged in violence, and the U.S. becomes involved as an agent for the regime. The recent Iraq 
experience may suggest that, barring the presence of outside forces, Muslim internecine violence can be controlled, if 
not eliminated.

Nolte: This is one instance in which local authorities can help to avert potential terrorism. Good policing can 
facilitate the process whereby an “alien” population, in this case Muslim, integrates effectively into society, rather than 
being further alienated from it.

Probst: The most troubling manifestation of militant Islam is the cult of Global jihad that has found expression 
under the tutelage of Usama bin Laden and the Al Qaeda organization. Due to continued success of intelligence and 
security services working, “al Qaeda Central” has largely been decimated. Despite reverses, its malignant ideology 
has metastasized, infecting the body politic of Muslim communities worldwide. The ideology has developed a global 
following and a global reach. Bin Laden himself has achieved the iconic status that had previously been reserved for 
secular revolutionaries such as Lenin and Che Guevara. Even in the secular West and even among non-Muslims, we see 
efforts to “canonize” bin Laden as a freedom fighter who has defended the interests of the Muslim masses. The aim is 
to have the ideology of jihad transcend Islam and speak to the angry, oppressed, and wretched of the earth regardless of 
class, nationality, or religion.

Rabasa: I would argue that this trend is not very cut and that, in fact, there are indications that militant Islam may 
have reached a high-water mark globally and may be retreating in some areas. Al-Qaeda-influenced terrorist campaigns 
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have lost ground in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Indonesia. In Europe there is greater awareness on the part of political elites 
of the threat of radicalization of its homegrown Muslim population and steps are being taken in some countries to 
counter this trend.

Sanders (4): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Tan: The startling failures of U.S. grand strategy after 9/11, particularly its disastrous strategy in Iraq, have been 
counter-productive to the global war on terrorism. From relative stability albeit under Saddam’s dictatorial hand, Iraq 
has slid into chaos and has become the training ground for the global jihad much as Afghanistan had become the 
training ground from which Al Qaeda emerged. However, the jihadists in Iraq are honing their skills in combating the 
world’s technologically most advanced armed forces and are learning to perfect techniques in IEDs, sabotage, sniping, 
kidnappings, assassinations, urban warfare, etc. Once dispersed throughout the world, these jihadists will re-constitute 
a post-Al Qaeda network that will be much more competent, effective, and deadly. Unfortunately, their first targets 
will be likely Muslim governments and allies of the U.S.A. throughout the Middle East. Can these regimes meet the 
emerging challenge of the post-Iraq militants? Will the radicalization being spawned in Iraq today seep through its 
borders to destabilize the entire Middle East? The question today is not how to win Iraq. The questions are: What can 
the U.S.A. and the West do to meet and contain the growing threat from radical Islam? How can we contain Iranian 
Shi’ite fundamentalism from threatening the stability of the entire Middle East?

Young: As long as the conditions for Islamic extremism exist worldwide terror activities will not subside over the 
short term. These conditions include but are not limited to political and economic conditions in the extremists’ home 
countries such as corrupt leadership; lack of general, non-religious, education opportunities; support for anti-Western 
religious teachings and high unemployment amongst Muslim youth. Should these conditions be addressed by a new type 
of Muslim leader then extremists will always have a recruiting base.
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TRENDS IN VALUES, CONCERNS, AND LIFESTyLES

10. socieTal values are chanGinG rapiDly.

Industrialization raises educational levels, changes attitudes toward authority, reduces fertility, alters gender •	
roles, and encourages broader political participation.

This process is just beginning throughout the developing world. Witness the growing literacy, declining  –
fertility, and broad voter turnout seen in India over the last decade. 

Developed societies increasingly take their cue from Generation X and the Millennial generation (aka •	
Gen Y or Generation Dot-com), rather than the Baby Boomers who dominated the industrialized world’s 
thinking for most of four decades.

Millennials value, and display, both self-reliance and cooperation. They need self-reliance because they •	
believe individuals can no longer count on government social-security income, pensions, or other benefits. 
They value, and are good at, cooperation because group action often is the best way to optimize the use of 
scarce resources, such as retirement savings.

Post-September 11 fear of terrorist attacks has led Americans to accept almost without comment security •	
measures that their traditional love of privacy once would have made intolerable.

This continues a long-established tendency in the United States to prefer a greater sense of safety at the  –
cost of increased government surveillance and intervention in their lives.

Assessment:

This trend will continue for at least the next two decades in the industrialized lands and two generations in 
the developing world.

Implications:

The growing influence of the post-Baby-Boom generations will tend to homogenize basic attitudes 
throughout the world, because Generation Xers and especially the Millennials around the globe have more in 
common with each other than with their parents.

The highly polarized political environment that has plagued the United States since the 1980s will slowly 
moderate as results-oriented Generation Xers and Millennials begin to dominate the national dialogue.

As national security concerns have begun to lose their immediacy, family issues are regaining their 
significance in American society: long-term health care, day care, early childhood education, antidrug 
campaigns, and the environment. Concerns about health care, education, and the environment already are 
shaping the 2008 presidential campaign.

Demand for greater accountability and transparency in business will be crucial for countries that wish to 
attract international investors.
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Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend. 

Reaction against changing values is one of the prime motives for cultural extremism, not only in the 
Muslim world and in parts of India, but in the United States and Europe, where it appears in the form of hate 
crimes against immigrants.

The spread of westernized Generation X and Dot-com values in the developing world will provoke an even 
greater reaction from fundamentalists, who will see it as cultural imperialism by America and Europe and as a 
threat to the piety of their children, and therefore to their afterlife in paradise. This is likely to make the anti-
West movement among Muslims even more violent and widespread.

At the same time, a reaction against immigrants could trigger hate crimes against the foreign-born on a scale 
not recently seen in the United States, conceivably inspiring a small native terrorist movement in response.

Expert Comments:

Bray (3): They are and different “niche” values are emerging. To try and say all Generation X’ers are the same would 
be untrue. Same with Generation Y. Whereas the Baby Boomers did seem to have a similar (if not cohesive) identity, 
partly due to the television media and its one-way interactivity, the Internet is allowing for several different sub-groups 
of social values to exist and thrive across great distances even if the number of members subscribing to those views are 
few.

Chobar (10): With global terrorism and societal values changing rapidly, many in U.S. society don’t really know 
what to believe. Drug trafficking and other high-dollar crime may well be lending financial support to the financing of 
technology for terrorists. Right here in the “bread basket of the world,” gangs and significant crime is moving in. Policing 
it is becoming more and more difficult.

Jenkins: Societal values are constantly in flux. As society redefines what is legal and what is tolerable, enforcement 
will be continuously affected.

Kriesberg: Societal values are changing; significantly so are global values. The diffusion of values relating to the 
protection of individual and collective human rights is significant for countering terrorism. Personal security is an 
important human right.

Norms supporting popular governance also are diffusing.

LaDuke (5): Behind the global shift in values is a society that feels increasingly impacted by larger global issues and 
superpower interests with far less trust in the capabilities of social institutions and nation states to solve those issues. Failed 
states are rampant (http://www.foreignpolicy.com/story/cms.php?story_id=3865), and citizens feel a loss of control over 
their own individual and societal destinies. Depending on which direction group values shift, this energy can translate 
into efforts like the advance of social causes or discontent and extremism. The simultaneous rapid rise of causes like 
environmentalism and terrorism are really two sides of the same coin. Integral dialogue creates an inclusive climate and 
gives citizens in any culture a sense of control over integral issues that are larger than individual nation states.

Lanotte: Culturally, the Western World was developed on the Judeo-Christian ethos. Among those ethical mores is 
a common respect for all citizens, including women. The lack of respect for certain classes, including sex and religion, is 
not a problem for Western Civilization. However, it is a problem for those religions unable to share this ethical boundary. 
It is unacceptable to allow hate crimes, but there is a case to be made that crimes that are common and normal in the 
Muslim world should be prosecutable in the Western World. This should be our focus, not whether the rest of the world 
accepts our value system.
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Meilahn: I agree that changing societal values are a prime motive for extremism. See my note for Trend 1 above.

Miller: It is not clear that this will impact terrorism in either a net-positive or net-negative way.

Young: One of the main complaints Muslim extremists have is that their traditional society and its values are being 
Westernized. Extremists use this tactic to recruit new extremists and will continue to use terror to prevent events such as 
the Middle East Peace Process from occurring.

11. younG people place increasinG iMporTance on econoMic success, which They have coMe 
To expecT.

Throughout the 1990s—effectively, their entire adult lives—Generation Xers and the Millennials knew •	
only good economic times, and the economic downturn at the turn of the century seemed to them a 
confusing aberration rather than a predictable part of the business cycle.

Most expect to see hardship on a national level, but they both want and expect prosperity for  –
themselves.

Generation Xers and the Millennials are the most entrepreneurial generations in history.•	

In the United States especially, most young people have high aspirations, but many lack the means to •	
achieve them.

High-school dropout rates average between 18 and 30 percent, depending on who does the  –
counting.

Inner-city rates are much higher by anyone’s measure, with up to half of all students leaving high  –
school before graduation in the worst districts.

Only about one high-school graduate in four goes on to receive a college degree. Many of the rest wish  –
to go, and are qualified to do so, but cannot afford the high cost of further schooling.

On average, someone with a bachelor's degree in the United States earned nearly $54,689 in 2004,  –
compared with less than $29,448 for someone with only a high school diploma.

High-school dropouts earned just $19,915, while those with a professional degree raked in  –
$119,009.

Assessment:

This trend appeared with the Baby Boom generation and has strengthened with the later cohorts. It will 
be interesting to see what develops among the children of the Millennials, something we find it difficult to 
predict with any confidence.
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Implications:

Disappointed ambitions will be a major source of political unrest in the United States and many other 
countries in the next two decades. Most of the other countries seriously affected by this trend will be in the 
developing world or will be host to large numbers of disadvantaged immigrants.

Entrepreneurialism will be a global trend, as members of Generation X and the Millennials throughout the 
world tend to share values. Generation X and Millennial entrepreneurs are largely responsible for the current 
economic growth in India and China, where they are becoming a major force in the Communist party. In India, 
the younger generations dress and think more like their American counterparts than their parents. In China, 
the democratic fervor that spawned Tiananmen Square has been replaced by capitalist entrepreneurialism.

If younger-generation workers find their ambitions thwarted, they will create growing pressure for economic 
and social reform. If change does not come fast enough in the developing world, disappointed expectations 
will raise the number of young people who emigrate to the developed lands.

In the United States, pressure will grow to provide more, and less burdensome, economic assistance to 
qualified high school graduates who cannot afford to go on to college.

Pressure also will grow to make sure that all American students have access to an education capable of 
preparing them for college or a rewarding career.

Implications for Terrorism:

Disappointment also will drive underemployed young men in the developing world into fringe political 
and religious movements. This will add to future terrorism and instability, with profound effects on the cultures 
and economies of both their homelands and the target countries.

This basic materialism may be the single greatest complaint of Muslim fundamentalists against the West.

Expert Comments:

Bray (10): See Trend 10.

Chobar (7): We need to really encourage our Generation X and Millennials to understand the complexities of 
policing and terrorism. Many of them, especially in the Midwest portion of the United States, live very “sheltered” lives 
and do not understand worldviews. They are totally unfamiliar with global politics, global relations, and definitely global 
terrorism. They could help significantly, if we assist them to focus less on economic success, which they have come to 
expect. I work with teacher candidates every day and know there are many Generation X and Millennials who want to 
sacrifice economic success for the good of teaching children, for the good of society, and the good of families.

Miller: Oddly, this may be more of a driver of terrorism than one might think. Given that many of the suicide 
bombers and terrorists in general, are not common thugs (Zarqawi) but are educated engineers, doctors, and other 
professionals (Al-Zawahiri), I would put the disparity between young educated persons’ expectations and actualities high 
on the list of motivators for future terrorist violence.

Sanders (5): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Tan: The march of the global interlinked economy and the values it espouses are breaking down traditional value 
systems everywhere. Globalization emphasizes materialism and individualism, in contrast to spiritual values, the 
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community, and the environment. It spawns a culture of expectations; whereas people in the past were relatively content 
even in relative poverty, young people today want to have all the material goods and the good life that they see in images 
propagated by the global media. This revolution in expectations cannot be met. Instead, what has happened are masses 
of frustrated youth in teeming third-world cities unable to meet these expectations. In Muslim lands, in the context of 
a population explosion, corrupt and nepotistic regimes, poor governance, and wide socio-economic disparities, radical 
Islam ideology offers a plausible explanation, a radical solution, a plan of action, and a system of rewards for signing up. 
Globalization will spawn millenarian and apocalyptic religious cults, many possibly not Islamic in character (remember 
the Aum Shinrikyo) that will have quite radical and violent solutions to this problem.

Young: As stated previously, in some Muslim countries, young people believe they have no future when they are 
unemployed and see the globalized world begin to pass them by. When people believe they have no economic future, it 
affects their daily lives and they easily turn to terrorism.

12. TourisM, vacaTioninG, anD Travel (especially inTernaTional) conTinue To Grow wiTh each 
passinG year.

International tourism grew by more than 6 percent in the first half of 2007, thanks in part to global •	
prosperity. By 2020, international tourist arrivals are expected to reach 1.6 billion annually, up from 842 
million in 2006.

The number of Americans traveling to foreign countries (excluding Canada and Mexico) crashed  –
following the September 11 attacks. More recently, their numbers have been growing by about 5.5 
percent annually, even faster than before 2001.

In contrast, the United States received only 21.7 million visitors from countries other than Canada  –
and Mexico, down 17 percent from the peak in 2001, even though the dollar’s weakness on foreign 
exchange markets should have made the United States a more attractive destination. The decline 
stems from tighter American entry restrictions enacted in the name of security and from international 
hostility inspired by the Iraq war.

However, U.S. domestic tourism is growing about 2.3 percent each year.•	

By 2020, according to the World Trade Organization, 100 million Chinese will fan out across the globe, •	
replacing Americans, Japanese, and Germans as the world’s most numerous travelers.

Chinese spending for international travel will reach $100 billion by 2008.  –

Some 50 million Indian tourists will join them. –

China soon will become the world’s most popular destination as well, as preparations for the 2008 Summer •	
Olympic Games focus international attention on Beijing.

By 2020, China can expect 130 million international arrivals. –

Online travel services are displacing traditional travel agencies in all but cruises and other luxury •	
markets.

In the United States, the online travel industry grossed $79 billion in 2006. It is expected to take in  –
more than $94 billion in 2007 and $146 billion by 2010.
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Multiple, shorter vacations spread throughout the year continue to replace the traditional two-week •	
vacation.

Assessment:

Travel seems to be in the DNA of the middle and upper economic classes. This trend will continue so long as 
national economies continue to generate new prosperity for the formerly poor.

Implications:

Travel will grow by at least 5 percent per year for the foreseeable future.

Tourism offers growing opportunities for out-of-the-way destinations that have not yet cashed in on the 
boom. This will make it an important industry for still more developing countries.

American domestic tourism will continue to grow by an average of 2.3 percent per year through at least 
2011.

The tourism industry will create 3.3 million new jobs worldwide. Jobs dependent on tourism will comprise 
nearly 14 percent of the global workforce.

Direct employment will not grow quite as quickly, but it will be up 1.7 percent annually, to nearly 87.5 
million jobs, while indirect employment will account for some 260 million jobs around the world.

This will bring major opportunities for the travel industries of Southeast Asia and Africa, where Chinese 
and Indian tourists can take quick, inexpensive vacations.

Retirees who travel off-season will further ease the cyclical peaks and valleys typical of the industry.

Cruise ships will continue to lure retirees. Some liners are offering full-time residency—creating new 
options for assisted living arrangements.

Implications for Terrorism:

The continuing growth of tourism will increase the contact between Westerners and residents of the 
developing world, to the frustration and dismay of culturally motivated extremists in the recipient lands.

Western tourists are more vulnerable to kidnapping and killing when abroad than they are at home.

Expert Comments:

Bruh: As we have seen, terrorism can quickly change the habits of people such as if civilian planes and cruise ships 
are attacked, travel and tourism will fall off in major ways and if “enough” serious attacks take place, travel and tourism 
could be virtually shut down at least of the kind that crosses international borders for many years at a time.

Chobar: Tourism, vacationing and travel may decline if terrorism were to begin targeting such large devices as 
cruise ships, major tourist attractions (The Eiffel Tower, etc.) and/or large travel beginning points such as JFK airport, 
Heathrow Airport, Union Station in New York City, etc.
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Forster: This trend obviously increases terrorist targets, has a greater economic impact from attacks, and provides 
a high publicity opportunity. A massive explosion at Disney World might well rival the 9/11 attack from a terrorist 
publicity perspective and potentially even casualties. Furthermore, we know that transportation infrastructure has 
become a popular target because it has the probably of a relatively high casualty rate while shaking society’s confidence 
and instilling fear that can have a long-term residual economic impact.

Miller: While air hijacking has been stanched at the moment, tourism and even air travel are surely going to 
remain attractive targets for future terrorist innovators.

Shtulman: Attacks on tourists are not new, especially for Israelis. The hijacking to Entebbe and attempt to shoot 
down an Israeli airliner in Kenya following an attack on a hotel known to be patronized by Israelis are only the most 
famous incidents. The bombing of the nightclub in Bali took mostly Australian lives and Germany saw an attack on a 
club that was a favorite of American servicemen. If tensions between America and Iran rise, American tourists in Europe 
will potentially be easy targets for Iranian proxy groups like Hezbollah.

Young: As tourism increases, more populations become vulnerable to terrorist attack. Terrorists have tended to 
strike at certain countries, such as Egypt, which rely on the tourism industry for their economic livelihood. This trend 
will surely continue as more areas of the world become more accessible.

13. The physical-culTure anD personal-healTh MoveMenTs are iMprovinG healTh in Much of 
The worlD, buT They are far froM universal.

Emphasis on preventive medicine continues to grow.•	

Of late, a few insurance carriers—but more each year—have expanded coverage or reduced premiums  –
for policyholders with healthy lifestyles.

Where change has been slow, legislation has sometimes mandated it.•	

Since 2005, more than half of states have required insurers to pay for mammograms. –

Health is continuing to improve in the United States, but less quickly.•	

During the 1990s, health in the United States improved by 1.5 percent annually, based on such measures  –
as smoking prevalence, health-insurance coverage, infant mortality rates, and premature deaths.

During the 2000s, health improvement has slowed to just 0.2 percent a year, largely due to personal  –
choices.

Health consciousness is spreading to Europe. For example, a recent poll found that two-thirds of Britons •	
now spend more to maintain a healthy lifestyle than they did a decade ago, and three out of four say they 
enjoy leading a healthy lifestyle.

Unfortunately, much of the developing world still worries more about eating enough than about eating  –
well.

Smoking is in general decline in the United States. Only 21 percent of Americans smoked cigarettes as of •	
2005, down from 30 percent in 1983. About 42.5 percent of current smokers reported that they had tried 
to stop smoking within the last year. However, the percentage of smokers has stabilized since 2000.
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The antismoking movement also has made its way to Europe. Ireland banned smoking from its pubs late •	
in April 2004. In 2006, France banned smoking in public facilities. Britain followed suit in 2007.

The global obesity crisis is a significant countertrend to the physical-culture movement. Poor diet, •	
physical inactivity, and associated obesity contribute to 47 percent of diseases and 60 percent of deaths 
worldwide.

Developing countries that "westernize" their diets by consuming more foods high in fat, sugar, and salt  –
are at risk of epidemic obesity, including among children and adolescents.

The current epidemic of obesity in the United States is especially troubling. Among children, overweight •	
has tripled since 1980, to about 18 percent for those age six or older.

However, there is some evidence that obesity has begun to stabilize among American adults. The rate  –
of obesity among women appears to have reached a plateau in the last six years.

Assessment:

This trend always seems a case of two steps forward, at least one step back. We expect it to continue for at 
least the next generation.

Implications:

As the nutrition and wellness movements spread, they will further improve the health of the elderly.

Better health in later life will make us still more conscious of our appearance and physical condition.

Thus, health clubs will continue to boom, and some will specialize in the needs of older fitness buffs. Diet, 
fitness, stress control, and wellness programs will prosper.

States will continue to mandate insurance coverage of mammography. By 2012, they will begin to require 
coverage of sigmoidoscopy.

By 2015, Congress will add coverage of many preventive-care activities to Medicare.

The cost of health care for American Baby Boomers and their children could be much lower in later life 
than is now believed. However, Asia faces an epidemic of cancer, heart disease, emphysema, and other chronic 
and fatal illnesses related to health habits.

Like tobacco companies, producers of snack foods, liquor, and other unhealthy products will increasingly 
target markets in developing countries where this trend has yet to be felt.

Continuing health improvements in the industrialized world will be accompanied by a dramatic rise in 
heart disease, diabetes, cancer, and other such “lifestyle” disorders in the developing lands.

Chronic diseases related to obesity burden national economies and could thwart economic progress in 
developing countries.
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Implications for Terrorism:

We see no obvious implications for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Roberts: The increasing preoccupation with personal health is a benefit for the state of public health and the 
purse of the individuals. A side-effect with respect to this growth in consciousness, though, is a potentially enhanced 
psychological vulnerability to the threat of chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear weapons, which can have long-
term deleterious effects on health; e.g., radiological contamination.

14. consuMerisM is sTill GrowinG.

A networked society is a consumerist society.•	

Shoppers increasingly have access to information about pricing, services, delivery time, and customer  –
reviews on the Internet.

Marketers, of course, can also check the competition’s offerings. This may gradually halt the decline of  –
prices and shift competition increasingly to improvements in service and salesmanship.

A possible reaction to this trend began in June 2007, when the U.S. Supreme Court threw out a longstanding •	
rule and decreed that manufacturers have the right to set minimum retail prices for their products. 

Children in the United States become shoppers as young as age six and become aware of brands at age two •	
or three, due largely to child-focused advertising.

The Millennial generation is becoming increasingly prone to compulsive spending.•	

In the United States, 10 percent of Millennials can be classified as clinically compulsive spenders,  –
compared with 5 percent of Generation Xers and perhaps 3 percent of Baby Boomers.

Assessment:

This trend seems likely to remain healthy for the at least the next 15 years.

Implications:

Consumer advocacy agencies and organizations will continue to proliferate, promoting improved content 
labels, warning notices, nutrition data, and the like on packaging, TV, the Internet, and even restaurant 
menus.

Europe, Japan, China, and other markets are undergoing the same revolution that has replaced America’s 
neighborhood stores with cost-cutting warehouse operations, discounters such as Wal-Mart, and “category 
killers” like Staples and Home Depot.
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However, the cultural and political power of farmers and small shop owners has slowed this trend in some 
areas, particularly in Japan.

Thanks to recent contamination of food imported from China, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
will be required to improve screening of incoming food products. However, it will not receive adequate funding 
to do the job effectively.

As prices fall to commodity levels and online stores can list virtually every product and brand in their 
industry without significant overhead, service is the only field left in which marketers on and off the Internet 
can compete effectively.

Branded items with good reputations are even more important for developing repeat business.

Consumer debt may be an even greater problem for Millennials than it has been for their elders.

Implications for Terrorism:

The growth of consumerism in Muslim lands will provide one more incentive for a fundamentalist reaction 
and a further inspiration for terrorism. This may also inspire a return to strict Islam among Muslims in Western 
lands, and perhaps help turn some younger Muslims toward extremist movements. In this, consumerism 
represents a security issue for law enforcement.

Expert Comments:

Meilahn: Consumerism is a symptom of the commercialism and materialism that Al Qaeda finds anathema about 
the West. This will be a prime motive for extremism. Generally concur with findings.

Nolte: It is not a given that consumerism in Muslim societies will work to the advantage of the fundamentalists. We 
are in the second generation of post-Revolutionary Iran, and I would think one of the things the mullahs should worry 
about is that Iranians 15 to 25 are more interested in iPods than the Koran.

Roberts: Concur with your position and that of Meilahn. At the same time, commercialism and materialism do 
not provide a solid psycho-cultural base in beliefs and values for the type of resiliency in spirit that may be needed if 
we face a nastier variety of extremist; e.g., mass-casualty or catastrophic terrorism (say through chemical, biological, 
radiological, and nuclear weapons or high explosives) carried into Western cities with the ferocity that has appeared in 
Islamic societies (Iran, Afghanistan, and other Asian venues) or 911-NYC, London, and Madrid on a repeated basis.

15. The woMen’s equaliTy MoveMenT is losinG iTs siGnificance, Thanks larGely To pasT 
successes.

According to some, though not all, studies, women have nearly achieved pay parity with men in the United •	
States when factors such as educational level, responsibilities, and seniority are taken into account.

From 1979 to 2005, median wages for women in the United States with college degrees rose by 58  –
percent.

Their male counterparts saw pay hikes of only 24 percent over the period. –
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In 2004, one-third of American women earned more than their husbands, up from 24 percent in  –
1987.

Some 70 million women, 59 percent of those age 16 and older, participated in the U.S. labor force in •	
2006.

Among those ages 25 to 54, more than three-fourths either held a job or were looking for one. –

Three-fourths of employed women worked full-time. –

Younger generations of women are better educated.•	

Fully 58 percent of American college students were women as of 2006. –

Among whites, only 56 percent are female, but 60 percent of African-American college students are  –
women.

Among students over age 25, nearly two-thirds are women. –

And women earn nearly 60 percent of the bachelor’s and master’s degrees awarded in the United  –
States.

Nearly 10.4 million American businesses were owned by women in 2006, up 42 percent from 1997.•	

Women-owned firms currently employ 13 million people and generate $1.9 trillion in sales, according  –
to the Center for Women’s Business Research.

However, most are small retail and service operations that offer few opportunities to build major  –
corporations.

Corporations are adding more women to their boards of directors.•	

In Britain's top 20 firms, 90 percent now have at least one female director on their boards, reports the  –
U.K. Department of Trade and Industry.

In the United States, 14.6 percent of the directors at  – Fortune 500 companies were women as of 2006.

Generation Xers and Millennials are virtually gender-blind in the workplace, compared with older •	
generations. This is true even in societies such as India and Japan, which have long been male-dominated, 
though not yet in conservative Muslim lands.

An infrastructure is evolving that allows women to make more decisions and to exercise political power, •	
especially where both spouses work.

One indication of growing dependence on the wife: life insurance companies are selling more policies  –
to women than to men.

More women are entering the professions, politics, and the judiciary. As we have seen in Iraq, they also are •	
finding roles in combat.
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Assessment:

This trend is valid only in the developed lands. In the developing world, the movement toward women’s 
equality is barely beginning. In the United States, the trend could be seen as complete, with women’s equality 
now taken for granted and only mopping-up operations required to complete the process. However, we believe 
that the women’s equality movement will continue to retain some importance, less with each passing year, 
until the gender-blind Generation X and Millennials accede to leadership in business and politics.

Implications:

In most of the developed world, whatever careers remain relatively closed to women will open wide in the 
years ahead. Japan will remain some years behind the curve, owing to the strength of its traditionally male-
dominated culture.

Women’s increasing entrepreneurialism will allow the formation of entrenched “old girl” networks 
comparable to the men’s relationships that once dominated business.

The fraction of women entering the American labor force has leveled off in recent years. The percentage of 
female workers is likely to remain approximately stable until some force appears to begin a new trend.

Demand for child care, universal health coverage, and other family-oriented services will continue to grow, 
particularly in the United States, where national services have yet to develop. Over the next twenty years, 
American companies may increasingly follow the example of their counterparts in Europe, whose taxes pay for 
national daycare programs and other social services the United States lacks.

There is little sign of progress for women in much of the developing world. India is an exception, because 
growing literacy has given women the chance to earn income outside the home and, with it, value other than 
as wives and mothers.

Implications for Terrorism:

Any strong feminist movement in the Muslim lands will inspire terrorism, particularly against the 
movement’s members in their home countries. To the extent that feminist movements are viewed as being 
inspired or supported by the West, they will provide another grievance for extremists to hold against the 
United States and its allies. In this, the international women’s movement becomes yet another potential source 
of terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Ayers: When I first looked at this, the topic appeared to be too overwhelming to address in this format. I could 
render a book on the specific issues listed, but I’ve tried to narrow the focus a bit. Unfortunately, it is still a rather lengthy 
response (in three parts). 

In the West: While Western women have had a great deal of success in regard to general notions of equality, a gender 
gap currently remains in the leadership positions of government, companies, corporations, and political organizations. 
This is not necessarily due, however, to discrimination based on gender, per se. It certainly cannot be addressed with the 
usual (and usually very vocal) proclamations of a need for diversity, or with the regulations so often prescribed to “fix” the 
problem. Contrary to popular (current) opinion, gaps associated with gender, race, and ethnicity are increasingly caused 
by a lack of diversity in attitude—and the attitude at issue is no longer one that is simply prejudiced against visible or 
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overt facets of an individual’s makeup. The main obstacle to diversity is the elitist attitude of superiority based on pride 
of placement, narcissism, assumptions of merit based on position, aggregate disinterest in and dismissal of alternative 
views, and the tendency of individuals “in charge” to promote based on similarity of thought patterns and confirmation 
of beliefs, if not political expediency and/or agendas of self-serving aggrandizement. 

In government, women and minorities who have already made it to the senior ranks, are likely to have succumbed to 
the same “superior” attitude (consciously or sub-consciously), either as a method of “fitting in” or by virtue of expecting 
to gain exactly what others have received—that is, all that comes with a “superior” status. Indeed, many who have “made 
it” have done so by manipulating the system with the intent to maintain a level of systemic discomfort—a level that 
can be coincidentally sustained by continually harping on the need for “diversity” which, in turn, offers proponents the 
latitude of rarely (if ever) being questioned about their own professional competence. 

Past and current methods of obtaining and retaining “diversity” among the powerful, when combined with the 
“elitist” mentality within which the powerful are ensconced, have contributed to an even bigger gap that is specifically 
rooted in competence (or perhaps more appropriately, incompetence)—a gap between the competence of those in 
leadership positions (no matter what the gender, race, or ethnicity) and those who are supposedly being led. When 
incompetence is promoted by mandate in order to achieve diversity, incompetence becomes the default “norm” and the 
“elitist” mentality rises to take the place of true leadership based on professionalism, in-depth knowledge, and expertise. 
Even more unfortunately, the system is not only self-sustaining—it is virtually impossible to reform. 

Needless to say, none of this bodes well for the Global War on Terrorism. A bureaucracy that is bogged down in 
political correctness as well as with the maintenance of a supremely self-absorbed leadership cadre formed through 
the use of politically expedient and/or mandated methods of fostering the careers of “a chosen few” will not be able to 
successfully foresee or address external threat.

In Islamic countries or communities: It has been recently noted by several female reformists from Islamic countries 
(or countries with large Islamic populations) that spokespersons from the major women’s movements in the West have 
apparently disavowed any interest in or knowledge of the culturally-accepted mistreatment and abuse that many women 
are subjected to under the rule of radical Islam and/or radical interpretations of shari’a. The blanket Western acceptance 
of socially “progressive” concepts such as cultural relativism and multiculturalism has masked distasteful subjects like 
honor killing, female infanticide, female genital mutilation, stoning, gang rape, immolation, beheading, imprisonment 
(to include solitary confinement) within the home, and other types of torture, keeping the liberal sensibilities of those 
who would normally be outraged (especially if these things were happening to them) from even accepting the possibility 
that these abuses occur. In fact, one of the few Western feminists (and quite possibly the only leading feminist) who has 
recently attempted to discuss the status of women in the Middle East with anything other than favorable verbiage, placed 
blame squarely on the Western feminist movement for not having “sounded the alarm” and for not insisting on a global 
“single standard of human rights.” (see Phyllis Chesler’s 2006 article “How Afghan Captivity Shaped my Feminism” in 
the Middle East Quarterly, Vol 13[1], p. 10). 

Yet, the silence of Western feminists has in the past been encouraged by the outrage of a few from the ranks of an 
educated Arab and/or Muslim female elite who—apparently by virtue of birthright—claim to be best able to speak for 
Middle Eastern, Arab, or simply Muslim women. (For an example, see Suha Sabbaugh’s compilation of works entitled 
Arab Women: Between Defiance and Restraint, 1996. It should be noted that Sabbaugh specifically complained about 
what she perceived as a Western feminist intent to establish Western superiority or “domination” over Muslim women 
[when and if Western females did speak about issues related to women in Arab or Muslim societies] as opposed to 
any beneficent attempt to “form bonds of sisterhood across cultures.” [p. xiii] Her strong and lengthy diatribe against 
Western women’s attempts to raise awareness about abuses such as honor killing could be indicative of the reasoning 
behind the fear of Western women’s organizations to speak out on behalf of the abused in other cultures.) These self-
appointed spokespersons for Muslim women have, in the past, denied a great deal of what is known about the abuse of 
females in their societies—possibly for the sake of retaining “cultural honor”—thus relegating any negative discussion 
of the general status of women within communities that adhere to a strict form of shari’a, to that of “myth.” Indeed, if 
abuse is acknowledged, it is often only with the caveat that mistreatment of women is a cultural, vice a religious issue. 
But regardless of the issue’s origin, the abuse will persist until addressed. 
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We have, therefore, a conundrum. Do Western women’s rights advocates speak out about the status of women under  
shari’a and risk the wrath of Muslim women (or women who are otherwise connected to the region and/or culture) who 
claim that right for themselves, even when their rhetoric differs substantially from what is known to be true? Or do 
Western feminists shy away from the fray, professing only a positive understanding of the issue in order to be politically 
correct? Thus far, it seems the latter scenario has won out. Currently, because of what appears to be a basic acceptance of 
radical Islam, a complete and unyielding acceptance of multiculturalism and cultural relativism, and an almost willful 
degree of ignorance by the very organizations formed to protect women’s rights (supposedly on a global basis), the West’s 
women’s liberation movement holds little meaning for the women who are most often subjected to torturous abuse based 
on various rigid interpretations of shari’a. 

But what does this mean for the GWOT? Barbara Victor, in her book Army of Roses: Inside the World of Palestinian 
Women Suicide Bombers (2003), pointed out the propensity of women who are perceived as having been “dishonored” 
(or as having somehow dishonored the family) to become martyrs–suicide bombers for the jihad. “Dishonored” women 
are trapped between cultures that may be predisposed to kill them and their own intense desire for the equality that has 
been consistently denied them. 

Volunteering for suicide operations could be seen as the “only way out.” Rather than being sentenced to die and 
killed at the hand of a family member or a stranger, these women regain honor for themselves and their families by 
controlling their own deaths while in the process of killing others for the purpose of jihad. They thereby ensure their 
continued existence as martyrs for Islam in the minds of those left behind—as opposed to leaving a legacy of shame, if 
thought of at all after death. They are assured of a path to paradise, vice being condemned to hell for having committed 
dishonor—and they are given “intercession rights” for 70 other relatives. If not threatened with “honor killing,” they 
might avoid hastily arranged marriages that could easily result in lives of continued abuse or neglect. Additionally, what 
they believe they will find in death is something close to equality—more, at least, than they could ever hope for in the 
earthly realm. 

The initial onslaught of dishonored female volunteers for the intifada and jihad may possibly have been followed by 
women who sought martyrdom simply because they were “true believers”—it is difficult to tell, as suicide bombings are 
always portrayed as an act of complicit heroism on the part of the “martyr,” and any form of dishonor would have been 
erased in the ultimate act of martyrdom. Regardless of the reasons, however, there will be more women used in suicide 
operations in the future. Terrorist organizations may actively seek to dishonor young girls in order to subsequently recruit 
them (in fact, there have been rumors that this has already occurred). Women will feel increasingly “trapped” between 
cultures that are polar opposites and see martyrdom (in the form of suicide bombings) as the only “positive” path open 
to them. And, if a global rise in extremism of all sorts is any indication, women will become increasingly susceptible to 
indoctrination into the global jihadist mentality. 

The outlook for an increasingly “diverse” (but multicultural) western population: Radical Islamists are highly unlikely to 
agree to women’s rights; and Muslim women—especially, but not limited to those in poor, rural areas—will be likely to 
suffer even more severely in the future because of “blowback.”

Here again, as cultural enclaves within the United States continue to grow—especially those held together by rigid 
socio-religious mores and extreme fear—incidents similar to those that are currently plaguing Western Europe will 
increase in number. The U.S. will see violent riots, murders, and an increasingly polarized society. These issues will 
include a severe treatment of women and curtailment of women’s rights in certain areas of the country. There have 
already been honor killings as well as cases of outright female slavery within the United States. Terrorism perpetrated by 
women due to “dishonor” may only be a matter of time.

Kriesberg: From a global perspective, the women’s movement continues to spread and deepen. Most relevant for 
countering terrorism, women are increasingly engaged in governance. Quantitative research indicates that countries with 
higher rates of women’s civic engagement are less prone to be in wars. Greater engagement by women may tend to result 
in less militarized ways of countering terrorist attacks and thereby be less likely to be counterproductive.

Miller: Of course, this trend has had nothing to do with the Muslim nations, which are now breeding grounds for 
terrorists. It is absolutely fascinating, however, to see one Muslim terrorist group after another adopt suicide bombing 
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by female recruits. As the feminist movement in the U.S. showed tradition being trumped by economic rationalism, so 
this adoption of female bombers demonstrates the superiority of practicality over religion.

Smyre (4): With the slowing of the women’s equality movement, there will be a lessening of pressure on Islamic 
cultures to give their women more freedom of expression, thereby causing greater internal tension in those countries. 
This could either lead to less terrorism due to internal Islamic conflict or more terrorism as a result of increased male 
cultural control.

Young: While not having a direct bearing on the future of terrorism, it is well know that women’ equality is 
extremely variable in Middle Eastern societies, varying from the very strict Wahhabist culture of Saudi Arabia to the 
relatively liberal culture of Lebanon, Indonesia, and Jordan.

16. faMily sTrucTures are becoMinG More Diverse.

In periods of economic difficulty, children and grandchildren move back in with parents and grandparents •	
to save on living expenses. Many bring their own children with them. In the United States, one-third of 
Generation Xers have returned home at some point in their early lives. Among Millennials, the figure is 
even higher.

The 2001 Census found that so-called “multigenerational households” are the fastest growing group  –
in the United States.

Among the poor, grandparents also provide live-in day care for the children of single mothers trying to  –
gain an education or build a career.

The average age of marriage is rising, and growing numbers of people either do not marry or remain single •	
after divorce. The number of people living together outside marriage thus continues to rise.

Nonetheless, the fastest growing “family” structure consists of a single adult living alone.•	

Yet the nuclear family also is rebounding in the United States, as Baby-Boom and Generation X parents •	
focus on their children and grandparents retain more independence and mobility.

Same-sex households also are gaining new acceptance.•	

At least five American states now permit same-sex marriage or have enacted domestic-partnership  –
laws that provide similar protections: Massachusetts, California, New Jersey, Connecticut, and New 
Hampshire.

In this, they join such countries as Denmark, Germany, the Czech Republic, the United Kingdom,  –
and most recently Switzerland.

Many American companies now grant spousal benefits to the same-sex partners of employees, even  –
where states do not.

Many grandparents are raising their grandchildren because drugs and AIDS have left the middle generation •	
either unable or unavailable to care for their children.
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This trend is strongest in Africa, where AIDS has orphaned some 12 million children, half between the  –
ages of 10 and 14. In Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe more than one in five children 
will be orphaned by 2010. According to UNICEF. At that time, there will be 25 million AIDS orphans 
in sub-Saharan Africa. In the seven African countries most affected by AIDS, life expectancy at birth 
has now dropped below 40 years.

Assessment:

This trend will remain in effect for at least a generation in the United States, longer in the rest of the 
world.

Implications:

Where many European countries have largely adjusted to this trend, the United States has not.

Tax and welfare policies need adjustment to cope with families in which heads of households are retired 
or unable to work.

Policies also need modification for those who receive Social Security and work to support an extended 
family.

In the United States, the debates over homosexuality and the “decline of the family” will remain polarizing 
for the foreseeable future.

The next debate is likely to focus on granting parental rights to more than two parents, as when a sperm or 
egg donor wants a role in the life of a child whose official parents are the recipients.

Implications for Terrorism:

Government agencies of all sorts will have to adjust benefits and other policies to fit the needs of non-
traditional families, much as private organizations must. This includes intelligence, security, and police 
departments.

Direct influences on terrorism, if any, seem negligible.

Expert Comments:

Czarnecki: I generalized this trend to mean that traditional social structures are changing more rapidly. More 
diversity threatens stability; it means significant, strategic, and irreversible change. Such change, while acceptable to 
many in societies, is absolutely abhorrent, even condemnatory, to some very fundamentalist traditionalists. There is 
ample evidence in recent, as well as ancient, times that such traditionalists, even though a small minority within societies, 
can cause great trouble and tragedy. Coupled with the increased access of technology, captured in Trend 5 and Trend 28, 
such potential for trouble increases nonlinearly.

Young: Especially in Muslim society, this is almost certainly not the case. With respect to terror, for example, the 
shahid, or martyr, is revered in Palestinian society. There are many examples where Middle Eastern families support their 
terrorist sons or daughters because of the deeply held religious and political beliefs. 
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17. privacy, once a DefininG riGhT for aMericans, is DyinG quickly.

Internet communications, a basic part of life for many people, are nearly impossible to protect against •	
interception, and governments around the world are working to ensure their unfettered access to them. 
Postings to blogs and Web forums are nearly immortal.

The contents of most Internet-connected computers are open to virtually unobstructed snooping by  –
anyone with a minimum of skill and the will to examine them. All but the most secure can be invaded 
by more-capable hackers.

Corporate databases are collecting and marketing data on individual credit-worthiness, incomes, spending •	
patterns, brand choices, medical conditions, and lifestyles.

While privacy regulations bar distribution of much personal information in the European Union,  –
restrictions in the United States are much weaker.

Widespread surveillance of private individuals is technically feasible and economically viable, as tiny, •	
powerful cameras now cost next to nothing. Increased surveillance has become socially acceptable in an 
age when many people fear terrorism and crime.

In Britain, an estimated 4.2 million surveillance cameras watch over streets, office buildings, schools,  –
and shopping centers, making the U.K. one of the most closely monitored nations in the world. On 
average, Britons are caught on camera an estimated three hundred times per day.

In the United States, the growth of surveillance also is driven by the fear that lawsuits following a future  –
terrorist attack could claim that failure to install monitoring equipment constitutes negligence.

Video surveillance systems have been installed in Chicago, New York City, Washington DC, Tampa  –
FL, and other cities around the United States, In most cases, local police departments have been a 
driving force in this movement. Protests thus far have been small and ineffective.

The USA Patriot Act of 2001 sets aside the constitutional requirement of a search warrant for government •	
officials who wish to search someone’s home in order to thwart possible terrorism. Its provisions have been 
used to justify searches in pursuit of drug dealers and even, in one attempt thus far blocked by the courts, 
copyright abusers.

Assessment:

Pessimists could say that privacy already is a thing of the past; society is merely coming to recognize its loss. 
We believe that enough effective privacy survives outside the most authoritarian countries to justify noting its 
continued erosion. However, this trend could easily reach its logical conclusion within ten years.

Implications:

In the future, privacy is likely to be defined, not by the ability to keep information truly secret, but by the 
legal power to restrict its distribution. Even this limited form of privacy will be eroded as both government and 
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private organizations find legal justification for their interest in personal information. Once access is granted 
to any type of information, it is unlikely ever to be rescinded.

Most surveillance provisions of the USA Patriot Act will survive, even if the law itself is repealed or 
modified.

In the absence of a major terrorist event, most Americans will continue to consider privacy a “right,” and 
privacy-related lawsuits are likely to proliferate as more people feel violated or inconvenienced by surveillance. 
However, courts will be unsympathetic to such suits for so long as conservative appointees dominate the 
bench.

In large and medium-size cities around the world, spaces that remain unwatched by video cameras will 
continue to shrink.

Growing numbers of companies, and even private citizens, will encrypt their computer data.

The number of criminal cases based on surveillance will grow rapidly in countries with the required 
technological sophistication and infrastructure.

Private citizens increasingly will use similar technologies to watch over government abuse, as in cases where 
bystanders have recorded police misconduct with their cell-phone cameras.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

It will be nearly impossible for terrorists to operate without being observed. However, until artificial 
intelligence systems “learn” to recognize suspicious activities manpower will limit use of these observations. 
Except in obvious target areas, surveillance will be most useful in forensic reconstruction, rather than in active 
incident prevention.

What remains of privacy protections often conflicts with security needs. A good example is the recent 
decision to scrap an important data-mining program at the Department of Homeland Security on the grounds 
that it might implicate the innocent in terrorism or other illegal activities. A more appropriate solution would 
have been to require that data used by the program be confirmed by at least two independent sources, as is 
routinely done in the intelligence community.

This is clearly one of the ten most important trends for antiterrorism. It may be one of the top five.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (10): Because of the success of ubiquitous surveillance in the U.K., it would appear that individuals in the 
U.S. will have to settle for what was previously considered to be the “Big Brother” approach. While this may generally 
keep people “honest,” it might also encourage a collective sense of paranoia—people are, after all, actually being watched. 
It might additionally make a population which is already litigiously inclined even more determined and/or reckless 
in pursuit of monetary gain. While some individuals would simply use the system for their own agenda (absolutely 
anything could be offensive to someone), terrorists could exploit the tendency of others to “give in” when threatened 
with legal action. Furthermore, if terrorists could tie up specific surveillance procedures in litigation, disruption of 
terrorist operations would be difficult. It would therefore be beneficial to governing authorities who foresee the dying 
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destiny of privacy in America, to fully consider the unintended consequences and take action to prevent terrorists from 
exploiting legal loopholes in their efforts to destroy us from within.

Bray (4): Yes, and this loss of privacy has largely occurred without consideration of what will be lost if it does die 
(in fact, privacy has probably already died). Recent public debates have considered whether the U.S. federal government 
has the right to conduct electronic surveillance of its citizens, to include monitoring financial transactions and telephone 
conversations. Most of these debates seem to perceive that ensuring both privacy and protection is not possible—but such 
a belief is fallacious. Improving the ability of government as an information processing system to better aggregate, filter, 
act upon, and redirect information must not—and does not—require sacrificing the freedoms of individual citizens.

To prove that privacy and protection are equally obtainable, consider an example where public key encryption 
allows the masking of collected information from human eyes, but not from processing and linking to other sources 
of information by trusted information systems themselves. By use of encryption, this masking of collected information 
provides only “de-identified” information (with personal identifiers removed) to government workers (Straub and 
Collins, 1990; Rindfleisch, 1997). However, the trusted information systems themselves can access personal identifiers 
and link different sources of information.

Ideally, these trusted information systems would work non-stop to sort through and identify suspicious patterns 
of information. Examples of suspicious patterns include an individual living in a large city purchasing a large quantity 
of castor beans (which can be used to make ricin toxin) with no discernable legitimate purpose, or regular records 
of large bank deposits from an unclear source of questionable origin. If the patterns are extremely suspicious, the 
information systems can present the suspicious patterns (de-identified, with personal identifiers removed) to government 
workers. These workers then decide whether to convene an expedited court hearing to judge if the encrypted personal 
identifiers associated with the information should be unlocked. Lawyers for a defense—in the absence of the unknown 
individual(s)—and a prosecution, present opposing sides to the best of their ability. A federal judge decides whether the 
de-identified pattern of activities provides sufficient cause to lift the freedom of privacy for the collected information. 
Should the judge rule that the de-identified pattern of information is suspicious enough to merit unlocking the protected 
identities, an electronic key issued by the court will permit this action. Similar to issuing a warrant, such an approach 
maintains anonymity of collected information unless a court hearing finds probable cause and temporarily removes this 
freedom.

Achieving both privacy and protection offers several added benefits: bridging of different government cultures, 
encouraging collaborations, and increasing the likelihood of positive outcomes. Recall the example of detecting a 
bioterrorism agent—this situation requires collaboration between the public health and national security communities. 
Currently, however, collaborations between such communities are few, a result partially from different organizational 
cultures surrounding information exchange. Exchange of information between public health professionals is open and 
collegial, whereas the national security community emphasizes compartmentalization and security.

For public health, a central challenge involves linking multiple health records accurately to a common individual 
across all 50 states without access to a personal identifier. The privacy of individuals is a top priority for public health, 
specifically the protection of individual health information. The U.S. federal government is limited from collecting 
personal information as a result of the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA). Identifying 
attributes that could be useful in linking different pieces of health information to a common individual—Social Security 
number, home address, or name—are not available by current law to federal agencies, including the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Health organizations must strip locally stored information of personal identifiers when 
sent to external partners outside of a state.

For national security, a central challenge involves maintaining the integrity of our national borders despite the sheer 
volume of traffic that comes in and out daily. Should national security efforts only monitor individual border crossings, 
they risk security that is either too loose at stopping illegitimate traffic or too restrictive at permitting legitimate traffic. 
Realistically, our national borders cannot be completely contained and still function. Instead, national security must 
strive to monitor activity both inside and outside of our borders, to detect threats before they arrive at our borders and 
catch any that manage to evade detection and enter the country.
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Fortunately, the earlier example combining the use of public key encryption and the court system can also help solve 
these challenges for both public health and national security. By collecting information that is de-identified from human 
eyes, but not from automated processing by trusted information systems, the privacy of individuals can be maintained 
for routine government efforts. When a clear danger to either public health or national security presents itself, a court 
order can be sought to unlock any identities associated with the collected information. Hence, it is possible to meet the 
needs of both public health and national security without violating the privacy of law-abiding citizens.

Chobar: Americans will probably fight to keep their “civil liberties” within privacy, which could delay or significantly 
slow down the policing and finding of those involved in terrorism or terrorist plots.

Costigan (8): Lack of interest in privacy will accelerate its decline. Younger people, raised in the information 
technology-driven society, will not learn the values of privacy. Hackers will keep the flame alive in the infotech world, 
creating more robust and secure spaces for private communications, and privacy advocates will do their best. Greater 
susceptibility to identity theft will make for new terrorist advantages. When people fail to recognize the need for privacy 
or expose their network of friends or business networks, they will be easier to exploit. In other countries, privacy is not 
considered ever to be of particular value.

Jenkins: Privacy will continue to be a political battleground as technology improves—more CCTV, smart cameras, 
face recognition, bulk detection of explosives, etc.

Kadtke: If global terrorist activities continue to increase, the response of nations (particularly in the West) will 
certainly increase as well. Increasing legal authority for monitoring, search, seizure, and prosecution may accelerate, 
and political and public support for such reaction will likely grow stronger as well. Information technology will be 
increasingly relied on for surveillance and tracking of both physical actors as well as cyber-actors. Unfortunately, these 
trends are already leading to serious degradations of personal privacy, as IT capabilities can already be used to mine for 
a variety of types of open information on personal activities, and their constraint under current law and regulation is 
often vague.

Kapinos: Certainly, with enhanced capability for electronic surveillance across many venues, as well as improving 
data-mining tools, it is more important than ever that we develop a consensus on the rule sets to govern these capabilities. 
Laws, policies, and procedures must be established at all levels of government that define how we control, manage, and 
use the information that we can obtain. We must ensure the proper balance between the legitimate needs of the law 
enforcement and intelligence communities verses the Constitutional rights of our citizens.

Kriesberg: Much discussion seems to pit security and freedom against each other as if they were in opposition, 
when that is not usually the case. Trying to maximize security by restricting freedom is often counterproductive. Enemies 
are created by overzealous imposition of restrictions. Useful ideas are lost. Resources are wasted in imposing non-
essential limitations.

LaDuke (9): Words spoken or transmitted will increasingly be the primary means of detection of hostile interests. 
But privacy intrusions in efforts to intercept those words are receiving increasing resistance in the U.S. A culture clash 
between tolerance and privacy intrusions is emerging, for example, the LAPD’s “Muslim Mapping Plan.” (http://www.
latimes.com/news/local/la-me-muslim15nov15,0,6998542.story?coll=la-home-center)

Miller: This may change, and one can certainly find evidence of push-back by elements on both the far right and 
the far left of the U.S. political spectrum. It is true that privacy loss tends to ratchet downward without meaningful 
upticks, but the excesses of the recent past may have created their own antivirus, if only temporarily. The efforts of 
terrorism should not be hampered unduly by privacy concerns. A claim that terrorism can be obliterated by sufficient 
abrogation of personal rights is surely unreal. And, it is difficult to argue that the state does not retain sufficient power to 
effectively pursue and negate the impact of terrorist violence directed at the civilian population—at least in the U.S.

Nolte: See Don Kerr’s remarks on this. (He is principal deputy DNI.) This is, it seems to me, a huge issue. If Kerr 
is right and we’ve lost privacy in the traditional sense, what new definition of privacy, if any, will publics insist on?
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Osborne: Privacy will be redefined in an iterative process as transparency grows within law enforcement and 
in society. As the public debate around privacy issues grows due to increased use of cameras and other surveillance 
equipment in urban areas for crime detection/law enforcement, public use of small cameras, recorders, and at home 
surveillance systems will grow. Police activity will be tracked via GPS on vehicles and perhaps on officers. Videos of 
officers’ interactions will be used for accountability and lawsuit protection. Police will become more accountable to 
citizenry as crime mapping on the Internet and other types of data are made available for analysis outside of the law 
enforcement environment, to be used by city planners and private security.

Steele: Challenges to information security are making levels of intelligence and military secrecy less possible. This 
will challenge target ascertainment.

Tan: The events of 9/11 have resulted in a massive assault on and erosion of civil liberties throughout the world. 
Lawyers and civil society activists have since then been engaged in an on-going debate over ”security versus freedom”—
this debate is important and must be encouraged. Governments and security services must be prepared to participate in 
it, with a view to negotiating with the rest of civil society where the boundaries and balance might lie. The failure to keep 
talking and keep negotiating means that we would have lost to the terrorists. Without doing too much, the terrorists 
have managed to erode some fundamental freedoms such as privacy. The security versus freedom (i.e., freedom from 
fear, right to privacy, etc.) is an important debate and civil society must agree to where that balance should lie. Without 
legitimacy, the cause is on the way to being lost.

Youngs: Privacy is a right that the public is still reluctant to give up, however, this will change in the event of 
another attack. If holy warriors wreck havoc in the United States by mass murder and assassination, then citizens will 
look to the government for protection. Hate crimes will increase against Muslims and more Americans will become 
armed. Several states have seen an increase in requests for carrying concealed weapons. If chaos prevails more citizens 
will take the law into their own hands. 
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ENERGy TRENDS

18. DespiTe efforTs To Develop alTernaTive sources of enerGy, oil consuMpTion is sTill risinG 
rapiDly.

The world used only 57 million barrels of oil per day in 1973, when the first major price shock hit. By •	
2004, it was using 83 million barrels daily, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. 
Consumption is expected to reach 97 million barrels daily by 2015 and 118 million by 2030.

The United States alone consumes about 20.7 million barrels of oil per day. Nearly 60 percent of that  –
is imported.

In 2005, the most recent data available, China consumed 6.534 million barrels of oil per day, making  –
it the second-largest user of oil in the world. Its oil demand has grown by 7 percent per year, on 
average, since 1990. Most of China's imported oil (more than 3.1 million barrels a day) comes from 
the Middle East.

However, oil’s share of world energy consumption has begun to decline: It is expected to drop from 40 •	
percent in 1999 to about 37 percent in 2020.

Assessment:

Nothing is likely to reverse this trend in the next 25 years.

Implications:

Oil prices now are high enough to provide an incentive to develop new fields, such as the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge and the deep fields under the Gulf of Mexico.

Environmentally sensitive areas will be developed using new drilling techniques, double-walled pipelines 
and other precautions, that make it possible to extract oil with less damage to the surroundings. But they will 
be developed.

Any prolonged rise of oil prices to triple digits will erode support for environmental protections in the 
United States, leading to widespread development of whatever energy sources are most readily available, 
regardless of the long-term consequences.

Implications for Terrorism:

The West will remain vulnerable to any instability in the Middle Eastern oil producing countries.

A primary goal of Muslim terrorists will be to interrupt the flow of oil to the United States.

Energy facilities also will make inviting targets for regional terrorist organizations with purely local goals. 
Attacks on Mexican natural gas pipelines by the tiny Popular Revolutionary Army are one such case.
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Expert Comments:

Chobar: Disruption of any major oil production facilities (oil fields, oil platforms, rigs, or wells) might still have 
significant impact upon the economy, as well as the economy and economic growth of the United States.

Costigan (1): Yes and it’s not likely to decline. For the foreseeable future, the cheapest to pump oil will remain in 
the Middle East. Saudi Arabia will continue to have to balance its own more radical elements against the necessity of 
selling their only product: producing oil for the world’s increasing consumption. While attacks against Americans and 
their allies will continue, terrorists will increasingly target what they perceive to be apostate leaders, aiming to kill off 
government targets instead of concentrating solely on the “consumers.”

New oil targets will be in more pristine areas, like Alaska, Canada, the deep seas.

Czarnecki: I take this to mean that efforts to curb energy demand and consumption are not working and will not 
work, specifically in this case with respect to oil. This again is non-uniform around the globe. The transitional economies, 
particularly India and China, represent the greatly increased demand for oil. The developed economies of Europe and 
North America are far more able, even if economically painful, to moderate oil demand. The trends affect terrorism in 
two ways. First, continued increased consumption means that countries where the oil exists will also continue to be 
troublesome neighbors, supporting terrorism due to religious and ideological reasons (e.g. Iran, Venezuela.) Second, 
the increased demand for oil also means greatly increased competition as the difference between supply and demand 
irreversibly increases (another “Gap” problem, again.) Competition can mean violence due to war, to subversive actions, 
and to criminal acts—all of which can include terrorism.

Forster: This is a strategic issue for counter-terrorism efforts. Maintenance of an oil-based economy forces the U.S. 
to accommodate repressive regimes rather than promote and pursue modernizing reforms. A significant reduction in the 
use for petroleum and natural gas, whether through the introduction of new energy sources or conservation, however, 
will not significantly alter the geopolitical dilemma the West faces in the Middle East in particular unless a new energy 
strategy is married with a nuclear non-proliferation strategy.

Kadtke: As the global demand for oil skyrockets due to the rapid development of new economies (China, India), 
the competition for petro-based energy will increasingly intensify. This will cause global stress at the nation-state level, 
including increasing flexing of economic muscle by Russia and Venezuela, as well as traditional Islamic nations. While 
not a first-order influence to terrorism, it can provide an influx of financial resources to radical and even unstable 
states.

Meilahn: I’m not so sure that a primary goal of terrorists will be to interrupt the flow of oil to the U.S. Disruption 
of the market would send their financiers into bankruptcy, so it is contrary to their goals. On the other hand, as soon 
as the U.S. has enough alternative energy sources that it does not rely on the Middle East, U.S. interests will dictate 
that less attention will be given to those states. Thus, less U.S. presence will be there. Thus, Al Qaeda will no longer be 
able to use U.S. “occupation of Muslim lands” as an excuse to enact terror against U.S. targets. Smaller scale local terror 
nodes will likely target the infrastructure in order to meet their own goals—such as Shi’ia in Saudi attacking refineries. 
Al Qaeda may attack infrastructure targets to make a point that the “apostate” rulers should not be collaborating with 
the “infidel” U.S./West.

Miller: Short of a catastrophic cut-off of middle-East oil, I don’t see any moderation in the world’s appetite for it. 
This overwhelming fact will continue to highlight terrorism for the U.S. and other developed nations. We cannot afford 
to assume that 99 percent of terrorism will continue forever to be local problems for local regimes.

Sanders (6): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Tan: Energy security is becoming a serious security issue. I disagree with the view that oil prices will be stable and 
that growing competition from other sources will limit the price of oil. The problem is not the shortage of oil but the 
scramble for oil, which is at the heart of great power rivalries now emerging between the U.S.A., Japan, and India on the 
one hand, and China on the other. Energy security is intimately linked with other security issues such as terrorism and 
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maritime security due to its innate vulnerability—e.g., oil refineries, oil pipelines, power grids, nuclear plants, long and 
vulnerable sea lanes of security, port security, ship security, LNG tanker traffic, etc.—all vulnerable terrorist targets.

Young: With respect to terror, increased consumption only plays into the hands of terrorists as the U.S. is the 
world’s greatest oil consumer. Oil pipelines, shipping, and refineries in the Middle East remain vulnerable to terror attack 
and will continue to be an attractive target in the future as terrorists seek to create economic instability in the West.

19. conTrary To popular belief, The worlD’s confirMeD oil supply is GrowinG, noT DeclininG.

As a result of intensive exploration, the world’s proven oil reserves climbed steadily since the 1980s and •	
now hover at over 1.3 trillion barrels. Natural gas reserves stood at about 6.2 trillion cubic feet in 2007, 
about 1 percent more than a year earlier.

Recent discoveries of major oil fields in Canada, Brazil, and under the Gulf of Mexico have substantially  –
increased the world's known oil reserves.

Claims that the world’s oil reserves may be up to 20 percent smaller than previously believed are not  –
credible, in part because they originate with an odd coalition of the American Petroleum Institute and 
alternative energy proponents—two groups with a vested interest in keeping oil prices high.

Exploitation of oil in Venezuela has barely begun. Reserves there may be even larger than those in  –
Saudi Arabia, according to some estimates. However, it is more expensive to refine and use, because it 
contains much higher levels of sulfur than the Middle Eastern oil currently in production.

India also is believed to own substantial reserves of oil in deposits beneath the Indian Ocean. –

OPEC officials claim that the eleven member countries can provide for the world’s energy needs for •	
roughly the next 80 years.

OPEC supplies about 40 percent of the world’s oil and holds 60 percent of the known oil available  –
internationally.

Even 80 percent of OPEC’s estimated supply would still be oil enough to supply the world for the next  –
64 years.

Assessment:

Talk of “peak oil,” the suggestion that crude production has topped out, or soon will, is unjustified and, in 
FI’s view, unjustifiable. Our best estimate is that the world has used about one-fourth of its recoverable oil, 
and almost certainly no more than one-third. This trend will remain intact until at least 2040.

Implications:

Higher oil prices should make it cost effective to develop new methods of recovering oil from old wells. 
Technologies already developed could add nearly 50 percent to the world’s recoverable oil supply.
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OPEC will continue to supply most of the oil used by the developed world. According to the U.S. 
Department of Energy, OPEC oil production will grow to about 57 million barrels of oil per day by 2020.

Russia and Kazakhstan will be major suppliers if the necessary pipelines can be completed and political 
uncertainties do not block investment by Western oil companies. Russia will grow into the world’s second-
largest oil producer by 2010.

Alternative energy sources face problems with economic viability. Barring substantial incentives, this will 
inhibit efforts to stem global warming for the foreseeable future.

A generalized war in the Middle East after the United States leaves Iraq could drastically reduce the region’s 
oil output. This is unlikely, but the probable impact of such a conflict is so great that the possibility cannot be 
ignored.

The spread of fundamentalist Muslim regimes with a grudge against the West also could keep OPEC oil 
out of the American market.

If the United States loses access to Middle Eastern oil, it will buy even more from Canada and Venezuela, 
tap the Arctic National Wildlife Reserve, and develop the deepwater fields under the Gulf of Mexico much 
faster than expected.

In a prolonged energy emergency, America also would be likely to develop its vast reserves of oil shale, 
which have long been economically viable at crude prices over $40 per barrel. New technology reportedly 
makes it profitable at any price over $17 per barrel. With enough shale oil to supply its own needs for 300 
years, the United States could become one of the world’s largest petroleum exporters.

Developing shale would devastate the environment, but with crude oil prices in triple digits during a Mid-
East war, the environment would be considered expendable.

Implications for Terrorism:

Broader development of global energy resources could partially insulate the West from the effects of attacks 
on their energy supplies.

However, development of American shale resources would deprive the Middle Eastern oil states of their 
“lock” on the world’s energy markets and reduce the value of their only significant resource. This would trigger 
a wave of resentment among Muslim extremists and could unleash a wave of terrorism more destructive than 
anything yet seen.

Expert Comments:

Miller: This does not for a minute reduce our dependency on oil. This is not comforting. On the contrary, oil 
dependency tends to make us hypersensitive to disruptions and violence in parts of the world that we would otherwise 
probably prefer to ignore.
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20. when noT perTurbeD by GreaTer-Than-norMal poliTical or econoMic insTabiliTy, oil 
prices will averaGe arounD $65 per barrel.

The International Energy Agency’s •	 World Energy Outlook 2007 concurs.

Prices approaching $100 per barrel in the fall of 2007 are an aberration caused by a global shortage of •	
refinery capacity and by fears of instability triggered by the Iraq war.

New energy demand from the fast-growing economies of China and India has raised the floor that  –
until 2004 supported oil in the $25 per barrel range.

The “risk premium” built into the price of oil is estimated at $10 to $15 per barrel. –

Yet in the long run other factors will tend to depress the price of oil toward its former levels.•	

New refineries in Saudi Arabia and other countries scheduled to come on line by 2010 will ease the  –
tight supply-demand balance for oil.

As seen in Trend 19, new oil supplies are being found or developed in many parts of the world. –

The twenty most-industrialized countries all have at least three-month supplies of oil in tankers and  –
underground storage. Most have another three months’ worth in “strategic reserves.” In times of high 
oil prices, customer nations can afford to stop buying until the costs come down.

OPEC has stated that it prefers to see the price of oil in the neighborhood of $45 per barrel. –

Assessment:

Given the condition of the American dollar, it might be better to denominate this trend in euros. Aside from 
that, the long-term trend is toward stability in energy prices.

Implications:

Barring an American invasion of Iran, any excursions beyond $100 per barrel will be extremely brief. 
Given continued concerns about instability in the Middle East, oil prices will slowly decline to $60 or so per 
barrel.

In response to high (by American standards) gas prices, the U.S. Government probably will boost domestic 
oil production and refining to increase the reserve of gasoline and heating oil. This stockpile would be ready for 
immediate use in case of future price hikes. This will make it easier to negotiate with OPEC.

A key step in controlling oil prices, and an indicator of Washington’s serious about doing so, would be 
development by the government of at least four new refineries around the country, probably for lease to 
commercial producers. We rate the odds at no more than 50:50.

The United States almost certainly will drill for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife Reserve, though efforts 
will be made to minimize environmental damage, for example, drilling will take place only in the winter, when 
the tundra is rock hard.
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By 2020, the new fields under the Gulf of Mexico will come online, putting even more pressure on oil 
prices.

Implications for Terrorism:

Depriving the United States and its allies of Middle Eastern oil will be a major goal of terrorist strategy.

Pipelines from Russia and the “Stans” will be particularly inviting targets for Muslim terrorists.

Expert Comments:

Miller: My years on the fringes of the oil business have convinced me that the price of crude is not nearly as 
important as its volatility.

Young: High oil prices create terror ‘enablers,’ that is, create economic windfalls that enable states such as Iran to 
proceed with its nuclear ambitions. Iran is also a known financial supporter of Hizballah and Hamas. Only with high oil 
prices could Iran continue this type of support. Other states such as Saudi Arabia can continue to utilize their oil wealth 
to build mosques and proselytize radical Islam in religious madrassas. Many of these religious madrassas are located in 
Pakistan where terrorists are recruited by a variety of terror organizations and will continue to exist as long as they are 
funded with petrodollars.

21. GrowinG coMpeTiTion froM oTher enerGy sources also will help To liMiT The price of 
oil.

Nuclear power is growing rapidly.•	

Nuclear plants supply about 15 percent Russian electricity. By 2020, Russia will consume 129 billion  –
kWh of nuclear energy per year. Plans call for construction of twenty-six more nuclear plants by 2030, 
when 25 percent or more of the nation’s electricity will be nuclear.

In early 2004, China had only nine operating nuclear power plants. It plans to build thirty more by  –
2020, bringing nuclear energy consumption from 16 billion kWh in 2000 to 142 billion kWh.

By 2020, Canada will use 118 billion kWh. –

Even the United States is weighing the construction of new reactors. –

Renewable sources accounted for about 14 percent of the world’s energy in 2005.•	

However, more than half of the world’s renewable energy came from hydroelectric dams. Hydroelectric  –
power generation has been declining since its peak of 727.62 billion kWh in 1996.

Worldwide wind-power generating capacity grew by 30 percent annually in the decade ending in  –
2005, to a total of 59,000 MW, according to the Earth Policy Institute and the Worldwatch Institute. 
This is a twelve-fold increase in ten years.

Photovoltaic solar energy production has been growing at a steady 25 percent per year since 1980.  –
Commercial solar cells are now cheap enough to compete with other power sources, especially in 
sunny regions.
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Natural gas burns cleanly, and there is enough of it available to supply the world’s total energy demand for •	
the next 200 years. Consumption of natural gas is growing by 3.3 percent annually, compared with 1.8 
percent for oil.

Although most of the world's scientists gave up on cold fusion long ago, the U.S. Navy has continued •	
work on the process. Its researchers have announced development of a reproducible cold fusion system that 
consistently releases more energy than it consumes.

According to the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Agency, shifting 20 percent of America’s •	
energy supply to renewable resources by 2020 would have almost no impact on the total cost of power. At 
present, less than 5 percent of the energy used in the United States comes from renewable resources.

Assessment:

This trend will remain in effect for at least 30 years

Implications:

Though oil will remain the world’s most important energy resource for years to come, two or three decades 
forward it should be less of a choke point in the global economy.

Solar, geothermal, wind, and wave energy will ease power problems where these resources are most readily 
available, though they will supply only a very small fraction of the world’s energy in the foreseeable future.

Declining reliance on oil eventually could help to reduce air and water pollution, at least in the developed 
world. By 2060, a costly but pollution-free hydrogen economy may at last become practical.

Fusion power remains a distant hope.

Cold fusion also remains a long shot for practical power, but FI believes it can no longer be discounted. 
If the Navy’s reports of success prove correct, power plants based on the process could begin to come on line 
by 2030.

 Implications for Terrorism:

Alternative energy will reduce the vulnerability of terrorist target nations to oil price shocks, but only to 
an extremely limited degree.

In the event that cold fusion proves to be a useful energy source—as U.S. Navy experiments seem to 
indicate is at least possible—it could prove as destabilizing as shale oil, though probably after a longer period 
of infrastructure development.

Expert Comments:

Costigan (2): Yes, but not by much in the near term. Further, new sources of energy production and storage will 
increase the number of targets for terrorist attacks. New nuclear power plants, hydrogen fuel pumping stations, liquid 
natural gas storage and pipelines, smaller local power plants, etc., will fast become attractive targets for terrorists or for 
one-off discontents looking to make a newsworthy mess. Industrial targets will also proliferate. Companies will sprout 
to help harden targets, but decentralization will be hard to achieve.
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Meilahn: See Trend 18.

Steele: As the developed world shifts to renewable and sustainable energy, the transitional period from dependence 
on oil consumption to new energy forms creates a window that increases the urgency of terrorist targeting capitalizing 
on the window of dependency.

Young: Reducing the price of oil resulting from competition from other energy sources will help reduce the 
aforementioned financial windfall from high oil prices and thus reduce the capacity to support terror. Reducing the 
price of oil thus becomes a tactic in the war against terror.
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ENVIRONMENTAL TRENDS

22. people arounD The worlD are becoMinG increasinGly sensiTive To environMenTal issues as 
The consequences of neGlecT, inDifference, anD iGnorance becoMe ever More apparenT.

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 3 million people die each year from the effects of •	
air pollution, about 5 percent of the total deaths.

In the United States, an estimated 64,000 people a year die of cardiopulmonary disease caused by  –
breathing particulates. A 2004 report for the U.S. Environmental Protection Administration estimated 
that pollution by American power plants causes 23,600 needless deaths per year.

In sub-Saharan Africa, the toll is between 300,000 and 500,000 deaths per year. –

Pollution-related respiratory diseases kill about 1.4 million people yearly in China and Southeast  –
Asia.

None of India’s 23 million-plus cities meets WHO air quality standards. –

In developing countries, indoor air pollution is an even bigger problem. Indoor smoke from burning  –
fuels such as dung and wood—which more than half the world’s population relies on for cooking and 
other basic energy needs—creates particulates that penetrate deeply into the lungs. An estimated 1.6 
million people a year die from indoor air pollution, according to the WHO.

Contaminated water is implicated in 80 percent of the world’s health problems, according to WHO.•	

An estimated 40,000 people around the world die each day of diseases directly caused by contaminated  –
water, more than 14 million per year.

In India, an estimated 300 million people lack access to safe drinking water, due to widespread pollution  –
of rivers and ground water.

The European Parliament estimates that 70 percent of the Continent’s drinking water contains  –
dangerous concentrations of nitrate pollution.

In the United States, there is growing concern that pollutants such as perchlorate, the gasoline additive  –
MTBE, and even the chlorine used to kill water-borne pathogens may represent significant health 
concerns.

Though some debate remains about the cause, the fact of global warming has become undeniable. At •	
Palmer Station on Anvers Island, Antarctica, the average annual temperature has risen by 3 to 4 degrees 
since the 1940s, and by an amazing 7 to 9 degrees in June—early winter in that hemisphere. 

Pew Research Center reports that its 2007 Global Attitudes Project survey of 46 countries found much •	
more concern for the environment than in the 2002 survey.

In the United States, the number citing environmental problems as the top global threat rose from 23  –
percent to 37 percent.
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In India, the number went from 32 percent to 49 percent; in another survey of Indian concerns in the  –
late 1990s, the environment had come in dead last.

In both Japan and China, 70 percent of respondents said environmental problems were the greatest  –
global threat to the world.

Many governments are taking more active measures to protect the environment.•	

After years of ineffective gestures, Costa Rica has incorporated about 25 percent of its land into  –
protected areas, such as national parks.

Cambodia has protected a million-acre forest. –

Gabon has set aside 10 percent of its land for parks. –

Liberia is protecting 155,000 acres of forest in an effort to safeguard endangered western  –
chimpanzees.

In 1999, Brazil raised the maximum fine for illegal logging. –

In an effort to promote cleaner energy technologies and to slow global warming, most European  –
nations now tax carbon emissions or fossil fuels. In Germany, a carbon tax raises the cost of gasoline 
by nearly 11 cents per gallon.

Antipollution legislation in Europe could reduce premature deaths by 80,000 between 2000 and 2020,  –
according to the World Health Organization. In Germany alone, 17,000 premature deaths would be 
avoided.

Anticipating a three-foot rise in sea levels, the Netherlands is spending $1 billion to build new dikes. –

Assessment:

A solid majority of voters throughout the developed world, and even some in the developing lands, now 
recognize the need to clean up the environment, and especially to control greenhouse warming. They will keep 
this trend intact for at least the next 30 years.

Implications:

Throughout most of the world, polluters and private beneficiaries of public assets will increasingly confront 
restrictive regulations designed to serve the interests of the community at large.

CO2 will remain a problem for many years to come. If air pollution were halted instantly, it would take an 
estimated 200 years for carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to return to pre-industrial levels.

Impurities in water will become an even greater problem as the population of the developed countries ages 
and becomes more susceptible to infectious diseases.

Recent analyses say there is a 90 percent chance that the planet’s average annual temperature will rise 
between 3 and 9 degrees Centigrade over the next century. This will cause severe dislocations both for plant 
and animal populations and for many human activities.
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Environmental policies will provoke a political backlash wherever they conflict with entrenched interests, 
as they have long done in the American West.

 Implications for Terrorism:

There is at least a possibility that the industrialized countries could be the focus of terrorism inspired by 
resentment in developing lands that receive their garbage and recyclables. We do not view this as a significant 
threat for the near to medium-term future.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (10): As global warming becomes a dominant international issue, “eco-terrorism” could evolve from 
an occasional nuisance to a major threat. This could take the form either of attacks against infrastructure (power grids) 
seen as contributing to the problem, or individually targeted attacks against presumed guilty parties in the anarcho-
syndicalist tradition. U.S. political and business leaders could be prime targets, given our prominent role in generating 
greenhouse gases.

Costigan (3): Yes, and for good reason: Earth is all we have. Nevertheless, environmental issues will also become 
another rallying cry and source of propaganda for terrorists. Some Islamists have made the claim that had Islam been the 
dominant force in the industrial/post-industrial period the environment would not have been so maltreated. As this is 
a hypothetical, the evidence that Islam would have been a better caretaker is not to be found. However, many religions 
(including communism, if you are willing to call it a religion) hold the maintenance of the environment to be one of the 
key tasks for humans, so there is nothing unique about the claim. And look at how badly communist countries treated 
the environment. That said, cleaning up the environment, making strides in conservation, etc., will be critical in its own 
right and, as a minor side benefit, will reduce the ability of extremists to take this line of propaganda. 

Additionally, and maybe proportionately to our increased concern, as the environment comes to be a more important 
part of our everyday thinking it may become a direct target. The sinking of an oil tanker in any number of locations 
could cause an Exxon Valdez-like amount of damage, along with the concomitant media frenzy, damage to the company, 
etc., etc. Such an attack could be seen as a double victory, hitting both the apostate/heretics (the sellers) and the criminal 
governments (the buyers). Environmental terrorists would not be likely to take this approach, as doing direct damage to 
the environment is unacceptable—unless it could be pinned on someone/something else; i.e., they mount the attack but 
attempt to convince the world that it was corporate greed or inept or venal politicians that are responsible.

Czarnecki: Global warming continues to increase with concomitant climate effects. This comment does not place 
any “point of origin” for the warming. It simply is a scientific fact and extrapolated trend into the future. From current 
climate models it appears that the effects of warming are likely to be most impacting in the areas that can least adapt 
to the warming, that is the developing world. Water and food will become scarcer from time to time as the global 
agricultural economy adjusts/adapts to the changing weather. However, there will be “slack-less” times when agricultural 
production falls behind demand. Coupled with the growing gap in wealth and income between the rich and the poor, 
both nationally and internationally, this will drive more people to desperate action, including violence on a societal 
scale.

Miller: Interesting trend with no clear impact on terrorism. I could see this going either way. Since these issues 
tend to cut across national boundaries, they could serve to bind people together even more. On the other hand, this 
could also become another source of irritation and worse between people in different parts of the globe.

Snyder (5): Given its current trajectories, global climate change will continue to disproportionately disadvantage 
North Africa, Asia Minor, the Middle East, and the Sub-Continent, raising temperatures and reducing rainfall, causing 
food production to decrease, conflicts over water to grow, and increasing levels of socioeconomic distress.
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Tightening world supplies of commodity crops due to droughts, water shortages, soil degradation, and the conversion 
of arable land to the production of bio-fuels will lead terrorists to target bulk crops. Exotic insects, plant pests, mold 
spores, and plant disease can be easily smuggled into the U.S. and released onto farmland. While having relatively 
modest immediate impacts, such agro-terrorism would have substantial cumulative effects.

Young: As the world becomes more sensitive to environmental issues, the raison d’être for environmental or 
eco-terrorists is decreased. Perhaps this is the one issue that can actually cause a reduction in terrorism in the short 
term.

23. waTer shorTaGes will be a GrowinG probleM for Much of The worlD.

In many regions, they are severe already.•	

The northern half of China, home to perhaps half a billion people, already is short of water. The water  –
table under Beijing has fallen nearly 200 feet since 1965.

Australia’s Murray-Darling river system, which supplies water for 40 percent of the country’s crops and  –
80 percent of its irrigation, no longer carries enough water to reach the sea without constant dredging. 
Salinity in the Murray is rising so quickly that the water is expected to be undrinkable in 20 years.

There is worse to come. According to U.N. studies, at least 3.5 billion people will run short of water by •	
2040, almost ten times as many as in 1995.

Ten years later, fully two-thirds of the world’s population could be living in regions with chronic,  –
widespread shortages of water.

One-third of the population of Africa and most of the major cities in the developing world will face  –
water shortages, according to the United Nations.

Many climatologists believe that global warming will make drought in the United States much more  –
frequent—even the norm—west of the Mississippi River.

Water usage is causing other problems as well. For example, irrigation water evaporates, leaving minerals •	
in the soil.

By 2020, 30 percent of the world’s arable land will be salty; by 2050, 50 percent. –

Salinization already is cutting crop yields in India, Pakistan, Egypt, Mexico, Australia, and parts of the  –
United States.

Assessment:

This trend will remain with us for the very long term.

Implications:

Providing adequate supplies of potable water will be a growing challenge for developing and developed 
countries alike.
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Such problems as periodic famine and desertification can be expected to grow more frequent and severe 
in coming decades.

In many lands, including parts of the United States, growing water shortages may inhibit economic growth 
and force large-scale migration out of afflicted areas.

Climate change is expected to reduce the flow of Australia’s parched Murray River by a further 5 percent 
in 20 years and 15 percent in 50 years.

Water wars, predicted for more than a decade, are a threat in places like the Kashmir: much of Pakistan’s 
water comes from areas of Kashmir now controlled by India.

Other present and future water conflicts involve Turkey, Syria, and Iraq over the Tigris and Euphrates; 
Israel, Jordan, Syria, and Palestine over water from the Jordan River and the aquifers under the Golan Heights; 
India and Bangladesh, over the Ganges and Brahmaputra; China, Indochina, and Thailand, over the Mekong; 
Kyrghyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan over the Oxus and Jaxartes rivers; and Ethiopia, Sudan, and at least 
six East African countries, including Egypt, over the Nile.

In the United States, repair of decayed water systems is likely to be a major priority for older cities such as 
New York, Boston, and Atlanta. Cost estimates for necessary replacement and repair of water mains range up 
to $1 trillion.

Implications for Terrorism:

Terrorist incidents could be a component of future resource conflicts. These are unlikely to strike directly 
at the developed lands. However, Western industrial facilities in the affected countries could draw attention as 
high-value, high-visibility targets whose destruction would cause both embarrassment and economic hardship 
for the local government.

There is at least a possibility that water shortages could help to inspire terrorism by providing one more 
cause for the sense of unfairness that contributes to extremism.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (4): We have only just begun to fight over water. Furthermore, with water becoming increasingly valuable, 
and since it is an absolute necessity for the continuation of life on the planet, it follows that terrorists will increasingly see 
water as an exploitable resource for terrorist operations. One of the best ways for extremists to win the world for Islam, 
for instance, is to control water resources—water will be provided only after conversion. Alternatively, water will not be 
on a theologically motivated terrorist’s “untouchable” list, since martyrdom is so often related to religious extremism. 
Therefore, sabotage of varying degrees may be lurking in the future of water supply safety.

Chobar (6): Our water supplies in the United States, and many other nations, are extremely vulnerable. The 
poisoning of water, using undetectable chemicals, is a major policing problem, for which most of our water supplies, 
aquifers, lakes, and rivers are wide open to potential calamities which will kill many more people than terrorists flying 
airplanes into the Twin Towers.

Costigan (9): Climate cycles will intensify droughts, and environmental immigration will be on the increase. 
Reduced water supplies, like those seen currently in the southern United States, could become terrorist magnets: attacking 
Lake Lanier at its weakened state could create intense pressure (fear, movement of peoples, etc). Extremists will seek an 
advantage from world-wide suffering.
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Czarnecki: This trend is a function of global warming for the most part. It is also enhanced by Trend 2. Humans 
absolutely need clean water to live; clean water is becoming scarcer throughout the world. The growing gap between 
the rich and the poor comes into play because the rich nations/societies/groups will be able to use their wealth to obtain 
clean water. The poor have only their labor and, with Trend 5, that labor no longer has the value it once had. Increased 
violence, including terrorism, results.

Forster: By 2025, it has been predicted that 250 million people in Africa will be threatened with water shortages. 
In 2007, Georgia experienced intense droughts, as Atlanta has only an 80-day supply of water if weather patterns do not 
change. The shortages of water will increase the likelihood of inter- and intra-state conflict contributing to an increase 
in failing states and economic dislocation. This socioeconomic environment will breed increased militancy and potential 
extremism.

Miller: This is a well-kept secret, but the problems in Bangladesh (flooding) and Africa (drought) underscore the 
critical nature of Mother Nature. Ironically, this may actually serve to moderate terrorism. People who are swimming or 
desiccated may not have time to engage in terrorism conducted for “mere” political gain.

Young: Water issues in the Middle East are a part of the peace process, but are not usually susceptible to terrorist 
events.

24. recyclinG has DelayeD The “GarbaGe GluT” ThaT ThreaTeneD To overflow The worlD’s 
lanDfills, buT The probleM conTinues To Grow.

Americans now produce about 4.5 pounds of trash per person per day, twice as much as they threw away a •	
generation ago. In 2005, they sent about 245 million tons of “municipal solid waste” to landfills. Seventy 
percent of U.S. landfills will be full by 2025, according to the EPA.

Japan expects to run out of space for industrial waste as soon as 2008 and for municipal solid waste by •	
2015.

In London and the surrounding region, landfills will run out of room by 2012.•	

In some other regions, simply collecting the trash is a problem. Brazil produces an estimated 240,000 tons •	
of garbage daily, but only 70 percent reaches landfills. The rest, 72,000 tons per day, accumulates in city 
streets, where it helps to spread disease.

Recycling has proved to be an effective alternative to dumping.•	

Some 37 percent of London’s municipal waste is recycled, with a target of 45 percent by 2020. –

Seattle, with one of the most effective recycling programs in the United States, recycles about half of  –
its solid waste.

As of 2005, Germany recycled 60 percent of its municipal solid waste, 65 percent of manufacturing  –
waste, 80 percent of packaging, and 87 percent of construction waste, according to the Environment, 
Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety. Largely as a result, the number of landfills for domestic 
waste has been reduced from about 50,000 in the 1970s to just 160.
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Assessment: 

The challenge of dealing with garbage will grow for so long as the world’s middle classes continue to expand 
or until technology finds ways to recycle virtually all of the materials used in manufacturing and packaging. 
This trend will remain intact through at least 2050.

Implications:

Recycling and waste-to-energy plants are a viable alternative to simply dumping garbage.

This trend will push the development of so-called life-cycle design, which builds convenient recyclability 
into new products from their inception. 

Expect a wave of new regulations, recycling, waste-to-energy projects, and waste management programs 
in the United States and other countries in an effort to stem the tide of trash. In the United States, it will of 
course begin in California, a jurisdiction often cited by policy forecasters as a bellwether of change.

State and local governments will tighten existing regulations and raise disposal prices in Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, Louisiana, and other places that accept much of the trash from major garbage producers such 
as New York.

Trash producers in the developed world will ship much more of their debris to repositories in developing 
countries. This will inspire protests in the receiving lands.

Beyond 2025 or so, the developing countries will close their repositories to foreign waste, forcing producers 
to develop more waste-to-energy and recycling technologies. Ultimately, it may even be necessary to exhume 
buried trash for recycling to make more room in closed dump sites for material that cannot be reused.

Waste-to-energy programs will make only a small contribution to the world’s growing need for power.

Implications for Terrorism:

See Trend 22.

Expert Comments:

Roberts: In discussing this trend, you cite “industrial waste” and “manufacturing waste.” There can be some nasty 
substances (mostly chemical, but sometimes radiological)—possibly nastier than most people know but which some 
malicious people are sure to be aware of. Signs of black markets in toxic waste, in terms of disposal, have already arisen—
notwithstanding the Basel Convention (Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous 
Wastes and their Disposal http://www.basel.int/.) Illicit, unsanctioned, or unpoliced disposal sites for toxic waste could 
provide villains with sources ‘off the radar screen’ of many intelligence and security agencies.
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25. preference for inDusTrial DevelopMenT over environMenTal concerns is faDinG very 
slowly in Much of The DevelopinG worlD.

The Pew study cited in Trend 22 found that less than one-fourth of respondents in any African country •	
rated environmental problems as the world’s most important threat.

In Ethiopia, where desertification is at its worst and drought is a constant threat, only 7 percent did  –
so.

Beijing has made repairing the environment a national priority. Yet 70 percent of the energy used in China •	
comes from coal-burning power plants, few of them equipped with pollution controls.

The country intends to build over five hundred more coal-fired plants in the next ten years. –

Scientists estimate that by 2025 China will emit more carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide than the  –
United States, Japan, and Canada combined.

Assessment:

View this as a counter-trend to Trend 22. It will remain largely intact until the poor of India and China 
complete their transition into the middle class, around 2040.

Implications:

Broad regions of the planet will be subject to pollution, deforestation, and other environmental ills in the 
coming decades.

Acid rain like that afflicting the United States and Canada will appear wherever designers of new power 
plants and factories neglect emission controls.

In India, an area the size of the United States is covered by a haze of sulfates and other chemicals associated 
with acid rain. Look for this problem to appear in most other industrializing countries.

Diseases related to air and water pollution will spread dramatically in the years ahead. Already, chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease is five times more common in China than in the United States. As citizens 
of the developing countries grow to expect modern health care, this will create a growing burden on their 
economies.

This is just a taste of future problems, and perhaps not the most troublesome. Even the U.S. Government 
now admits that global warming is a result of human activities that produce greenhouse gases. It now seems 
that China and India soon will produce even more of them than the major industrialized nations. Helping the 
developing lands to raise their standards of living without creating wholesale pollution will require much more 
aid and diplomacy than the developed world has ever been willing to give this cause.

 Implications for Terrorism:

See Trend 22.
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Expert Comments:

Miller: For the moment, this is definitely true. Not much to do with terrorism, though.

Roberts: Your set of trends on the environment (and ecology) may be among the most crucial. On Trend 22, I 
agree with Czarnecki and Snyder that climatic change will be a great destabilizer. Similarly, on Trend 23, Forster pegs 
shortages of water, some of which will [be] caused or aggravated by climatic change, will drive conflict. The knock-on/
domino/ripple effects of environmental degradation and disruption, especially from climatic change, will destabilize 
failing states. Climatic change will have a pervasive impact: disruption of agriculture, destruction of infrastructure, 
engender socio-economic chaos in fragile societies, lead to mass migration, see consequent aggravation of ethno-cultural 
hostilities, and generally wreak havoc among weak states.

26. concern over species exTincTion anD loss of bioDiversiTy is GrowinG quickly.

An estimated 50,000 species disappear each year, up to 1,000 times the natural rate of extinction, according •	
to the United Nations Environmental Program. By 2100, as many as half of all species could disappear.

Eleven percent of birds, 25 percent of mammals, and 20 percent to 30 percent of all plants are estimated  –
to be nearing extinction.

Some 16,118 species are now listed as threatened (7,925 animal species and 8,393 plant and lichen  –
species), according to the 2006 Red List of the International Union for Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources. This is an increase of nearly 2,700 in four years. The real list is likely much larger, 
as the group has evaluated only 40,000 of the 1.5 million species on its list.

Amphibian populations are in decline throughout the world, for reasons that remain poorly  –
understood.

Coral reefs throughout the world are dying rapidly.•	

Caribbean reefs have lost 80 percent of their coral cover in the past three decades. –

In Indonesia, home to one-eighth of the world’s coral reefs, more than 70 percent of the reefs are dead  –
or dying.

Most scientists believe that climate change is largely responsible for killing coral. Other suspected  –
culprits are over-fishing and pollution.

Just twenty-five so-called “hot spots” covering 11 percent of the world’s surface have lost 70 percent •	
of their original vegetation. These hot spots are home to 1.2 billion people, or one-fifth of the world’s 
population.

What is left in its natural state, about 2 percent of the planet’s surface, is home to 44 percent of all plant •	
species and 35 percent of all vertebrates other than fish.

The chief cause for species loss is the destruction of natural habitats by logging, agriculture, and •	
urbanization.
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Some 30 million acres of rainforest are destroyed each year. More than half the world’s rainforests are  –
already gone. At current rates, the rest could disappear in the next 40 years.

Though commercial fishing is not known to have exterminated any species—largely because the last few •	
members of a species are too costly to catch—it is turning out to be one more important cause of species 
depletion. Stocks of cod, tuna, swordfish, marlin, and sharks are down 90 percent or more since modern 
industrialized fishing began 40 years ago.

Assessment:

This trend has at least three decades to run.

Implications:

Saving any significant fraction of the world’s endangered species will require much more effort and expense 
than many governments find acceptable. For species such as corals, if the loss is attributable largely to climate 
change, it may not be possible.

Species loss has a powerful negative impact on human well-being. Half of all drugs used in medicine are 
derived from natural sources, including fifty-five of the top one hundred drugs prescribed in the United States. 
About 40 percent of all pharmaceuticals are derived from the sap of vascular plants. So far, only 2 percent of 
the 300,000 known sap-containing plants have been assayed for useful drugs. Most of the species lost in the 
years ahead will disappear before they can be tested.

The Indonesian economy loses an estimated $500,000 to $800,000 annually per square mile of dead or 
damaged reef.

Australia may lose even more as degradation of the Great Barrier Reef continues. The U.N. Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change predicts that the Reef will be “functionally extinct” by 2030.

Diverse ecosystems absorb more carbon dioxide than those with fewer species. Loss of biodiversity thus is 
a potential cause of global warming.

 Implications for Terrorism:

We see no obvious implications for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

No comments were received for this trend.

27. urbanizaTion, arGuably The worlD’s olDesT TrenD, conTinues rapiDly.

Forty-eight percent of the world's population currently lives in cities, according to the Population Reference •	
Bureau's 2006 World Population Data Sheet. By 2030, that figure will grow to 60 percent, as some 2.1 
billion people are added to the world’s cities.
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More than three-fourths of the population in developed countries live in cities. In North America,  –
urbanization is the highest, at 79 percent. But cities are growing fastest in the developing world.

The big are getting bigger. In 1950, there were just eight megacities, with populations exceeding 5  –
million, in the world. By 2015, there will be fifty-nine megacities, forty-eight of them in less developed 
countries. Of these, twenty-three will have populations over 10 million, all but four in the developing 
lands.

Natural increase now accounts for more than half of population increase in the cities; at most, little  –
more than one-third of urban growth results from migration.

Up to 1 billion city dwellers lack adequate shelter, clean water, toilets, or electricity. The United Nations •	
estimates that these problems cause 10 million needless deaths annually.

Urbanization has significant environmental consequences.•	

Fuels burned in cities account for 75 percent of global carbon emissions from human activity, according  –
to the Worldwatch Institute.

NASA scientists point out that urbanization also tends to put buildings and blacktop on the most  –
fertile land, eliminating significant quantities of carbon-absorbing plants.

Urbanization also deprives surrounding areas of water: Instead of sinking into the ground, rain is  –
collected, piped to the city, used, treated as gray water, and then discarded into the ocean. In some 
regions, such as near Atlanta, water levels in local aquifers are declining rapidly because the water that 
once replenished them now is lost.

The United States is the one major exception to the global urbanization trend. This automobile-reliant •	
society built one of the best highway systems in the world and has relatively little mass transit, so more 
Americans live in the suburbs than in the cities. This could only occur where there are large swaths of land 
with low population density.

Assessment:

After surviving for some 3,500 years, this trend is unlikely to disappear in the next 50.

Implications:

Cities’ contribution to global warming can only increase in the years ahead.

As the world’s supply of potable water declines, people are concentrating in those areas where it is hardest 
to obtain and is used least efficiently. This trend will aggravate water problems for so long as it continues.

Many more people will die due to shortages of shelter, water, and sanitation. Epidemics will become still 
more common as overcrowding spreads HIV and other communicable diseases more rapidly.

Since urban growth is now due more to natural increase than to migration, programs designed to encourage 
rural populations to remain in the countryside may be misplaced. Education and family planning seem more 
likely to rein in the growth of cities.
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Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

Concentrating the poor and powerless in cities produces conditions ideal for the spread of petty crime, 
violence, and the kind of religious extremism that lends itself to terror-prone political ideologies. It also provides 
easy targets for terrorism in some ethnic and sectarian conflicts.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (6): Third world megacities provide a cauldron in which criminal, radical, and pathologically violent 
elements can easily blend. Moreover, some are or will become effective “ungoverned territories” as police/domestic 
intelligence lack the resources to exercise surveillance and control in sprawling slums. This provides an especially 
fertile environment for the growth of terrorist groups and for unfettered plotting, with easy access to technology, 
communications, and transportation.

Armstrong: See earlier comments in Trend 1 on local vs. global/U.S.

Bray (5): Yes, urbanization creates problems both socially and environmentally, but also in terms of urban 
infrastructure. Specifically, for the government services that try and provide urban stability—and their need to balance 
protection and privacy of their citizens. For urban governments to achieve both privacy and protection, the ability 
to authenticate and exchange information securely across multiple departments and agencies is essential to prevent 
unintentional sharing of government information with incorrect or unidentified third parties (U.S. GAO, 2001, 2003a). 
If government workers are to collaborate frequently across departments and agencies, they need to locate and validate 
the identity of each other before they can confidentially share collected information (U.S. GAO, 2006b). This process 
requires a single security “trust broker” to provide common authentication across all government workers and databases. 
Such a single authenticating trust broker, when combined with database encryption for all government technology 
assets (to include files located on laptops), could help to prevent data leak concerns associated with an event similar to a 
recent laptop theft at the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. The stolen government laptop contained the unencrypted 
personal records of 26.5 million individuals (New York Times, 2006d).

Equally, for workers and databases to exchange information successfully, they need to “speak” a similar language. 
Unfortunately, proprietary databases built by one government agency often cannot share information with other 
departments and agencies. A common, flexible language for the electronic subcomponents of our system of government: 
where none currently exists: will address this problem (U.S. GAO, 2002, 2003c, 2004a). Creating a single “big picture” 
across government requires the ability to query across multiple databases simultaneously. A panel of CIA experts recently 
echoed the need for better cross-government collaborations: internal fragmentation hurts the intelligence efforts of 
the national security community (Kerr et al., 2006; U.S. GAO, 2006c). For government as an information processing 
system, both workers and databases are the important nodes that must frequently interact and exchange information.

Czarnecki: Humankind still has not come to terms with organizing itself in socially constructive, densely populated 
cities. Call this trend the catalyst or reactor vessel for the other baseline trends. Driven by resource scarcity and/or 
perceived wealth (relative) from urban jobs, humans flock to cities, particularly in those places that can least afford to 
adapt to urbanization. Once again, desperation sets in, coupled with the studied sociological perverse effects of crowded 
environments with unhealthy social structures. Look to Karachi, Pakistan for the future according to this trend.

Jenkins: Judging by Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Mexico City, Lagos, Johannesburg, Mumbai, megacities border on 
ungovernability. Policing has not kept up with growth. The danger is that of creating neo-Medieval societies with people 
of means residing, working, shopping, and dining behind protected perimeters, dangerous no-man’s lands in between, 
and no-go zones for police. Threatened people are inclined to spend money on private security, not police. This is an 
important policy issue for financially strapped local governments: public order or private security?
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Kadtke: Within a very few decades, nearly half the world’s population will reside in urban areas, and the greatest 
growth will occur in some of the poorest areas. These areas have unique characteristics and exhibit many special problems, 
including resource requirements, pollution density, and social stresses caused by high population densities. They are also 
clear breeding grounds for extreme political and terrorist movements, due to the readiness of resources, and they present 
enormous problems to policing and maintaining of civil order.

Miller: Now, this is a problem that impacts terrorism, as France and other European countries are discovering. The 
growing numbers of disaffected will only increase the size of the fertile ground of terrorism recruits.

Osborne: As communities are faced with increasingly limited resources to meet taxpayers’ needs, the one-person 
and small police departments will be incorporated into other entities. Regional police and other modes of policing, 
including privatization will emerge. Data gathering requirements for intelligence-led policing may require a system 
wherein commanders and analysts are regionalized while ground troop officers are localized.

Smyre (5): With more large cities in the world, and more people packed in less space, there will be greater loss of 
hope in times of economic and social problems (lack of food due to extreme oil shocks), potentially leading to multiple 
reasons for different kinds of terrorism.

Snyder (2): The urbanized share of the world’s population will continue to grow rapidly, rising from 50 percent 
today to 60 percent by 2030. The fastest growing cities lie in Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and Latin America, 
where 25 percent to 90 percent of the urban population ALREADY live in mega-slums in which there are no basic 
utilities and essentially NO effective police presence. This is an invitation for political unrest and violence.

Young: With respect to terror, urbanization can create the seeds for social discontent and possible urban warfare and 
terror acts. Conversely, if individuals/immigrants are properly assimilated within the host society and jobs are created, 
urbanization can act as a terror deterrent.
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TEChNOLOGy TRENDS

28. TechnoloGy increasinGly DoMinaTes boTh The econoMy anD socieTy.

New technologies are surpassing the previous state of the art in all fields, and technological obsolescence •	
is accelerating.

For most users, computers have become part of the environment rather than just tools used for specific •	
tasks.

With wireless modems, portable computers give us access to networked data wherever we go. –

Internet-equipped cell phones are even more convenient for access to e-mail and some Websites. –

Robots are taking over more and more jobs that are routine, remote, or risky, such as repairing undersea •	
cables and nuclear power stations.

Flexible, general-service personal robots will appear in the home by 2015, expanding on the capabilities  –
of devices such as robotic vacuum cleaners and lawn mowers.

By 2015, artificial intelligence (AI), data mining, and virtual reality will help most companies and •	
government agencies to assimilate data and solve problems beyond the range of today’s computers.

AI applications include robotics, machine vision, voice recognition, speech synthesis, electronic data  –
processing, health and human services, administration, and airline pilot assistance.

Superconductors operating at economically viable temperatures will be in commercial use soon after •	
2015.

Assessment:

Technologically related changes in society and business seen over the last 20 years are just the beginning of a 
trend that will accelerate at least through this century.

Implications:

New technologies should continue to improve the efficiency of many industries, helping to keep costs 
under control.

However, this increased productivity has retarded United States job creation since at least 2002. Other 
developed countries are likely to feel the same effect in the future.

Technology made international outsourcing possible. It will continue to promote outsourcing to the benefit 
of the recipient countries, but to cause painful job losses in the donor lands.

New technologies often require a higher level of education and training to use them effectively. They also 
provide many new opportunities to create businesses and jobs.
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Automation will continue to cut the cost of many services and products, making it possible to reduce 
prices while still improving profits. This will be critical to business survival as the Internet continues to push 
the price of many products to the commodity level.

New technology also will make it easier for industry to minimize and capture its effluent. This will be a 
crucial ability in the environmentally conscious future.

In 1999, a team at the technology organization Battelle compiled a list of the ten most strategic technological 
trends for the next 20 years. The list is available at the Battelle website at http://www.battelle.org/SPOTLIGHT/
tech_forecast/technology2020.aspx. Key technologies for 2020, as forecast by Battelle:

Gene-based medical care, from custom-tailored pharmaceuticals to cloned organs for  –
transplantation

High-powered energy packages such as advanced batteries, cheap fuel cells, and micro- –
generators

“Green integrated technology” to eliminate manufacturing waste and make products  –
completely recyclable

Omnipresent computing with computers built into consumer products, clothing, and  –
even implanted under the skin

Nanomachines measured in atoms rather than millimeters that do everything from heating  –
and cleaning our homes to curing cancer

Personalized public transportation that integrates out cars into a coordinated transport  –
network, automatically picking the fastest routes and bypassing traffic jams

Designer foods and crops genetically engineered to resist disease and pests and be highly  –
nutritious

Intelligent goods and appliances such as telephones with built-in directories and food  –
packaging that tells your stove how to cook the contents

Worldwide inexpensive and safe water from advanced filtering, desalination, and perhaps  –
even extraction from the air

Super senses that use implants to give us better hearing, long-distance vision, or the ability  –
to see in the dark

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

Networks of video cameras are just the first of many high-tech tools that will affect antiterrorist operations 
in the years ahead. 
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To prevent or interrupt terrorist attacks, nanotech sensors capable of detecting explosives, chemical, and 
biological weapons will be scattered around prime targets, such as major public gatherings, relaying the location 
of any possible threat to the local command center. This is a likely prospect for 2015 and beyond.

Intelligence analysts, already overwhelmed by the amount of data collected each day, will face a growing 
torrent of data in the years ahead. As surveillance spreads through society, this will be a problem for police 
agencies as well. Until automated systems become available to help monitor incoming data, much of the 
information collected by cameras and other tools will be used more to provide evidence for prosecutions than 
to prevent or interrupt terrorist actions.

To assist them, engineers will develop automated systems to help “mesh” information from incompatible 
data stores, recognize patterns in the data, develop rigorous hypotheses, perform collaborative analyses, and 
“capture” the skills of the most capable analysts so that others can benefit from them, even when the analysts 
themselves are not available. Eventually, these systems will spread from the intelligence community to law 
enforcement. These techniques may offer the best chance of giving security agencies a clear advantage over 
their adversaries.

The recent decision by an American court to block data mining by the Department of Homeland Security 
is a significant loss to security efforts in this country. While similar military projects continue, the DHS shares 
data with the regional Fusion Centers responsible for much of the work carried out at the local level. Loss of 
this resource will make their efforts notably less effective.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (7): This will continue to provide almost endless possibilities for those with even modest technological 
skills to disrupt the integrated workings of the economy and society. Given the fact that engineers and technologists are 
often attracted to terrorist causes (e.g., the 9/11 plotters) it is only a matter of time before existing technology is once 
again turned against society in a major way. Industry and governments will need to work together to find palliative 
strategies (switching to less toxic chemicals, moving LNG terminals to less populated areas) but this will be neither cheap 
nor easy.

Armstrong: The increasing availability of information has significant consequences on peace and conflict and 
the utility of terrorism. The direct kinetic effects of bullets, bombs, and terrorism in general are secondary to their 
influence on the public opinion of foes, allies, and neutrals. Global information and transportation systems create 
two-way access to dynamic and global Diasporas based on “imagined communities” that are subjected to campaigns of 
strategic influence by the enemy while the United States sits idly by. Because the asymmetry in information operations 
decreases the fungibility of hard power assets, we must look at the biggest value of the “D” in WMD not as destruction 
but as disruption through the multiplicative effect of perceptions driven by the act, not the immediate effect of the act. 
We must look at technology not only as a tactical tool, but as one of operational and strategic consequence. The enemy 
does.

Ayers (5): a) Virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life), which are providing new opportunities for individual and commercial 
growth, can be used by terrorists to further their efforts in perpetrating kinetic and non-kinetic attacks. They supply 
extremists with flexible, and perhaps safer, venues for training jihadis ideologically, methodologically, and sociologically 
without requiring physical presence or large amounts of physical space. They may also, in the near future, provide 
terrorists with new ways of performing intelligence collection, information operations, and information warfare. If we 
are to credibly counteract the potential for terrorists to utilize virtual worlds for nefarious purposes, the intelligence 
community, law enforcement entities, and policy makers need to begin preparing for this eventuality sooner, rather than 
later.
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b) Learning agents coupled with robotics will not only transform the manner in which intelligence is obtained and 
processed—they will transform the way in which intelligence data is viewed and acted upon by collectors, analysts, law 
enforcement practitioners, managers, and decision makers. Increasingly, all will be able to verbally question systems that 
seem much more like cognitive assistants (or super-intelligent coworkers) than the static technology we are now used to. 
Output will be visual (similar to our reporting systems of today) and/or auditory. These robotically supported cognitive 
assistants will be linked to databases worldwide as well as other learning agents of varying types and will be able to 
dynamically process monumental amounts of information while considering data that might normally be weeded out or 
inaccessible to humans or manually driven systems (e.g., those engaged in the current processes of research, analysis, and 
reporting.) While not all intelligence questions will be answerable instantaneously by the robotic/cognitive agents, time 
that humans would normally spend sifting through a substantial number of reports could be spent dissecting questions 
that need more attention, and reviewing agent responses. Intelligence reporting as it exists currently will increasingly 
become obsolete. Human expertise can be kept indefinitely, and detailed information about thinking processes could 
be made immediately available to those who question research methodology. (This comment is a projection based 
on research performed by George Mason University Learning Agent Center personnel.) Unfortunately, the period 
between the attainment of “massive systemic overload” and the achievement of dependable capabilities developed to 
alleviate overload (such as the aforementioned robotically-supported cognitive assistants) will be extremely difficult, if 
not chaotic. It is unlikely that significant progress will be realized without having to go through a great deal of anguish 
in the meantime.

Bray (1): Recall the major events of the last five years—Inadequate response to Hurricane Katrina in 2005, faulty 
intelligence prior to the second Iraqi war in 2003, incorrect estimates of the Al-Qaeda threat prior to the 9/11 attacks. 
These failures all occurred because our system of government could not appropriately link the knowledge it had across 
multiple departments to take action. Repeat investigations by the U.S. Government Accountability Office all report 
the same theme: More than sufficient information existed to mitigate these events, but the information was in a highly 
distributed and fragmented form across multiple departments and the White House.

Granted, the role of government is a large and onerous one. No other system exists with such a broad scope of duties 
to serve and protect us as citizens. For every government failure, multiple successes occur without making headlines. 
When our system of government works well, we all take it for granted. Government agencies confront a difficult task of 
determining truth from fiction, with limited (or potentially biased) sources of knowledge available.

I can attest to these difficulties. Starting the in autumn of 2000, I accepted a role with the Bioterrorism Preparedness 
and Response Program at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)—first as a fellow, later as IT Chief 
of the Bioterrorism Program. At 9am on the morning of 11 September 2001, I was to give a presentation to various 
government officials on how improvements in the information technology infrastructure of public health laboratories 
could aid national response to a bioterrorism event. The meeting never started. Instead, members of my program at the 
CDC were sent to an off-site command area when American Airlines Flight 11 hit the World Trade Center at 8:46am.

The events that followed—to include the anthrax events of 2001, West Nile Virus, Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome, monkeypox, and other disease outbreaks—all demonstrated to me that our government faces significant 
obstacles in effectively “connecting the dots” of knowledge held in the minds of numerous individuals working for 
different organizational units. Not only is the challenge to discern truth from fiction, but also to put all the pieces of 
knowledge together to form a complete picture. In this age of knowledge-overload, no one individual harbors sufficient 
knowledge to either mitigate negative outcomes or capitalize on positive opportunities. Knowledge exchanges in these 
government agencies must transcend physical group proximity, social networks, and the institutions themselves.

There is a significant correlation between globalization efforts and increasing knowledge velocity, volume, volatility, 
and veracity concerns. Human societies, economies, and civil infrastructures are increasingly interdependent and 
complex. Instead of attempting the traditional “top-down” approach to management, my research espouses a “bottom-
up” approach to cultivating individual insights. Recall the events of 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina: no one individual 
harbored sufficient knowledge to mitigate these events. Such realities will occur with increasing frequency for employees 
of either government agencies or private entities. To assemble the entire puzzle, knowledge exchanges must occur among 
multiple individuals in different organizational units and institutions without prompting from the “top”, but instead 
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must be motivated at the grassroots by collaboration-fostering incentives, values, and trust-relationships; such an idea 
embodies innovative “knowledge ecosystems.”

Bruh: Two can play the game. I believe that while new technology will be essential to effective law enforcement it 
will be a mixed blessing, and not just because of frauds and other crimes perpetrated through the Internet. More and 
more individual criminals, criminal organizations, and governments engaged in criminality will be using technology to 
commit serious crime in the U.S. and elsewhere. Some such crimes will occur in and or originate from the U.S., and even 
more will be initiated elsewhere. The technology will include the use of sophisticated cameras, electronic and wireless 
listening devices, and weapons, among a host of other technologies. Greed will still be at the root of most crime, but 
terrorism will be the world’s greatest threat for as far as anyone can now see due to the many ways that large numbers of 
humans can be destroyed rather quickly by many who want to do such a thing.

Chobar (4): Just like it is said, “As soon as the U.S. releases new currencies, the counterfeiters already are equal to 
the task of printing money,” sophisticated technology enables terrorists and terrorism to be ahead of policing agencies. 
Money often is no stumbling block. Thus, with wealthy individuals supporting terrorism, the very latest in technology 
can almost instantaneously be in the hands of terrorists. This can cover every new technological device from A to Z; 
satellite cell phones to ground-to-air missiles, to laser technology, to the most hideous war weapons—capable of killing 
hundreds and thousands of people at one time.

Costigan (4): Yes, and with far-ranging negative and positive consequences. If terrorist attacks continue in the 
United States, technology may be sought out as the first resort to discover terrorists. False-positives will also increase, 
government will continue to lose legitimacy, and privacy will continue to wane. Initially costs of systems will be borne 
primarily by the government, while private industry attempts to continue to maximize the bottom line. Security for 
corporations will continue to be dominated by profit margins, and so high-tech solutions will not be preferred options. 
However, failing government response, corporations may decide to build private militaries and intelligence networks to 
protect themselves and their investments.

Czarnecki: What this really means is that information increasingly dominates. Information can be compiled 
through computing and/or genetics, at least as far as technology forecasting can see. Who will benefit? The rich? At who’s 
expense, since information, like energy, can neither be created nor destroyed, just converted? The poor? Information-
related technologies expand to suppress the violent inklings of the poor; Orwell’s 1984 gets an updating in the name of 
security and public safety. Because of this, Trend 28 decreases the likelihood of terrorism—but at the cost of individual 
privacy and civil rights.

Fraser: For many years, law enforcement intelligence units have compiled intelligence based on information 
supplied by informants or through other human contacts. Many of these units have been extremely unwilling to share 
this information with other units—either within or outside their agency—because they fear that if action is taken—
arrests are made or criminal/terrorist rings are broken up—their sources/informants will be compromised. The tendency 
has been to wait for the perfect set of circumstances to get the largest possible haul so as to get the maximum benefit 
from the informant. The new technology offers the potential to push intelligence units toward a bias for action since 
intelligence information will come form a wide variety of sources many of which are not individual informants. Action 
can be taken much sooner without worrying about blowing an informant. 

However, care must be taken not to stop gathering human intelligence. Relying too much on these new diverse 
automated sources can lead to too much information without context and/or human cross-checking. By combining 
human sources with data mining, expert systems and artificial intelligence perhaps we can avoid making the sort of 
intelligence mistakes that led our leaders to believe that Iraq’s WMDs were an immediate threat to the U.S.

Jenkins: See Trend 5.

Lanotte: “[T]o assist them, engineers will develop automated systems to help “mesh” information from incompatible 
data stores, recognize patterns in the data, develop rigorous hypotheses, perform collaborative analyses, and “capture” 
the skills of the most capable analysts so that others can benefit from them, even when the analysts themselves are not 
available.” This is indeed a lofty goal. I can only assume that, along with this prediction, true artificial intelligence (AI) 
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technology is imbedded in the prediction. Along with the introduction and use of AI in criminal cases, will be the 
requirement to make the evidence admissible in court.

Nozawa: In the United States fundamental scientific advances have been few since 1992. Administration policy put 
advanced scientific projects on hold, and agencies such as DARPA [Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] and 
AF Lab resorted to developing widgets. New discoveries were ignored. DARPA’s attempt to regroup under the present 
Administration and “reach for the far shore” appears to have failed. The situation is unchanged today.

The United States is far behind Japan in the development of robots using advanced multiple-valued logic. The U.S. 
wasted its time in internecine wars arguing about whether fuzzy logic and other non-probabilistic logics were real or not. 
During the same period, China surpassed Japan and developed the largest cadre of fuzzy logicians.

Artificial intelligence as defined in the 1980s was dead by 1991. It had been built around a collapsed objective 
scientific philosophy. Only robotics and vision survived and continued. DARPA in 2007 is unable to make real headway 
since no new fundamental knowledge has been discovered by DARPA to overcome the disaster of the 1980s. Scientific 
semeiotics provides the answers needed, but DARPA and others have lacked the talent necessary to recognize the value 
of Scientific Semeiotic…they don’t know that they don’t know.

Airline pilots assistance and similar systems lack systems design methodologies to develop the envisioned technologies. 
Again, scientific semeiotic provides the necessary system design processes to develop these advanced systems.

Technologically related changes have been on hold for most of the last twenty years. The end of Cold War, the peace 
dividend, and the artificial stoppage of scientific advancement has resulted in the downward trend with nothing to stop 
it unless a fundamental change in scientific philosophy is made.

If the terrorists (jihadist) see what is developing in systems design and intelligence analysis, then they will merely 
need to be patient and let us destroy ourselves through neglect, incompetence and the absence of critical thinking.

Osborne: There are not enough trained, skilled, and knowledgeable law enforcers who can tackle problems based 
in current technology—identity theft, white collar crimes, and cybercrime. Emerging technologies are likely to bring 
further challenges, which justice and security agencies will [be] ill-equipped to face. However, sometime in the next 20 
years, more sophisticated technologies will become much easier to use with relatively little training. These tools will be 
widely adopted and will transform intelligence and policing.

Snyder (7): IT applications will continue to eliminate mountains of paperwork—and paperworkers—de-staffing 
back-office operations and curtailing commodity white-collar employment in the industrialized world.

Steele: The reliance of microchip technology in about everything would render major systems inoperable if 
coordinated EMP [electromagnetic pulse] bombs were detonated in a variety of critical locations, such as air traffic 
control centers. EMP bombs over grid-locked highways might be followed by explosives, gas, or anthrax.

Tan: Technological change and innovation is something that will increasingly dominate society but this very change 
brings challenges. Technology promises to unleash new means of dealing with the security and terrorism challenges 
we face, but the danger in building systems—for instance, in data mining, etc.—is that we can be driven too much by 
technology, neglecting the fact that no one can replace excellent intelligence analysts who have the in-depth training 
and deep knowledge to be able to make sense of the vast amounts of information and intelligence that is coming 
through. Ultimately, technology provides the tools for counter-terrorism, but this fixation with technology unfortunately 
often comes at the expense of developing good human analysis and judgment. These ultimately cannot be replaced by 
technology. 

Young: If certain parts of certain societies continue to believe they are disenfranchised by globalization as represented 
by technological advances, terrorism will continue to plague the world.
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29. research anD DevelopMenT play a GrowinG role in The worlD econoMy.

Total U.S. outlays on R&D have grown steadily in the past three decades.•	

I – n 2006, the United States spent about $330 billion on R&D.

China has taken second place in the world’s R&D spending, with a budget estimate at $136 billion in •	
2006, up from $60 billion in 2001.

Still more spending may be hidden in military budgets. –

China says it will raise its R&D spending from about 1.23 percent of GDP in 2004 to 2.5 percent in  –
2020.

R&D outlays in Japan have risen almost continuously, to nearly 3 percent of GDP. In 2006, Japan spent •	
about $130 billion on R&D.

R&D spending in the European Union (EU-15) amounted to $230 billion in 2006, about 1.9 percent of •	
GDP.

The European Commission has set a goal of raising R&D spending to 3 percent of GDP by 2010. –

In Russia, R&D funding is roughly 1.5 percent of GDP, up from just 0.7 percent in 1997. This amounted •	
to about $26.25 billion in 2006.

The Russian government funds around 60 percent of research in the country. About 44 percent of  –
Russia's R&D budget goes to defense research, 10 percent to space.

These figures do not include whatever clandestine military research escapes notice. –

Corporate R&D in the United States has shifted in the post-September 11 period, with less emphasis •	
on pharmaceuticals and computer-related fields and more focus on biotechnology, nanotechnology, and 
security technologies.

Western corporations are outsourcing a growing fraction of their R&D to foreign contractors, just as they •	
do other functions.

Much of this work goes to India, some to Russia and Eastern Europe, but the growth area is China. –

Assessment:

This trend is stabilizing as developed nations, particularly the United States, devote more of their resources 
to less productive activities. We believe this is a temporary phenomenon. The trend will regain momentum in 
the years ahead. It will not fall off this list before the middle of this century.

Implications:

This is a significant factor in the acceleration of technological change.
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The demand for scientists, engineers, and technicians will continue to grow, particularly in fields where 
research promises an immediate business payoff.

Low-wage countries such as China once took only low-wage jobs from advanced industrialized countries 
such as the United States. Today higher-paid jobs in science, technology, and the professions also are at risk.

Countries like India, China, and Russia once suffered a brain drain as those with high-tech skills emigrated 
to high-demand, high-wage destinations. Today, many students and professionals spend time in the West 
to learn cutting-edge skills, and then return to their native lands to work, start companies, and teach. This 
promotes the growth of some developing countries while reducing the competitive advantages of the developed 
world.

Implications for Terrorism:

A host of new high-tech tools will become available for antiterrorist activities in the years ahead. They will 
require more training for effective use and may even require tighter recruitment standards to ensure that new 
intelligence, security, and law enforcement personnel will be able to adapt to fast-changing techniques and 
demands.

Expert Comments:

Forster: Research and development of new technologies will increase the ability to prevent and protect society 
against terrorist attacks. Intelligence and law enforcement will improve their ability to identify threats, predict actions, 
and intervene. Additionally, new research and development will improve the ability to mitigate the effects of terrorist 
actions and maintain continuity of operations. However, as new capabilities are disseminated throughout society, terrorist 
groups will inevitably adapt them to meet their needs. Thus, this trend, like many, is a double-edged sword.

Nozawa: A long term “Manhattan Project” [is required] to build capability in scientific semeiotics. The knowledge 
exists, only the will is missing. It’s all in our native language. Unlike the Manhattan Project no massive investment in 
hardware is needed. It’s all mind building. It’s knowledge warfare.

30. The uniTeD sTaTes is ceDinG iTs scienTific anD Technical leaDership To oTher counTries.

“The scientific and technical building blocks of our economic leadership are eroding at a time when •	
many other nations are gathering strength,” the National Academy of Sciences warns. Although many 
people assume that the United States will always be a world leader in science and technology, this may 
not continue to be the case inasmuch as great minds and ideas exist throughout the world. We fear the 
abruptness with which a lead in S&T can be lost—and the difficulty of recovering a lead once lost, if 
indeed it can be regained at all."

Although R&D spending is growing in raw-dollar terms, when measured as a percentage of the total federal •	
budget or as a fraction of the U.S. GDP, research funding has been shrinking for some 15 years. In 2005, 
the United States spent about 2.68 percent of its GDP on R&D, down from 2.76 percent in 2001.

Washington has often reduced the post-inflation buying power of its R&D funding request. In the FY  –
2007 budget, for the first time, it cut R&D funds in absolute dollars as well. The 2007 funding request 
for R&D totaled about $137 billion, down about 1 percent from FY 2006.
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Some areas were harder hit. The National Science Foundation lost 3.2 percent of its previous budget;  –
the National Institute of Science and Technology lost 6 percent. Some programs funded by the Federal 
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Office lost 18 percent.

Military research now absorbs much of the money that once supported basic science.•	

Since 2000, U.S. federal spending on defense research has risen an average of 7.4 percent per year,  –
compared with only 4.5 percent for civilian research.

In 2006, 59 percent of U.S. federal research funding went to defense projects. –

Of that, an estimated 40 percent went to “earmarks,” congressional pet projects often of doubtful  –
value.

The DARPA has been legendary for its support of “blue sky” research that led to dramatic technical  –
advances, including the creation of the Internet. Today it focuses increasingly on immediate military 
needs and low-risk development efforts.

Washington’s neglect of basic science is being felt in many ways.•	

Only half of American patents are granted to Americans, a number that has been declining for  –
decades.

Only 29 percent of the research papers published in the prestigious  – Physical Review in 2003 were by 
American authors, down from 61 percent in 1983.

More than half of American scientists and engineers are nearing retirement. At the rate American students •	
are entering these fields, the retirees cannot be replaced except by recruiting foreign scientists.

Between 25 percent and 30 percent of high school graduates who enter college plan to major in science  –
or engineering. Fewer than half of them receive a degree in those fields.

The number of U.S. bachelor’s degrees awarded in engineering in 2005 was nearly 15 percent below  –
the peak 20 years earlier. The United States needs 114,000 engineering graduates each year, according 
to the Department of Labor. According to most reports, it graduates about 65,000.

According to the National Academy of Engineering, the United States produces only about 7 percent  –
of the world’s engineers.

Only 6 percent of American undergraduates are engineering majors. In Europe, the number is 12  –
percent; in China, it is 40 percent.

Of the doctoral degrees in science awarded by American universities, about 30 percent go to foreign  –
students. In engineering, it is 60 percent.

By inhibiting stem-cell research, cloning, and other specialties the United States has made itself less •	
attractive to cutting-edge biomedical scientists.

The United Kingdom is capitalizing on this to become the world’s leader in stem-cell research. In the  –
process, it is reversing the brain drain that once brought top British scientists to the United States, 
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More than seventy leading American biomedical researchers have moved to the U.K., along with many 
less-noted colleagues.

Latin America also has been receiving scientific emigrés from the U.S. –

Since post-9/11 immigration restrictions were enacted, the number of foreign students taking the Graduate •	
Record Exam has declined sharply.

Applications were off by 50 percent from China, 37 percent from India, 15 percent from South Korea,  –
and 43 percent from Taiwan as of 2004. Though recovering slowly, their numbers remain depressed.

Instead of building relationships in the United States—professional loyalties that could contribute to  –
American S&T—these missing students will form their attachments to U.S. competitors.

This is significant. About 25 percent of America’s science and engineering workforce are immigrants,  –
including nearly half of those with doctoral degrees. During the 15 years ending in 2007, one-third of 
the American scientists receiving Nobel Prizes were foreign-born.

According to Purdue president Martin Jischke, by 2010 more than 90 percent of all scientists and engineers •	
in the world will live in Asia.

Assessment:

This trend emerged from a wide variety of ill-conceived political decisions made over the last 30 years. It will 
take a generation to reverse. 

Implications:

If this trend is not reversed, it will begin to undermine the U.S. economy and shift both economic and 
political power to other lands. According to some estimates, about half of the improvement in the American 
standard of living is directly attributable to research and development carried out by scientists and engineers.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that the number of job openings in science and engineering will 
grow by 47 percent in the five years ending 2010—three times as fast as non-technical fields. The United States 
will not produce nearly enough home-grown technical specialists to fill them.

Demand to import foreign scientists and engineers on H-1B visas also will continue to grow.

Publicity about the H1-B program, and about the offshoring of R&D to company divisions and consulting 
labs in Asia, in turn, will discourage American students from entering technical fields. This has already been 
blamed for shrinking student rolls in computer science.

In 2005, China for the first time exported more IT and communications goods ($180 million) than the 
United States ($145 million.) Its lead has grown each year since then.
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Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

The growing sophistication of scientists and engineers in the developing world threatens to put chemical, 
biological, and nuclear weapons in the hands of international terrorist organizations. The success of A.Q. Khan 
in creating Pakistan’s nuclear program and spreading his knowledge to the Middle East is likely to be just the 
first of what could be many such examples. This will make intelligence and security duties much more difficult 
to carry out successfully.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (9): This exacerbates the effects of rapid technological advance because it diminishes the capabilities 
of the leading counter-terrorism power to monitor the emergence of new technologies that could be put to terrorist use 
or diversions of existing technologies. To keep tabs on technological threats, new global or multilateral scientific and 
technological monitoring mechanisms will be needed, although concerns about safeguarding intellectual property will 
complicate such efforts.

Armstrong: The U.S. is not ceding its leadership. In fact, S&T is one of the few areas where the U.S. retains global 
respect, even in the Muslim countries with extremely poor (and violent) views of America. While many look at S&T 
as almost a liability, that we’re dependent on it and that we’re not developing enough talent, the rest of the world is 
mimicking our skills and building on it because of the value they see in it. I have hosted two discussion panels on using 
S&T as diplomacy for DHS science and technology conferences. The key take-away has been the value of enhancing 
S&T relationships for long-term benefit. Working with foreign scientists, as well as their communities, either here or 
abroad, not only taps into and develops additional research and development capacity, it also promotes changes in 
commercial, academic, infrastructure, and legal systems that form the foundation of democratic institutions, a potential 
win-win for people and societies and S&T. A promising reality is polling showing American S&T continues to be 
admired by countries that are increasingly opposed to American politics. The real risk is not empowerment of other 
countries (see earlier comments on technology and globalization), but on outsourcing, which is a different strategic 
threat than terrorism, although it increases our liability as disruption on our periphery or in countries beyond our 
control will have implications for the United States.

Chobar (5): I worked for a huge global corporation before returning to education. I watched as this company 
brought in new employees to various U.S. divisions, from every nation on the planet, to train them in the latest 
communication, transportation, power generation, water processing, aviation, electrical distribution, security, and water 
desalination. Policing of people’s backgrounds was seldom done. These people went back to their home countries with 
huge 6” spiral bound notebooks, as well as hundreds of CDs and DVDs of product information. We hand [over] this 
phenomenal scientific and technical information under the umbrella of being “corporate employees.” However, in the 
hands of terrorists or terrorism supporters, this same scientific and technical leadership is used against us and other 
nations of the world.

Costigan (5): Fine educations are now available elsewhere, perhaps closer to home, and the response to pre-9/11 
immigration policy lead to fewer foreign students in U.S. universities, making them a harder sell. Vigorous attempts by 
government, and perhaps just the passing of time, have lead to a recent rebound of foreign enrollment after the 9/11 
slowdown. Needless to say, universities are a primary engine for the U.S. S&T and the economy. Thus it is critical that 
foreign students, with their leads in S&T, seek their education in the U.S. Perhaps just as important as the economic 
factors, when fewer students come to the United States, the U.S. also loses the opportunity to influence future worldwide 
corporate and governmental leadership. While high technology may assist in capturing terrorists or reducing the need for 
interests in terrorism-prone areas, friendly governments and organizations are key to continued strength.
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Nozawa: In the long run, we can recapture the S&T leadership since we still own the knowledge. We have a head 
start in winning the knowledge war. Charles Sanders Peirce did all the homework and tradeoff analyses and gave us the 
answers on a golden platter. For the moment, we see neither the knowledge nor the golden platter.

Sanders (7): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Snyder (3): Growing shortages in our domestic supply of STEM (Scientists, Technicians, Engineers, and 
Mathematicians) recruits will make the U.S. increasingly dependent on imported high-skill labor, 25 percent to 30 
percent of whom have come from Muslim countries in recent years.

Note that U.S. employers and business lobbies are urgently seeking to double or triple the H-1B visa cap from its 
current limit of 65,000 per year. Imported personnel could be placed in the U.S. as “sleepers”—for which we are already 
screening applicants—or could subsequently be suborned into collaborating with terrorists by threats to family members 
back home. Conversely, Islamists may inveigh against Muslims who work for Americans as traitors, in an attempt to 
deprive the U.S. of critically needed skills.

31. TransporTaTion TechnoloGy anD pracTice are iMprovinG rapiDly.

The newest generation of aircraft, such as the Boeing 787 and future Airbus A350 XWB, are using lightweight •	
materials and more efficient engines to cut fuel costs, stretch ranges, and increase cargo capacity.

In the United States, two companies have even announced plans to build supersonic business jets and  –
have them in the air by 2013 or so. One has already taken deposits for several dozen aircraft.

The airline industry is developing technical advances such as improved satellite navigation and •	
communications, runway collision avoidance systems, and safer seat designs.

The Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EWGPS) compares an aircraft’s GPS location with  –
digital topographic maps to warn when a plane is in danger of flying into terrain. No plane equipped 
with it has ever had this kind of crash.

These improvements will also allow planes to fly closer together, increasing the carrying capacity of air  –
routes.

Rail travel is getting faster. The new TGV Est line, which runs 300 km (180 miles) from Paris to Frankfurt, •	
operates at 320 kph (198.8 mph) inside France, compared with 300 kph on other parts of the TGV 
system.

Advances in automobile technology, such as road-condition sensors, continuously variable transmissions, •	
automated traffic management systems, night-vision systems, and smart seats that tailor airbag inflation to 
the passenger’s weight, are reaching the marketplace.

The first commercial hybrid gas-electric cars are available already, with more scheduled for future model •	
years.

Assessment:

These advances will continue at least through mid-century.
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Implications:

One of the fastest-growing transport industries is trucking, thanks to the expanded use of just-in-time 
inventory management and Internet-based companies that rely on trucks to deliver their products. This field 
will grow more efficient as GPS-based truck tracking, RFID-based cargo management, more efficient engines, 
and other new technologies spread through the industry.

To reduce the number and severity of traffic accidents, trucks on the most heavily used highways will be 
exiled to car-free lanes, and the separation will be enforced.

New hybrid car models will begin to gain significant market share from traditional gas guzzlers between 
2010 and 2015.

Following European practice, even “legacy” air carriers in the United States will begin to replace the spokes 
of their existing hub-and-spokes system with high-speed trains for journeys of 100 to 150 miles.

By 2015, improved technologies and concerns about the long-term cost of energy will lead even the rail-
resistant United States to begin modernizing its train system.

New aircraft navigation and safety technologies will reduce the number and severity of crashes.

By 2010, smart-car technologies will begin to reduce deaths due to auto accidents in Europe and, a few 
years later, the United States.

Cities increasingly will struggle to reduce auto congestion by limiting the use of private automobiles, as in 
Munich, Vienna, and Mexico City; by taxing auto use in congested areas, as in London; or by encouraging the 
development and use of mass transit, as in Copenhagen and Curitiba, Brazil.

Technology may offer other alternatives. One proposal is “dual-mode transportation,” in which private 
cars would be used normally on short hauls but would run on automated guideways for long-distance travel.

Implications for Terrorism:

The continuing growth of international travel, internal rail networks, and feeder airlines will make it easier 
to establish and propagate a bioweapon-induced epidemic through the target countries.

In the long run, automated transport systems could become a new target for sophisticated terrorists. The 
toll in lives and economic impact from a successful attack on a high-speed rail system or an automated highway 
could be significant.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (7): “The enemy of the enemy is my friend.” There will be ever-increasing cooperation and capabilities 
between various criminal elements (drug cartels, ID theft rings, and black-marketers), dissidents, anarchists, terrorists, 
and rogue elements of power within the governments of nation-states. With global communications, war planning on 
a global scale—from coalitions of terrorist and criminal groups to coalitions of states (and maybe a combination of all 
three) is not only possible, but probable. Instantaneous communications make simultaneous operations an easy task (as 
seen with the attacks of 9/11). Conversely, the massive amounts of and differing modes of communications, combined 
with antiquated hierarchical structures within Western governments, will make the West more vulnerable, unless or 
until a method of instantaneous and ubiquitous information gathering and threat warning can be achieved. In the 
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meantime, psychological “blowback,” in the form of technology abandonment by the many, could become an issue. 
Communications might become more difficult because of the overwhelming nature of such, thus limiting the adoption 
of new technology (or the use of high-tech communications in general). Threat information might therefore ultimately 
be unattainable or stalled in the process of distribution.

Chobar: Because of the speed these advances provide, it also makes policing harder and therefore can enable 
terrorism to happen much more quickly.

Young: Technological advances have been a boon to counterterrorism activities. A whole new industry has been 
created with respect to Homeland Security, and technological advances should progress as the terrorists seek to counteract 
the new technologies meant to discover and defeat them.

Youngs: Our country’s public mass transit systems are each unique, open, dynamic, and inherently vulnerable to 
terrorist attacks. As terrorism appears to be increasing against transit systems, the transit sector continues to focus on 
policing, new technology, environmental design, and public outreach as means to enhance security while maintaining 
the precipitous balance between security and public convenience. It is the continued cooperation, communication and 
collaboration between the governmental and non-governmental regulatory bodies that will make the various transit 
systems continue to succeed and progress as funding allows.

32. The pace of TechnoloGical chanGe acceleraTes wiTh each new GeneraTion of Discoveries 
anD applicaTions.

In fast-moving engineering disciplines, half of the cutting-edge knowledge learned by college students in •	
their freshman year is obsolete by the time they graduate.

The design and marketing cycle—idea, invention, innovation, imitation—is shrinking steadily. As late as •	
the 1940s, the product cycle stretched to 30 or 40 years. Today, it seldom lasts 30 or 40 weeks.

Almost any new consumer product can be exactly duplicated by Chinese factories and sold on e-Bay  –
within a week after it is introduced.

Some 80 percent of the scientists, engineers, technicians, and physicians who ever lived are alive today—•	
and exchanging ideas real time on the Internet.

Assessment:

This trend will continue for many years. However, we may grow less able to perceive it.

Implications:

Subjectively, change soon will move so rapidly that we can no longer recognize its acceleration, save as an 
abstract concept.

All the technical knowledge we work with today will represent only 1 percent of the knowledge that will 
be available in 2050.

Industries will face much tighter competition based on new technologies. Those who adopt state-of-the-art 
methods first will prosper. Those who ignore them will eventually fail.
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Products must capture their market quickly, before the competition can copy them.

Brand names associated with quality are becoming even more important in this highly competitive 
environment.

Lifelong learning is a necessity for anyone who works in a technical field—and for growing numbers who 
do not.

In what passes for the long run—a generation or two—the development of true artificial intelligence is 
likely to reduce human beings to managers. Rather than making new discoveries and creating new products, 
we will struggle to understand and guide the flow of novelties delivered by creations we cannot really keep up 
with.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is one area in which antiterrorist forces have a clear advantage. Technologically sophisticated and 
backed by government budgets, intelligence and security services will be able to adopt useful innovations 
much faster than terrorist organizations such as Al Qaeda. This improves their chances of monitoring or 
disrupting terrorist communications, financing, and operations.

Expert Comments:

Anonymous (8): This trend will have both positive and negative effects. On the one hand, accelerating progress in 
information and surveillance technologies could provide counter-terrorist authorities with unprecedented capabilities to 
monitor potential threats. But on the other hand, dramatic advances in bio and nanotechnologies, among others, will 
offer small groups and individuals continually evolving (and hard to detect/defend against) opportunities (manufactured 
viruses, nanobots) to cause massive casualties and physical damage.

Bray (9): See Trend 5.

Bruh: While clearly there are departments and agencies that are short of funds and, therefore, cannot 
take advantage of technological improvements in a timely fashion, I believe that another concern is more 
important. Few organizations, in government or in the private world, have not wasted vast amounts of 
funds trying to adopt new technologies. This occurs either because the projects are not well thought out or 
through selecting managers that are either not sufficiently knowledgeable or capable of driving a program to 
its successful completion. Moreover, organizations often select contractors that are incapable or inappropriate 
for the tasks. With funding always being of concern to security and law enforcement organizations, they must 
strive to do better in this regard. It requires the continuing personal involvement and leadership of the head 
of every organization.

Jenkins: See Trend 5.

Kriesberg: Yes technological changes will continue to accelerate. That is unsettling, opening new opportunities 
and new problems. There are more and better ways to monitor and to evade monitoring.

The implications for countering terror depend on the social sensibility and policy about the ability to use the new 
technologies.

LaDuke (2): Scientific and technical knowledge is social collateral for destructive force and is being manipulated by 
a global stage of “actors.” (See comments [in Trend 8] on global economy growing more integrated.) This coupled with 
a power struggle between corporate/institutional interests and national defense interests (see comments on diversity [in 
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Trend 7]) is creating a substantial threat to U.S. interests. The rise of nanotechnology could give individuals and small 
groups new forms of less controllable and less detectable mass destruction by 2020.

Miller: Technology will no doubt impact tremendously both the practice of terrorist violence and the conduct of 
counter-terrorism. As it has in the past, the struggle between the two forces will be carried out at least in part using the 
latest technology. It would seem that either side can concede victory to the other by relying on traditional implements 
and ignoring technology advances. Otherwise, this front in the “war” will most likely continue as an active area of ebb 
and flow, with neither side prevailing. Terrorists will continue to invent new ways and means of violence, and the state 
will continue to invest in research and development.

Young: This concept was well proven in Iraq with the improvement in insurgent tactics but also in the technological 
advances in IEDs. At the beginning of the war, IEDs were relatively crude but became more sophisticated in design and 
triggering devices as the war progressed. Moreover, the advent of EFPs became the ultimate IED in destructive power. As 
a result, better, more complete armor was devised by the U.S. to counteract technological advances by the insurgents.

33. iMporTanT MeDical aDvances will conTinue To appear alMosT Daily.

Genetic research has accelerated advances in medicine and in the growth of medical knowledge. Early •	
results include possible cures for hemophilia, cystic fibrosis, familial hypercholesterolemia, a number of 
cancers, and AIDS. Eventually, some 4,000 hereditary disorders may be prevented or cured through genetic 
intervention.

At Sangamo Biosciences, in California, researchers have experimented with rewriting the patient’s  –
own DNA, rather than replacing it, to correct hereditary errors. The technique may lead to practical 
therapies sooner than conventional gene splicing.

Also in the works: gene-based diagnostic tests that may identify cancer early and tell which drugs are  –
most likely to benefit individual patients with heart disease, cancer, and other ills.

A process called RNA interference, which deactivates individual genes, is quickly revealing the genes’ •	
functions.

It also may be used to disable disease-causing genes, perhaps making it possible to cure cancer, viral  –
ills, and some hereditary disorders.

One potential cure for HIV/AIDS is expected to be ready for human testing by 2010. –

In research performed outside the United States, stem cells promise to repair damaged brains and other •	
organs. Embryonic stem cells have already been found to repair damaged heart muscle.

Growing knowledge of biochemistry, aided by advanced computer modeling, has made it possible to •	
design drugs that fit specific receptors in the cell.

Drugs created through this technology often are much more effective than natural derivatives and have  –
fewer side effects.

Nearly four hundred anticancer compounds are being tested in people, almost all of them “designer  –
drugs.” In 1995, only ten anticancer drugs were being tested, all either natural products or derivatives 
of existing drugs.
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Other transplanted tissues come from cloning and related technologies used to grow stem cells.•	

Radical new treatments for diabetes, Parkinson’s disease, perhaps Alzheimer’s, and many other disorders  –
are expected to arrive within the next five to ten years.

Scientists at Wistar Institute, in Philadelphia, have found a strain of mice that can regrow severed limbs  –
and damaged organs, including heart muscle. Liver cells injected into other mice enable the recipients 
to regenerate for at least six months.

Brown fat, found in many animals and in human babies, is converted almost immediately to body heat; •	
it does not cause obesity. White fat goes straight to the waist and other bulging body parts. Scientists at 
Boston’s Dana-Farber Cancer Institute have found the gene controlling brown fat production, perhaps 
opening the way to end the epidemic of obesity.

Surgeons working via the Internet can now operate on patients in remote areas, using experimental robot •	
manipulators to handle their instruments.

Nanotechnology research is beginning to produce medically useful products, such as nanoparticles that  –
can carry medication into the cell. Much more complicated devices for both diagnosis and treatment 
are in the concept stage.

Scientists are beginning to understand the fundamental processes of aging, bringing the possibility of  –
averting the diseases of old age, and perhaps of aging itself.

Assessment:

The flow of new medical advances will not slow in the next 40 years, and probably not in the next 75.

Implications:

In the next ten years, we expect to see more and better bionic limbs, hearts, and other organs; drugs that 
prevent disease rather than merely treating symptoms; and body monitors that warn of impending trouble. 
These all will reduce hospital stays.

Outside the United States, transplants of brain cells, nerve tissue, and stem cells to aid victims of retardation, 
head trauma, and other neurological disorders will enter clinical use by 2012. Laboratory-grown bone, muscle, 
and blood cells also will be employed in transplants. 

Expect also the first broadly effective treatments for viral diseases, experimental regeneration of lost or 
damaged human tissues, and effective ways to prevent and correct obesity.

By 2025, the first nanotechnology-based medical therapies should reach clinical use. Microscopic machines 
will monitor our internal processes, remove cholesterol plaques from artery walls, and destroy cancer cells 
before they have a chance to form a tumor.

Forecasting International believes that cloning and related methods will be accepted for the treatment of 
disease, though not to produce identical human beings.
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Even without dramatic advances in life extension, Baby Boomers are likely to live much longer, and in 
better health, than anyone now expects. However, this trend could be sidetracked by the current epidemic of 
obesity, which threatens to raise rates of hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, and arthritis among Boomers if 
a cure is not found quickly enough.

However, a significant extension of healthy, vigorous life—to around 115 or 120 years as a first step—now 
seems more likely than no extension at all.

High development and production costs for designer pharmaceuticals, computerized monitors, and 
artificial organs will continue to push up the cost of health care far more rapidly than the general inflation rate. 
Much of these expenses will be passed on to Medicare and other third-party payers.

Severe personnel shortages can be expected in high-tech medical specialties, in addition to the continuing 
deficit of nurses.

A growing movement to remove barriers to stem-cell research in the United States could speed progress 
in this critical field. This could be expected to produce new treatments for neurological disorders such as 
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease and many other illnesses now incurable or untreatable. It also would 
recover one aspect of America’s lost lead in science.

Implications for Terrorism:

New drugs and medical technologies are improving health and extending lives throughout the developed 
world—though not as effectively in the United States as in some other countries. This is likely to serve as one 
more “proof” of the perceived injustice that inspires terrorism in some developing lands.

In addition, even within the wealthy industrial countries, advanced medical technologies tend to be most 
readily available to the rich and may be almost inaccessible to the poor and socially dispossessed. While not 
in itself inspiring terrorism, this could easily contribute to political unrest in many Western countries. In this 
way, it could both make it harder to gain public cooperation for security measures and serve as one more 
justification for those already inclined to violence.

Expert Comments:

Smyre (6): The ability to utilize medical advances in low cost ways in developing countries will provide the opportunity 
for those in poverty to improve their health. If this occurs in connection to increased economic opportunities, the pool 
of young people without hope from which terrorists recruit, should decline.

Young: Again, with war come advances in every aspect of the conflict, including medicine. Many soldiers survive 
today because of technological medical advances, both during the battle and during recovery. Prosthetics and other 
recuperative techniques will continue to evolve.

34. The inTerneT conTinues To Grow, buT aT a slower pace.

In mid-2007, Internet users numbered about 1.173 billion, up just less than one-fourth in three years.•	
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Most growth of the Internet population is now taking place outside the United States, which is home to •	
only 19 percent of Internet users.

U.S. Internet users now account for about 75 percent of the American population, a figure that has  –
only crept higher for several years.

In mid-2007, the most recent available data showed 162 million Internet users in China (12.3 percent  –
of the population), 42 million in India (3.7 percent), and 86.3 million in Japan (67.1 percent.)

Internet penetration is lagging badly in Africa, where only 3.6 percent of the population is online.  –
Most Internet users are in the North African countries or in the republic of South Africa. In between, 
Internet connections are scarce.

When it comes to percentage of broadband users, the United States ranks only 15th among the developed •	
lands and 24th over all. About 47 percent of American Internet users have broadband service, compared 
with 90 percent in South Korea.

Americans also get poorer service, paying about $35 per month for download speeds of 1.5mbps and  –
only 256kbps upload speeds. Japanese Internet users pay about the same for 50mbps service.

In mid-2007, there were 2.66 billion IP addresses on the Internet. Of these, nearly 1.4 billion were in the •	
United States, 251 million in the U.K., 154 million in Japan, and 116 million in China.

E-commerce is still growing, but not as quickly as it once did.•	

In the United States, total retail sales in the first quarter of 2007 came in at about $999.5 billion,  –
Internet retail sales at $31.5 billion, just 3.2 percent of the total and growing by only 0.1 percent of 
the total for the last three quarters.

Total Internet sales are expected to reach $116 billion for the year. –

Sales growth, as much as 25 percent per year in 2004, is expected to slow to 9 percent annually by  –
2010.

Not long ago, the Internet was predominately English-speaking. In mid-2007, English and “Chinese” •	
(we assume this combines mainland Mandarin, Taiwanese Mandarin, and Cantonese) were tied at 31.7 
percent of Internet users.

More than 5 percent of Netizens spoke Spanish, Japanese, German, or French.  –

Assessment:

This trend will continue until essentially no one in the world lacks easy access to the Internet, about 30 years 
by our best estimate.

Implications:

Americans will continue to dominate the Internet so long as they produce a substantial majority of Web 
pages—but that is not likely to be very long.
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Analysts believe that Internet growth will not accelerate again until broadband service becomes less expensive 
and more widely available. This is a matter of government policy as much as of technology or basic costs.

Demands that the United States relinquish control of the Internet to an international body can only gain 
broader support and grow more emphatic as Americans make up a smaller part of the Internet population.

B2B sales on the Internet are dramatically reducing business expenses throughout the Internet-connected 
world, while giving suppliers access to customers they could never have reached by traditional means.

The Internet has made it much easier and cheaper to set up a profitable business. An online marketing site 
can be set up with just a few minutes’ work at a cost of much less than $100. This is fostering a new generation 
of entrepreneurs.

Internet-based outsourcing to other countries has only just begun. Growth in this field will accelerate again 
as overseas service firms polish their English, French, and German and find even more business functions they 
can take on.

Cultural, political, and social isolation has become almost impossible for countries interested in economic 
development. Even China’s attempts to filter the Internet and shield its population from outside influences 
have been undermined by hackers elsewhere, who provide ways to penetrate the barriers.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

The Internet will remain a primary tool for the management of terrorist operations, particularly as encryption 
becomes ever more difficult to break. In addition, Internet-based crime may serve as a funding source for 
some terrorist organizations. In compensation, the growing availability of large quantities of public records 
and other information over the Internet should bring new opportunities for investigation and interdiction of 
terrorist activities.

Expert Comments:

Armstrong: See earlier comments on technology in Trend 28.

Ayers: There is a growing interest among social scientists in the way Internet usage is changing socialization. Rather 
than being a tool for encouraging harmony and peaceful coexistence through increased communication, it seems that the 
lack of accountability behind the communication has resulted in aggressive displays of decidedly antisocial behavior. The 
fringes of society can locate the “like-minded” so easily that they rarely have to deal with “polar opposites” unless they 
seek out opportunities to do so. Those who are of a mindset to probe for differing points of view may simply be trolling 
for potential targets (such as blogs or chat rooms) within which to engage in deception, inject argumentation, create 
disruption, generate conflict, and project power in ways that were inconceivable prior to the advent of the Internet. 
Considering recent news reports detailing abuse and other types of violence documented by the perpetrators themselves 
in film and text with the specific intention of placing the evidence in “e-space,” it would appear that “e-inspired” 
vilification and assault is on the rise. As aggressively anti-social behavior becomes “the norm” on the Internet, it is also 
becoming more evident in the physical world. As individuals adopt the role of agitator (whether in “e-space” or physical 
space) more will follow, if only out of a need for self-defense. This willful polarization of society only serves to enhance 
terrorist objectives. A population with large and increasing numbers of “sociopaths online” is a target-rich environment 
for recruitment by terrorists. If Western teens can be coerced into beating up other teens or innocent strangers for a few 
seconds of “fame,” what else might they be capable of?
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Bray (7): Depends on what you mean by the Internet. If by “World Wide Web” yes, it is slowing down and in fact 
the World Wide Web is ready to die and be replaced with a newer generation concept yet unknown. The Internet itself 
(as infrastructure) will always exist, but in several areas (VoIP, video) the Internet has experienced dramatic, accelerating 
growth as more Internet users employ such technologies. So it’s difficult to say generically that the Internet is growing/
slowing, but you need to consider specific technologies and why specific technologies might be slowing to make way for 
something newer.

Chobar (2): There is no way local or national policing can monitor all the Internet activity, or if policing does occur 
it is difficult to do well. Thus, the Internet has given terrorists a “silent,” speedy, and effective method for high-speed 
communication and dissemination of information. This information can provide instant information from the location 
of troops to the actual providing of classes on building newer, more sophisticated weapons of destruction.

Costigan (6): Many governments will attempt to slow the growth of the Internet or, more precisely, to decrease their 
population’s ability to inform themselves in a direct effort to control information flow. In the face of renewed terrorist 
attacks, even democrat governments may seek ways to reduce information flow. For example, instead of letting the 
world know which group perpetrated an attack, in an effort to not boost the stature of one terrorist group a government 
might say it was any number of terrorist groups, but the effect will be the same: reduced information. Additionally, for 
terrorists, temporary defacement will remain the most likely outcome of “web attacks,” but they will continue to exploit 
weaknesses in Internet-connected systems, potentially using the Internet to mount lightweight attacks against certain 
systems (supervisory control and data acquisition [SCADA] networks etc.) if the effort is manageable, cheap and, ideally, 
an insider is available. Were they to succeed, the damage could be considerable, but it will likely be hit or miss and the 
overriding question is whether they believe their time would be better spent elsewhere. Importantly, the Internet’s value 
as the cheapest and best communications and propaganda delivery method will override any attempt to fundamentally 
“crash the system.”

Kadtke: With the increasing spread of cyberspace, we are currently witnessing a host of new social networking 
capabilities and online virtual communities. We have recently seen the first cyberspace enabled-political debate, and 
governmental as well as private sector organizations are holding meetings and doing business in Second Life and similar 
virtual worlds. Sociologists observe that many users of these communities relate more closely to the virtual environment 
than their real lives. Are we trending toward a time when much of the world’s population relates more closely to virtual 
online communities of interest, rather than their traditional physical social organizations or even their nation? What will 
be the effects as these virtual communities seek to exert political power locally and globally?

Miller: Conducting counter-terrorism in cyberspace is clearly one of the critical battlefronts. This will increase in 
activity and importance.

Nolte: The Internet will remain a source of friction in civil liberties discussions in the U.S. (and elsewhere), as 
we attempt to rebalance the security/privacy understanding in a very different environment. This clearly impacts the 
domestic security effort and may have effects internationally as well.

Smyre (7): This is a two-edged sword related to terrorism. If the increase in the use of the Internet can bring more 
in poverty to be able to take care of themselves, the cause of terrorism should be reduced. On the other hand, the more 
on the Internet spreading knowledge of how to make bombs and how to network with other terrorists, the great the level 
of terrorism that could result.

Snyder (4): At current growth rates, rising volumes of video-graphic materials transmitted via the Web are now 
expected to saturate the Internet’s carrying capacity by 2010 to 2012, making the entire network increasingly vulnerable 
to hacker attack and “cybertage.”

The IT press reflects a widespread professional consensus that the hacker community has long had the capacity to 
compromise the Internet, and there is open debate over why no serious attack on the Net has been launched since 2002. 
One speculative conclusion to this debate has been that the Internet is so vital to the terrorist community’s capacity to 
organize, recruit, and operate that there is a tacit agreement NOT to shut it down.
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Young: Most people recognize that without the Internet, the terrorist would be without one of his most valuable 
tools. The Internet is used for recruiting, fund raising, communication, financial transfers, training, and proselytizing. It 
has become so valuable that most if not all terror groups have their own websites recognizing that they must keep in the 
public forefront in order to remain relevant. While the Internet may grow at a slower pace in the future, terrorists will 
continue to rely on its existence for their existence.

Youngs: Whether growing or slowing, the Internet is one of law enforcement’s most valuable tools, just as it is a 
critical, viable tool for terrorists.

35. aDvanceD coMMunicaTions TechnoloGies are chanGinG The way we work anD live.

The Internet is as much a communications medium as it is an information resource.•	

Telecommuting is growing rapidly, thanks largely to e-mail and other high-tech forms of communication. •	
About 80 percent of companies worldwide now have employees who work at home, up from 54 percent in 
2003. The number of telecommuters in the United States reached an estimated 20 million in 2006.

AT&T says that 90 percent of its employees do some work away from the office, while 41 percent work  –
at home one or two days per week. This saves the company a reported $180 million a year.

However, Millennials already have abandoned e-mail for most purposes other than communicating  –
with “clueless” parents and grandparents. Most have adopted instant messaging and social-network 
Websites to communicate with their peers.

“Podcasting”—recording college lectures, news stories, business reports, and the like for playback on the •	
Apple iPod—allows users to listen at their convenience.

Better communications is a major goal of many government agencies, particularly in law enforcement •	
and disaster services, which need to coordinate the activities of many different agencies under emergency 
conditions.

So-called “Web 2.0” services are building communities nearly as complex and involving as those existing •	
wholly in the real world.

Second Life is a 3-D virtual world entirely built and owned by its residents. Launched in 2003, by May  –
2007 it had 6.8 million residents, 1.75 million of whom had logged on in the previous two months. 
Here in the real world, designers earn substantial incomes creating fashions and other paraphernalia for 
Second Life characters. One resident was banned when his character raped another “avatar” in virtual 
reality.

MySpace and Facebook have a total of more than 180 million members who form communities of  –
friends, most of whom have never met except on the Internet.

A number of people have taken to wearing a small Web camera, either recording their entire lives or  –
broadcasting them over the Internet.
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Assessment:

Again, this trend has only just begun.

Implications:

E-mail promised to speed business. Instead, it absorbs more time than busy executives can afford to lose. 
Expect the nascent reaction against e-mail to grow as many people eliminate mailing lists, demand precise 
e-communications rather than open-ended conversation, and schedule only brief periods for dealing with 
mail.

Instant messaging is likely to be even more destructive of time for the under-thirty set.

However, e-mail is a major contributor to globalization and outsourcing, because it eliminates many of the 
obstacles of doing business across long distances and many time zones.

Unfortunately, e-mail and other modern communications techniques also have made possible a variety of 
crimes, from online fraud to some forms of identity theft.

They also make it virtually impossible to retract ill-considered statements or embarrassing online activities. 
Once something exists on the Internet, it is all but immortal and nearly impossible to hide.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is a top-ten trend.

See Trend 34.

Expert Comments:

Armstrong: See earlier comments on technology in Trend 28.

Ayers (8): “The enemy of the enemy is my friend.” There will be ever-increasing communication and cooperation 
between various criminal elements (drug cartels, ID theft rings, and black-marketers), dissidents, anarchists, terrorists, 
and rogue elements operating from within the governments of nation-states. With global communications, war planning 
on a global scale—by coalitions of terrorist and criminal groups as well as coalitions of states—is not only possible, 
but probable. Instantaneous communications make simultaneous operations an easy task (as seen with the attacks of 
9/11). Conversely, the massive amounts and differing modes of communications, combined with antiquated hierarchical 
structures within Western governments, will make the West more vulnerable, unless or until a method of instantaneous 
and ubiquitous information gathering and threat warning can be achieved. In the meantime, psychological “blowback,” 
in the form of technology abandonment by the many, could become an issue. Communications might become more 
difficult because of the overwhelming nature of such, thus limiting the adoption of new technology (or the use of high-
tech communications in general). Threat information might therefore ultimately be unattainable or stalled in the process 
of distribution.

Bray (8): See Trend 5.

Costigan (7): Of course, but there may be a backlash. Trust is easiest to establish in direct meetings. Banks and financial 
services companies will attempt to develop better technical systems for trust, but costs will be passed on to the consumer. With 
continued clever schemes by criminals, establishing a trusted (electronic) connection with your bank will become more difficult still, 
perhaps even too cumbersome for many. Will that lead to a desire to bank and shop locally? Despite terrorists using communications 
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technologies much in the same ways as other groups, they will continue primary recruiting in trusted spaces—face to face, group 
to group, with online outreach being a method of last resort. Terrorists and other criminal elements will exploit communications 
technologies for spreading fear, psychological warfare, making and moving money, planning and research, performing operational 
assessments, recruiting and encouraging sympathy, and maybe—a low probability—for destruction.

Kriesberg: Advanced communication technologies will foster diffusion of ideas and awareness of circumstances 
of others. Diaspora communities will flourish. There are more risks of intense conflicts as cultural differences have more 
chances to produce clashes.

But it can also generate more appreciation of diversity.

Attention to the implications of these developments is vitally important.

LaDuke (8): Ubiquitous publication of news will increase publicity and will continue to increase the “instantaneous” 
stakes of changes in global public sentiment. U.S. weakness in managing with public sentiment is helping fuel sponsorship 
and recruitment for terrorism, which is being used as a tool to dissuade U.S. interests.

The military is waging war with what Barnett calls a “leviathan force,” and he contends that the military needs a 
network of “system administrators” (http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/view/id/33) to manage humanitarian aid and 
public sentiment.

Communications in the military tactical sense is not designed to support the kind of culturally sensitive 
communications that need to occur to change public sentiment in cultures that are very foreign to our own. Essentially, 
the discipline of public relations needs to increase dramatically within the military and the defense department and 
globally thread the needle between silence and propaganda.

Sanders (8): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Steele: Harnessing the “Medici Effect” [Johansson, Frans, Medici Effect: What Elephants and Epidemics Can Teach Us 
About Innovation Cambridge: Harvard Business School Press, 2006] Proactively searching for the interaction effects and 
using multivariate thinking in the interaction of Proteus “planes of influence” might increase potential target awareness. 
The world as a complex cross-impact matrix, not just wildcard thinking.

Tan: This trend also facilitates the spread of radical Islamist and indeed any type of millenarian/apocalyptic ideology 
in this post-modernist age. It creates a virtual world where these ideologies take root and grow, affecting the real world 
through its ability to self-radicalize individuals, link up cells, develop terrorist ideas and plans, and help organize actual 
attacks. The most insidious is the ability to enable a worldwide network of jihadists to emerge and develop. How do you 
better contain this trend?

Young: There is hardly any terrorist who is not familiar with the common cell phone or satellite phone. As encryption 
becomes more in the public domain, terrorist communications will become more difficult to intercept.
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TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE AND WORk

36. specializaTion conTinues To spreaD ThrouGhouT inDusTry anD The professions.

For doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other professionals, the size of the body of knowledge required to excel •	
in any one area precludes excellence across all areas.

The same principle applies to artisans. Witness the rise of post-and-beam homebuilders, old-house restorers, •	
automobile electronics technicians, and mechanics trained to work on only one brand of car.

Modern information-based organizations depend on teams of task-focused specialists.•	

Globalization of the economy calls for more independent specialists.•	

For hundreds of tasks, corporations increasingly turn to consultants and contractors who specialize  –
more and more narrowly as markets globalize and technologies differentiate.

Assessment:

This process will continue for at least another 20 years.

Implications:

In an information age, each new level of specialization provides greater efficiencies, reducing the cost 
of doing business even as it creates new opportunities. This should continue to make global business more 
productive and profitable for so long as it continues.

This trend creates endless new niche markets to be served by small businesses and individual consultants.

It also brings more career choices, as old specialties quickly become obsolete, but new ones appear even 
more rapidly.

This is a major driver for Trend 37.

Implications for Terrorism:

Like the rest of society, intelligence and security work is trending toward greater specialization. Some of 
the most highly specialized functions may be shared between agencies or outsourced to consultants, most of 
whom will be former employees of the agencies themselves.

Expert Comments:

Osborne: As communities are faced with increasingly limited resources to meet taxpayers’ needs, and policing 
becomes more specialized due to technological developments, agencies will begin to hire specialist civilians and contract 
out work that doesn’t require basic police officer skills. This includes crime scene investigation, general investigations, 
crime and intelligence analysis, dispatch, and even some police manager roles that require specialized knowledge, such 
as information technology.
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Miller: Communications technologies also are changing the way we conduct terror recruiting, training, and 
communication.

37. eDucaTion anD TraininG are expanDinG ThrouGhouT socieTy.

Rapid changes in the job market and work-related technologies will require increased training for almost •	
every worker.

Knowledge turnover in the professions is a growing challenge that will require continuous retraining and •	
lifelong learning.

A substantial portion of the labor force will be in job retraining programs at any moment. Much of  –
this will be carried out by current employers, who have come to view employee training as a good 
investment.

Of roughly 240 job categories classified by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to experience high growth •	
from 2004 through 2010, 86 require a college degree, while 70 more require at least some college 
education.

All the rest call for work experience in a related field; on-the-job training, often for long periods; or a  –
post-secondary vocational degree.

In the next 10 years, close to 10 million jobs will open up for professionals, executives, and technicians in •	
the highly skilled service occupations.

We already are seeing a trend toward more adult education. One reason is the need to train for new careers •	
as old ones are displaced or Boomers grow bored with them. The other is the need of healthy, energetic 
people to keep active during retirement.

Nearly half of Americans ages 25 and older—92 million people—take part in some form of continuing  –
education.

In the United States, education is moving rapidly to the Internet, as small, rural grammar and high schools •	
supplement their curricula with material from larger institutions, while universities increasingly market 
their programs to distant students.

In order to give those who cannot attend their classes a chance to educate themselves, the Massachusetts •	
Institute of Technology has put its entire curriculum on the Internet, including class notes, many texts, and 
sometimes videos of classroom lectures. Other institutions are following suit.

In Mexico, the entire curriculum for 10- and 11-year-olds has been digitized. Some 5 million students now •	
receive all their instruction via the Enciclomedia, a computer system that projects any of 20,000 images, 
videos, and even commercial movie clips onto an electronic screen.

Teachers act largely as managers for the teaching system. –

The goal is to improve educational quality, and teachers report that children pay closer attention and  –
learn more than in traditional classrooms.
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Delegations from India, China, and even the United States have visited Mexico to evaluate the  –
Enciclomedia for possible use at home.

American public schools face an extreme teacher shortage.•	

Some 40 percent of teachers say they will leave the profession within five years. –

In 2006, a poll found that half of all high-school teachers expected to leave by 2010. –

American schools will add 93,000 new teaching positions between 2004 and 2014, according to the  –
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. However, the need to replace teachers leaving the profession will mean 
that 169,000 job openings for teachers must be filled each year.

Assessment:

This is another trend at the beginning of its life. 

Implications:

Over the next two decades, the growing demand for education and training is likely to transform our 
working lives and educational systems around the world.

In order to keep up with growing demands for education, schools will train both children and adults 
around the clock.

The academic day will stretch to seven hours for children so as to enable students to compete with their 
peers in other countries, who already devote much more of their time to learning, with predictable results.

Adults will use much of their remaining free time to prepare for their next job.

In knowledge-based economies, a region’s growth prospects depend on its ability to generate and use 
innovation. This correlates roughly with the number of college-educated adults living there. Throughout the 
industrialized countries, this gives cities an advantage over rural and suburban areas. It is one reason upwardly 
mobile adults tend to move to the cities.

Skills are the most important factor in economic success today. Unfortunately, the people who need them 
most, the poor and unemployed, cannot afford schooling and therefore are least able to obtain them. Helping 
people overcome this disadvantage is a natural role for government.

As the digital divide is erased and minority and low-income households buy computers and log onto the 
Internet, groups now disadvantaged will be increasingly able to educate and train themselves for high-tech 
careers.

Even the smallest businesses must learn to see employee training as an investment, rather than an expense. 
Motorola estimates that it reaps $30 in profits for each dollar it spends on training.

Both management and employees must get used to the idea of lifelong learning. It will become a significant 
part of work life at all levels.
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Implications for Terrorism:

The need for constant training will challenge the resources of many intelligence and security agencies, 
particularly as new technologies become available.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (9): Because of the rapidly changing nature of the world, continuing education and training will become a 
necessity for maintaining relevance. Employers will ultimately see the benefit of seeking out employees who are capable 
of attaining a depth of knowledge on specific topics yet flexible enough to adapt quickly—not only to new technologies, 
but also to ever-shifting scenarios—in their efforts to remain current in their fields of expertise. Those who are able to 
capture data from a multitude of sources while developing and presenting up-to-the minute, astute analyses, as opposed 
to personnel who rely on obsolete technological know-how (which could be as old as three months) in generating time-
consuming reports based largely on dogmata obtained from historical data (whether it be ancient history or of the more 
recent variety presented in databases and/or) will be highly valued.

Employers in the fields of counterterrorism, anti-terrorism and homeland security will rely heavily on distance or 
online education and experiential learning, vice years of classroom attendance. Individuals employed in these fields will 
be distinguished by their ability to keep up with an increasing threat environment as well as a tendency to think creatively 
and improvisationally in order to conjure up images of alternative futures. Regrettably, rigid hierarchical organizational 
structures will no doubt continue to be utilized even after they are dead and buried elsewhere; and their continued 
use will facilitate ever-increasing divergence in the depth of knowledge, level of understanding, capabilities, and even 
personal ideology between those “in charge” and those “in the trenches.” This may serve to promote conflict internal to 
employers’ social systems, but it is difficult to say if one personality type or social group will continue to dominate the 
other—or to what end such internal conflict might bring the country and ultimately Western civilization.

Chobar (1): Many will take exception with me, but I believe this is the number 1 of ten top items in this list, and 
I choose it for two opposite reasons:

It is my belief our police forces throughout the United States are not being adequately trained to deal with social 1. 
crime; they cannot possibly be well versed to watch for terrorism “leaks” or “signs” of impending disaster.

We are fighting the wrong war in Iraq and Afghanistan. We should be significantly going after terrorist education 2. 
and training camps. We should be launching “counter terrorism” education and training for the Iraqi, Pakistani, 
and other peoples. Once a child is “brainwashed,” educated, and trained in terrorism techniques, it’s probably 
too late for countermeasures. Thus, a killing situation is the only option.

Forster: This is a critical seismic transition that needs to continue. It is evident that continuous and life-long 
learning have become essential in today’s information driven world. Notwithstanding, the role of education in the war 
against extremism is of particular importance both in the United States and globally but for very different reasons.

Domestically, there are two critical issues—the need to pass-on existing knowledge and experience among senior 
intelligence analysts to the new cadre and dramatically improve and expand our national competency in language and 
cultural education so that we may better understand the current threat.

On the first point, our intelligence services, wracked by the peace dividend policies of the 1990s, face a growing 
knowledge gap. The CIA routinely notes that 60 percent of its workforce has been hired in the last five years. While 
this represents a significant growth in number of employees, their inexperience is a significant risk. The expertise that 
is leaving the Agency, and the intelligence community as a whole, represents a resource that is critical to clear objective 
analysis of events and trends in the international community. It is essential that the intelligence community find a way 
to capture the unique knowledge of its long-term analysts in order to educate the new cadre. If the individuals with 
irreplaceable knowledge and experience disappear without passing on or at least archiving their knowledge for future 
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use, we will be playing catch-up in trying to understand the foundational issues that allow current events to ignite 
international explosions. 

Second, as a country we need to embrace a new educational system that simultaneously improves our linguistic and 
cultural knowledge as well as our technical expertise. Too many American children cannot find Iran on a map, have 
limited understanding of another culture, and are not exposed to another language. It is essential to start at the grade 
school level with language and cultural education, and not only in the traditional areas of Spanish, German, and French. 
We need to cultivate a new generation that has a grasp of the cultural, political, social, and linguistic issues of the Middle 
East, Asia, and Africa. 

The third issue is a global one. Education is a key element in combating the motivations for terrorism. Through 
education, individuals develop hope and skills. It allows them to participate in their society socially, economically, 
and politically. And, it enhances critical thinking and rationality. Education, particularly in the undeveloped and less 
developed worlds, is essential to promote economic growth, political stability, and societal progress. 

Smyre (8): There should be a major push to expand all forms of education in developing countries to make sure that 
capacities exist for those without hope to be able to understand how to provide an increased economic and social quality 
of life. The more people are educated, the less appealing terrorism will be.

38. services are The fasTesT-GrowinG secTor of The Global econoMy.

Service jobs have replaced many of the well-paid positions lost in manufacturing, transportation, and •	
agriculture. These new jobs, often part time, pay half the wages of manufacturing jobs. On the other hand, 
computer-related service jobs pay much more than the minimum—for workers with sound education and 
training.

Service industries provide 79 percent of the GDP in the United States, 77 percent in France, 74 percent in •	
Britain, 73 percent in Japan, and 70 percent in Germany. In each case, services are growing rapidly, other 
sectors less so.

Service industries account for about 77 percent of private non-farm employment in the United States, up •	
from only 70 percent in 1990. In the decade ending in 2010, services are expected to account for the entire 
net gain in U.S. employment.

In Britain, services provide 74 percent of jobs; in France, 72 percent; in Japan, 68 percent; in Germany,  –
64 percent. In each case, the percentage of service employment is rising.

In the decade ending in 2014, the fastest job growth in percentage terms will be in technical and professional •	
occupations, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Computer specialties, teaching, engineering, and similar fields will add 6 million new positions, more  –
than 21 percent of the 19 million new jobs expected for the period.

In raw numbers, the fastest job growth is in the least-skilled occupations, such as cashiers and retail  –
sales.

Production and less-skilled jobs, in contrast, are disappearing. By 2014, the United States is expected to •	
have more chief executives than machine tool operators, more lawyers than farm workers.
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Assessment:

We foresee no obvious end to this trend.

Implications:

In the United States, the growth of service industries is helping to deplete the middle class, as well-paid 
jobs in manufacturing are replaced by relatively ill-paid service positions, leaving a country of “have-a-lots” 
and many “have-nots,” but relatively few “have-enoughs.”

Services are now beginning to compete globally, just as manufacturing industries have done over the last 
20 years. By creating competitive pressure on wages in the industrialized lands, this trend will help to keep 
inflation in check.

The growth of international business will act as a stabilizing force in world affairs, as most countries find 
that conflict is unacceptably hard on the bottom line. 

Implications for Terrorism:

We recognize no major implications for terrorism in this trend.

Expert Comments:

Chobar: However, many of these services are being sent to other countries. Along with these services are huge 
databases which support the global economy. Thus, they are more difficult to police and more susceptible to terrorist 
activities, which could cause significant disruption in the global economy.

39. woMen’s salaries are approachinG equaliTy wiTh Men’s—buT very slowly.

In the 1980s and ‘90s, women’s overall income in the United States was catching up with that of their male •	
co-workers. More recently, it has stagnated.

In 1995, university educated women earned 75.7 cents for every dollar earned by men, on average. In  –
2005, it had fallen to 74.7 cents.

During the same period, lower-income women continued to gain on their male peers, though very  –
slowly.

One reason may be that women are less interested than men in working 70 hours or more per week  –
during their prime reproductive years, and growing numbers have chosen to stay home and rear their 
children. This may reflect the scarcity of childcare services in the United States,

Women also appear to be less likely to choose and pursue a career on the basis of income. In one recent  –
survey, 60 percent of employed mothers preferred part-time work, though only 24 percent actually 
worked part-time.
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Studies that attempt to compensate for differences in factors such as education, occupation, experience, •	
and union membership find much smaller differences. One reported that women receive about 91 percent 
as much as men. Another held that incomes are virtually equal when measured with appropriate rigor.

Some studies also suggest that the pay gap has largely disappeared for women in the newest cohort of  –
workers. This would make sense, given the nearly total gender blindness of the Millennials.

However, women’s salaries have reached numerical parity with men’s in only five fields, nearly all of them •	
areas where women have broken into trades long dominated by men: hazardous material removal workers, 
telecommunications line installers and repairers, meeting and convention planners, dining room and 
cafeteria workers, and construction trade helpers.

According to the European Commission, women on the Continent earn 15 percent less than men, on •	
average, down from 17 percent in 1995.

In Germany, the pay difference has actually grown 1 percent over the period, to 22 percent. –

In Britain, the gap was 20 percent, down from 26 percent. –

The U.K. itself reports a gap of only 12 percent in average hourly salary in early 2007. However,  –
women’s net earnings are lower because they are paid for fewer hours each week than men are.

Japan is an exception to this trend. The gender gap there remains near 35 percent.•	

Assessment:

In the United States, this trend may be in its last generation, thanks to the gender-blind values of the 
Millennials. In other countries, and particularly Japan, it may have another 30 years to run.

Implications:

The fact that women’s salaries are lagging despite higher academic achievement than men suggests that 
many college-educated women may be underemployed. Whether this is by their choice or occurs for some 
other reason has yet to be determined.

More new hires will be women, and they will expect both pay and opportunities equal to those of men.

Women’s average income could exceed men’s within a generation. College graduates enjoy a significant 
advantage in earnings over peers whose education ended with high school. In the United States, some 65 
percent of young men and women enroll in college after high school, but women are more likely to graduate. 
About 58 percent of college graduates are women.

To the extent that experience translates as prestige and corporate value, older women should find it easier 
to reach upper-management positions. This will blaze the trail and help raise the pay scale for women still 
climbing the corporate ladder.

Competition for top executive positions, once effectively limited to men, will intensify even as the corporate 
ladder loses many of its rungs.
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The glass ceiling has been broken. One-fourth of upper executives today, and nearly 20 percent of corporate 
board members, are women—far more than in any previous generation. Look for more women to reach 
decision-making levels in government and business.

However, the remaining obstacles to women’s advancement may explain why women now start businesses 
at roughly twice the rate of men.

Implications for Terrorism:

This trend will be extremely slow to take effect in the Muslim lands. As it does, it will inspire a violent 
reaction from religious extremists.

Expert Comments:

None were received for this trend.

40. The TraDiTional aGe of reTireMenT is losinG iTs siGnificance.

OECD data show that people are retiring earlier in the developed world. In 2004, less than 60 percent •	
of the 54 to 60 age group in the OECD countries had a job. This varied from 50 percent in the earliest-
retiring nations to 76 percent in the latest.

According to Pew Research, as of 2006 the average American worker planned to retire at age 61 but •	
actually did so at 57.8.

These “retirements” may not be permanent. Americans in particular often return to work and delay •	
complete retirement for several years. About one in five people, and 40 percent of seniors, say they plan to 
continue working until they die.

A study by Putnam Investments found that one-third of Americans who retire are back on the job two  –
years later, usually in the same kind of job they left and at the same level of responsibility. Though two-
thirds said they had returned to work out of choice, this decision may reflect economic need. Some 60 
percent still carried a mortgage, and few had much in the way of savings or investments.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the percentage of men and women still working at  –
age 55 and above has been rising steadily since 1993. From age 62 to 64, more than half of men and 
40 percent of women continue to work. At age 75 and above, 13.5 percent of men and 7.1 percent of 
women are still employed.

In a recent poll, 70 percent of American Baby Boomers said they expected to continue working into their •	
70s—not because they could not afford to retire, but because they could not stand to be both healthy and 
inactive.

Yet nearly two-thirds doubt that retirement is possible for anyone with only a middle-class income. –
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Assessment:

In the United States, this trend will be complete in a generation. Where social safety nets are stronger, it is 
likely to continue through at least 2030.

Implications:

Given the widespread shortage of retirement savings and investments, most Americans will delay retirement 
until they can no longer work, whether they wish to or not.

Since the penalty on earnings of Social Security recipients has been rescinded, more American retirees will 
return to work, and those not yet retired will be more likely to remain on the job.

This trend will spread to other industrialized countries as the retirement-age population grows and the 
number of active workers to support them declines.

People increasingly will work at one career, “retire” for a while (perhaps to travel) when they can afford it, 
return to school, begin another career, and so on in endless variations. True retirement, a permanent end to 
work, will be delayed until very late in life.

By 2015, we expect the average retirement age in the United States to be delayed well into the 70s. Benefits 
may also continue their decline, and they will be given based on need, rather than as an entitlement.

Even though the Social Security program has been the “third rail” of American politics, within five years, 
the retirement age will be moved back at least to 70 for early retirement and full benefits at 72.

Older workers will partially make up for shortages of entry-level employees. The chance to remain in the 
workplace will reduce the risk of poverty for many elderly people who otherwise would have had to depend 
on Social Security to get by.

Retirees will act as technical aides to teachers, especially in the sciences.

In the long run, it may prove impossible to maintain the tradition of retirement, except through personal 
savings and investment.

Implications for Terrorism:

This trend has no obvious implications for terrorism itself. However, the tendency to remain on the job 
longer and the availability of retirees for second careers in intelligence and security services should help to 
reduce staffing problems for many agencies. However, longer times in service may make it difficult to promote 
younger agents into senior positions. The growing prevalence of older personnel also could raise health-care 
budgets in many departments.

Expert Comments:

None were received for this trend.
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41. labor unions are losinG Their power To secure riGhTs for workers anD To shape public 
policy in reGarD To workplace issues.

Union membership has been falling for the past two decades.•	

In the United States, some 20 percent of workers were union members in 1983. In 2006, just 12.0  –
percent of employed wage and salary workers were union members, down from 12.5 percent a year 
earlier.

Public-sector workers in the United States are nearly five times as likely to be unionized than private-sector •	
employees. Local government workers had the highest rate of union membership, nearly 42 percent. 
Financial activities had the fewest union members, just 1.9 percent.

This trend also is seen in many other countries.•	

In Britain, where the Thatcher government broke union power in the 1980s, union membership has  –
declined almost continuously, to 28.4 percent in December 2006.

In South Korea, where organized labor once was invincible, no more than 11 percent of workers are  –
union members.

One reason for this decline is that companies are freely seeking and finding nonunionized workers around •	
the world. They also contract out a growing proportion of business activities to nonunion firms.

Increased automation can cut a company’s work force by up to one-third. The surviving workers tend to be •	
technicians and other comparatively well-educated semiprofessionals, a population that has always tended 
to resist union membership.

Globalization has done even more to strip unions of their power. Workers in the developed lands now •	
compete directly with low-wage workers in the developing countries. Unions are forced to accept concessions 
from management or see their jobs go overseas.

Assessment:

In spite of determined, and occasionally successful, recruiting efforts in formerly non-union industries, union 
memberships and power will continue to decline for the next 15 years—until organized labor is little more 
than a fringe phenomenon. The trend will be reversed only if Washington and other national governments 
rescind pro-business labor laws and policies enacted in the last 20-plus years.

Implications:

For large companies, this trend promises continued stability in employee wages and benefits.

Unions eager to regain their membership will target any substantial industry or firm with less-skilled 
employees to organize. This could raise labor costs for companies that unions once would have considered too 
small to organize.
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In 10 to 15 years, American labor unions will compete with AARP to lead the battle for the rights of late-
life workers and for secure retirement benefits. They face an inherent conflict between the interests of workers 
in what once would have been the retirement years and those of younger members, who rightly see the elderly 
as having saddled them with the cost of whatever benefits older generations enjoy.

Unions’ political strength is also diminishing and is increasingly being surpassed by powerful blocs such as 
AARP, Hispanics, and African Americans.

The old paradigm of unions vs. corporations is obsolete. In today’s economy, workers negotiate alongside 
management, winning shared bonuses. 

Implications for Terrorism:

We see no substantial implications for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Osborne: Strongly unionized police agencies will struggle very hard to adapt to new technologies, methods, and 
organizational structures. Cities with this type of workforce will lag farther and farther behind their peers in more 
progressive cities with more adaptable systems.

Roberts: The unions in North America (and likely elsewhere) grew out of bitter and protracted battles in an earlier 
era of industrialization. They served for many decades as a safety-valve in Western democracies by channeling conflicts 
over distribution of wealth and other concerns of workers (e.g., over occupational health and safety). Steady progress 
in achieving higher standards of living, along with legislation on remuneration and working conditions, has served to 
reduce the need for unions. However, contingent upon emergent patterns in the long-term evolution in the North 
American and the global economy and respective profiles of industry and fields of employment, the need for unions may 
re-emerge and their atrophy, if not absence, give rise to anomic violence. Their absence or weakness, especially in new 
centers of industry in the Third World, may not be a blessing.

42. seconD anD ThirD careers are becoMinG coMMon, as More people Make MiD-life chanGes in 
occupaTion.

Americans born at the tail end of the Baby Boom (1956 to 1964) held an average of ten jobs between ages •	
18 and 38, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

These job jumpers continue with short-duration jobs even as they approach middle age: 70 percent of  –
the jobs they took between ages 33 and 39 ended within five years.

Among these late Boomers, college-educated women tended to hold the most jobs over all (11.1) between •	
ages 18 and 38, but their job switching occurred primarily in their youth. By their middle 30s, they held 
on average just 2.2 jobs between the ages of 33 and 38, compared with 2.5 jobs on average for all the late 
boomers, and 2.7 jobs for males with less than a bachelor's degree.

In the United States, 23 percent of workers surveyed in 2004 reported being dissatisfied with their careers •	
and considering a change of occupation. Of these, 61 percent expressed a desire “to do something more 
fulfilling” such as entering a “helping profession.
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Seventy percent of Irish workers surveyed in 2004 said they hoped to make a career change soon. Women •	
and the 26-to-35 age group were most likely to report the desire to change careers. "Personal fulfillment" 
was the biggest reason cited for making the change.

Based on anecdotal data and personal observation, Forecasting International believes that•	  Americans now 
change entire careers on average every ten years. Career changing is likely to increase as new technologies 
make old occupations obsolete even while opening new ones to replace them.

Assessment:

This trend will not disappear unless the pace of technological change slows dramatically—or we reach the so-
called “singularity,” when man’s inventions grow so intelligent themselves that they entirely displace human 
beings from the workforce.

Implications:

Boomers and their children will have not just two or three careers, but five or six, as dying industries are 
replaced by new opportunities.

“Earn while you learn” takes on new meaning: Most people will have to study for their next occupation, 
even as they pursue their current career.

In many two-earner couples, one member or the other will often take a sabbatical to prepare for a new 
career.

Self-employment is becoming an increasingly attractive option, as being your own boss makes it easier to 
set aside time for career development. This is especially true for Generation Xers and Millennials.

Growing numbers of retirees will start their own businesses, both to keep occupied and to supplement 
their meager savings with new income. This trend has already begun.

Retirement plans must be revised so that workers can transfer medical and pension benefits from one 
career to the next—a change that has long been needed. We believe this will occur soon after the Baby Boom 
generation begins to retire in 2011.

Implications for Terrorism:

Security and law enforcement agencies may find themselves losing agents and officers in mid-career as they 
move on to other employment.

Expert Comments:

Osborne: This trend will have a significant impact on retention of experienced staff: agents and officers will leave 
for other opportunities.

Smyre (9): A major push should be made to have those looking for second and third careers become “consultants” 
able to help impoverished areas of the world deal with clean and adequate supplies of water, education, and medical 
improvements. Not only would this help directly, it would also improve the image that Americans are only out for their 
own self-interest, power, and money. This would reduce the issue of the Great Satan in some eyes.
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43. The work eThic is vanishinG.

More than one-third of U.S. workers reported calling in sick when they were not ill at least once in the past •	
12 months, and 10 percent had done so at least three times, according to a 2004 survey by CareerBuilder.
com.

Job security and high pay are not the motivators they once were, because social mobility is high and people •	
seek job fulfillment. Some 48 percent of those responding in a recent Louis Harris poll said they work 
because it “gives a feeling of real accomplishment.”

Fifty-five percent of the top executives interviewed in the poll say that erosion of the work ethic will have •	
a major negative effect on corporate performance in the future.

Ethics at the top are no better. Enron, WorldCom, Tyco International, Adelphia Cable, and ImClone just •	
begin the list of companies implicated in deceptive accounting practices, looting of corporate assets, and 
other misdeeds. And the number of American political leaders either under investigation for corruption or 
convicted of it grows almost daily.

Seeking the root of such problems, a Zogby International poll of college seniors found that 97 percent said •	
that their studies had prepared them to act ethically in the future. However, 73 percent said that professors 
had taught them that right and wrong are not susceptible to uniform standards, but depend on individual 
values and cultural norms.

Assessment:

There is little prospect that this will change until the children of today’s young adults grow up to rebel against 
their parents’ values.

Implications:

Both employers and voters must do their best to find candidates who can be trusted, but must expect to 
fail in their search. This makes safeguards against wrongdoing, both at work and in public live, more important 
than ever.

The new generation of workers cannot simply be hired and ignored. They must be nurtured, paid well, and 
made to feel appreciated or they will quickly look for a friendlier, more rewarding workplace.

Training is crucial. Without the opportunity to learn new skills, young people will quickly find a job that 
can help them prepare for the rest of their many careers.

Implications for Terrorism:

This may make it difficult for intelligence, security, and law enforcement agencies to recruit and retain 
personnel willing to accept the rigors of a public-service career.
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Expert Comments:

Bray (6): See Trend 11.
On the specific topic of work ethic, Generation Xers demonstrated they are willing to put in long hours either for a 

cause or an effort they believe in, whereas this is less true with the younger Generation Y generation. For employers, it 
will be important to figure out what motivates their employees and understand that if you want people to work hard and 
work long hours, for some it will be about the cause whereas for others, unfortunately, it might solely be about money.

Chobar: Thus, many common but important jobs are being taken over by other cultures that ARE willing to work. 
The Peace Corps, for example, currently has 7,300 Peace Corps Volunteers working in seventy-five countries as teachers, 
environmental specialists, health workers, business developers, and agricultural advisors. These demonstrate generosity, 
service, civic pride, a strong work ethic, and a dedication to the cause of peace with development. With our work ethic 
vanishing, we may find organizations such as the Peace Corps struggling to continue, thus adding to policing difficulties 
globally, as well as encouraging more terrorist activities.

Lanotte: It is already the norm for professionals to move jobs approximately every five years. Professional police 
and security officers, if not already in that mode, may well become a highly mobile work force, marketing their skills to 
the highest bidder.

44. Two-incoMe couples are becoMinG The norM in MosT of The inDusTrializeD lanDs, ThouGh 
in The uniTeD sTaTes The TrenD TowarD GreaTer eMployMenT aMonG woMen is slowinG.

The percentage of working-age women who are employed or are actively looking for work has grown •	
steadily throughout the industrialized world.

In the United States, it has grown from 46 percent in 1970 to about 66 percent in 2005, compared  –
with 77 percent of men.

In Japan, a majority of households have included two earners since at least 1980. –

The lowest fractions are found in Italy and Spain, with just 44 and 49 percent of working-age women  –
employed respectively, according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

In the United States, both the husband and the wife worked in 50.9 percent of married-couple families in •	
2003, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current Population Survey. This has declined since 
1997, when it was 53.4 percent.

However, families in which only the woman worked rose for the third straight year, to 6.8 percent, in  –
2003.

In 2006, about 78 percent of American mothers worked or were actively looking for work, down from a •	
peak of 80 percent four years earlier. Among mothers with children under age 18, the fraction is stable at 
about 65 percent.

The number of working mothers with young children has declined in the last few years, but the dip is •	
extremely small. In 2006, about 79 percent of American mothers and 64 percent of mothers with pre-
school age children held down jobs—down no more than a percent or two since the peak in 2002.
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Assessment:

In the industrialized nations, this trend has just about played out, as the number of two-income households 
has begun to stabilize. However, it will be a growing force in India and other industrializing lands for many 
years to come.

Implications:

This emphasis on work is one big reason the richest 25 to 50 percent of the U.S. population has reached 
zero population growth. They have no time for children and little interest in having large families.

Demand for on-the-job child care, extended parental leave, and other family-oriented benefits can only 
grow. In the long run, this could erode the profitability of some American companies, unless it is matched by 
an equal growth in productivity.

Two-career couples can afford to eat out often, take frequent short vacations, and buy new cars and other 
such goods. And they feel they deserve whatever time-savers and outright luxuries they can afford. This is 
quickly expanding the market for consumer goods and services, travel, and leisure activities.

This also promotes self-employment and entrepreneurialism, as one family member’s salary can tide them 
over while the other works to establish a new business.

Expect to see many families that usually have two incomes, but have frequent intervals in which one 
member takes a sabbatical or goes back to school to prepare for another career. As information technologies 
render former occupations obsolete, this will become the new norm.

Implications for Terrorism:

This is one more cultural norm that separates conservative Muslim immigrants from the dominant 
cultures of their host countries. Because it threatens to “infect” Muslim women with a nontraditional sense of 
independence, it is particularly offensive to many Muslim men and can be a source of resentment capable of 
helping to inspire terrorism.

Expert Comments:

None were received for this trend.

45. GeneraTion x anD The Millennials will have Major effecTs in The fuTure.

There are approximately 50 million people in Europe between the ages of 15 and 24; 30 million more are •	
between 25 and 29. The under-30 cohort represents about 22 percent of the European population.

Members of Generation X—roughly, the 35-plus cohort—and especially of the Millennial generation, •	
now in their 20s, have more in common with their peers elsewhere than with their parents’ generation. 
Their values and concerns are remarkably uniform throughout the world.
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The under-20 cohort is remaining in school longer and taking longer to enter the workforce than  –
before.

Generation X should be renamed “Generation E,” for entrepreneurial. Throughout the world, they are  –
starting new businesses at an unprecedented rate.

The younger Millennial generation is proving to be even more business-oriented, caring for little  –
but the bottom line. Twice as many say they would prefer to own a business rather than be a top 
executive. Five times more would prefer to own a business rather than hold a key position in politics 
or government.

Many in the new generations are economically conservative. On average, those who can do so begin  –
saving much earlier in life than their parents did in order to protect themselves against unexpected 
adversity. Generation X made money in the stock market boom of the 1990s, then lost it in the “dot-
bomb” contraction, but they have left their money in the market. The Millennials are following their 
lead. For these generations, time is still on their side.

Assessment:

As trends go, this is an evergreen. In ten years or so, we will simply add the next new generation to the list.

Implications:

In values, cultural norms, political issues, and many other ways, this change of generations will be every bit 
as transforming as the transition from the World War II generation to the Baby Boomers.

Employers will have to adjust virtually all of their policies and practices to the values of these new and 
different generations, including finding new ways to motivate and reward them. Generation X and the 
Millennials thrive on challenge, opportunity, and training—whatever will best prepare them for their next 
career move. Cash is just the beginning of what they expect.

For these generations, lifelong learning is nothing new; it’s just the way life is. Companies that can 
provide diverse, cutting-edge training will have a strong recruiting advantage over competitors that offer fewer 
opportunities to improve their skills and knowledge base.

Generations X and Millennial are well equipped for work in a high-tech world, but they have little interest 
in their employers’ needs. They have a powerful urge to do things their own way.

As both customers and employees, they will demand even more advanced telecommunications and 
Internet-based transactions.

Implications for Terrorism:

The younger generations’ ruthless dedication to the bottom line—their own bottom line—will bring 
both negatives and positives for intelligence, security, and police agencies. New recruits will be less likely to 
remain with the organization because they will change jobs at the first opportunity for better pay, benefits, or 
working conditions. However, while they remain they are likely to be dedicated to doing their jobs efficiently, 
cooperating with others in ways that were not natural to their Boomer seniors.
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The most unfortunate aspect of the younger generations has nothing to do with tomorrow’s recruits and 
everything to do with its opponents. The common values of Generation X and the Millennials are essentially 
Western, materialistic, and liberal, and young people tend to share them around the world. This is anathema 
to conservative, “fundamentalist” Islam. To many Muslim parents, what seem to be American values threaten 
the piety of their children—endanger their very souls. This perceived threat is one of the critical factors that 
inspires Muslim hatred of America and the West.

Expert Comments:

Czarnecki: This has two meanings for global terrorism. First, in the conventional sense, the developed world 
obviously will feel the effects of these generations. It already is! These generations can be thought of as reactions to the 
extraordinarily selfish, ebullient Boomers; they are less interpersonal and more intrapersonal. They express themselves 
better virtually than physically. In that respect, these people likely will be less prone to physical violence. However, the 
second meaning of Trend 45 will have the opposite effect. In the developing and undeveloped world, Generation X and 
Mills already are old. The new generation, which I am calling “Firsters” because they are the first of the 21st century, 
are now growing up. What are they growing into? poverty, technology access, sickness, madrassas, tradition, reruns of 
Baywatch, and the Net. This is a devil’s brew for social malfunction leading to the worst kinds of anti-modernist actions, 
including and especially terrorism, because that will be something they can do to determine their fate.

Chobar: These upcoming generations must be informed by education and training. They must be educated in how 
to bring peace, how to deal with terrorism, how to sit at the negotiating table(s) and have major global accomplishments 
between governments and nations.

Osborne: The pace of technological development will cause problems between young, tech-savvy intelligence, 
security, and law enforcement personnel and their elders, who generally are less comfortable with technology and are 
slow to adapt. In compensation, younger personnel will better understand the possibilities of current and emerging 
technologies, and they will be able to demonstrate real innovation in a profession that is very slow to take advantage of 
progress. We will learn to work smarter, not harder.

Sanders (9): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Tan: Generation X is tech-savvy, networked, anonymous, and potentially very powerful due to their ability to 
form a critical mass on any issue if need be. In the hands of the radical Islamists, this capacity is a powerful tool for 
propaganda, influence, recruitment, and motivation. Counterterrorism forces must keep ahead by designing surveillance 
tools that can spot emerging problems, and judicial systems must respond with the ability to monitor and regulate the 
activities of Generation X and Millennials.

46. TiMe is becoMinG The worlD’s MosT precious coMMoDiTy.

In the United States, workers spend about 10 percent more time on the job than they did a decade ago. •	
European executives and non-unionized workers face the same trend.

In Britain, an Ipsos MORI study found that 32 percent of people who had not visited a museum in the •	
previous year reported having too little time to do so. In 1999, only 6 percent had cited that reason.

Computers, electronic communications, the Internet, and other technologies are making national and •	
international economies much more competitive.
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In this high-pressure environment, single workers and two-income couples are increasingly desperate for •	
any product that offers to simplify their lives or grant them a taste of luxury—and they can afford to buy 
it.

China's rapid economic development means its workers also are experiencing faster-paced and time-•	
pressured lives. In a recent survey by the Chinese news portal Sina.com, 56 percent of respondents said 
they felt short of time.

Technical workers and executives in India are beginning to report the same job-related stresses, particularly •	
when they work on U.S. and European schedules.

Assessment:

This trend is likely to grow as changing technologies add the need for lifelong study to the many commitments 
that compete for the average worker’s time. As it matures in the United States, it is likely to survive in other 
parts of the world. It will not disappear until China and India reach modern post-industrial status, around 
2050.

Implications:

Stress-related problems affecting employee morale and wellness will continue to grow. Companies must 
help employees balance their time at work with their family lives and need for leisure. This may reduce short-
term profits but will aid profitability in the long run.

As time for shopping continues to evaporate, Internet and mail-order marketers will have a growing 
advantage over traditional stores.

That 64 percent said they were never late and were intolerant of other people’s tardiness suggests a new 
cultural challenge to the traditional Chinese concept of a leisurely existence.

China, India, and other developing countries can expect consumer trends similar to those in the United 
States as workers seek out convenience foods, household help, and minor luxuries to compensate for their lack 
of leisure time.

Implications for Terrorism:

This trend has no obvious significance for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (2): The result of a systemically induced, continual, and even incremental lack of time in a Western sense 
is not only frustration on the part of those Westerners who feel the most stressed. It is seen by some as yet another evil 
that has grown with the influence of the “Great Satan”—yet another reason to hate the West. Additionally, reported 
reductions in the numbers of Westerners who read newspapers daily, a noted lack of quality and depth in news reporting, 
and the lack of time for individuals to take it upon themselves to learn more about specific issues, makes for an extremely 
ill-informed public. It is tremendously ironic that the more information there is available, the less time we have to 
exploit any of it. It is perhaps for that very reason that news media are increasingly judged by and consumed because 
of their entertainment value. A public that exists on “celebritology” and politically-driven “sound-bites”—especially 
one that actually looks to entertainment venues for “news” (e.g., The Daily Show)—cannot possibly be expected to vote 
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responsibly, let alone be prepared to act appropriately before, during, or after catastrophic attacks. In fact, they may be 
increasing the chances of such attacks by retaining only a basic understanding of (if any understanding at all) global 
issues, global enmity, and potential worst-case scenarios.

Czarnecki: All life on Earth always had five “ingredients” with which to adapt/adjust to their environments. They 
are space, mass, energy, information, and time. Only in recent times have information and time taken on increased 
importance because technology enables humans to manipulate and trade them off with other ingredients. I should add 
here that by Time I mean Relative Time since considering Absolute Time a commodity violates natural law as we know 
it. Relative Time means how much one uses with respect to others. As the Relative Time to use for anything tends to 
decrease to the limits defined by the speed of light (energy), action in space-time through mass (e.g. humans, products, 
etc.) must be able to adapt or become quaint, extinct, or just antique. With respect to social violence, like terrorism, 
Relative Time means the actions of one can end up paralyzing the actions of others (e.g. the implications of Boyd’s 
OODA Decision Loop.) For example, consider what really happened on 9/11/01 at the FAA National Operations 
Center in Northern Virginia. From the available public information, it becomes clear that the rapid (small Relative 
Time) actions of the terrorists froze the Center’s ability to respond. Indeed, the groundings of the airliners began as 
a regional solution out of the Boston FAA Regional Center, not the big, slow National Center. Technology provides 
the poor who have technology access with a demon gift: greatly reduced Relative Time to apply to far more complex, 
larger—and slow moving—rich organizations/states/groups.
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MANAGEMENT TRENDS

47. More enTrepreneurs sTarT new businesses every year.

In the United States, about 9 percent of men and 6 percent of women are self-employed. These fractions •	
have been growing in about two-thirds of the OECD countries.

Women comprise a growing proportion of the self-employed in the United States, up from about 27  –
percent in 1976 to 39 percent three decades later, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Many women are leaving traditional jobs to go home and open businesses, even as they begin a family.  –
At least half of the estimated 10.6 million privately held firms in the United States are owned by 
women, employing 19.1 million people and generating $2.46 trillion in sales annually.

Workers under 30 would prefer to start their own company, rather than advance through the corporate •	
ranks. Some 10 percent are actively trying to start their own businesses, three times as many as in previous 
generations.

Most simply distrust large institutions and believe that jobs cannot provide a secure economic future  –
in a time of rapid technological change.

For the 14 years ending in 2003, the most recent year for which data is yet available, small businesses •	
(those with less than five hundred employees) created 92 percent of the net new jobs in the United States, 
according to the Census Bureau. The smallest companies, those with fewer than twenty employees, created 
85 percent.

However, jobs also disappear fastest from small companies, which are much more likely to fail than  –
larger concerns.

Assessment:

This is a self-perpetuating trend, as all those new service firms need other companies to handle chores outside 
their core business. It will remain with us for many years, not only because it suits new-generation values but 
because it is a rational response to an age in which jobs can never be counted on to provide a stable long-term 
income.

Implications:

It is driven as well by the attitudes and values of Generation X and the Millennials and by the rapid 
developments in technology, which create endless opportunities for new business development.

Specialty boutiques will continue to spring up on the Internet for at least the next 15 years. 

This trend will help to ease the poverty of many developing countries, as it already is doing in India and 
China.
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Implications for Terrorism:

To the extent that this trend expands the gap between the rich and poor in developing countries, it will 
erode the social fabric and make the society more vulnerable to terror-prone extremist movements. This is 
particularly true where there are strong conflicts between religious groups.

Expert Comments:

Smyre (10): The more young people in developing areas of the world can be brought into effective “global innovation 
networks,” the greater the hope, and the less responsive to recruiting for terrorism.

48. inforMaTion-baseD orGanizaTions are quickly DisplacinG The olD coMManD-anD-conTrol 
MoDel of ManaGeMenT.

The typical large business has reshaped itself or is struggling to do so. Soon, it will be composed of specialists •	
who rely on information from colleagues, customers, and headquarters to guide their actions.

Upper management is giving fewer detailed orders to subordinates. Instead, it sets performance expectations •	
for the organization, its parts, and its specialists and supplies the feedback necessary to determine whether 
results have met expectations.

Management styles are changing as upper executives learn to consult these skilled workers on a wide variety •	
of issues. Employees in turn are gaining new power with the authority to make decisions based on the data 
they develop.

Information-based organizations require more specialists—employees who are found in operations, not •	
at corporate headquarters. R&D, manufacturing, and marketing specialists therefore increasingly work 
together as a team on all stages of product development rather than keeping each stage separate and 
distinct.

Assessment:

This is a well-established trend. At this point, many large corporations have restructured their operations for 
greater flexibility, but many others still have a long way to go. This trend will continue in the United States 
for at least the next 15 years. The developing world may largely bypass this step in its new organizations and 
go straight to networked management structures.

Implications:

This management style suits Generation Xers and Millennials well, as it tends to let them work in whatever 
fashion suits them so long as the job gets done.

Downsizing has spread from manufacturing industries to the service economy. Again, this process 
encourages the entrepreneurial trend, both to provide services for companies outsourcing their secondary 
functions and to provide jobs for displaced employees.
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Many older workers have been eliminated in this process, depriving companies of their corporate memory. 
Companies have replaced them with younger workers whose experience of hard times is limited to the relatively 
mild recession since 2000. Many firms may discover that they need to recruit older workers to help them adapt 
to adversity.

This too is driving the entrepreneurial trend. Many older workers find themselves self-employed by default, 
as they need income and cannot find work in their accustomed fields.

Implications for Terrorism:

This new, small-unit business organization closely resembles the cell-style structure of traditional 
underground organizations. Major terrorist operations have quickly adapted it to their needs. This has made 
them more efficient and harder to stop.

Expert Comments:

Jenkins: Traditional hierarchies are being replaced by flatter more autonomous networks. Information will need to 
move faster. Regimes that encourage and facilitate sharing will have to replace outmoded systems of compartmentalization 
and information control.

Kapinos: This is related in many ways to the issue discussed in Trend 5. Federal, state, and local law enforcement 
agencies, the military, and the intelligence community must organize themselves into a decentralized network in order 
to best meet the threats we face in the 21st century. The top-down approach to homeland security that has been taken 
by the Federal government is a version of the old style command and control model. This approach has discouraged true 
sharing and integration of information and knowledge required to effectively counter the terrorist threat. A new poly-
centric networked model must be developed and embraced by all involved in this effort.

Meilahn: Al Qaeda has already turned into more of a “movement” than an organization. It is a loosely structured, 
flat organization which is associated very loosely with numerous other groups that choose to identify with it. This loose 
structure will make it all the more difficult to fight, and will make it all the more successful.

Osborne: Swift application, adaptation to, and use of new technology in progressive, non-unionized police 
departments and non-federal agencies will lead to a gap between agencies who can be flexible and innovative, thus 
more effective in new crime environments (such as terrorism) and those who are mired in bureaucracies and traditional 
hierarchical policing. These changes will be driven in large part by the arrival of younger personnel who are more 
comfortable with technology than their elders and much less inclined to respect the limits of bureaucracy.

Sanders (10): See comments under “Complexity and the Future of Terrorism” in Appendix C.

Steele: Social organizational structures are emerging and morphing more rapidly than ever. Asymmetry is becoming 
normative. Bureaucratic structures that have served society well over the last two centuries are giving way to highly 
flexible structures. A new sociologic understanding is required to conceptualize terrorist targeting in these structures.

Tan: How apt this trend is in describing the future trajectory of radical Islam. The phenomenon of self-radicalisation, 
and the emergence of cells with little organizational links with Al Qaeda, as the London bombers demonstrated, 
is indicative of a current trend that will only become more prominent. Al Qaeda is today not the organization it 
once was. Instead, it is an information-based network that has expanded rapidly through the new information and 
communications technology that has accompanied globalization. Because of this, it is now much more deadly than 
before, as it is succeeding, as terrorist incidents around the world have shown since 9/11, in reaching out and influencing 
a much wider audience than in the past. The future post-Al Qaeda network that will come will be led by Iraqi veterans 
dispersed worldwide and will be far more difficult to uncover and root out due to this ability to adapt effectively and 
organizationally to global changes.
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Young: Although not totally applicable to terror in this context, one should realize that as counterterrorist activities 
become more successful, terrorist organizational structure has dispersed itself and will continue to do so. As Al Qaeda has 
become a more diverse organization, so too will other organizations become less of a traditional pyramid or even cellular 
structures and become more like the “leaderless resistance” exhibited by the ecoterror groups of the U.S. Self-forming or 
self-radicalizing groups such as found in the July 2005 London bombings will become more prevalent.

49. orGanizaTions are siMplifyinG Their sTrucTures anD squeezinG ouT personnel.

Computers and information-management systems have stretched the manager’s effective span of control •	
from six to twenty-one subordinates. Information now flows from front-line workers to higher management 
for analysis. Thus, fewer mid-level managers are needed, flattening the corporate pyramid.

The span of control could stretch again if computer science finally delivers on its long-delayed promise  –
of artificial intelligence.

However, in order to preserve an effective corporate memory, many companies are finding it necessary to •	
bring back older workers,.

Opportunities for advancement are shrinking, because they come within the worker’s narrow specialty, •	
rather than at the broader corporate level. By 2001, only one person in fifty was promoted, compared with 
one in twenty in 1987.

Assessment:

In the United States, downsizing, restructuring, reorganization, and cutbacks of white-collar workers will 
continue at least through 2025. Its pace will slow as most organizations accomplish the necessary changes.

Implications:

A typical large business in 2015 will have fewer than half the management levels of its counterpart in 1995, 
and about one-third the number of managers.

Information-based organizations have to make a special effort to prepare professional specialists to become 
business leaders. Broad experience of the kind needed by a CEO no longer comes naturally during an executive’s 
career.

Top managers must be computer-literate to retain their jobs and must make sure to oversee the increased 
spans of control that computers make possible.

Finding top managers with the broad experience needed to run a major business already has become 
difficult. It can only grow more so as the demand for specialization grows. This will reduce promotion from 
within and encourage companies to seek upper-level execs from other firms, and even industries.

Executives increasingly will start their own companies, rather than trusting the old-fashioned corporate 
career path to provide advancement. 
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Implications for Terrorism:

This trend has no obvious application to terrorism.

Expert Comments:

None were received for this trend.

50. GovernMenT reGulaTions will conTinue To Take up a GrowinG porTion of The ManaGer’s 
TiMe anD efforT.

In 1996, the U.S. Congress passed regulatory reform laws intended to slow the proliferation of government •	
regulations. Nonetheless, by 2001 more than 14,000 new regulations were enacted. Not one proposed 
regulation was rejected during this period.

In 2004, the •	 Federal Register, which records regulations proposed and enacted, ran to more than 75,600 
pages. To keep up with the flow, it is published daily. It has not missed a day since its first edition in 
1936.

The Brussels bureaucrats of the European Union are churning out regulations at an even faster rate, •	
overlaying a standard regulatory structure on all the national systems of the member countries.

The growth of regulations is not necessarily all bad. A study by the Congressional Office of Management •	
and Budget estimated that the annual cost of major federal regulations enacted in the decade ending 
September 2002 amounted to between $38 billion and $44 billion per year. However, the estimated 
benefits of those regulations added up to between $135 billion and $218 billion annually.

Assessment:

If the future will bring an end to this trend, it is not yet in sight.

Implications:

Regulations are necessary, unavoidable, and often beneficial. Yet it is difficult not to see them as a kind of 
friction that slows both current business and future economic growth.

The proliferation of regulations in the developed world could give a competitive advantage to countries 
such as India and China, where regulations that impede investment and capital flow are being stripped away, 
and health, occupational safety, and environmental codes are still rudimentary or absent.

However, there is a significant penalty for the kind of risk that comes from inadequate regulation. China 
pays an estimated risk penalty of 6.49 percent for international borrowing. Per capita GDP, access to capital, 
foreign direct investment, and other measures of a country’s economic health all decline directly with a rising 
Opacity Index, which is heavily influenced by the lack of effective regulations to guarantee a level playing field 
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for those doing business there. As a result, lands such as Russia will remain at a competitive disadvantage until 
they can pass and enforce the regulations needed to ensure a stable, fair business environment.

Implications for Terrorism:

Given the many controversies growing out of the war in Iraq and the “war on terror,” intelligence and 
security services are as likely as private companies to spend more time not only following regulations but 
keeping even more extensive records in order prove they have done so whenever their actions are questioned.

Expert Comments:

Chobar: All government regulations for the future must include antiterrorism and counterterrorism sections on 
how to aid in policing and counterterrorism safety procedures.
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INSTITUTIONAL TRENDS

51. MulTinaTional corporaTions are uniTinG The worlD anD GrowinG More exposeD To iTs 
risks.

The continuing fragmentation of the post-Cold War world has reduced the stability of some lands where •	
government formerly could guarantee a favorable—or at least predictable—business environment. The 
current unrest in Iraq is one example.

Multinational corporations that rely on indigenous workers may be hindered by the increasing number of •	
AIDS cases in Africa and around the world. Up to 90 percent of the population in parts of sub-Saharan 
Africa reportedly tests positive for the HIV virus in some surveys. Thailand is almost equally stricken, and 
many other parts of Asia show signs that the AIDS epidemic is spreading among their populations.

One risk now declining is the threat of sudden, extreme currency fluctuations. In Europe, at least, the •	
adoption of the euro is making for a more stable financial environment.

Assessment:

This trend will continue for at least the next 30 years, as companies in the developing world diversify into 
less developed markets.

Implications:

It is becoming ever more difficult for business to be confident that decisions about plant location, marketing, 
and other critical issues will continue to appear wise even five years into the future. All long-term plans must 
include an even greater margin for risk management. This will encourage outsourcing rather than investment 
in offshore facilities that could be endangered by sudden changes in business conditions.

Countries that can demonstrate a significant likelihood of stability and predictable business outcomes will 
enjoy a strong competitive advantage over neighbors that cannot. Witness the rapid growth of investment in 
India now that deregulation and privatization have general political support, compared with other Asian lands 
where conditions are less predictable.

Although Russia has continued to attract Western investment, particularly in its energy industry, increasingly 
autocratic governance by the Putin regime and any successors could eventually discourage foreign companies 
from doing business there or require much more favorable terms to justify accepting the associated risks.

Major corporations also can help to moderate some risks in unstable countries, such as by threatening to 
take their business elsewhere.

Implications for Terrorism:

The spread of international companies to less stable, less well-defended countries provides more easy targets 
for terrorism and thereby raises the number of attacks and the loss of lives and money in terrorist incidents.
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It also gives terrorist organizations an incentive to establish themselves in economically significant countries 
that otherwise might not attract their attention.

Expert Comments:

Ayers (6): Foreign business environments will become less predictable, provide less quality assurance, and be more 
susceptible to sabotage ranging from toxic toys and food (as seen recently in imports from China) to identity theft on a 
massive scale. U.S. inspection and law enforcement teams will be unable to keep up with criminal activities perpetrated 
against U.S. citizens passively, and/or simply “abroad.” “Superbug” infections (biological or technological) will eventually 
spread globally via paths established by multinational corporations—and terrorists will no doubt find ways to take 
advantage of the chaos surrounding even limited epidemics. Of course, terrorist or state-sponsored biological warfare is 
never out of the question. Increasing instances of accidental toxicity, infection, or criminal intent will adversely affect the 
economy and definitely make the U.S. even more vulnerable to other types of terrorist activity as well as covert state-to-
state operations.

Chobar: America still does not understand so many other cultures. Because of this lack of understanding, as our 
corporations become multinational, they do become more exposed to risks. Policing a multinational corporation is 
much more difficult than one strictly on American soil.

52. inTernaTional exposure incluDes a GrowinG risk of TerrorisT aTTack.

State-sponsored terrorism has nearly vanished, as tougher sanctions have made it more trouble than it was •	
worth. However, some rogue states may still provide logistical or technological support for independent 
terrorist organizations when opportunities present themselves.

Nothing will prevent small, local political organizations and special-interest groups from using terror  –
to promote their causes. These organizations have found inspiration in the successes of Al Qaeda, and 
many have found common cause.

Until recently, attacks on U.S. companies were limited to rock-throwing at the local McDonalds, •	
occasional bombings of bank branches and of U.S.-owned pipelines in South America, and kidnappings. 
Since September 11, U.S.-owned hotel chains have experienced major bombings, in part because U.S. 
Government facilities overseas have been effectively hardened against terrorist assault.

As the United States has been forced to recognize, the most dangerous terrorist groups are no longer •	
motivated primarily by specific political goals, but by generalized, virulent hatred based on religion and 
culture.

Terrorism has continued to grow around the world as the Iraq war proceeds, even as the rate of violence in •	
Iraq itself has, at least temporarily, declined.

Risks of terrorism are greatest in countries with repressive governments and large numbers of unemployed •	
young men.

On balance, the amount of terrorist activity in the world will continue to rise, not decline, in the next •	
10 years. This was seen in corrections to the State Department’s April 2004 report on terrorism, which 
originally seemed to show a sharp drop in terrorist incidents. In fact, terrorist attacks had risen sharply 
since the invasion of Iraq, both in number and in severity.
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Assessment:

This trend is unlikely to change in the next decade and relatively unlikely to change in the next 20 years. A 
permanent end to the international terrorist threat would require a broad philosophical and cultural change 
in Islam that makes terrorists pariahs in their own communities. No such change is on the horizon.

Implications:

Terrorism against the West is likely to grow, not decline, when fighters trained and blooded in the Iraq war 
are able to turn their attention elsewhere.

Western corporations may have to devote more of their resources to self-defense, while accepting smaller-
than-expected profits from operations in the developing countries.

Like the attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon, the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania 
before them, and the bombings of the Madrid rail system and London subways since then, any attacks on 
major corporate facilities will be designed for maximum destruction and casualties. Bloodshed for its own sake 
has become a characteristic of modern terrorism.

Where terrorism is most common, countries will find it difficult to attract foreign investment, no matter 
how attractive their resources.

Though Islamic terrorists form only a tiny part of the Muslim community, they have a large potential for 
disruption throughout the region from Turkey to the Philippines. 

The economies of the industrialized nations could be thrown into recession at any time by another terrorist 
event on the scale of September 11. This is particularly true of the United States. The impact would be greatest 
if the incident discouraged travel, as the September 11 attacks did.

The U.S. economy is being affected already by American anti-terrorism measures. Since Washington began 
to photograph incoming travelers and to require more extensive identification from them, tourism to the 
United States is off by some 30 percent. The number of foreign students coming to American universities has 
declined by a similar amount.

Implications for Terrorism:

As Western targets proliferate around the world, terrorists will strike them more often, causing more 
damage and more deaths. The incidents of the past few years are just the beginning of a long-term problem.

In the absence of sufficient additional funding, antiterrorism activities and incident-oriented emergency 
preparations compete for budget money with conventional policing and emergency services. To the extent that 
they compete successfully, they are likely to degrade performance in the conventional activities. To the extent 
that they do not, antiterrorism and emergency preparations will suffer.

Expert Comments:

Chobar: These attacks can be from within or without. Terrorists are infiltrating many institutions without us or 
anyone else even thinking about what they are doing.
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Costigan (10): Decreasing use of proprietary systems and widening sales and sharingof new Internet-based 
technologies between MNCs (multi-national corporations) will increase the risks for technological attacks, likethose 
against SCADA systems. Where companies sell the same system to rogue states as they might another country, those 
systems may become known by potential and real enemies. Once-proprietary systems will become further standardized 
as corporations take each other over, raising the risk that standards will reduce the once-steep learning curves for system 
attacks. Employees may be abducted and forced to participate in attacks. Corporations may respond with increased 
security forces.

Czarnecki: Consider who will be doing the “exposing.” That would be the upper classes either for business or 
pleasure. They are targets for the desperate poor. As airlines especially become once again sanctuaries of the privileged 
traveler (economy seats just aren’t as important anymore according to industry sources), airplanes, especially BIG ones, 
become especially attractive targets. P.S. I strongly advise you NOT to fly the new Airbus A-380!

Jenkins: See Trend 9.

Kriesberg: International exposure includes greater risk of terror attacks. Yes, in sense of absolute number, but not 
necessarily in risks per exposed persons. More people might be targeted, but cautions and protections can reduce risks.

Leffler: Major General (Ret.) Kulwant Singh, Ph.D. (http://www.invinciblemilitary.org/about/Maj_Gen_
Singh.html) and associates are creating a group of 15,000 experts in Invincible Defense Technology (IDT) in central 
India. Based on the results of peer-reviewed scientific research published in Journal of Offender Rehabilitation, (http://
invinciblemilitary.org/articles/sapratableii.html#b43) this group should be sufficiently large to reduce terrorism globally. 
This research showed that international conflict dropped 32 percent and deaths due to international terrorism dropped 
72 percent when a large enough group of experts in IDT was in place. Therefore, when the group of IDT experts in India 
is large enough, the incidence of terrorist attacks world-wide is predicted to decrease.

Meilahn: Concur generally with findings, but believe state sponsored terrorism will continue to a limited extent. If 
the Arab-Israeli crisis is not resolved, Iran will continue to support Hamas and Hizb’allah. If state provision of WMD to 
terrorists fits this definition, we should be concerned about Pakistan. Agree that terrorist activity will continue to rise.

Tan: No actual terrorist attack has occurred on U.S. soil since 9/11. This is due to both luck and effective 
counterterrorism surveillance and detection, but this does not mean there will be no attack. In fact, future attacks will 
take place. The question is how and when. The truly great event we might have to await is the first real WMD mass 
casualty terrorist attack, say with an RDD [Radiological Dispersal Device] smuggled into the U.S.A. and detonated in 
downtown New York. Although academic analysts generally do not think a WMD attack will take place soon, they are 
also wondering why an RDD attack has not yet occurred given the relative ease of mounting such an attack and the 
huge impact it will have. Such attacks could be planned outside the U.S.A. and then carried out there to minimize risk 
of detection. Alternatively, U.S. allies and interests overseas could be much more easily attacked. The U.S.A. has little 
choice but to balance freedom of trade with security because of its reliance on the global economy for both markets 
and raw materials. This inevitably exposes the U.S. to greater risk of terrorist attack as the global economy continues to 
develop.

Young: With international exposure comes greater risk of terrorist attack. That said, this statement is likely not 
relevant for all industries or businesses. Terrorists will likely choose their future targets based on economic or symbolic 
impact. For example, McDonalds and Exxon are certainly symbols of the U.S. and would be considered at a greater risk 
from attack than the Outback restaurant, which now has an international presence. All international businesses, though, 
should as a matter of prudence, conduct their own risk and vulnerability assessments as they seek greater international 
exposure.
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53. consuMers increasinGly DeManD social responsibiliTy froM coMpanies anD each oTher.

Companies increasingly are being judged on how they treat the environment.•	

Many are changing their business practices as a result. For example, home-improvement retailers Home  –
Depot and Lowe's have stopped buying wood from countries with endangered forests.

Safety testing of children’s products also enforces corporate responsibility.•	

Several companies recently have been forced to recall toys and other products because the makers had  –
used excessive lead paint.

The venerable Easy-Bake Ovens were recalled because children’s hands or fingers could get caught in  –
the door, exposing them to severe burns. 

With 5 percent of the world’s population and 66 percent of the lawyers on the planet, American citizens •	
do not hesitate to litigate if their demands are not met. Other countries, such as India and China, are 
beginning to see more legal actions on behalf of citizen’s causes.

In an effort to get ahead of this trend, companies are now trying to make good citizenship part of their •	
brand. Unlike traditional “good works,” this movement aims for profit and long-term corporate success, 
not just reputation-polishing.

Nike now publishes its discoveries of worker abuse by offshore suppliers. Chase, Citicorp, Goldman  –
Sachs, and JPMorgan now consider the environmental consequences of their loans and investments. 
Costco offers much better benefits than its competitors—and has half the employee turnover rate as 
a result.

In addition to traditional performance measures,  – Fortune now ranks its 500 companies according to 
“how well they conform to socially responsible business practices.”

In a 2005 survey of nearly 1,200 companies, 81 percent of companies—and 98 percent of large  –
firms—said corporate citizenship is a priority; 84 percent said that being socially responsible has 
improved their profits.

Assessment:

This trend is well established in the industrialized world, but only beginning in the developing world. 
It can be expected to grow more powerful as the no-nonsense, bottom-line-oriented Generation Xers and 
Millennials gain influence.

Implications:

Once the current, business-friendly administration leaves Washington, government intervention will 
supplant deregulation in the airline industry (in the interest of safety and services), financial services (to 
control instability and costs), electric utilities (nuclear problems), and the chemical industry (toxic wastes).
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In the United States, frequent incidents of political corruption may spread the demand for greater 
responsibility into the field of government and public service, although that is not yet clear.

As the Internet spreads Western attitudes throughout the world, consumers and environmental activists 
in other regions will find more ways to use local court systems to promote their goals. Litigation is likely to 
become a global risk for companies that do not make the environment a priority. 

Implications for Terrorism:

This trend has no obvious implications for terrorism.

Expert Comments:

None were received for this trend.

54. on averaGe, insTiTuTions are GrowinG More TransparenT in Their operaTions, anD More 
accounTable for Their MisDeeDs.

Many different forces are promoting this change in various parts of the world.•	

In the United States, the wave of business scandals in 2004, the exposure of child abuse within the  –
Catholic Church, and other perceived offenses by large organizations have inspired demands for greater 
transparency and accountability.

China, rated by Kurtzman Group as the most opaque of the major nations, was forced to open many  –
of its records as a precondition for joining the WTO.

In India, a country often regarded as one of the world’s most corrupt, the Central Vigilance Commission  –
has opened the country’s banking system to more effective oversight. Lesser “vigilance commissions” 
now oversee many parts of the Indian economy and government.

More generally, wars against terrorism, drug trafficking, and money laundering are opening the world’s •	
money conduits to greater scrutiny. They also are opening the operations of nongovernmental organizations 
that function primarily as charitable and social-service agencies but are linked to terrorism as well.

Assessment:

There are roughly as many reactions against this trend as there are governments, agencies, and individuals 
with something to hide. Yet, the benefits of transparency are so clear that the general decline of barriers to 
oversight is likely to continue until societies develop a consensus about how much—or little—secrecy is really 
necessary. We give this trend at least 20 years of continued vigor.

Implications:

Countries with high levels of transparency tend to be much more stable than more opaque lands. They also 
tend to be much more prosperous, in part because they find it easier to attract foreign investment.
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Greater transparency reduces the operational effectiveness of the world’s miscreants. It impedes drug 
traffickers and terrorist organizations, as well as dishonest governments and corrupt bureaucrats.

Implications for Terrorism:

Greater transparency in policing will reduce the friction between both officers and departments and the 
communities they serve. It may be the only factor apart from community policing that is capable of reducing 
the suspicion with which police are viewed by immigrants from countries with repressive governments and 
traditionally corrupt officials.

Demands for greater transparency in security operations could impair the efficiency of antiterrorist efforts 
according to some observers. However, it is not at all clear that such suggestions are well grounded.

Expert Comments:

Kriesberg: Maybe there is a general trend toward transparency globally. But the U.S. government under the Bush 
administration has become more opaque and secretive. This has resulted in mistaken and inefficient counter-terrorism 
policies. More transparency in the future should help in these regards.

Osborne: As data becomes digitized in the various criminal justice systems and it becomes easier to study the larger 
system, the intersections and processes of different elements of the system will become more transparent. Inefficiencies, 
inequities, and incompetence will become apparent, and demands for reform will lead to significant changes. Criminal 
justice education and training will be revised with a focus on learning from the system and devising new ways to address 
crime and disorder.

55. insTiTuTions are unDerGoinG a biMoDal DisTribuTion: The biG GeT biGGer, The sMall 
survive, anD The MiD-sizeD are squeezeD ouT.

Economies of scale enable the largest companies to win out over mid-sized competitors, while “boutique” •	
operations can take advantage of niches too small to be efficiently tapped by larger firms. 

By 2012, there will be only five giant automobile firms. Production and assembly will be centered in •	
Korea, Italy, and Latin America.

The six largest airlines in the United States today control 65 percent of the domestic market, leaving •	
roughly one-third to be divided among many smaller carriers. Many of these are no-frills carriers with 
limited service on a few routes where demand is high or competition is unusually low.

Where local regulations allow, mergers and acquisitions are an international game. Witness the takeovers •	
of the U.S. company MCI by WorldCom in the United Kingdom, of IBM’s personal computing division 
by China’s Lenovo, and of Chrysler—temporarily—by Daimler-Benz. The continuing removal of trade 
barriers among EU nations will keep this trend active for at least the next decade.

We are now well into the second decade of micro-segmentation, as more and more highly specialized •	
businesses and entrepreneurs search for narrower niches. These small firms will prosper, even as mid-
sized, “plain vanilla” competitors die out. This trend extends to nearly every endeavor, from retail to 
agriculture.
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"Boutique" businesses that provide entertainment, financial planning, and preventive medical care for •	
aging baby boomers will be among the fastest-growing segments of the U.S. economy.

Assessment:

Thanks in part to technology, this trend is likely to be a permanent feature of the business scene from now 
on.

Implications:

No company is too large to be a takeover target if it dominates a profitable market or has other features 
attractive to profit-hungry investors. No niche is too small to attract and support at least one or two boutique 
operations.

Thus far, industries dominated by small, regional, often family-owned companies have been relatively 
exempt from the consolidation now transforming many other businesses. Takeovers are likely even in these 
industries in the next decade.

This consolidation will extend increasingly to Internet-based businesses, where well-financed companies 
are trying to absorb or out-compete tiny online start-ups, much as they have done in the brick-and-mortar 
world.

However, niche markets will continue to encourage the creation of new businesses. In Europe as of 2006, 
no fewer than forty-eight small, no-frills airlines in twenty-two countries had sprung up to capture about 28 
percent of the Continental market share. Only fifteen offered more than fifty flights per day.

Implications for Terrorism:

This trend has no clear applications to terrorism.

Expert Comments:

Chobar: Because of institutions undergoing these bimodal distributions, they are more difficult to police and 
thus are more susceptible to terrorist activities and acts of terrorism. Because our law enforcement and policing bodies 
are already stretched to the limit, institutions are going to have to have their own plans of action for dealing with 
terrorism.



Appendix A

A Question of When

The futurist who predicted 9/11 identifies 30 scenarios by which 
terrorists may attack us next time.

by Marvin Cetron, Ph.D.

This essay originally appeared in the December 2007 issue of NewsMax and is 
reprinted here by their kind permission. 

The tragic events of 9/11 could have been mitigated, or possibly avoided altogether, had the government 
paid more attention to a little-known study called Terror 2000: The Future Face of Terrorism.

In that report, which I prepared for the Department of Defense in 1994, forecasters and terrorism experts 
warned that terrorists were planning to use commercial aircraft as guided bombs to strike against major 
landmarks.

Specifically, we warned that terrorists could hijack a commercial airliner and fly it into the Pentagon. 
Indeed, the report detailed almost every type of major terrorism event that has happened since.

Tragically, the report was filed and forgotten. Why? The State Department requested that our reference to 
terrorists using a jet aircraft as a weapon be deleted. They feared that it might give the terrorists an idea they 
hadn’t already thought of.

I no longer worry about giving the bad guys ideas. They are smart and dedicated. They will think of any 
attack we can, and probably several others as well.

That is why I am writing this article: I can’t help but think that if our call for tighter security had been 
heeded, the World Trade Center towers might still be standing today. Having the experts watching potential 
targets isn’t enough. We need to get as many eyeballs on them as possible.

Ordinary citizens need to know where the dangers lie.

Every indication is that the terrorists’ determination to hurt America is undiminished. According to the 
FBI and other agencies, Islamic extremists are constantly evaluating where to strike next.

This analysis of the prime targets of terrorism is based on a new Forecasting International study carried 
out for the Pentagon. We surveyed terrorism specialists, retired generals and admirals, futurists, and others to 
assess U.S. vulnerabilities. None of this information is classified.

Of the 30 threats that emerged, we give special attention to 10. To make the point that even non-nuclear 
threats have dire consequences, we intentionally passed on the “suitcase” nuclear weapon and dirty-bomb 
scenarios. Instead, we focus on the most diabolical plots for which people are least prepared.
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And we lay out the scenarios in all their horrific detail.

As a citizen, you may never have an opportunity to phone in a tip that heads off a major terrorist attack. 
But at least by reading what follows, you will be better prepared for what could lie ahead.

Make no mistake: The men and women of our armed forces—combined with steadfast and diligent efforts of 
the CIA, the FBI, and many other agencies—are doing a fine job trying to protect us. Even they agree, however, 
that the question isn’t whether America will be attacked again on its own soil. It’s only a question of when.

Attack on U.S. Oil Refineries

Probability: high

Impact: high

Four terrorists driving minivans approach the gates of four oil refineries: the Royal Dutch Shell installation 
at Port Arthur, Texas; the Valero Energy refinery at Corpus Christi, Texas; the Chalmette refinery east of New 
Orleans; and the Chevron refinery at Pascagoula, Miss. They crash through the gates and aim for the key 
catalytic units used to refine petroleum. The crashes set off more than 500 pounds of dynamite in the back of 
each van. Eleven workers die in the initial attacks and six more perish in the infernos that send plumes of dark 
smoke miles into the sky. Even before the flames can be extinguished, the price of oil skyrockets to more than 
$200 a barrel. The president declares a state of emergency and dispatches National Guard units to protect key 
infrastructure.

Casualties: Seventeen dead, 34 wounded (several critically burned).

Consequences: In a single day, America loses 15 percent of its crude-oil processing capability for more 
than a year. The Federal Reserve slashes the prime rate by a full point in a desperate attempt to avert 
a recession, as gas jumps to $4 a gallon. Critics bemoan the fact that, for decades, the United States 
neglected development of its “dirty” oil-processing infrastructure—and now it’s too late. Total economic 
cost: $1.2 trillion.

Attack U.S. Olympic Teams in Beijing

Probability: high

Impact: Low

At 10 p.m. on Aug. 24, 2008, Olympians gather in the 91,000-seat National Stadium in Beijing for the 
closing ceremony. Americans, with more than their share of medals, are looking forward to a triumphant 
return home. It is not to be. As the teams enter the stadium, nine Pakistani extremists, wearing thin explosive 
vests made from components smuggled into China, approach the Americans and detonate suicide bombs.

Casualties: Twenty-three American athletes are killed instantly. Four more athletes die of their injuries in 
a Beijing hospital and two will never walk again.

Consequences: The hard-won U.S.-Pakistan alliance against terror is damaged irreparably. The Bush 
administration is ripped in the media for not providing adequate security to protect U.S. athletes, and 
Democrats appear to be headed for a clean sweep in the November elections.
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Destroy Tennessee Valley Authority Dams

Probability: Low

Impact: high

The Douglas Dam stretches 1,705 feet across the Tennessee River northeast of Knoxville, Tennessee. The 
Norris Dam spans 1,860 feet across the Clinch River northwest of the city. On May 10, 2009, with water 
levels at their annual peak, a bomb far below the water line cracks the Norris Dam. An hour later, the Douglas 
Dam is hit.

Both structures give way, and the subsequent deluge easily sweeps away the smaller dams at Melton Hill 
and Fort Loudon. Some 2.1 million acre-feet of water cascade down the Tennessee Valley, sweeping away just 
about everything in its path. The flood plows into the Watts Bar Dam, then the Chickamauga, the Nickajack, 
and on down the Tennessee River. The Watts Bar and Sequoyah nuclear power plants are flooded. Debris 
pours out of reservoirs, flooding Chattanooga as the crest passes. No trace is ever found of the terrorists who 
set the bombs.

Casualties: Surprisingly, thanks to an early alert that the dams were failing, only 43 people die in this 
attack.

Consequences: Damage to the Chattanooga area is estimated at $5 billion. Luckily, there are no radiation 
leaks from the nuclear plants—but all the secondary hardware outside the containment vessels is destroyed. 
About 20 percent of the TVA’s power-generating capacity will be out of commission for at least a year, with 
power-repair costs expected to run at least $2 billion.  Over the next five years, the Tennessee Valley will 
incur about $1 billion in flood damage the lost dams would have prevented. Cost to replace them: at least 
$25 billion.

Coordinate Suicide Shootings at Major Tourist Attractions

Probability: high

Impact: Low

It is December 1st, and families across the United States are packing in a last Saturday of vacation fun before 
returning home to spend Christmas with relatives. In Anaheim, California, two recently hired Disneyland 
employees stand back-to-back and begin methodically firing their AK-47s into the surrounding crowd. To 
avoid detection, they smuggled the weapons into work, a few pieces at a time over the past few weeks, and 
reassembled them. Similar attacks take place simultaneously at Walt Disney World, Universal Studios, and 
SeaWorld in Orlando, and at Dollywood in Pigeon Forge, Tennessee.

Casualties: Before armed security personnel kill the attackers, 84 vacationers lie dead and another 103 are 
wounded, many critically.

Consequences: Its icons of innocence smashed, America loses hope of life returning to how it once was. 
Theme parks across the country lose an average of 10 percent of their business for the next year, an impact 
of about $1.25 billion. With many Americans afraid to resume normal lives, the economy teeters on the 
brink of recession.
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Bring Down Four high-Tension Wires Across the West

Probability: high

Impact: high

The North American power grid has a dark secret: Of the 10,000 power substations, a loss of only 4 percent 
will disconnect almost two thirds of the entire grid. But with proper planning and timing, only 2 percent need 
be disrupted—downing just a few power lines can have widespread consequences.

Some attacks are as easy as starting forest or grass fires under transmission lines, to ionize the air and cause 
the lines to fail. Others require suicide car bombs. In 12 hours, by downing just four lines, more than 60 
percent of North America is without power. Power is lost from Knoxville, Tennessee, to Nevada, and north to 
the Canadian border.

Casualties: Other than the suicide bombers, there are no direct casualties. But patients in hospitals, nursing 
homes, and even on respirators and other life-saving devices in private homes begin to expire. The indirect 
death toll starts to climb rapidly. Based on prior blackouts, 100 to 300 deaths are likely. Stop lights don’t 
work, gas stations can’t pump fuel, and civil disturbances occur as crowds waiting in lines to receive ice 
grow restless. The president considers requesting help from the National Guard to maintain order.

Consequences: Nearly 200 million people are affected, and infrastructure damage could take several 
months to repair. Even the most optimistic projections show the economic impact could easily top $100 
billion.

Explode Liquefied Natural Gas Tanker and Storage Depot Near Boston

Probability: Medium

Impact: Very high

A four-seat Cessna 172 takes off from Hanscom Field in Bedford, Massachusetts, and turns southeast. In 
minutes it passes over downtown Boston and arrives above the Distrigas liquefied natural gas depot on the far 
side of the Mystic River, in Everett.

The small craft climbs steeply, then dives at a tanker that has just begun to unload almost 40 million 
gallons of liquefied natural gas. On impact, a detonator sets off 250 pounds of explosives in the plane’s back 
seat. Exploding with the power of more than 50 Hiroshima bombs, the entire storage depot is destroyed.  
Boston’s North End simply ceases to exist, along with parts of Chelsea, Everett, and Somerville.

Casualties: Within half a mile of the terminal, nearly everyone dies; at one mile, the toll averages 75 
percent. In all, an estimated 197,525 people are lost, with thousands more injured.

Consequences: Severe damage stretches for two miles in each direction. Several billion dollars worth 
of property is lost, including Boston City Hall and the Faneuil Hall/Quincy Market tourist area.  The 
catastrophe dwarfs Hurricane Katrina by comparison. And the pain won’t go away any time soon. Lacking 
natural gas for heat, nearly 300 elderly residents die of cold during the winter. The tourists stop coming, 
businesses fail, and pundits sadly remark that Boston may never again be the proud, bustling city it once 
was.
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Introduce E. coli Into Fast-Food Restaurants on Wall Street and Capitol hill

Probability: high

Impact: Low

After a costly E. coli outbreak, one major fast-food chain announces that it will start “on-the-farm” testing 
of lettuce. Another touts its program for preventing food-borne illnesses. Neither grasps the obvious, that their 
people are the weakest link—food preparation and delivery. Staff turns over rapidly at the chains, and it doesn’t 
take long to plant “sleepers” in more than a dozen fast-food chains near Wall Street, and four within half a 
mile of Capitol Hill. One Wednesday morning, they start misting lettuce, tomatoes, onions, pickles, and even 
buns with a spray containing E. coli. Because the vegetables and buns are served raw, cooking will not defuse 
their toxins.

Casualties: With the three- to eight-day incubation period, which masks the attack and puts the initial 
response over a weekend, five days’ worth of customers are sickened, more than 13,500 in all. They include 
four congressmen and two senators who, too busy to eat out, asked staffers to bring them a burger when 
they came back from lunch. At least 142 people die, many of them children and elderly.

Consequences: Lawsuits filed against the affected chains demand a total of $250 billion in damages. They 
will drag on for years. Even more costly: Fast-food hamburger orders drop by 27 percent, on average, 
throughout the industry for the first six months after the incident—a loss of some $57.5 billion in revenue. 
Once again, people ignore officials’ pleas for them to get their lives back to normal.

Detonate EMP Bombs in the Internet-Critical Region of Northern Virginia

Probability: Medium

Impact: high

EMP means “electromagnetic pulse,” a blast of radio energy so strong it fries electronic equipment. (Set 
off an atomic bomb at an altitude of 30,000 feet, and there won’t be a computer working for miles around.) 
The terrorists who strike Northern Virginia on the anniversary of 9/11 in 2010 do not need a nuclear weapon 
to shut down the region’s computers. Instead, they use homemade EMP generator-bombs that any good 
engineering student can build with $400 and information found on the Internet. They detonate nine of the 
bombs within a triangle stretching from McLean, west to Dulles International Airport, and south to Chantilly. 
The EMP blasts take down communications and navigation equipment at Dulles, some of the less critical 
computers at CIA headquarters in Langley, and data centers that carry some 40 percent of the world’s Internet 
traffic. With police unable to use radios, computers and cellphones, the terrorists escape. It is eight months 
before they are identified. Only one of the six-member team will be captured in the next two years. A similar 
bomb, detonated near Wall Street, acts as a “weapon of mass disruption,” sowing chaos and fear.

Casualties: None directly. In Northern Virginia-area hospitals, 17 patients die in part because their 
computerized monitors no longer operate properly. Another 14 may have died when their pacemakers 
delivered massive shocks to the heart and then ceased working.
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Consequences: Dulles-bound aircraft are diverted for three days until replacement gear can be brought in. 
Some 40 percent of the world’s Internet traffic flowed through this part of Northern Virginia. Losing that 
capacity slows the Internet to a crawl, which further complicates emergency response.

Most of the 175,000 people employed in IT-intensive region will be out of work for at least a year. Repairing 
the electronic infrastructure will cost an estimated $40 billion. Businesses across the United States lose an 
additional $2 billion per month owing to the loss of efficient Internet service. The Dow plummets 1,000 
points and trading is suspended for three days.

Introduce Nerve Gas Into Air Ducts of Crowded Public Buildings

Probability: Low

Impact: high

A terrorist gets a low-level job servicing HVAC equipment—heating, ventilation, and air conditioning—
for a contractor in Manhattan. His work takes him to important buildings: Madison Square Garden, where 
Andrea Bocelli is in concert; and to Carnegie Hall, where Reinbert de Leeuw is conducting students from 
Juilliard and the Weill Institute of Music. Also on his route: the studios and offices of ABC, CBS, and Dow 
Jones. Hidden in his thermos is odorless sarin nerve gas, frozen into ice cubes.

All he has to do is leave the ice inside each building’s ventilation units, which he sets to “recycle” instead of 
drawing in fresh air from outside. As he escapes to New Jersey, the ice melts and the deadly gas spreads through 
each building. Other terrorists drop vials of pungent mercaptan, to simulate a natural gas leak, throughout 
Battery Park and South Street Seaport. This distracts police and emergency crews for hours. Chaos rears its 
ugly head in New York City.

Casualties: Of 15,000 people in Madison Square Garden, two-thirds are seriously ill and 2,851 die. At 
Carnegie Hall, all 600 people are sick, and 127 die. The office buildings are hit during the night shift and 
add 86 more deaths.

Consequences: People are terrified by the extended hyperactive coverage. Tourism and event attendance 
drop precipitously across the country. New York City alone loses $500 million in wages and taxes for every 
1 percent decline in visitor spending. The entire hospitality industry in New York hovers on the brink of 
collapse.

Cruise the East Coast, Releasing Anthrax

Probability: Medium

Impact: high

Two young men enter the country from Canada at Portal, North Dakota. On a night with a brisk easterly 
wind, they drive from Boston to Washington, D.C. Opening the rooftop vent of their van, they fasten a dryer 
vent hose into it.

Using a small air compressor and a funnel, they send anthrax spores into the wind.
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They have smuggled in only a small fraction of the weaponized anthrax stolen in Iraq after the fall of 
Saddam Hussein. But it will be enough. Driving through every rest area, with detours through downtown 
Hartford, New Haven, New York, Trenton, Philadelphia, and Wilmington, they finally arrive in Washington. 
Parking at the Iwo Jima memorial, they distribute the last of the anthrax and walk off.

Throughout the Northeast, the healthcare system collapses under the needs of the dying.

Casualties: According to a 2003 Pentagon report, almost 1.6 million people up to 40 miles downwind 
from Interstate 95 could be affected. Of those who inhale the spores, at least 95 percent will die.

Consequences: Based on the 2001 anthrax scare, this attack could restrict access to substantial areas of 
the Northeast for the years it would take to decontaminate more than 20,000 square miles. Cleanup and 
medical costs could reach $1.4 trillion.

The 20 other high-risk targets
According to a diverse panel of top experts, this is how terrorists are most likely to come after us.

Forecasting International, of Falls Church, Virginia, asked terrorism specialists, retired American generals 
and admirals, professional futurists, and hospitality-industry executives to assess U.S. vulnerabilities to terrorist 
attacks. They evaluated: (1) the likelihood of any given attack occurring; and (2) the nationwide consequences 
should the attack take place. The result: this list of 20 other high-risk targets.

Probability: high

Impact: high

Attack Saudi oil production•	
Conduct a suicide attack on six strip malls, then ring the malls with bombs to hit the fleeing crowds •	
and police who respond
Stage tanker truck “accidents” on bridges across the Mississippi, the Hudson, or other major rivers•	
Bomb three oil pipelines•	

Probability: Medium

Impact: high

Shoot down Air Force One•	
Use an EMP to knock out financial or credit-processing systems•	
Coordinate attacks on chlorine tanks at three or four sewage-treatment plants•	

Probability: Low

Impact: high

Put a “suitcase” nuke at any target•	
Strike at symbolic targets such as the Golden Gate Bridge, Seattle’s Space Needle, or the Statue of •	
Liberty
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Probability: high

Impact: Medium

Pack stolen radiological medical waste around a conventional explosive, and set it off in Manhattan•	
Attack six schools, synagogues, or churches simultaneously•	
Attack trains full of hazardous chemicals as they pass through cities•	
Take out vehicle and train tunnels leading in and out of a major city•	
Poison the food at a major resort or conference center during a gathering of CEOs and/or politicians•	

Probability: Medium

Impact: Medium

Bomb a chemical plant upwind of a major city•	
Take out a major cruise ship entering or leaving the harbor in Miami•	
Contaminate American products in foreign markets•	

Probability: high

Impact: Low

Set major arson fires in six national parks near urban areas•	
Detonate truck bombs at five truck stops, impacting hazardous cargoes•	
Use mosquito-abatement trucks to spread pathogens—just contaminate the tanks and let the regular •	
workers do the dirty work



Appendix B

Understanding Terrorism

Comments of Joseph F. Coates 
Consulting Futurist, Inc., Washington DC

As I see it, our government has no accurate, reliable conceptual framework or theory of terrorism. Without 
a theory, the government appears to be looking at potential hostile actions that could be taken and then 
scanning our nation to see where such an attack could be made. That approach, in part, is what leads to the 
ridiculously long list, generated by the Department of Homeland Security, of assets that are potential targets. 
In contrast to that approach, I offer a conceptual framework of terrorism, including the conditions that must 
be met for an attack and the reason why an attack may occur. Insofar as that approach has merit, it will give 
focus to planning and to public and public administration throughout the country.
Concepts

Terrorism is primarily a tool of a political movement.1. 
It is basically a strategy of the militarily weak against the militarily strong.2. 
The objectives of a terrorist attack are three:3. 

To demonstrate that government cannot protect you•	
To evoke as extreme a response as possible•	
To have that response eventually raise doubts, uncertainties, and questions about government’s •	
response to the terrorist threat.

Looking at 9/11, Bin Laden must get a grade “A” on the first two bullets and at least a “B+” on the third.
With the above as background objectives, any particular act has to meet three conditions:4. 

Purpose•	
Technological capability•	
Access•	

The above principles strongly suggest that any attack should be on a place that has instant recognition not 
only nationwide, but that same recognition worldwide. So, blowing up a building in Indianapolis is too small 
potatoes to even consider. Launching a chemical or biological threat at an urban transportation route hardly 
makes sense in a second or third tier city. One can, therefore, use these principles in each state, county and 
city to determine the likelihood of meeting the above criteria. As another example, there are several regions 
of chemical manufacturing; none of them would be as attractive as destroying a chemical facility that releases 
toxic materials in a big city such as Philadelphia.

The absence of a clear and distinct theory of terrorism leads to intellectual meandering, and being captivated 
by exciting possibilities, using advanced technologies to accomplish unprecedented consequences. In being 
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captivated by those extreme positions, the planning, preparation and response to real events end up diluted 
and probably largely ineffective.

Examples of terrorist activities, reflecting the above principles are suggested below. Were I a resident of the 
cities mentioned next below I would be terrified and paralyzed by fear and ignorance should terrorists strike 
as described.

A dirty bomb exploded at 2 PM in downtown Chicago•	

At five minute intervals anthrax mist was released in the Washington DC subway on five different lines, •	
beginning at 4:45 PM

Two nuclear devices exploded in New York harbor eight minutes apart at 9:30 and 9:38 AM•	

The freshman dorm at MIT and the office of the Harvard Business Review were simultaneously •	
demolished by high explosives at 2 PM. At least 376 dead and over 1000 injured.

On a sunny afternoon two small planes buzzed the Los Angeles Coliseum and its 20,000 sports fans •	
several times. On the third pass they each laid down a fine powder mist and released a long streamer 
reading “DEATH To AMERICA.” Post tragedy investigation found the powder to be harmless talc. In 
the stampede to the gates 4000 fans were crushed or trampled to death. Generally it is cheaper to have 
people kill themselves, than it is to kill them.

The chemical industry has been put on alert. Great threats and possibilities lie there. The chemical •	
industry uses, produces, handles, and sometimes delivers materials which are dangerous, often quite 
toxic, or even deadly. Unless the chemical facility is in an urban or suburban area, it is difficult to see 
how a terrorist action at a facility could create a significant event. Perhaps much more attractive within 
the goals and conditions discussed above would be something simpler. It is not difficult to plot the 
movements of a chemical company’s trucks through a metropolitan area. In Philadelphia, perhaps work 
out their routings, then plan to hijack five or six of those trucks, laden either with fresh chemicals or 
chemical waste, head to center city, and as the vehicles get within a half mile of center city, open the 
release valves and let the obnoxious, perhaps dangerous, material spread through the center of the city.

With regard to large office buildings, doctoring the air ducts with an obnoxious, non-familiar odorant, •	
meanwhile blocking exits with trucks rammed into the front and side doors would be another example 
of having people kill themselves—simple, straightforward, using indigenous supplies. Incapacitating 
the elevators would compound the effect but may not be essential.

Of a quite different sort, with high symbolic implications, is the goal of cutting off Washington DC •	
from telecommunications for two or three days. How might that be done? There are node points in 
all telecommunications networks. There is a continual balancing act between redundancy—that is, 
overbuilding the system for safety and security—and high cost. In general, cost tends to win, and 
redundancy tends to be low. With regard to telephony—and what is linked to that, the Internet—an 
explosion of, or chemical or biological contamination of three to six key nodes would achieve the 
desired effect. The disablement wouldn’t be complete, of course, but it surely would be dramatic and 
would fulfill terrorism’s operational Goal One to a primary degree.

Corporations of all sizes, from the largest down to midsize and even quite small ones, use corporate •	
servers to handle their Internet communications. Those serving organizations operate in facilities that 
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often are warehouse-size with hundreds and hundreds of devices to serve their clients in managing 
the flow of information. Again we encounter the balance between risks and redundancies. The 
contamination of or explosions knocking out several of them, not just in one city, but simultaneously 
in several cities, could create business chaos and confusion and ultimately large losses among hundreds 
of corporations. Explosions are easily photographed and highly dramatic, but contamination might 
be even more attractive because everything would seem to look the same, and yet, be unusable and 
untouchable.

Spring-loaded injectors are manufactured in large quantities. There is no great secret about them. If •	
they could not be purchased, they could even be manufactured in the U.S. in a basement or in a garage. 
Now what to do with them? One possibility would be to load them with rabies virus. In six or eight 
cities around the United States, have a handful of completely low-skilled conspirators go through the 
city and greet people, comment on their dogs, how attractive they are, reach down and pet them, and 
in a friendly way slap the dog with the injector. That’s it. By coordinating the time in which this is 
done with the incubation period for rabies, one would find, throughout the country, micro-epidemics 
of rabies in multiple cities, making people frightened of their dogs—Is it a victim?—making them 
frightened for their children who’ve played with their dogs, making them fearful for themselves, and 
demonstrating, again, how easily achieved are the operational goals of terrorism.

Shifting scale to an enormous size, cruise ships, which now hold thousands of people and might be •	
the height of a ten or eleven story building, are extremely attractive targets. Bin Laden is purported 
to own, or to have control over, some twenty or more ocean-going vessels. There are two distinctly 
different tactics here with the same outcome. One is simply to ram the cruise ship and hope that it will 
sink. Even if it doesn’t sink, the ramming will cause enough panic to create a mini-Titanic. The other 
possibility is to pull alongside with your own ship loaded with ammonium nitrate. Ammonium nitrate 
is a standard material used in agriculture as fertilizer, but in large quantities it is explosive. It was the 
cause of the largest explosion in North America in World War Two, the famous Halifax explosion, in 
which a ship loaded with ammonium nitrate blew up in its harbor.

Neglected targets are the hundred largest global corporations operating in Worlds 2 and 3. Identify •	
20 of the best known and most widely dispersed. Assassinate the top local official in one company, 
let us say, on a Thursday afternoon. Repeat that for the next three weeks, with different companies, 
in different places. Then announce assassination as a project to be carried forward for the indefinite 
future, among the Global 100. This would likely create corporation chaos as the leadership in those 
World 2 and 3 regions is confronted with acute conflict between loyalty to their company and job, and 
the concern for their and their families’ safety.

What to Do

The following actions would give a rational basis for anti-terrorist activities, build public confidence, and 
make planning, preparation, and post event response to terrorist acts effective.

Recognizing that there is some overlap between planned and unplanned events, organize around 1. 
three distinctly different concerns: natural disasters, industrial disasters and terrorist actions. These 
three hazards diverge widely in scale and scope of effects and the potential activities for pre- and 
post-event actions. We also have enormous differences in experience with them, in declining order 
as listed. 
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Frame terrorist threat and risk analyses around what terrorists wish to accomplish politically. Use 2. 
the principles of terrorism as described above as the conceptual core of analysis.
As part of public understanding make clear to the public that 9/11 by any realistic appraisal of 3. 
potential terrorist attacks was a small- to mid-size event. If the Twin Tower attack is the ultimate 
in terrorist activity, or the public is led to think so, that hardly opens public administrators’ and 
public officials’ minds to events that could kill or cripple hundreds of thousands or even millions 
of people. Those very large events could too easily be seen as government hyperbole, bordering on 
science fiction which, of course, they are not.
Do not demonize the enemy. Study after study shows that terrorists are not insane, poor, uneducated, 4. 
irresponsible, ignorant dupes. However uncongenial, it is essential that we recognize terrorism 
as politically grounded because that recognition should open our thinking to new strategies for 
preventing, diminishing, or extinguishing terrorist acts.
Put research money in a big way into sociopolitical factors behind terrorism; link the results of the 5. 
above tightly to policy planning. One can see today how the failure to understand Iraq’s society and 
social structure has led to a steady stream of political-military missteps, like mislabeling our military 
activities as counter-insurgency, and in fact increased hostility to the United States.
Drop the phrase “war on terrorism.” It is intrinsically misleading, promotes ineffective military 6. 
measures, and diverts attention from appropriate strategies of resolution.
Risk analyses should be done in terms of specifics—e.g., anthrax—not categories—e.g. biological 7. 
weapons—and for specific potential targets. All results should be on ten point scales of plausibility 
and importance. All planning should be based on the above kind of information. Specificity is 
crucial to effective action planning since different agents have different dose requirement and 
durability and in all likelihood different geographic scope of effectiveness.
Fund unclassified information centers similar to the one in Boulder, Colorado, on natural hazards, 8. 
for industrial, manmade disasters, and terrorism. It is essential that they be unclassified. While 
security classification is essential for some information, security all too often is a shield for failure, 
shabby work, and potential embarrassment. The public is best served by a central source with 
authoritative knowledge and openness compatible with reasonable military security. To believe that 
sharing information with the public will educate and inform terrorist actions is to completely 
misunderstand how well informed, clever and aggressive terrorists can be.
Do a continuous series of realistic response exercises involving ordinary people, not just with 9. 
governmental agencies and their employees.
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Further Comments from Our Panel of Experts

Terrorism: Trends and realiTies in The CenTury

Peter K. Forster, Ph.D. 
Penn State Center for Network Centric Cognition & Information Fusion and Department of Political Science, 
(11/21/07)

This document does a good job at identifying the global trends that should influence police and other policies 
in the near and mid-term. Before addressing the specific trends that, in my opinion, are the most relevant to 
the future evolution of combating terrorism, I offer a brief strategic commentary on trend identification and 
add a few trends that need to be more explicitly discussed because of their role in motivating terrorism and 
increasing its impact. 

Trend identification is an important aspect of the anti- and counter-terrorism efforts (I intend to use 
counter-terrorism for simplicity to refer to both except when speaking specifically about one or the other). 
Forecasting International, Ltd. is at the forefront of this process. Their reports on global trends, generally, as 
well as more specialized assessments dealing with the terrorist threat and individual country development 
contribute significantly to policy formulation. Notwithstanding the obvious value of trend identification, it also 
is important to understand its limitation. Meaningful trend analysis requires knowledge of historical contexts 
and the related intangibles to be effective. For example, in 1900, as a result of European interdependence, 
conventional wisdom dismissed the possibility of a war on the Continent. However, the trend spotters 
missed the intense militarization of foreign policy and neglected Germany’s growing dissatisfaction with 
the discrepancy between its power and prestige. (Nye, Understanding International Conflicts, 4th ed. 2005) 
Nearly a hundred years later, those who professed an “end of history” following the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, overlooked the extent to which policies such as “Russification” or the creation of new political entities 
that ignored deeply-rooted ethno-religious differences, such as the former Yugoslavia, failed to translate 
into nationalistic feelings. Instead, the imposition of governance had only succeeded in suppressing ethno-
religious differences rather than eliminating them. The error was repeated in the planning for post-military 
operations in Iraq. 

With these limitations in mind, it is appropriate to offer some comment on a few of the specifics in this 
document, where events have already transcended some trends and to offer some new trends that perhaps are not 
directly enunciated herein. Under “energy trends,” Trends 20 and 21 have been surpassed by events. With oil at 
nearly $100/bbl, and with some predicting a potential doubling of its price, current demand for petroleum and 
natural gas energy has exceeded the hopes that market forces would moderate prices. While prices may moderate 
because more difficult extractions will become more cost effective and thus augment supply, it is unlikely prices 
will return to the $40 to $50 barrel range. The sharp increase in oil prices, particularly, is a critical concern for the 
United States, which I address in more depth in my commentary on Trend 18. 

A second topic that deserves some attention is the system’s inundation with information made accessible 
by new technologies. Most relevant to counter-terrorism is the ability to prioritize and fuse the flood of 
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information to establish relevance. In a meeting with anonymous Department of Defense personnel, who 
recently returned from Iraq, the need to cull information was essential. He discussed receiving intelligence 
reports that his squad should be on the lookout for twenty-four different makes of vehicles as potential sources 
of Vehicular Improvised Explosive Devices. This was simply too much information for the squad to process 
and still carry out its mission. Also, in reviewing the Values, Concerns, and Lifestyles section, I have received 
some contradictory information indicating that today’s youth is developing a more global perspective, 
which is less obviously focused on economic success. Further research into Trend 11 may be warranted to 
determine whether the information I received is merely an anomaly or an indication of a more strategic shift 
in perspective. 

A more strategic issue, that deserves consideration, is the nature of terrorism today. The Islamic extremist 
movement is more violent in terms of purposefully seeking mass casualties; is better financed and trained and 
more adept at publicizing its message and successes; and maintains improved internal security. (See R. Howard 
and R. Sawyer, Terrorism and Counterterrorism: Understanding the New Security Environment, 2006, for a 
more in-depth discussion of some of these points.) In addition to these operational trends, Islamic extremism 
retains a belief that it will ultimately be successful in its objective. This belief translates operationally into 
patience that extends its timeline for successful action. Additionally, numerous experts, such Michael Scheuer, 
have pointed out that we need to believe that Osama Bin Laden will seek to “make good” his promises 
including the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Whether under “Societal Trends” or in its own 
section, it is important to recognize both the operational and strategic characteristics of the enemy. 

Islamic extremism already has produced two additional results. Globalized and de-centralized, it has 
inspired “homegrown” violence that has been more prevalent in Europe than elsewhere to date. The 2006 
TE-SAT: EU Terrorism Situation and Trend Report 2006, cites that the most arrests related to terrorist-related 
activities in the EU is among Islamists. Simultaneously, it appears that Islamic extremism has re-invigorated a 
resurgence in left-wing ideology-based groups which, according to TE-SAT Report, were responsible for fifty-
five attacks in Europe in 2006. Unfortunately, the increased globalization of terrorism appears to be more 
than an anomaly as the issue of respect has joined the 3 “Rs” of motivation – “revenge, renown, and reaction.” 
(Author interview Richardson, Louise, Washington DC, 10/23/07)

At least four terrorism-specific trends can usefully be added to this report:

Trend: The globalization of terrorism has increased politically motivated violence by a range of 
disenfranchised groups (e.g., homegrown terrorists influenced by the global jihad and more traditional 
movements motivated by ethno-nationalism and leftist ideology) who take advantage of the training, 
communication, and publicity facilitated by modern technologies. 

Failing and failed states in the international systems have perpetuated terrorism by fueling frustration 
which provides recruits, providing safe havens for training and planning, and encouraging the coalescence 
of terrorist groups and criminal or corrupt elements that utilize illicit economic systems to finance terrorist 
operations. Somalia and Afghanistan provide poignant examples. 

Trend: Failing and failed states continue to provide refuge for the development of terrorist 
organizations. 

Concurrently, undemocratic states characterized by governing elites more committed to personal power 
than modernization also incite terrorism. In the Muslim world, Al Qaeda has effectively used religion to 
motivate extremism against the “apostate regimes” because of their secular deviation from traditional Islam 
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(e.g., Wahabism). Of greater concern than the hardcore religious extremists, are the under-employed, under-
represented, and increasingly marginalized more-moderate sectors of societies that see Islam and increased 
radicalization as the only avenues of change. Hizb-ut Tahrir is a group that increasingly draws followers from 
this disenfranchised intelligentsia and urban population. 

This issue of governance also presents the United States with a foreign policy quandary of choosing between 
security and democratization. Choosing the former risks an anti-American backlash if, and when, regime 
change occurs. Ironically, selecting a more ideological agenda does not mitigate the risk. While undoubtedly 
encouraging regime change in the target country, democratization does not preclude the possibility of violent 
revolution from which emerges a virulently anti-western radical regime. Pakistan currently epitomizes the 
pitfalls of this paradoxical relationship as well as some of the issues related to failing states. The lack of 
government control in tribal territories bordering Afghanistan has allowed the Taliban and “Al Qaeda Central” 
to re-constitute and provides unfettered access to Afghanistan. Yet, Musharraf is unwilling, and of greater 
concern, unable to marshal sufficient political capital to extend government control into these areas. Second, 
Musharraf has failed to take heed of the fact that the utility of the use of force to suppress a domestic population 
is finite. A continuation of his “emergency rule” plays into the hands of the country’s Islamic extremists at 
the expense of the moderate middle class. Third, his reliance on emergency powers has forced him to re-
direct his security forces to maintaining domestic calm rather than combating militancy. Finally, Pakistan’s 
nuclear arsenal makes the current domestic unrest a paramount concern for the United States. The approach 
being pursued by Musharraf may be duplicated in any country in which the government has limited political 
legitimacy. Unfortunately, others, such as Kazakhstan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia, join this list of friendly 
regimes who may face domestic discontent that may ultimately threaten the current governments. 

Trend: New militant groups are taking advantage of undemocratic and repressive governments to attract 
followers who are increasingly diverse and transnational and include the intelligentsia and urban populations. 
This presents a long-term challenge to American foreign policy.

A final trend that is not mentioned in the Future report is the proliferation of nuclear and missile technology, 
particularly the ability to develop and deliver nuclear weapons. While researching and deploying new forms 
of energy may alter Western dependence on the Middle East as an energy supplier, the proliferation of nuclear 
and missile technology in the region will negate any possibility of the region becoming less geopolitically 
important to the United States and the West. As result, the United States and the West, generally, need to 
pursue a policy based on modernization, economic development, and reform that seeks to integrate regimes 
in the global economic system and provide expertise and resources to secure peaceful and military nuclear 
facilities. The proliferation of nuclear and missile technologies globally, but in the Middle East particularly, 
requires not only a concentration on protection, response, and mitigation from a potential nuclear detonation, 
butit also necessitates a unified international regime that seeks to dissuade and monitor proliferation and 
has the resources to secure nuclear programs and weapons, if and when, they emerge, and operates under 
an agreement on enforcement that includes marshalling independent states’ capabilities to use force as a 
mechanism against those who seek to violate the international regime. 

Trend: Nuclear proliferation remains a significant global concern that if not policed will ultimately enable 
terrorist organizations to acquire, deliver, and detonate a nuclear device. 
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poinTs To consiDer

CDR Clint Goodwin
Chief, Target Development Cell, Baghdad, Iraq, 2007

1) The U.S. Intelligence Community and Law Enforcement communities are feeding the perfect beast. No 
matter how many terrorists we take down, there will be more to follow because of our unwise approach to the 

“long-term” problem set.

2) Americans need to understand acceptable risks and get on with living such as the Israelis understand. 
When a cafe is blown up, the Israelis rebuild and get on with life instead of allowing daily media cross-
examinations, which are the terrorist’s best weapon. Remember, the end goal of terrorists is to gain public 
attention for obtaining some loose form of legitimacy within their ranks.

3) Our peers need to define not only kinetic solutions, but non-kinetic solutions to shape our American 
psyche to “accept not fear” the inevitable which will in the end minimize the impact and importance of a 
action. Gloom and doom projections only serve those who are chasing funding and quite frankly keep giving 
legitimacy to a criminal. Why call them terrorists? They are criminals, and that is how we had to [view them] 
them in Iraq. The taxpayers deserve better. I know. I chaired the Joint Detainee Review Committee in June.

4) The scenarios listed in one of the attached articles don’t address realities, which “should” be based upon 
capabilities and intentions—just intentions. I used to work with nuclear weapons, and the idea of a briefcase 
is nuts and unrealistic. 

5) What is not addressed, which I personally brought to the attention of certain stakeholders, is who is 
taking steps to prevent young Iraqis getting good paper and coming to American for a real dance? Who is 
collecting biometrics on those kids who will grow up to avenge their father’s death? I guarantee those nine-
year old kids will be gunning for us ten years from now. Also, who is cleaning up the over-classification 
that prevents law enforcement organizations from submitting unclassified evidence to international courts for 
approval and producing a Red Notice by INTERPOL?

Thanks for taking time to read this. I served ten hard months in Iraq NOT analyzing terrorist behavior for 
producing a “so what” report with limited readership. Our team assisted those to take them down. We also 
watched the criminal elements reconstitute in a few days because they had intentions, capabilities, and most 
importantly “a resourceful will.”

seconD DiMension surface TransporT loGisTics plaTforM

A Letter from Gunnar Henrioulle
South Lake Tahoe, CA

I saw your piece on various targets for terrorism. My worst nightmare is a bit more personal: two- or three-
man home invasion units striking simultaneously, say a dozen at one time across an urban area. Some would 
be shot, or shot at, but people would not be sleeping as well. People would need to relearn what the Second 
Amendment was all about!
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Your concern for infrastructure leaves out a particular homeland transport upgrade; May I suggest you 
begin with a look at James A. Van Fleet’s, Rail Transport & the Winning of Wars, Association of American 
Railroads, 1956.

This railway methodology shall include mainlines vastly expanded in capacity and reach. Renewable 
generated electricity is part of the system; to make the upgrades more potent, we rehab existing and former 
rail corridor to serve victuals and necessities of life freight haul to local warehousing. 

Local entities will have to step in to bring their part of the rail matrix to a working level. State National 
Guard Units are instrumental in this effort, returning their logistics to a more rail-based philosophy. Threats 
to trucking fuel are real, via supply sabotage, or even best-case peak oil shrinkage of supply over time.

Please look at theoildrum.com, The Long Emergency, by James H Kunstler, and, Electric Water, by Christopher 
Swan. It is necessary to do more than attempt to harden targets and continually focus on maintaining the status 
quo: We MUST orient mobility and distribution on a clean and most energy efficient transport system, using 
a building block approach to re-establish the rail network of the first half of the 20th century is a requisite part 
of the Oil Interregnum solution set.

Statutory precedent for the local reach railway matrix is found in the July 10, 1838 “Post Road” Act of 
Congress- mandating ALL RAILROADS as Guarantors of Societal and Commercial Cohesion.

on The fuTure of espionaGe

Donald Hodge
Deputy National Intelligence Officer for Warning, National Intelligence Council, ODNI

From a law enforcement perspective, this is focused almost entirely on the criminal type threat. It needs to 1. 
consider trends in the nation state espionage threat. The U.S. now faces more than just one or two (e.g., Russia 
and China) intelligence threats. Many other nation-states will be targeting the U.S. for intelligence collection. 
Both the breadth and scope of the foreign intelligence and espionage threat to the U.S. will continue to grow. 
Terrorist groups will also expand their intelligence collection activities.

Foreign economic espionage will also grow. Foreign firms, some working in collusion with foreign 2. 
intelligence services, will attempt to steal our economic and technology secrets at an alarming rate.

Concurrently, with the astronomical growth of the information sphere, it will become more and more 3. 
difficult to control and protect sensitive information (not necessarily “classified” in the traditional sense). 
Industry will find it harder and harder to protect proprietary information. Trade secrets will hemorrhage over 
the Internet and the Internet underground.

Unsanctioned information wars and cyber wars will exacerbate the inability of nation-states to control 4. 
and contain crises. Governments will find it more and more difficult to shut down media outlets during 
internal upheavals.
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cauTionary noTes

CDR (Ret.) Lloyd Hoffman, Jr.
Department of Political Science, West Virginia University

Two general observations, one a disagreement, the second perhaps beyond the study’s scope.

While the candidates are well thought through, relevant, and excellent choices, I believe the trend group 
with the greatest overall impacts are demographic related, not technology related. Therefore, I disagree with 
the primary conclusion identifying “...technology as the most powerful of the many forces now changing law 
enforcement.” All primary police challenges rise from the first two groups; General Long-Term and Societal 
Trends and Trends in Values, Concerns, and Lifestyles. The dramatic increase in population is the central driver 
from which all primary negative effects stem. A significant population growth reduction improves all related 
trends, thus reducing the need for new and complex technologies, and so on. I submit the technology-centric 
solution set presents the significant challenges as discussed. Thus, there is a duality in that population issues 
create the conditions requiring, among other things, technical solutions. Technical solutions then in turn 
create the second major law enforcement problem set. 

Secondly, there is no discussion of non-linear potentials. These fall into two primary bins; catastrophic 
population drop and technology breakthroughs. Either one fundamentally changes the situation. The former 
is as usual two-edged in that while fundamental trends may improve, the probable attendant negative trends 
are most likely to offset any improvements. These include such effects as chaos over resource limitations; e.g., 
drop in food production. The latter instance, technology breakthrough, is less projectable in direct impact, 
as it will be subject to such usual variables as cost and availability, with recognition also in there somewhere. 
Additionally, there are normally associated technology production and assimilation time lags. A breakthrough 
may be a near panacea, but be too little, too late. 

I agree with the internal discussions specific to each trend, and have no specific recommendations.

on ferTiliTy anD TerrorisM

John Jackson
Strategist, Strategic Planning Unit, Houston Police Department

Terrorism and the Global War on Terror are likely to remain prominent, high-salience issues to 2030 and 
beyond. Forecasts using such time horizons are reasonable. 

The type of terrorism that is at issue is highly correlated with adherence to Islam. There is an internecine 
war within Islam and radicals acquire moral authority by striking out at western powers, who are blamed for 
cultural frictions that accompany globalization. 

Extremist groups have had minimal success in radicalizing native-born and immigrant Muslims in the 
United States. The exceptions are anecdotal and have primarily occurred among foreign students (who likely 
came to the U.S. radicalized) and highly-marginalized individuals, such as maladjusted prisoners. In large 
part, Muslims in the U.S. are resistant to radicalization, most likely as a result of greater economic and social 
integration. 
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In Europe, Muslims are much more isolated from the dominant social and economic life. They are much 
more marginalized, providing ample fodder for radicalization of native-born citizens as well as immigrants.

Europe is facing a population crisis. In all EU-25 nations, the total fertility rate (TFR) is below 
the replacement rate of 2.1 children per female (see http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page?_
pageid=1996,39140985&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL&screen=detailref&language=en&product=Yearl
ies_new_population&root=Yearlies_new_population/C/C1/C12/cab12048 and http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/
world/europe/4768644.stm). France is the highest at 2.0. 

Of the other major nations: 

Nation TFR

Germany 1.32

Italy 1.32

Spain 1.35

UK 1.84

Ireland 1.93

Switzerland 1.43

Sweden 1.85

In order to meet labor demands, these nations have received large numbers of immigrants from Africa, 
the Middle East, Turkey, and Asia. According to Laurent Toulemon, http://paa2006.princeton.edu/download.
aspx?submissionId=61103, the immigrants have TFRs more similar to that of their home countries rather 
than their new country. However, assimilation seems to mitigate the difference as the duration of stay increases. 
The current EU population is 456.8M. The population of the EU is expected to continue to rise until 2025, 
peaking at 470.1M, and subsequently declining to 449.8M by 2050. During that period, the working age 
population will decline by 67M. In 2050, 29.9 percent of the population will be elderly and 10 percent will be 
over 80 (see: http://epp.eurostat.cec.eu.int/pls/portal/docs/PAGE/PGP_PRD_CAT_PREREL/PGE_CAT_
PREREL_YEAR_2005/PGE_CAT_PREREL_YEAR_2005_MONTH_04/3-08042005-EN-AP.PDF ).

The demographic dynamics will likely cause significant turmoil in Europe, as its ethnic and cultural 
characteristics are remade. Anti-immigrant politics have been increasing in recent years and will likely 
continue. Anti-immigrant backlashes could further isolate Muslim populations, making them more favorable 
to radicalization. As immigrants increasingly assert demands upon the EU states, the potential for violence will 
increase as the traditional, white Europeans resist. 

Might Russia face similar problems? Russia also has low TFRs. In 2000, Russia had a population of 145.6M. 
By 2050, that is expected to fall to 101.5M (http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/longrange/long-
range_working-paper_final.PDF). With the established problems with Muslim terrorists in Chechnya and 
rapid population growth in the Muslim republics (Khazakhstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, etc.) on the southern 
border, Russia may become more oppressive. 
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one overlookeD TrenD

Louis Kriesberg
Maxwell Professor Emeritus of Social Conflict Studies, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse 
University

One relevant trend has been omitted from this list. There is a great expansion and growth in number 
and influence of transnational organizations. These include governmental organizations such as the United 
Nations, the European Union, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, the World Trade 
Organization, the World Bank, Interpol, etc.; nongovernmental organizations such as non-profit advocacy 
and humanitarian groups; and finally multi-national corporations.

This set of organizations is establishing new global governance methods, which could develop more 
effective methods of apprehending international networks of people committing murderous attacks against 
noncombatants.

If the U.S. government were more cooperative in these developments (as a new administration is likely to 
be) this will progress even faster.

TerrorisM in aMerica

Louis Kriesberg
Maxwell Professor Emeritus of Social Conflict Studies, Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse 
University

There are a huge number of ways in which terror attacks might be made; many of them could have immense 
disruptive consequences. Yet, there have been no Al Qaeda attacks in the U.S. since 9/11/01. Only in Iraq, 
after the U.S. invasion, have there been a great number of terror attacks, and most of them have not been by Al 
Qaeda operatives. There have been several major terror attacks in other countries. It would be useful to analyze 
possible reasons for the small number of attacks, given the potentialities for them that are often presumed to 
exist. The limitations in imagination, competence, and in access to destructive materials by persons who might 
try to conduct a terror attack may be part of the explanation. Within the United States, some possible attacks 
have been disrupted by counter measures, conducted by officials charged to do so.

But more fundamentally, the underlying conditions for carrying out such attacks are not present in the 
United States. Care should be taken not to create conditions conductive to them—widespread antagonism to 
the government, marginalized people joining small groups nurturing their grievances, and believing they can 
have important effects. Some efforts within this country help disrupt those linkages. They include cooperation 
between the justice Department and the ADC (American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee) and the 
numerous inter-faith organizations in American communities. 

Insofar as transnational operations are a threat, counter measures that are transnational are important. 
This includes high degrees of cooperation among police and intelligence organizations around the world. The 
cooperation should be in depth and mutual. Learning by experiences that went well as well as ones that did 
not. The dangers of overreacting should be recognized.
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The MiDeasT axis of DesTabilizaTion

This article is a summary of a monograph under the title Iran-Syria-Hizballah-Hamas: A Coalition against Nature. 
Why does it Work?, forthcoming in the Proteus Monograph Series Fellows Program, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania. It originally appeared as Perspectives Paper No. 36, December 26, 2007 (http://www.biu.ac.il/SOC/
besa/perspectives36.html), published by the Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies and is reprinted by permission of 
the author.

In addition to his other positions, Dr. Karmon lectures at the Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya and at the National 
Security Seminar of the Galilee College 

Ely Karmon
Senior Research Scholar at the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism at the Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) in 
Herzliya, Israel, and a Senior Research Fellow at the Institute for Policy and Strategy at IDC

“[T]he only vital and effective axis in the region is that between Tehran and Damascus. They are the two 
capitals which enjoy a degree of strength and a measure of independence that allows them to remain unaffected 
by direct political pressure.” 

—Hizballah Voice of the Oppressed (radio station), 27 April 1991. 

The “Axis of Destabilization” in the Middle East 

The Iran-Syria-Hizballah-Hamas alliance has acted during the last 15 years as an “axis of destabilization” in 
the Middle East, achieving major strategic victories at the expense of moderate Arab states, and United States, 
European, and Israeli interests. 

The Damascus regime, weakened by the withdrawal of its army from Lebanon and international pressure 
after the assassination of Rafik Hariri, still maintains a firm grip on the Sunni majority population at home, 
plays a strong hand in Lebanon, and supports radical Palestinian groups. 

With Syrian support, Hizballah (Tehran’s closest ally) has become a state-within-a-state potentially able to 
become Lebanon’s arbiter if not actual ruler. Syria is actively involved in the destabilization of the Palestinian 
arena and has a growing role in supporting the Shi’a anti-American forces in Iraq. Iran also flexes its muscle 
in the Iraq arena, as most of Iraq’s territory and major oil resources are controlled by Shi’a movements with 
historic and ideological links to the Tehran regime. 

The “Axis” significantly influences Israel’s relations with its neighbors. The inconclusive results of the Second 
Lebanon War of July-August 2006 and the continuous bombing of Israeli cities and villages from Gaza have 
diminished Israel’s deterrence versus Hizballah, Hamas, Iran, and Syria. Similarly, the peace process between 
Israel and the Palestinians, despite the Annapolis gathering, is essentially paralyzed. Hamas is in control of the 
Gaza Strip, threatens the Fatah-controlled West Bank, and is able to derail any negotiation in the peace process 
by terrorist attacks. 

An Unnatural Alliance: What Makes it Work? 

The alliance should hardly function due to Sunni-Shi’a historical rivalries: 

1. Iran’s Shi’a theocratic regime allied with Syria’s Baathist secular “socialist” regime, a country where 
some 80 percent of the population is Sunni.
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2. Syria’s Baathist secular regime cooperated with a Shi’a radical Islamist movement, Hizballah, while 
the natural ally of Syria in Lebanon is the Shi’a Amal secular organization.

3. The Palestinian Hamas, a branch of the Sunni Muslim Brotherhood (MB) is allied with Iran’s Shi’a 
theocratic regime.

4. The Palestinian Hamas is allied with Syria’s Baathist secular regime, which killed some 20,000 Syrian 
MB members in 1982.

5. The Sunni Palestinian Hamas cooperated with the Shi’a Hizballah (in the Palestinian Authority and 
in Lebanon, where hundreds of thousands of Palestinians live) while in Iraq the Sunni and Shi’a radicals fight 
each other ferociously. 

This alliance works because of the strong religious ideologies that shape the strategy of three of the actors: 
Iran, Hizballah and Hamas. The Tehran regime, based on the revolutionary doctrine of Ayatollah Khomeini, 
has implemented its creed through an aggressive strategy after silencing all internal dissent. The apocalyptical 
overtone of Mahdism in its leadership circles makes this ideology even more dangerous. Hizballah, as proven 
by its covenant and the open declarations and deeds of its leaders, closely follows the religious ideology and 
the strategy of export of the Khomeini revolution. Hamas, as a branch of the Muslim Brotherhood, the oldest 
Sunni Islamist movement, sees jihad as a general duty of all Muslims and is the only MB group involved in 
systematic warfare against Israel and “world Zionism.” Different from the other three, Syria is still driven by 
Pan-Arabism and the concept of Greater Syria. 

The alliance has a strong determined leader: Iran. The country serves as the conductor of the “quartet.” Iran, 
a major regional power, has a leadership with a regional hegemonic vision, a huge oil resource, a large army, 
and an advanced military industry. Most importantly, Iran is to acquire a nuclear arsenal. 

The alliance has succeeded in obtaining most of its objectives because its members have no moral constraints 
in using terrorism and subversion against their adversaries, challenging the same major enemies: the United 
States as a global and regional power but also as epitome of Western liberal values; Europe as a democratic bloc; 
Israel; and Iraq until Saddam Hussein’s removal from power. At the same time they have displayed tactical 
pragmatism and skills of manipulating leaders of great powers and heads of international organizations. 

The United States, Europe, and Israel Didn’t Challenge the Alliance 

However, the victories of this alliance are not only the result of the robust and durable cooperation between 
its four members, but also in great measure the consequence of the U.S., European and Israeli leaderships’ lack 
of strategic vision and political courage.

The United States and France (the major European country challenged by the axis) did not inflict any 
serious damage on Iran and its operational arm Hizballah, for the long series of terrorist attacks against their 
citizens, soldiers and interests. Nor has Syria paid a real price for the direct and indirect support to Iranian and 
Hizballah anti-Western terrorism. Not only has Iran not suffered any consequences for 20 years of lying about 
its nuclear program, but the West is still willing to offer ever-greater incentives, strengthening Iran’s leaders’ 
sense of self-confidence that they can achieve nuclear military capability. 

The West has forced Bashar al-Asad to withdraw the Syrian army from Lebanon, but it has stopped short 
of endangering his regime at home or curtailing his influence in Lebanon. The continuous political killings 
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there are designed to intimidate those working courageously to end Syria’s interference in Lebanon’s internal 
affairs. 

Since 1982, Israel has permitted Syria to support Hizballah attacks and Palestinian proxy against its 
territory. Israeli leaders did not have the courage to challenge Damascus. Even during the July-August 2006 
War, when Hamas leader Khaled Mashal was running the kidnapping of the Israeli soldier from Damascus and 
Syria continued to provide heavy military hardware and ammunition to Hizballah, the Israeli government sent 
the message that it had no intention to bother Syria. 

By giving Hizballah the credit for the Israeli disgraceful withdrawal from southern Lebanon in 2000, by 
permitting its consolidation as a state-within-a-state and the building of a small modern guerrilla-army, the 
various Israeli governments have preferred tactical political gains at home to real strategic long-term interests. 
In the 2006 war in Lebanon, Israel paid a high price not only in human lives and material damage, but also in 
its regional standing and its deterrent power versus its enemies. 

The Israeli leadership also failed to recognize the real long-term goals of Yasser Arafat when signing the 
Oslo agreements and did not challenge his double game, which led to the violent Second Intifada. 

Moreover, the United States and the West permitted Hamas, a terrorist organization committed to the 
destruction of the Jewish state, to take over the government in the Palestinian Authority through democratic 
elections. 

The Threat of a Nuclear Iran 

The dangerous destabilizing effect of the Iran-Syria-Hizballah-Hamas alliance on the Middle East and 
beyond and the leadership role of the Tehran regime in this coalition place the prevention of the Iranian 
nuclear military program as first priority for the international community. 

The United States, the international community and Israel face a daunting challenge: how to prevent a 
nuclear Iran. After 20 years of futile diplomatic dialogue and a year of mild international sanctions, three 
options remain: severe economic sanctions, military operation against the Iranian nuclear facilities, or laissez 
faire tactics that allow the Iranians to achieve their goal and devise a deterrent strategy for the future. 

As a global power, the Bush Administration needs to find a grand strategic compromise with Russia to 
display a common front against Iran and thus considerably enhance the success of the sanctions. Russia could 
have a crucial role in convincing the ayatollahs of the seriousness of their situation. Russia has redefined the 
limits of its nuclear cooperation with Iran: it has halted Russian work on the construction of the Bushehr 
nuclear reactor and is procrastinating in transferring the nuclear fuel required for its activation. However, in 
light of the growing tension between the United States and Russia on important strategic issues, such as the 
building of the missile defense system in Poland and the radar station in the Czech Republic or the expansion 
of NATO into the old Eastern Bloc on Russia’s western border, President Putin is less willing to cooperate on 
the Iranian file. 

There is the possibility to isolate Tehran by breaking the alliance with Syria, which is key in isolating 
and disarming Hizballah and reducing the influence of radical Palestinians on the peace process with Israel. 
Israel cannot defeat Hizballah if it does not occupy most of Lebanon, which it is reluctant to do. Therefore, 
the best way to change the equation in Lebanon is to challenge Syria. The carrots the European leaders 
proposed President Bashar al-Asad have not convinced him to join the moderate Arab camp. These incentives 
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should perhaps be improved, but the stick should be waved higher. Currently, there is no reasonable hope that 
negotiations or economic sanctions can turn Tehran’s rulers away from the dream of great-power status and 
Islamic revolution. 

Iran and the Alliances’ Retaliation Capabilities 

In the case of a U.S. or Israeli strike on Iranian nuclear facilities, Iran and the alliance can retaliate in force. 
Iran could stage an immediate missile counterattack on Israel and on U.S. bases in the Persian Gulf with 
its 500 Shihab ballistic missiles, with ranges varying from 300 to 2,000 kilometers and capable of carrying 
warheads of up to 1,000 kg.

Iran can also retaliate against energy targets in the Gulf and the flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz. 
Ayatollah Khamenei warned the United States that “if the Americans make a wrong move toward Iran, the 
shipment of energy will definitely be in danger, and the Americans will not be able to protect energy supplies 
in the region.” Consequently, oil prices would increase dramatically. 

One of the strongest cards against the United States is Iran’s capacity for wreaking havoc in Iraq and 
provoking a confrontation between U.S. troops and the Shi’a majority. Tehran has already activated this 
option; currently it is on a low burner. The regime is also preparing an army of suicide bombers to be sent to 
Iraq, on the model of the Basij suicide soldiers used in the Iraq-Iran war. 

Hizballah will be the main tool to attack Israeli territory with rockets and guerrilla commandos. Iran and 
Syria have rearmed the organization and Nasrallah boasted that Hizballah has 20,000 rockets. Iran can target 
Israeli and Jewish targets abroad, as it did in 1992 and 1994 in Buenos Aires. As for the Palestinians, Khaled 
Mashal declared that “if Israel attacks Iran, then Hamas will widen and increase its confrontation of Israelis 
inside Palestine.” 

A U.S. or Israeli attack on Iran’s nuclear sites could enhance the appeal of extremism in the Muslim world, 
at the expense of the moderates. It would be perceived by Muslims worldwide as another assault on Islam, as 
was the case in Iraq and in Lebanon. The promised retaliation by Iran must be taken very seriously. 

A Nuclear Iran? 

There is also no doubt that a nuclear Iran would provoke nuclear proliferation throughout the Middle East, 
as already hinted at by Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey. 

A recent collective study by the Washington Institute for Near East Policy investigating the challenges 
posed by deterring a nuclear Iran in the case diplomacy might not succeed suggests that deterring Iran might 
prove much more difficult than deterring Russia during the Cold War, because of the nature of the regime in 
Tehran, the regional security environment, and the challenges of coalition formation. Moreover, Iran’s nuclear 
weapons could be controlled by some of the most radical elements in the regime and some of these weapons 
might find their way into the hands of terrorists. 

A nuclear Iran will strengthen the radicalization/Islamization process. In Iraq, at least in Shi’a-controlled 
areas, the potential for radicalization/Islamization could quickly materialize and result in a more bloody sectarian 
war involving neighboring Sunni countries. This could be a major step in the formation of the dreaded Shi’a 
Crescent. In Lebanon, Hizballah would have an influence on accelerating a more radical population. The 
process of radicalization/Islamization in Palestine, which begun by the takeover of Gaza by Hamas, would 
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also be accelerated, with immediate influence on the Muslim Brotherhood and other radical Islamist groups 
in Egypt and Jordan and even the Islamist movement in Israel. 

A nuclear Iran, with Hizballah and Iraqi Shi’a radicals’ support, could open a new front in the Gulf 
countries by inciting the Shi’as who live in the oil rich provinces in Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, the 
UAE and Yemen, to revolt against their governments. 

Similarly, a nuclear Tehran would be tempted to spread its revolutionary message towards the Muslim 
republics in Central Asia and in Turkey. 

There is No happy End in Sight! 

President Bush said that the international community must keep pressuring Iran to give up its nuclear 
weapons program. To this end, the United States is working with allies to send a consistent message to the 
Iranians. Bush has not ruled out the possible use of force against Iran, but believes it is still possible to 
resolve the dispute diplomatically. This is true even after the release of the recent U.S. National Intelligence 
Estimate. 

Israel’s air raid on Syria on September 6, 2007 has broken the immunity of the Damascus regime without 
provoking a European or Arab outcry. Israel should decide on a more forceful Syrian strategy, based on the 
Turkish example of 1998 (and 2007), and seek U.S. and European support for it. Israel’s air raid also proved 
that if a country does act against a clear and present danger, the Muslim world will not erupt. Moreover, 
Iranian aspirations should be viewed in proper proportion. Iran is not an international superpower and it has 
its own domestic, economic, and military vulnerabilities. 

If the military option is the last resort, it is imperative to dissuade the Tehran regime from retaliation. Ex-
French President Jacques Chirac gave the example when he said that France was prepared to launch a nuclear 
strike against any country that sponsors a terrorist attack against French interests. “The leaders of states who 
would use terrorist means against us, as well as those who would envision using...weapons of mass destruction, 
must understand that they would lay themselves open to a firm and fitting response on our part.” 

The United States, the European Union, and Israel have the duty to protect their citizens and interests, as 
well as those of their allies in the Middle East. They must stand firm against the “axis of destabilization” and 
the apocalyptic plans of the radicals in Tehran. 

an overlookeD, proven soluTion To TerrorisM

David R. Leffler, Ph.D. 
Executive Director, Center for Advanced Military Science at the Institute of Science, Technology and Public Policy, 
11/19/07

Despite its advance technology and valiant efforts, the Department of Defense (DoD) is struggling to 
eliminate terrorism utilizing its current strategies and tactics. Terrorism and war are human problems requiring 
human solutions. The underlying cause of these, and other types of social violence, is accumulated social 
stress.
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Therefore, to eliminate such social problems, the DoD needs to reduce collective societal stress. No collective 
stress means no tension between the United States and other countries, religious groups, and insurgents. No 
terrorism.

Extensive scientific research1 indicates that the best way to reduce collective societal stress, and thereby 
snuff out war and terrorism, is by adopting an ancient strategy: “Avert the danger that has not yet come.”

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi has revived the ancient Vedic technology of Invincible Defence in a non-religious 
manner. It has been quietly and successfully used by members of many faiths to eliminate conflict in the recent 
past. By applying this human resource-based technology, which is non-lethal and non-destructive, the military 
could reduce tensions and control terrorism. In this way, the military becomes invincible because the country 
takes out the enmity of the enemies. With no enmity between them, former enemies become friends and the 
nation becomes invincible because there are no enemies to fight.

A Prevention Wing of the Military would be the ideal way to utilize this ideal goal of invincibility. This 
wing would comprise about 2 to 3 percent of the military. The remaining personnel would carry out their 
normal military duties. The Prevention Wing of the Military would be trained in the primary components of 
Invincible Defence Technology—the Transcendental Meditation (TM) program and its advanced practice, the 
TM-Sidhi program. They would practice these techniques in large groups, morning and evening.

According to extensive scientific research, the size of the group needed to reduce social stress depends on 
the size of the population. The group size needs to be at least the square root of one percent of the population. 
To calculate this number, multiply the population size by 0.01, and then take the square root of this number. 
For instance, the U.S. has a population of approximately 301 million. 301,000,000 x 0.01 = 3,010,000. The 
square root of 3,010,000 is approximately 1,735, so a group of at least 1,735 IDT experts would be needed. 
The group size needed to affect the world is currently about 8,126.

Studies show that when this threshold is crossed, the “Maharishi Effect” takes place. Crime goes down, 
quality of life indices go up, and war and terrorism abate. For instance, a Maharishi Effect intervention was 
created and studied in the U.S. capital in 1993. Predictions were lodged in advance with government leaders 
and newspapers. The research protocol was approved by an independent Project Review Board. Crime fell 23 
percent below the predicted level when the TM-Sidhi group reached its maximum. Temperature, weekend 
effects, or previous trends in the data failed to account for changes. This research was published in the peer-
reviewed Social Indicators Research.2

Over 50 studies have shown that Invincible Defense Technology works. Mozambique used IDT to end its 
civil war in the 1990s. Today, Holland, Bolivia, Columbia, Trinidad, and Peru have enough practitioners of 
the TM-Sidhi program to be invincible. The United States is close to having a large enough group. And India 
is working on a global project. These are all civilian groups.

how Does Invincible Defense Technology Work?

The causal mechanism for IDT is not completely understood, however, a study published in 2005 in the 
Journal of Social Behavior and Personality3 offers an explanation of a proposed causality of IDT in biological 
terms. Research on the powerful neurotransmitter serotonin research has shown that is produces feelings of 
contentment, happiness and even euphoria. Low levels of serotonin, according to research, correlate with 
violence, aggression, and poor emotional moods. The IDT study showed that higher numbers of IDT experts 
practicing in groups correlated with other community members having a marked increase in serotonin 
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production. These results were statistically significant and followed the attendance figures. This offers a plausible 
neurophysiologic mechanism to explain reduced hostility and aggression in society at large.

The experience of transcendental consciousness in the advanced individual TM practitioner appears to 
be associated with an increase in serotonin activity and a decrease in cortisol. As far as we can speculate, the 
experience of transcendental consciousness during the practice of the Transcendental Meditation technique 
produces coherence in the brain of the TM practitioners (more powerfully in a group) and enlivens coherence 
within the unified field. Since the unified field underlies everything and everyone, there is increased coherence 
in the non-TM practitioner’s brain as well. Serotonin is materially involved in this increased coherence. This 
research was referenced in a paper published by the Security and Political Risk Analysis (SAPRA) think tank 
which puts this in a more complete context. The paper is available at: http://davidleffler.com/sapraalternative.
html .

Theoretical physicists allude to the unified field as the basis of all laws of nature. IDT appears to work from 
this fundamental level. The Maharishi Effect happens when collective consciousness is made more coherent 
through IDT.

Examples

One year ago, civilians in the Netherlands quietly formed a large enough group of IDT experts to achieve 
the Maharishi Effect. Since then, civilian groups in Bolivia, Trinidad, Columbia, and Peru took responsibility 
for building sufficiently large groups. The United States is very close to achieving the requisite number of IDT 
experts through the Invincible America Assembly4 in Fairfield, Iowa.

The pilot project in Mozambique dissolved after the UN broke up the military as part of the civil war treaty. 
High school students, who will graduate and move on, make up the bulk of the practitioners in Columbia. 
Limited economic opportunities in Iowa have hindered the development of a permanent group in the U.S. 
Civilian groups may not be reliable over the long term.

The DoD is responsible for protecting the nation, and is obligated to thoroughly examine realistic, 
scientifically-proven methods for ending war and terrorism. Since the military is funded and its personnel are 
paid to perform their duties, it is not subject to the fluctuations of donors, jobs, graduations, and optional 
activities. Military members are paid to follow orders and protect the nation. Ultimately, it is the DoD’s duty 
to build a Prevention Wing of the Military.

A Paradigm Shift, In Progress

Dr. Carla Brown examined bias against IDT in her Harvard doctoral dissertation,5 which explored whether 
and how members of the Middle East policy community applied truth and utility tests to research findings. 
The study she used had been published in the Journal of Conflict Resolution showing a dramatic 45 percent 
reduction in war intensity and 75 percent reduction in war deaths when a critical mass of experts practiced 
IDT in large groups. Dr. Brown found that several respondents in each elite group that she interviewed were 
likely to examine a similar paper in the future, motivated in part by their examination of the quality of science 
involved. She also explored how some of her interviewees did not take the effort to examine the research, 
including some social scientists that were critical of the research. Dr. Brown explored means for overcoming 
barriers to use of this research, including prejudice. At a time when the research outcomes described are greatly 
needed, this paper may provide context for those who want to understand their own prejudice or built in 
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reservations. This paper helps defense experts better understand why Invincible Defense Technology is difficult 
for people to accept, and how these barriers can be addressed. This research has been published in the Journal 
of Social Behavior and Personality.6

A paradigm shift is taking place in the U.S. military. “We believe that preventing wars is as important 
as winning wars,” according to a new strategy announced by the Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard in 
October. This is the biggest revision of U.S. naval strategy in 25 years, by focusing more on humanitarian 
missions and improving international cooperation. From the U.S. Army side, Colonel Brian M. Rees, M.D., 
M.P.H., Medical Corps, U.S. Army Reserve, recently completed his Masters research paper from the U.S. 
Army War College on the topic of IDT called “The Applications of Strategic Stress Management [SSM] in 
Winning the Peace,” available at: http://www.invinciblemilitary.org/rees/Col_Rees_Masters_Paper.htm. The 
paper concluded that “SSM has demonstrated efficacy when addressing the nefarious activities of criminals 
and terrorists, as well as the legal violence of combatants.” Colonel Rees recently gave presentations to the 
Proteus Management Group at Carlisle and Association of Military Surgeons of the U.S. (AMSUS) about how 
Invincible Defense Technology could prevent the collective stress responsible for war and terrorism.

Notes:
http://invincibility.org/research.html1. 
http://invinciblemilitary.org/articles/sapratableii.html#b332. 
Walton, K. G., Cavanaugh, K. L., & Pugh, N. D., (2005) “Effect of Group Practice of the Transcendental Meditation Program on 3. 
Biochemical Indicators of Stress in Non-Meditators: A Prospective Time Series Study.” Journal of Social Behavior and Personality, 
17(1), 339-373.
http://istpp.org/news/2007_11_ia_assembly.html4. 
http://www.researchuse.org/5. 
Brown, C. L., Overcoming barriers to use of promising research among elite Middle East policy groups. 6. Journal of Social Behavior 
and Personality, 17(1), 489-546. 

Ten TrenDs for The fuTure of TerrorisM

Dr. Stephen Millett
Thought leader and manager of technology forecasts

I am happy to give you my top 10 list for the future of terrorism and counter-terrorism:

A convergence in the methods and counter-methods of political/ideological/religious terrorists with 1. 
conventional criminals. Counter-terrorism, therefore, will evolve to become very similar to police methods of 
surveillance, interrogation, and using informants and witnesses to prosecute. There is a big role here for using 
laptops, the Internet, and cell phones for terrorist purposes. And counter-measures for counter-terrorism.

The fear of Middle Eastern and Islamic terrorism in the U.S. will decline. The major terrorists of 2. 
the future in the U.S. will most likely be the fringe groups of both the extreme right and left, such as the 
survivalists, Minutemen and other self-proclaimed private militia, anti-abortionists, anti-cruelty to animals 
activists, ecoterrorists, et al.

In combating Islamic terrorists abroad, the U.S. will use more techniques of public diplomacy, 3. 
anthropology, and social psychology to win over the background populations and isolate the terrorists.
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The U.S. cannot combat Islamic terrorists abroad by itself. It will have to form a counter-terrorist 4. 
alliance and network of cooperation including such partners as Israel, Russia, Saudi Arabia, France, the U.K., 
India, and Japan (possibly China, too). 

The U.S. will have to encourage and support moderate Muslim clerics to develop a compelling 5. 
Islamic worldview that encourages religious toleration and discourages violence.

The building of a comprehensive, worldwide monitoring and surveillance system to track goods 6. 
and people. This would be a system that combines air, land, and sea surveillance and tracking.

Development of very quick and effective responses to acts of biological terrorism.7. 

Development of non-invasive, non-destructive technologies to inspect barrage, boxes, and 8. 
containers en route.

The American public will lose its concern about safety and security from terrorists—even after 9. 
periodic acts of terrorism, the American public will lose interest in terrorism. They will go about their business 
as normally as possible and adjust to fears, threats, and even acts of terrorism just as the Israelis have.

A root cause of Islamic terrorism will go away with a political accommodation of Israel with the 10. 
Palestinians; with certain understandings and restrictions, access if not occupation of parts of Jerusalem for all 
Arabs and Muslims will be allowed.

achTeck opinions anD observaTions

E.T. Nozawa
Achteck, Ltd.

Executive Summary

The 55 Trends Now Shaping the Future of Terrorism is an excellent comprehensive report that is shaped 
by the current Objective Scientific Philosophies: Nominalism, Logical Positivism, and all their off-spring. 
Nominalism is the hard intellectual barrier that constrains them all. All of American and European Science 
and Studies (the –ologies) have forgotten that they originated from Aristotelian Philosophy but have been 
developing as a “matter” only philosophy since the 14th Century. 

Charles Sanders Peirce found a confused chaotic mess in Logic and because Logic was his first love he took 
the time to apply his encyclopedic mind to sort it all out based on Logic. His conclusion was that there were 
three great Logicians that had lived since around 550 BC: Aristotle, John Duns Scotus, and George Boole. All 
three reside in the Subjective Domain:

Objective Scientific Philosophy •	
Current State –“55 Trends” Report –

Subjective (Upper Half ) and Objective Philosophy (Lower Half )•	
Enhanced “55 Trends” Report – Add Peircean Knowledge –
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The terrorist (jihadist) scientific philosophy is Aristotelian; therefore, they can think on a higher plane 
than we normally do, and it is known that they have a higher order multiple valued logic and have other 
higher order processes with which to outwit us on the battlefield (IEDS) and to easily penetrate our homeland 
defenses (9/11). We can only think at their higher level with great difficulty.

The objective thinking American anthropologists are being committed in the War against Terrorism. They 
are going in with an intellectual handicap and are at a great disadvantage in dealing with non-Western foreign 
countries. Objective thinking Ancient/Modern Historians are ill-equipped to deal with the realities of a real 
culture with vast, profound histories and of far greater antiquity than we have ever imagined.

Introduction and Setting the Stage

Unlike the trends addressed in this report, there are those trends to which the United States is unable to 
respond because the valid knowledge is beyond and outside the domain of normal comprehension and grasp 
of the decision makers and their staff. In other words there is nothing conceivable in their store of knowledge 
with which they can associate the new knowledge and make rational comparisons. 

We are rapidly moving down a dead-end path whose end we are unable to see coming. It will be a catastrophic 
collision from which there will be little chance of recovery as we have done nothing thus far to prepare for 
massive changes in subjective scientific philosophy. Such a thing also occurs during religious upheavals that 
cause knowledge to become forbidden; or a totalitarian regime declares certain knowledge subversive; or a 
certain school of thought causes valid knowledge to be excluded from a university or society. In this case, we 
are literally causing our own intellectual collapse and probably causing the death of American civilization. 

To quote Pogo: “We have seen the enemy and he is us!”

Trends Underway in Scientific Philosophies

The “Force Transformation Chairs” seem to be operating on a premise that there are no indications and 
warnings of cataclysmic changes in the offing for the subjective domain of knowledge. Unlike the objective 
domain of knowledge, the subjective domain is poorly defined, relatively unexplored, and the least understood 
area of knowledge. This condition applies mostly to the United States and Western Europe, since both have 
chosen to focus primarily on objective matters and ignore subjective knowledge. This situation is non-existent 
in the rest of the intellectual World. Russia made the switch from the objective domain to placing greater 
emphasis on the subjective domain. The switch by Russia in October 2000 left the United States as the only 
major intellectual power still clinging to the obsolete non-productive and non-competitive ways.

Detection of heretofore unknown knowledge in Russian research and development (R&D) was observed 
during a visit by Russian intellectuals to the United States in August 1995. It was observed that the Russians 
were employing Peircean Logic and Mathematics in the development of advanced logical information-
processing systems. The fact that they were using little known American technical knowledge was a surprise. 
In an unsolicited briefing, the detection of the new knowledge was duly reported to the IC Semiotics Experts 
Panel. The existence of this new subjective domain of knowledge was briefed to the IC through the offices of 
the Semiotics Experts Panel. 

The effort ended with the Russians themselves putting all the pieces together and briefing their 
multidisciplinary information-processing program that included Peircean Logic and Lefebvre Reflexive Control 
to a small group at NDU [National Defense University] in August 2001. At NDU they described that the 
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2000 International Symposium on Reflexive Control was supported by the Putin administration and in fact 
marked the adoption of a new scientific paradigm that places greater focus on subjective matters of science. 
This event also marked the establishment of the Institute for Reflexive Processes of the Russian Academy of 
Science. (There is no equivalent group or organization in the West that is studying the subjective domain of 
knowledge; except for Peirce, the subjective domain remains undefined in the West.)

A comparison of the Russian Reflexive Processes with Peirce’s scientific philosophy showed that they 
are equivalent. The research in logic is being conducted by VINITI [All-Russian Scientific and Technical 
Information Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences; in Russian, Vserossiisky Institut Nauchnoi i 
Tekhnicheskoi Informatsii ], and reflexive control research has been picked up and is now conducted by the 
Institute of Reflexive Processes, Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS). Experts who understand the Russian 
research process can explain why there is a split between VINITI and RAS.

Note: neither higher order logic nor higher order critical thinking, i.e., art of reasoning, are taught anywhere 
in the United States or Europe; consequently, higher-order advanced information-processing systems are also 
unaddressed. Occasionally it is developed by some rare genius who appears on a weapons systems program. 
One such genius drove the system design of the AWG-9, AEGIS, and Terrier CG/SM-2.

To address the lack of talent, a search for 11-Sigma physicists must be made and a team created to address 
the challenges of the knowledge problems of the newly defined subjective domain. There are no plans to 
identify and define the problem facing the United States, and there are no roadmaps in place to help chart a 
course to ensure the survival of American civilization. There are no R&D programs in the fight to keep abreast 
of advancing knowledge generated by the subjective domain.

The surge of new knowledge originating in the subjective domain has already started to occur and will 
continue to grow throughout the 21st century. The subject of critical thinking is already a major problem 
throughout the depth and breadth of Social Sciences, Social Psychology, Education (K-12 and all levels of 
graduate and post-graduate), Cultural Analysis, Engineering, Statistics, Mathematics, Business Management, 
Program Management, Quality Management, Systems Engineering, Production Engineering, Lean Sigma, 
and so forth.

The basis on which on which estimates of the state of knowledge are being made is that it is the same in the 
United States as it is across the entire World, and that the United States is still the leader and is still leading the 
pack. Evidence is beginning to show that that premise is false, and continued adherence to that false premise 
is causing the United States to travel on a path that leads to a dead end and eventual civilizational disaster. The 
United States is totally unprepared to avoid the collision because the enormity of the problem is indiscernible 
and masked by the inability to see or detect the impenetrable glass ceiling. The United States is already in the 
process of falling dangerously behind in science and technology.

Meanwhile, other major industrial nations have seen the writing on the wall. They have stepped out of 
the sandbox and have switched to more viable scientific philosophies. The new philosophies adopted by our 
coalition friends have launched their information and knowledge sciences in a direction that has already 
yielded fruitful results, and the knowledge horizon is nowhere in sight. The U.S. scientific and engineering 
community remains mired in obsolete and decaying philosophies, and it is unable to get out of the sandbox. 

Who is stuck?
DARPA•	
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NSF•	
NIC•	
ODNI and all intelligence agencies under ODNI.•	
DOD•	
HLD•	
USAF•	
U.S. Navy•	
USMC•	
Command and Control Research Program•	
JFCOM•	
MORSS•	
IEEE•	
etc. … the list is•	  endless since they are all operating under dead philosophies.

Only one major Intelligence agency showed positive senior management interest, and when it could, it 
provided limited support. That positive support was largely negated by the absence of support from my own 
company, which at the time was going through very difficult times. A service agency showed positive support 
by drafting a CRADA.1 Again there was lack of support from my company, and the CRADA was aborted.

A general theory for a logic engine was developed by my colleague on his own (he is the only Peircean 
Logician in the West and is recognized by the Russians and others around the World). Just enough funding was 
provided by a customer to develop a Peircean knowledge discovery engine for a specific application. This was 
accomplished twenty-three years after the Russians deployed their first logic engine in 1982. A previous U.S. 
logic engine effort in 1986 was aborted when an advanced fighter program management opted to solve the 
problem by simulation…a major blunder and complete failure that blocked future advancement in weapons 
system design.

Ironically, the new scientific philosophy was fully and completed developed by an American scientist and 
engineer in 1903. The philosophy repairs the damage done by the previous “philosophical changes in trends” 
made since the 14th Century

Logic and reasoning were removed from study (critical thinking)•	

Studies of mind-related subjects were excised, e.g., ethics and esthetics•	

Mind was removed from study•	

Machine intelligence was rejected•	
Errors in statistical estimation and decision theory•	

So what do we know today that can help the repair the broken process? There are enough unpublished 
Peircean manuscripts available to fill a hundred books. The scope and amount of knowledge is so great that no 
one has been able to comprehend and understand the storehouse of Peirce’s knowledge. The Peircean scholars 
in the universities have avoided the technical aspects of Peirce’s knowledge and have focused precisely on that 
which was avoided by Peirce; i.e., the theological and metaphysical.

A CRADA is a written agreement between a federal research organization and one or more federal or non-federal parties 1. 
(collaborators) to work together as partners on a research project of mutual interest [ed.].
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The following subjects are purely scientific:

Scientific Semeiotic Scientific Methodology and a System of Science [as] defined by Charles Sanders •	
Peirce: 

Provides a heretofore non-existent complete scientific method –
Provides a well-defined system of science for definition of Network Centric Warfare  –
interoperability
Introduces the missing knowledge of mentalistic processes, normative processes, and phanerscopy –
Introduces the reasoning mind—provides a path to understanding the Eastern mind and the  –
analysis of Eastern critical thinking
Introduces a methodology for complete definition of the soft sciences: Anthropology, Ancient  –
History, Archeology, Language, Law, Sociology, Social Psychology, Psychology, Ethics, Esthetics, 
Speculative Grammar, Speculative Critic, Speculative Rhetoric, Metaphysics (Mentalistic 
Processes)

Solution to critical thinking problem has been identified•	
System of Peircean logic has been identified•	
Science of inferential logic has been identified•	
Closed loop self-control process has been identified•	
Theory of Signs—conceptual mental structures•	
Existential logic•	
Logic of Relatives—basis for relational databases•	
Logical Systems—definition of lattice theory and inferential logic theory (abduction, induction, and •	
deduction)
Small sample statistical estimation and decision theory•	
Intelligent statistical pattern analysis•	
Intelligent social network analysis•	
Economy of research (cost-effectivenss analysis – invented by Peirce)•	
Corollarial and theorematic deductive logic (discovered by Peirce and anticipated Goedel’s •	
Incompleteness ‘Theorem’)

Almost all of the above knowledge is unknown or missing in the processes of operations research, weapons 
system design and analysis and intelligence analysis. In weapons system design and analysis, the trend is away 
from integrated system concepts to less-effective systems concepts and federated designs.

Trend analysis was missing in the development of the U.S. artillery system of WWII and Korea. The U.S. 
artillery system was extremely effective and successful because it was an integrated and networked system 
design. Similarly, the British won the 1940 Battle of Britain with an integrated air battle management system 
whose design included the development of the Spitfire, the first integrated and networked radar systems, 
tracking systems, avionics, IFF [Identification Friend or Foe], command and control systems, and ground-
controlled intercept systems. This was done without the benefit of a trend analysis before the United States 
had its first surveillance radar system working at Pearl Harbor. Survival of the British (and indirectly the U.S.) 
civilization drove the urgent development of the British Chain Home Air Defense Systems, first Computing 
System (Turing/Colossus), Huff-Duff Anti-Submarine Warfare System (AWS), and Airborne Radar Systems 
for Air Intercept.
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TrenDs ThaT affecT TerrorisM

Peter Probst
Senior Partner, National Security Associates World Wide, LLC

Globalization: Globalization is much more than just the economic integration on a global basis. It also 
involves unprecedented access to ideas and information. Largely facilitated by the Internet, it provides peoples 
from disparate countries, cultures, and classes the means to communicate in near realtime, and to realize they 
may share with others a common perception of events that affect not only their communities but communities 
half way around the world. It breaks down the walls of isolation that authoritarian governments seek to impose 
and reinforce. Access to the global market place of ideas serves to increase the availability of options to peoples 
who see their world and their future in exceedingly circumscribed terms. The Internet is the most destabilizing 
and revolutionary force in the world today. Just ask the Chinese, North Koreans or the Russians.

Globalization also facilitates the movement of money, goods and people, enabling terrorists to more easily 
from country to country, as well as to move money and contraband whether that contraband be people, 
weapons or other high value commodities. A Europe without borders has made Europe into a playground 
for Islamist cadre who move virtually unhindered within the EU, making the job of the security services that 
much more difficult. Terrorists, particularly the Jihadii, have globalized. Intelligence services for the most part 
and in contrast, have not been nearly as successful in developing an international, institutionalized presence. 
This is particularly true in the third world and failed states, which often are the incubators and safe havens of 
radical elements and groups.

In a globalized world, money can also be moved electronically in ways that are difficult to detect and 
monitor. The adage of “follow the money” is not nearly as easy to implement as many believe, and technology 
has enabled traditional, informal means of financial transaction, such as the Hawala system, to operate at 
the speed of electrons. Terrorists have used diamonds and precious metals as a medium of exchange and 
there are other instruments, forms of Cyber Currency, such as E-Gold that seem almost tailored for use by 
money launderers, narcotics traffickers and terrorists. Such systems virtually guarantee the anonymity of the 
participants and are popular because the transactions are so difficult for governments to monitor or impede. As 
globalization continues and perhaps accelerates, virtual currencies and similar financial instruments will gain 
in popularity. The terrorists and their supporters whether we like to admit it or not are as bright and innovative 
as we. However, they have the advantage of not being impeded by a ponderous and ossified bureaucracy that 
seems to move at a glacial pace. 

The Internet and other communications technology advances. The Internet provides terrorists a new medium 
for recruitment, fundraising, propaganda, training and operational communication. It also provides access 
to information and valuable data that can be used to advance their operational efforts. Satellite photography 
available thru exploitation of Google Earth and commercial sources has been used by Iraqi insurgents to 
plan attacks against coalition forces. Jihadist web sites offer a distance learning capability on how to make 
bombs, poisons, and other weapons to attack the enemy. They school the uninitiated in strategy, tactics, and 
the elements of tradecraft. Password protected chat rooms offer a relatively secure environment for terrorists 
to compare notes and to learn from each others successes and mistakes. And through the use of encryption, 
steganography, anonymous remailers, and transmission of messages through a series of Internet Providers, the 
terrorists are often able to evade detection. No longer do terrorists need to travel abroad for training. Much of 
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the basic training can be done at a computer terminal in the comfort of one’s home, or for better security at a 
terminal in a cyber café or a public library.

Disposable cell phones that can be purchased at your local mall for a few dollars help secure terrorist 
communications, and protect the identity of the parties involved in the conversation. They are cheap enough 
to be used for a single communication, and then discarded. If the conversation itself is coded, the terrorist 
has a good degree of security and the transmission may not trigger the sophisticated monitoring programs 
currently used by the security services. In some respects, these disposable phones could be viewed as the one-
time pad of the electronic age.

The most important role of the Internet may be that it enables the terrorists to prepare the ground for their 
ideological assaults, by shaping perceptions of current events to their advantage. For all practical purposes, 
perception is reality and if your adversary is able to frame issues and the debate using his terms of reference 
he gains an immense advantage. Control the agenda and you very well may be able to control the outcome of 
the debate.

According to recent surveys, most people under 25 get their news via the Internet and, here in the United 
States, a large number rely on television newscasts and late night television comedians. The impact of print 
media has in the space of a single generation been eclipsed by the Internet and to a lesser degree by television. 
Both technologies were invented by the United States, but now are being used by our adversaries, and we have 
yet to mount an effective challenge. Terrorism is increasingly viewed as a battle of ideas and ideologies. And 
the market place of ideas has become a global emporium that can be accessed by anyone with a terminal and 
a keyboard.

We have unintentionally provided the terrorists the most effective means to disseminate their message, and 
we are seemingly unable to provide an effective counter-narrative or message. We have nothing on site or in 
the works that has the power or potential of an al Jazeera. Our Public Diplomacy program is in shambles. We 
talk a good game when it comes to the importance of winning the battle of ideas and ideologies, but fail to 
commit the necessary money or talent. We know we are in serious trouble when we have contractors trying to 
run information operations and American GIs trying to prepare press and media placements. By trying to run 
the Information War on the cheap, we have abdicated responsibility with predictable results. 

Such operations used to be the province of CIA and USIA, but most of the practitioners of this arcane 
form of warfare are long retired or have died and the knowledge they possessed has largely died with them. The 
same jargon may be employed by today’s information warriors, but the operations being run are at best a pale 
imitation of those that were so successful during the Cold War. The Internet is the new arena of conflict, and 
one that we have effectively ceded to the forces of Global Jihad.

Our adversaries’ efforts, in contrast, show sophistication, imagination and, most importantly, success. 
When it comes to combating terrorism, we necessarily focus on the bomb, the gun, and the carnage. But there 
is another aspect to terrorism, which too often has been ignored and yet can be immensely damaging. These 
are the Political Action operations run by our adversaries. Often sub-rosa and usually non-violent, they are 
sophisticated, agile, and terribly effective. Such operations can influence events and critical decision making 
at the highest levels. They shape perceptions and public attitudes. They can define the issues, the agenda, and 
what is politically correct and socially acceptable. Perception is reality and reality is in the eyes of the beholder. 
An individual experienced in this form of combat, who is viscerally attuned to the mindset, culture and value 
systems of his target audience can develop operations that can propel those targeted to embrace courses of 
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action that are antithetical to their own self-interest and even their very survival. This is the essence of what 
the British used to call Political Warfare. 

During the Cold War the Communists were masters of the game, and now that mantle has been passed 
to radical Islamists and their sympathizers who present themselves as defenders of liberty, interested only 
in building bridges to non-Muslim constituencies and educating others in the tenets of their faith. They 
do their work on the streets of Paris, the bazaars of Cairo, and the villages of southern Thailand. They are 
present in virtually every European city and have been most effective in the U.K. They can be found in the 
college classroom, teaching at any number of Middle East study centers, as well as playing a prominent role 
in boardrooms in New York and Los Angeles. They operate prison outreach programs and work among our 
military. They are active on school boards and demonstrate a keen interest in shaping the curricula of grades 
Kindergarten through University. They also focus on textbook publishers, knowing if they can influence 
or control curricula and textbook content, they can bend the American education system and use it as an 
instrument to advance their agenda. It’s not that they are smarter than the communist cadre of a bygone era. 
They are just more sophisticated, and they take the long view. They are Political Action operatives, and one face 
of the enemy we rarely recognize.

Here in the United States, one such man was Abduraham Alamoudi, the founder and former Executive 
Director of the American Muslim Council (AMC), which many still regarded as the premier Muslim American 
organization in the U.S. Abduraham Alamoudi, was welcomed at the White House and consulted as the voice 
of Muslim America by both Republican and Democratic administrations. He met with Presidents and those 
who occupied top level positions in the decision making hierarchy. He even spoke at the memorial services held 
at the National Cathedral to honor the victims of 9/11, and was instrumental in developing the Pentagon’s 
Muslim Chaplain Program. He was a frequent visitor to the Hill, where he was regarded as a political heavy 
weight. There he was courted on both sides of the aisle as the prime representative of an increasingly powerful 
voting bloc.

In 2003, shortly after returning from an illegal trip to Libya, Alamoudi was arrested by U.S. authorities, 
and in 2004 sentenced to a 23-year jail term. In his plea bargain, he admitted making at least ten illegal trips 
to Libya, and meeting with Qadaffi to plot the assassination of then crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia. 
Under the terms of the agreement, he agreed to forfeit all proceeds from his illegal dealings with Libya, which 
totaled at least $910,000 and included some $340,000 in cash. This self-admitted ardent support of Hamas 
and Hizballah served the cause of radical Islam well, primarily as an agent-of-influence and is regarded by 
those who follow such activities as the architect of some of the most ambitious and successful political action 
efforts mounted against the interests of the United States. This is the man who advised American Presidents. 
Although now behind bars, his mantle has been picked up by others. This is the stealth side of terrorism, and 
one that will be of increasing importance as the nature and scope of Jihadii operations expand.

coMplexiTy anD The fuTure of TerrorisM

T. Irene Sanders
Executive Director, Washington Center for Complexity & Public Policy

Looking at the ten trends I’ve selected through the lens of complexity science, it’s important to explore the 
connections and interdependencies among them and then identify the most effective influence points for the 
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future. Caveat: It’s a nonlinear world, many things could happen, making it important to continuously track 
what it actually emerging.

Here is my quick synthesis:

Increasing demand and competition for the world’s natural resources will create larger gaps between the 
world’s “haves” and “have nots”—within country boundaries and among countries and regions. Growing 
disparities will create more fertile ground for extremism of all types, especially jihadists. While individual 
countries (U.S., EU, and others) are dealing with growing internal problems, India and China—with their 
emphasis on science and technology, education and success—will continue to grow their economies. 

The Generation Xers and the Millennials, who expect success (partly instilled as an expectation by their 
Baby-Boom parents) will not have the skills to deal with their peers from other countries, whose drive to succeed 
will more closely resemble that of their parents’ generation. As they age, their self-indulgence will reinforce and 
expand the gaps between “haves” and “have nots,” likely pushing them into a “have not” position. While they 
will be Internet-connected with their peers in other countries, those in developing countries without access to 
networks will continue to be left out, creating more opportunities for extremist movements.

To influence the future of the U.S. and to combat the growth of terrorism and other malicious patterns 
that may emerge, it is important to educate and connect young people worldwide—in all countries. They have 
the potential to influence the future either positively or negatively.

In the U.S., it is urgent that we find ways to encourage math, science, and geopolitical literacy. We need to 
encourage active citizenship, cultural literacy, and life-long learning among Generation Xers and Millennials. It 
is also essential that we find effective ways to protect and support the full participation of women worldwide, and 
promote open forms of government where communication and economic opportunities can grow and evolve. 

The TerrorisT arT of The possible

David Shtulman
Director of Agency Endowments, United Jewish Federation Foundation

September 11 has warped our sense of what we need to guard against. Too many experts believe that the 
next attack will be larger and more devastating than the last, and we tend to prepare for the mega-attack. But 
a one-time mega-attack is very difficult to carry out and tends to rally the country together in response. A 
continuing stream of small attacks that can happen anywhere at anytime demoralizes a nation and causes them 
to turn on one another. I believe that if Al Qaeda is smart they will move in the opposite direction, and they 
will catch us completely unprepared. Some examples:

If you want to destroy the airline industry in the U.S., you do not have to blow up airplanes in the sky. •	
All our defenses begin with security at the check-in process. However, low-tech suicide bombers in five 
airport lobbies around the country on the same day would accomplish the same thing. People will be 
afraid to go to the airport and security will have to screen people as they enter the terminal, making 
air travel a nightmare. After a few months when things begin to return to normal, use car bombs in 
airport parking lots and disrupt the system again.
Shopping malls are the easiest targets because everyone is already walking around with packages. •	
Several bombs in malls on big sales days around the country will paralyze the economy. Americans will 
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hate the idea of being searched every time they want to enter a shopping mall or a department store 
in a strip mall. but they will have to accept it. Then you bring the car bombs into the parking lots and 
extend the security perimeter outwards again.
Blow up a few buses in downtown areas in big American cities during rush hour. Not only do you •	
make people afraid to use public transportation, you make them fear to drive alongside it or walk in 
the streets alongside it. The Israelis learned to live with this. I suspect that for Americans it will be 
much more difficult.
An attack on a school bus or an elementary school could cripple a public school system, with parents •	
being afraid to send their children to school, as well as cost the economy millions of dollars in lost work 
time as parents stayed home from work with their kids.

These are the types of attacks that I have been amazed we have not seen so far because they are so simple 
to carry out. They are a daily occurrence in Iraq and have been carried out with regularity all over the Middle 
East. American movies have shown such events many times, and their simplicity makes them inevitable.

Also, it is precisely American values that militate against invasive personal searches, disruptive delays, and 
profiling that make these attacks easier to perpetrate.

converGence for public safeTy, securiTy anD Defense

Comments from Jack Smith
Office of the National Science Advisor; Science and Technology Foresight, Ottawa, CA

There is currently a global race to develop nanotechnology for use in a myriad of applications from smart 
biomedical drugs to commercial product tagging. Given national security concerns and the threat of terrorism, 
a major application area for this technology has to be in Global Security, military and ways of stabilizing the 
nervous global economy.

This outlook summarizes the potential applications that are envisaged in the combat against terrorism and 
in public safety and security. It necessarily encompasses the use of such technology in the military. The use of 
nanotechnology cannot be accomplished in isolation, but rather as an effective part of a converged solution 
that draws on biotechnology and information technology as well. This listing is by no means exhaustive 
(further effort is required in making a fuller list), but merely gives an indication of the possible applications. 
The table lists the application along with the potential technology exploitation.

Application Technology

Personnel and vehicle armour Use of nano-engineered composite materials for lighter weight and greater 
strength

Biochemical sensors (“Smart Dust”) Organometallic nanoclusters, coupled with nanoelectronics for “reading” 
nanosensors

Energy weapons Nanotechnology to improve charge storage capacity of materials or to 
improve laser efficiencies

Precision guided munitions & Smart Bullets Use of disposable nanocircuits for “guided” bullets; metamaterials for 
increased armor penetration
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Portable power supplies Flexible batteries based on composites including carbon nanotubes. Uses 
bodily fluids such as sweat as the electrolyte.

Improved stealth technology Manipulation of materials at the nano-level to tailor dielectric properties; 
e.g., carbon nanotubes

Improved Jamming capabilities Nanolevel tailored transistors for improved speed and bandwidth in 
jamming electronics

Quantum computing & communications; 
improved surveillance

Improved performance through “quantum dot” technologies and 
“spintronics:” manipulation of spin

Quantum cryptography Use of Heisenberg uncertainty principle to combat eavesdropping

Autonomous robots Nanoelectromechanical devices along with nanocomposites and nano-level 
electronics using neural networks

“Force multiplier” suits for personnel Improve material properties through carbon nanotubes use

Improved battlefield medicine Use of nanorobots for minute surgery

Toxin & poison neutralization Nanomagnetic materials that adhere to toxins/poison and can be drawn 
out magnetically (tag and drag); requires materials of high magnetic 
moment

Smart antidote delivery Organometallic tagging

Specific DNA targeting bio-weapons Nano-level manipulation of molecules that target a particular DNA

Field deployable Smart factories (Nanofactories) “Black box” that can take given raw materials at a site and manufacture 
product (e.g., polymers from carboniferous material, rock and water).

Smart Tagging for sensitive inventory control Nano barcoding (metal manipulation to create barcodes at nano level)

Smart clothing (waterproof and antibacterial 
clothing) with inbuilt nano-sensors

Use of dendrimers woven into the fabric

Shape-shifting armor Nano-level smart metamaterials that can change shape under control

TarGeTs anD vulnerabiliTies To TerrorisT aTTack

Stephen F. Steele, Ph.D.
Institute for the Future, Anne Arundel Community College

Toward a model of terrorist targets. 

While there are many variables that influence terrorist target selection, this model reflects the intersection 
of lethality, visibility, and frequency. It is offered for reflection and further development if relevant. It is a 
typology. Probabilities would need to be assigned.

Examples:

Commonly the expectation is a high visibility, high mortality target, few targets. The 9/11 attacks reflect 
this. The complexity of implementing this operation appeared long and difficult and required special training, 
perhaps suggesting the limited number of targets.

Consider a high visibility, lower mortality operation, however. The DC sniper operation is such an example. 
Small cells initiating randomly occurring attacks at a local level, diffused by the media, could produce (through 
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a random reinforcement schedule) an illusion 
of local, personal and regional level terror with 
increased frequency.

Low initial visibility, but high frequency, 
increasing lethality targeting might be reflected 
by food chain adulteration or bioterrorism 
(anthrax, biological), for example.

Failure to adopt 21st century thinking. 

Systemic failure to rapidly create processes 
for combating and thinking about terror (see 
Gardner – Discipline, Creativity, Synergy, 
Ethics Respect) [1] produces vulnerability. 
Searching for questions with multiple answers 
(vs. paradigmic searching for “the right 
answer…”) becomes an anti-terror strategy. 
Minimally, post industrial thinking—
creativity and innovation—are essential for anti-terror readiness. For example, the following set of intersecting 
planes must be synergized to approach multiple outcomes:

Lack of personal and household preparation produces increased vulnerability to attack. The “War •	
on Terror” metaphor gives rise to a symmetric vision of macro-level engagement. This mitigates the 
need for individuals and household members to prepare for micro-level responses to attack. 

Organized systems to assist preparation for terror and/or natural disasters reduce vulnerability.•	

Targeting and Tactics:

Random national targets at micro and meso levels. The D.C. sniper incidents demonstrated the •	
capability of very small, mobile groups with basic weaponry to create regional terror and disrupt 
lifestyles. The broadcast of local events by global media can give the impression of macro dysfunction 
while consuming time and energy of local law-enforcement. Random use of this tactic in small towns 
and large cities as well as suburbs could conceivably paralyze commerce and social activity with a 
minimum level of sophistication. “Waking up” small unit sleeper cells for such an effort could create 
the appearance of national normlessness.

Seasonal or geographic vulnerability at critical times and places in the year (winter for example) •	
create multidimensional problems. Coordinating attacks with other social or natural cycles and or 
disasters amplifies the magnitude of the impact. Examples: a post-Katrina attack in another part of the 
country stretches emergency resources and amplifies impact.

Coordinated EMP bomb detonations in a variety of critical locations (air traffic control, etc). •	
EMP over gridlocked highways followed by explosive, gas, or anthrax. [Re: EMP bomb detonation 
in northern Virginia]. The reliance on microchip technology in about everything would render major 
systems inoperable.

One Scenario - Target Cube: Lethality, 
Visibility, Frequency

Lethality

Visibility

High

None

Frequent

Low

High

Frequency
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Veni, vidi… wiki? Terror and responses to it as reality creation—open source, networks and •	
neurons “social constructions of reality” [Berger, P. L. and T. Luckmann, The Social Construction of 
Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge, Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1966] in open 
source reality. [Institute for the Future, The 2006 Map of the Decade tells six big stories about the 
world that will shape our lives and our decisions over the next ten years: http://www.iftf.org/features/
map_of_the_decade.html].

Mass customization of Terror: Terrorists as “Active Innovators,” tailoring terror and responses to it. •	

Responses: 

More effectively connecting individual needs with system capabilities, enlightened terrorism •	
consumer. 

Expanded opportunities for alternatives—customized individual and household preparation for •	
terrorism defense beyond reactive and passive measures (duct tape and ready.gov). There is a  need for 
locally customized readiness.

A single dominant nation-state is a declining reality. All nation-states are integrated, and their systemic 
natures produce vulnerabilities: the global economy is growing more integrated; and technology is creating a 
knowledge-dependent global society.

cauTionary noTes

Andrew T.H. Tan
Associate Professor, Social Science and International Studies, University of New South Wales

One cannot counter all risks all the time unless the U.S.A. becomes a totalitarian state like North Korea. 1. 
It is simply not possible or realistic because of the very generality of the terrorist threat. Thus, the U.S. has to 
utilize, as other countries have, risk management techniques. Given limited resources and an unlimited threat, 
how should the U.S.A. best use resources to define the risk, assign probabilities and then design strategies 
to contain and limit the risk? There is little evidence the U.S. is taking risk management properly as there is 
still little strategic management involved; instead, we are seeing ad hoc measures by various federal and state 
entities which appear to be muddling through, and wasting scarce resources as a result.

WMD mass casualty terrorism is the real threat to us all. The first successful use of a WMD—e.g., an 2. 
RDD [Radiological Dispersal Device] attack—will have an impact far exceeding 9/11. But why is the U.S. not 
working with its international partners in limiting proliferation? Does the U.S. have a strategy to deal with 
this?

The U.S. needs strategic leadership to regain legitimacy—it needs to regain respect and its standing 3. 
in the Muslim world. Not an easy task, but has the U.S. even started to do so? Its failure suggests that the 
U.S. will never regain the soft power and standing it had after 1945. What implications might this have on 
international relations in the future? Without effective U.S. leadership, what are the future prospects for the 
war on global terrorism?
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criTique froM a chanGe TecTonics perspecTive

Marc A. Viola
Innovation Executive, The Vitruvian Center for Innovative Intelligence

Thesis: “CHANGE TECTONICS” are slow, subtle forces affecting social groups from organizations to 
entire societies on a massive scale. Often these forces are taken for granted, leading to strategic “blind spots” 
and intelligence surprise.

The report…raises an interesting point about, “whether sudden shifts are indicators of seismic transitions 
or merely temporary anomalies or fads.” Organizations and social structures are not generally responsive to 
change. Rapid adaptation can and does occur, like the explosion of the cyber dimension of technology in society, 
but the existing institutions did not precipitate these changes. Institutions are in the business of maintaining 
the status quo, ensuring stability and sustainability, not revolutionary change. In this way, organizational and 
social institutions are tectonic, massive in structure and size, moving very slowly, and occasionally grinding up 
upon one another creating localized disturbances.

A change tectonic illustrated by the 55 Trends Now Shaping The Future of Terrorism was demographics. The 
report categorized demographic changes as if they were impending obstacles, instead of recognizing that existing 
institutions themselves represent tectonic obstacles to change. In effect, the report does not acknowledge that 
the root cause of some of the problems identified might be the existing institutions themselves. The reason why 
demographic change is a problem is because the existing institutions are resisting their own movement and 
force. As the saying goes, “we have met the enemy, and it is us.” 

Demographic Tectonics

A case in point for this idea arrives immediately in the report.…the following description of why demographic 
change has important implications: “As societies age, we are likely to see fewer violent crimes, because violence 
is generally a young person’s game, but more financial ones, because in the modern world the elderly tend 
to be relatively well-off.” Although the report acknowledges that this trend “will require a shift in policing to 
meet the needs of older clients and the training of more officers who specialize in financial misdeeds,” it fails 
to look back on the root causes. A large portion of our population is getting older because science is increasing 
life expectancy. An even more relevant reason is that many children were born in the post-war period known 
as the “Baby Boom.” As surely as the Baby Boom had a definable beginning (World War II), it had a definable 
end, roughly 1960 (ages 66 to 47, in 2007.) The end of the boom meant that there was a drop-off in births, 
and a subsequent fall-off in the population of a people in the age range born between 1961 and 1975 (ages 
46 to 32.) As the Baby Boomers had children, they did so amid a larger age population relative to other age 
ranges, if all other factors were equal. This means that the Baby Boomers’ children, the “Baby Boom Echo,” as 
it is sometimes referred to, represents an upsurge in an age group that is trailing the Baby Boomers. If this is 
true, then the phenomenon might map out something like the graphic on the next page.

Using the tectonic analogy, this might be compared to a rise in a tectonic plate for some external reason 
such as collision with another tectonic plate causing the plate to buckle under the stress. This leads to rises, 
mountain chains, valleys, and so forth on the Earth’s crust. In the case of the demographics, the end of the 
Second World War, and troops returning in mass to spouses, caused the surge in birthrates. It is unclear what 
other tectonic plate, or plates, would be applicable to the analogy; suffice it to say that the boom created 
a demographic peak, followed by a trough, then followed by another (somewhat smaller) peak. The peak 
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facilitated the establishment of new norms, beliefs, and expectations that may, or may not, have been applicable 
to the following demographic trough. Likewise, the newly arriving peak will impact the establishment with 
its own unique change tectonic. In between is a demographic valley, perhaps conforming to a mathematical 

“bathtub” chart, or inverted “bell” curve, as depicted below:

The trend therefore suggests that the “shift in policing to meet the needs of older clients” is only a temporary 
fix to what is more likely a cyclical issue, and [suggests] a resurgence of young persons and the accompanied 
violence associated with the “young person’s game.” Ignoring the cyclical nature is potentially dangerous 
because it ignores the change tectonic that builds up pressure to accommodate the “needs of older clients and 
the training of more officers who specialize in financial misdeeds,” but then overlooks the resulting “change-
quake” of violence resurging once again after police organizations establish a new status quo. 

Internal Tectonic Effects: Organizational Upwelling

Another similar issue…has to do with the longer life expectancies of police and security professionals.    
“[G]rowing costs for pensions and medical benefits…will place added strain on law enforcement budget 
that already can barely meet the needs of their communities,” but it will also put a strain on the manning 
structure. 

Even though older officers “will work in technical, support, and administrative positions, freeing their 
younger colleagues for more strenuous duties and helping relieve any personal shortages resulting from 
the relatively small size of the younger generation,” [this] does not indicate how to best implement [and 
manage] such…manning. For example, once out of strenuous duties, will older officers accept lower pay to 
accommodate the hiring and retention of more able-bodied officers? Will older officers willingly yield their 
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positions of operational control to their younger counterparts? The likely answer to these, and other similar 
questions is no. Those who feel that they have “worked their way up through the system” will generally 
not yield what they perceive as their emotional, financial, and ideological investment in their professional 
institutions. Older officers also realize that they cannot retire as they once thought, since the prices of housing, 
their children’s college education, and so forth, are all rising faster than their retirement pay. To maintain 
equity in this tectonic, professionals must continue working late into their lives, capitalizing on the positions 
that previously were unavailable to individuals of their age group. The burden of physically demanding work 
removed by modern technology, older officers can continue to maintain control of their organizations from 
behind workstations.

The consequence is an organization that was formerly considered “flat” now must maintain a larger and 
larger overhead of management and manning costs to continue to function, in addition [it must] bring on 
younger, able-bodied officers. This organization began small, agile, and adaptable to its changing environment. 
Authority could reside at the individual level, and to function there was a high degree of intra-organizational 
dialogue, trust, and interaction. But with steady growth, and no comparable retirement rate, the organization 
swells, as do its management needs. Growth, in fact, may not be a sign of success, [but rather as] an inability to 
displace individuals who have outlived their utility. With more individuals from a single demographic able to 
effectively lobby for their self-interests, there is a counterproductive shift in responsibilities and pay structure 
that slowly begins to ignore the needs of the mission and erodes the effectiveness of the organization. 

Such demographic tectonics can lead to organizations that are increasingly “top heavy,” building dangerous 
financial stresses. To cater to increasing numbers of senior ranking members, the organization must incur 
greater and greater “overhead” costs. The numbers of individuals who actually “do” the mission drops in 
relation to those who “facilitate” the accomplishment of the mission. “Doers” are those who actually perform 
the work, those [who] satisfy actual mission objectives, accomplish goals, foster real, substantive change, and 
other necessary functions. “Facilitators,” on the other hand, perform administrative tasks. Facilitators include 
support services, middle management, bureaucrats, oligarchic “elders” of the expanding management hierarchy, 
investors, and so on. The goal of the facilitators initially was to support the “doers,” but it changes over 
time. The change is slow, gradual, almost imperceptible, like any tectonic. Over time, it becomes apparent to 
facilitators that they lack the requisite skills or talent to actually “do” the job. This can lead to a certain degree 
of apprehension, feelings of subordination, or desire to ensure their self-preservation in the organization. 
Sometimes that survival instinct can come at the exclusion of other imperatives, including the mission itself. 
In the worst cases, the goal of facilitators is to maintain control of their position and ensure their career 
advancement, even if it comes at the expense of ‘doers” around whom the entire mission was designed. 

Using the tectonic analogy, this might be compared to demographic tectonic plates undergoing subduction, 
with a consequent upwelling of mountain landmasses. The geologic process creates tremendous stress on the 
Earth’s crust, forming mountain chains, causing volcanic activity, and triggering earthquakes. The result is 
an organization whose structure was once flat instead evolves into a pyramid, as represented in the following 
graphic.

Such organizational pyramid structures are bureaucratically laden with multi-tiered hierarchies, resulting 
in costly overhead to pay for all the supporting personnel, management, and “dead-wood.” The only way to 
maintain sufficient control over such an unwieldy organizational structure is by creating indirect management 
controls. No longer can the individual be allowed to unilaterally act on talent or know-how, since the effects of 
such decision making could have wide-reaching repercussions on countless unseen members of the organization. 
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Consequently, evolving management directives become increasingly driven by adherence to more refining 
(and sometimes, more confining) standards. Many of the traditional operational approaches used in the past 
to identify security blind spots, including “gut” instincts and experiential intuition, no longer map effectively 
into these standards.1 

The procedures and processes created to support such large organizations have additional and related 
deleterious effects on the contribution of the individual. Since the needs of the many must override those of the 
individual, approved processes supercede the benefit of the contribution of individual talent. Although these 
processes cannot, generally, replicate unique talents, they do provide an “approved” modicum of performance. 
This becomes the new benchmark, the management-approved baseline of minimum standards upon which 
the new organizational construct depends. This minimum standard is more valuable to management than an 
individual’s talent, because quantified skills are fungible, where an individual’s unique talent is not. 

There is no metric for imagination. When the mastery of a skill is akin to an art form, it becomes a 
dangerous liability to management, because the organization becomes dependent on the individual. There is 
subsequently no place for the creative individual in such an organizational construct. Creativity, passion, and 
individual drives, although the driving forces for the original “flat” organization, are now liabilities for an 
organizational pyramid. Where there was skill and ability, has now been replaced and over-compensated for 
by standards and processes

The organizational pyramid is at a turning point. It can change, or risk succumbing to the crushing weight 
and inefficiency of its overhead burden. Rising costs for the expanding upper tier of management and support 

From the STRATFOR Morning Intelligence Brief, Geopolitical Diary: Strategy and Process, 22 August 2007, a commentary on 1. 
the lack of a CIA strategy for combating terrorism cited in the executive summary of a report by the CIA’s Office of the Inspector 
General that was declassified and released on Tuesday, 21 August 2007.
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services begin to impact and limit the ability of the organization to achieve its full potential. Oftentimes 
such organizations promise products and services based on old efficiency models, but the new cost structures 
prohibit delivering on time and under anticipated budgets. The outcome is often described as “de-scoping,” 
the graduation of expectations and paring-down output. To survive, the organization must downsize its 
efforts, if not its personnel and funding as well, just to make basic deliveries. In the presence of competitive 
market forces, or external tectonic changes to the environment, the organization may have to begin cutting its 

“deadwood,” and other non-contributory cost burdens. From “flat” to “pyramid” organization, what remains 
is what may be described as a “step pyramid,” never quite attaining its desired outcome, limited by its own 
organizational weight. 

More importantly, the status quo of established organizational institutions means that talent must wait. 
It can create an environment which is toxic to creative and imaginative individuals who do not feel safe to 
think “outside the box.” These valuable individuals may also feel marginalized, abandoned by, or not belonging 
in, “the system.” They may feel that the only path to success (and presumed emotional safety) is by waiting 
to earn the privileges that only come with time and age. In systems like this, there is no room for young 
innovators, artists, and especially, eccentrics. And ironically, it is through such young innovators, artists, and 
eccentrics that these institutions (in their “flat” organizational manifestations) were built in the first place. The 
pre-requisite, then, is not talent or competence, but age. Such organizations embody oligarchic hierarchies of 

“elders,” committees, and approval processes that squash initiative and individual talent. This is especially true 
if this talent is misunderstood and/or does not conform to guidelines set forth by the minimum standards of 
the establishment. 

Organizationally, this may explain why the 9/11 Commission cited the “most important failure was one of 
imagination.”2 In trying to apply processes and thinking that may have been successful during the Cold War to 
the asymmetric threats of the 21st century, important elements in the Intelligence Community (IC), and the 
broader U.S. Government, found themselves perplexed by the new environment. Those with the imagination 
necessary to adapt to this new threat environment, if even present in the Community, were neither empowered 
to act, nor were they taken seriously. The status quo was preserved at the expense of the Nation’s security.

Tectonic Denial: Culture Clash

Another area that the report…raises is how those who comprise demographic tectonic segments perceive 
themselves, and other tectonic elements. As the report cites, “[c]onflicts between cultures are largely conflicts 
of values.” It might be even more appropriate to describe such conflicts as wars of culture, as values tend to 
vary even with what might seem uniform demographic cultures and subcultures. For example, although not 
necessarily providing a uniform front of values, the “Baby Boomers have long set the social norms in the 
United States and Europe to align with the values they learned in the turbulent 1960s and ‘70s.” This may be 
true, but it is just as true that not everyone was a hippie in the 1960s and ‘70s. In fact, hippies may have been 
viewed as just another fad as the “beatniks,” “punk rockers,” or “grunge surf punks,” each with vastly different 
values, but all part of American culture at one time or another. It is equally apparent that many of these groups 
never stayed completely true to their original values, morphing over time as they, perhaps, realized the error(s) 
of their ways, adopted new values, adapted to changing economic opportunities, were influenced by new ideas, 
or were affected by technology. 

The National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States, The 9/11 Report, Chaired by Thomas H. Kean and Vice 2. 
Chaired by Lee H. Hamilton (New York: St. Martin’s Press, August 2004), XCI – XCII.
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The irony is, as was described in the “Organizational Upwelling” section, new generations are not “taking 
over,” as the report would suggest. They may be entering the workplace, or influencing current market trends, 
but there are firmly entrenched institutions and established organizations that are keeping these new entries 
firmly in their place. They may also be“bringing with them new values that may fit poorly with standards 
long established in police agencies,” but let us not forget that the “ruling class” of middle class America were, 
themselves, only sentences earlier described as being shaped by the “values they learned in the turbulent 1960s 
and ‘70s.” The Baby Boomers pride themselves, as the self-proclaimed “Me Generation,” in having changed 
all the rules and established new values. It is, of course, the privilege of any ruling class to claim credit for all 
victories, and assume credit for the underlying causes of all their successes. It is also their right to perceive all 
newcomers to the environment as inherently “wrong” in their approaches. Countless preceding generations 
have done the same, so it should be no great surprise that the Baby Boomers feel some apprehension at the 
idea of being displaced by upcoming Generation X and Y and so-called “Millenials.”

What is disturbing, is that there is nowhere for these new generations to necessarily go. Contrary to how 
the report depicts them, “Generation X, now in their late 30s and 40s” are not rising into senior positions. 
Those positions are currently held, and will continue to be held, by Baby Boomers for the foreseeable future. 
There are too many mortgages to pay, and the skyrocketing cost of college tuition is prohibitive to retirement. 
It should be no surprise, then, that Baby boomers need to maintain some other rationale for not relinquishing 
the helm of their control prematurely. As the report describes, “Generation X … Generation Y or Dot-com, 
in their 20s and early 30s; and the Millenials,…resemble each other far more than they do their parents.” Did 
Baby Boomer hippies resemble the “Greatest Generation” who fought World War II? Even more disturbing 
is how the report describes how these younger generations have, “[s]hared values [that] include a strong 
entrepreneurial streak and an eagerness to do things in their own way.” For Baby Boomers to believe that these 
qualities are somehow foreign from their own explicit values and behavior is perhaps as if they are in denial of 
their own generational origins. Where else would Generations X and Y, and the Millenials have learned such 
values? It is not likely from anywhere else but their Baby Boomer parents.

Further reinforcing this denial are assumptions that, “the single most obvious characteristic of these 
generations, reinforced with each successive age cohort, is a single-minded devotion to the bottom line.” The 
Soviet Union lost the Cold War, and free market Capitalism prevailed. What aspect of Capitalism is not 
immediately concerned with a “single-minded devotion to the bottom line,” and what living example does the 

“Me Generation” provide as an incentive not to pursue a devotion to self-interest? It is therefore only logical, 
then, that younger generations readily adopt the standards by which the ruling generation define “success,” 
and prepare to claim their own generational success. The Baby Boomers proved, after all the revolutions 
and “free love,” that the most important bottom line “is their own, not that of their employer or peer group.” 
Capitalism is ruthless in its competitive-ism, and the younger generations have learned this all too well. Why 
should this surprise Baby Boomers? These were the values they learned, and the beliefs, norms, expectations 
that they live by today.

A denial in this clash of culture is especially apparent when younger generations are described as, “capable of 
quitting a job and moving across the country at the hint of an opening they might find more appealing.” This 
was the very basis for the John Steinbeck novel, The Grapes of Wrath. Granted, the economic circumstances for 
the Joad family’s exodus were extreme, but they were economically motivated nonetheless. A young, talented, 
computer savvy generation with an inexhaustible supply of energy will be more challenging to recruit and 
retain, “in the face of better pay and benefits from private industry.” These younger workers are not stupid. 
They have learned the “tricks of the trade” at an early age, and have the benefit of mass information right at 
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their fingertips. Instead of trying to deny, suppress, or control such values, senior management should be 
trying to find ways of unleashing the potential of these talented individuals. The report is correct when it 
assesses that, in the years ahead, this competition, combined with the self-oriented values of the young, will 
make it much more difficult for law enforcement agencies to fill their manpower needs,” and the old rules for 
organizational management simply will not apply. 

one More TerrorisT scenario

Brian Upton
Authors’ Note: We received the following letter in response to a recent magazine article. We know nothing of Mr. Upton 
or his affiliation. However, the concern he raises seems to merit more informed consideration than we can give it.

Dear Dr. Cetron

I have read, and re-read your piece on Terror 2000.

I too, am somewhat of a visionary about future possibilities, to the point of driving my wife crazy.

Please consider the following scenario:

I have been trained by FAA instructors in Oklahoma City, on some very detailed aspects of infrastructure, 
and specifically, power distribution.

What I see in our residential areas is beginning to concern me. On each power pole, and ending in a 
connection underground, is a number 6 copper wire, designed to ground the transient suppression system 
of our power poles. A ground wire, the topmost wire ABOVE power-carrying wires, is designed to act as an 
umbrella, attracting and dissipating any local rise in voltage which the ground wire encounters—whether from 
a minor lightening strike, or EMP, or a surge on the power-carrying wires just below. What I am observing, 
pole after pole, is that the #6 wire at the bottom (visible) end of the pole is SEVERED (probably from 
weed whackers). What this means is that if each and every pole is not properly grounded, then the overhead 
protective umbrella ground wire will be allowed to rise in voltage (from whatever means) and eventually reach 
such a voltage as to not only fail to protect the adjacent power wires, but to burn open itself. This may well 
cause a domino effect, which could adversely affect our power distribution systems. Could you please get this 
information to someone who has the horsepower to make a difference? Thank you so much.

aDDiTional consiDeraTions for The fuTure of TerrorisM

Peter A. Wilson
Senior Defense Research Analyst, RAND Corporation

The Sunni-Shia Split as a “Long War” – One of the major consequences of the U.S. decision to overthrow 
Saddam regime was to “uncork” the Persians. Now Iran has an emerging Shia Arab ally in the form of the 
current “national” government of Iraq (GOI). This has set the stage for a protracted conflict between a Sunni 
coalition led by Saudi Arabia and a Shia Arab coalition led by Iran. This had led to the emergence of two 
distinctly different types of terrorist threats that the U.S. will have to deal with. The first is the radical Wahabist 
whose most obvious manifestation is AQ [Al Qaeda] and its allies. AQ represents a transnational threat not 
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unlike a sophisticated transnational criminal organization; therefore, dealing with this threat will be dominated 
by actions taken by the intelligence and police communities. The second are Shia-nationalist organization 
such as Hizballah and the secret services of Iran that will act more as an extension of state power. Put simply, 
this class of threat may require a much larger role for the military vice the intelligence and police services. 
One of the major worries about the consequence of Iran acquiring nuclear weapons is not that IRI [Islamic 
Republic of Iran] will provide Hizballah with nuclear weapons but that the nuclear weapons will act a shield 
against military retaliation/escalation by the West. This will provide cover for various “irregular war” activities 
including various forms of states sponsored terrorism.

Pakistan as a Strategic Center of Gravity – Even if a post-Musharraf regime emerges without great 
violence much less a civil war, the new regime will remain a very complex ally in the “war against terror”—
to put it mildly. Both Pakistan and Afghanistan are joined to the hip by geography, history, and political/
ethnic overlap. AQ central and its Taliban allies may continue to survive if the post-Musharraf regime proves 
unwilling and/or unable to regain Pakistan’s national sovereignty over the northwest frontier regions. In turn, 
the Taliban may continue to have sanctuary and support from the Pashtun region of Pakistan. This will insure 
that the insurgency in Afghanistan remains unresolved. All of this point to the prospect that AQ central will be 
able to dodge and weave to survive if only as the political and ideological inspiration for various home grown 
Sunni based radical/nationalist movements in Africa, the GME [greater Middle East], and Southeast Asia. 

The Threat of Nuclear Weapon Diversion – Even though the chances remain low, the threat of a 
slow motion stealthy nuclear attack, especially by a transnational terrorist organization (TTO) remains of 
high concern. The two likely sources are nuclear bombs or bomb making material from either the Russian 
Federation or Pakistan. In the former case, the rise of Putinism, authoritarian state capitalism, means that the 
nuclear security situation inside Russia may become much better. On the other hand, Pakistan (see above), will 
remain a much more problematic situation. Fortunately, the Pakistani military is a very powerful and cohesive 
institution. Naturally, that might change rapidly, (see above). To intercept one of more “loose nukes” will be 
a stunning difficult intelligence, police, and military challenge that require an amazing degree of cooperation 
internationally, nationally, and locally. Detection of same is a major if not nearly impossible technological and 
operational challenge if the possessor of the nuclear weapons has any technological sophistication.

The Rise of Religious Fundamentalism – Too much focus should not be given to radical Islamic as the 
engine for national and global acts of terror. U.S. and international law enforcement agencies have and may 
face major threats that derive from radical and apocalyptic religious movements that may emerge out [of ] the 
more fundamentalist views inside Christianity and Hinduism. This may prove to be one of the most important 
socio-political phenomenons of the 21st century. Many of these movements may be fueled by a strong dose 
of hyper-nationalism and racism.

The Consequence of Globalization – A megaton of ink has been spilt on this topic. I note that TTOs 
may collaborate with transnational criminal organizations (TCOs) to conduct national and transnational 
operations. Most worrisome is the emergence of the “Smartcard” and Internet enabled transfer of money. This 
is the revolution in money laundering tools and techniques that will present a major and sustained challenge 
for bank regulators, law enforcement, and the intelligence community. I note that AQ is not interested in 
conducting war through cyberspace with cyberweapons; rather, it has been brilliantly successful in using the 
medium of the Internet and multi-media to proselytize, recruit, and train new members and allied organizations. 
This phenomenon of “netwar” has been most noteworthy inside Iraq with diverse insurgent groups using the 
new technologies of globalization to conduct protracted irregular war.
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on The role of local police in anTiTerrorisM sTraTeGy

Alan Youngs, Esq. 
Retired Division Chief, Lakewood, Colorado, Police Department

The events of 9/11 and their aftermath have caused law enforcement at every level to face a new season 
of policing. Law enforcement became tasked not only with handling day to day police business within our 
borders, but also with management of the new challenges brought about by foreign threats waging war within 
our Nation. 

The early 2000s, and back even into the late 1990s, were an era when law enforcement experienced a strong 
sense of public trust due to its clear, focused, and sagacious direction. Community-oriented policing was an 
accepted norm for traditional police functions such as crime reduction and community service. The public 
saw a decline in crime.

However, 9/11 was a hurricane of an incident—a gale of extreme violence unleashed on the United 
States—that rocked the essence of safety and security previously felt by most Americans. It changed the face 
of policing then and into the future. 

Homeland security, including response planning and terrorism prevention, is rising in importance as 
law enforcement’s initial chaotic response to 9/11 has had a chance to settle in the dust and rubble. At the 
same time, law enforcement is adapting to additional challenges resulting from the accelerating shift to an 
informational age. Agencies are starting to clarify what their new role will be by focusing on shared information 
and intelligence through advanced technology and regional networking. 

Commitment to the traditional core mission of law enforcement is still a principal concern of citizens and 
government officials, but in some agencies it is being neglected due to the new pressures of domestic security 
obligations. Overall law enforcement continues to be committed to the current accepted models of policing 
and its traditional role. However, compelled by ongoing events and professional input, there seems to be a 
transition past the community-oriented policing model into what is being viewed as a homeland security or 
domestic security model. There is an expectation that law enforcement must be held accountable not only 
for the traditional core mission of policing, but must also find a way to cope with the added responsibility 
of domestic security in the wake of domestic terrorism. Although there is currently no explicit mandate for 
local police to wage war on potential terrorist activity, it must be the executive levels of law enforcement that 
peremptorily initiate that war within their communities—both rural and large municipalities.

As new law enforcement issues and new core missions are clarified and expanded, leadership is facing 
tougher challenges. New knowledge, novel ways of looking at solutions, advances in technology, and better 
practices information will be crucial if law enforcement leadership is to find balance between the traditional 
core missions and new roles in the enlarged domestic/homeland security arena. Leaders in law enforcement 
are seeking out and utilizing more resources from all levels as they try to clarify the ever evolving expectations. 
It is a challenging time as they seek to regain the structure and balance of the pre-9/11 era in a post-9/11 
atmosphere.

Signs that state and local law enforcement agencies are moving forward can be seen not only in the 
formation of new regional cooperative efforts, but also in the reassessment of existing regional agreements in 
order to expand and strengthen their ties with other agencies.
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The federal government has been the leading entity in the national response up to this point, although 
there is some concern that information from the federal level is slow at trickling down to reach local levels 
of law enforcement. Dissemination of information even between local and state agencies is also hampered at 
times by political agendas and power struggles. Despite such concerns, all these efforts are gradually promoting 
information exchange and improving interoperability. Local and state agencies are holding round-table 
discussions, participating in terrorism response training, experimenting with innovative operational strategies, 
and developing cultural awareness training as ways to prepare and deal better with the vicious new terrorism 
that has emerged on our doorstep.  

The augmented law enforcement mission that has evolved since 9/11 also has been hindered by problems 
of tightening resources. In order for law enforcement executives to develop an effective preparedness response, 
they must take on the task of educating the general public and government officials about not only the domestic 
security issues, but the financial requirements that will make it possible to deal with them. A reallocation in 
resources from the local and state agencies to federal task forces is quite prominent, for example in the Joint 
Terrorism Task Forces. Yet the reciprocation of shared information back to the local level is not where many 
believe it should be. Diligent collaboration in Department of Homeland Security funding strategies will be 
necessary to meet the current and future needs of state and local law enforcement.  

In addition to these observations, there is also a concern that citizens, especially living in the rural areas do 
not believe or understand that terrorism is a significant threat to their communities. This mindset assumes that 
terrorism is an east coast or big city issue. This has been  proven wrong by recent events. Rural communities 
also are susceptible to attack. 

Dwindling federal funds for traditional issues such as community policing, school resource officer, crime 
reduction, etc., has provoked a growing unease that the public trust built up over the previous decade may 
be swept away as domestic security issues take the forefront. The issue of immigration, for example is a hot 
example of an area of credibility for some of these communities.

Law enforcement currently is being pulled in different directions.  Primarily in the arena of domestic 
security only the basic level of preparation has been done so far; work on the kind of inventive strategies and 
policing practices that can handle both traditional and futuristic missions with less resources and assets is still 
in its infancy. Although currently it is hard to find domestic security programs at either the state or local level 
that would be worth duplicating, the field of law enforcement is eager to take on the challenges of terrorism, 
especially from the prevention aspect. As we move into an informational age, current advances in technology 
will prove viable tools to assist in shared information gathering, analysis, and communication. These will better 
enable all levels of law enforcement to share in the development of domestic security programs while still 
providing the traditional services that have fostered public trust.

While keeping these items in mind, there are five key issues that will be amongst the most critical focus 
areas for today’s law enforcement in the new, augmented role thrown at policing. These include: 

Public Trust •	
Homeland Security and Terrorism •	
Recruitment, Retention, and Staffing of Futuristic Officers •	
Crime and Disorder •	
Budget•	



It will be fascinating to see how the changes that have focused our attention on homeland/domestic security 
will reshape the objectives of law enforcement—the core mission and services—and how they will impact 
the current accepted best practice of community-oriented policing, possibly refining it into an expanded 
domestic-security model.
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